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Abstraqt

This úesis attempts to account for the disinclination of Queensland Labor over

forty years in office to implement policies in tune with stated Party ideology. Significant events

in selected prominent policy areas afe examined to show how the Party in government arrived at its

policy choices.

The first section of the thesis looks at indusrial relations under Labor. This is

a key area for a party organisationally based around the union movement. Queenslands largest

union - the AWU - eschewed militancy and solidarity with other unions' strike action, preferring to

pursue claims through influence in the Party. Public sector unions provided the main opposition

to the ruling forces in the Party and engaged in direct confrontation with Labor governments. The

govenìments responded to miliønt indusrial action by deploying draconian emergency powers, and

the success of these measures served to exclude militants from the Party. The dominant coalition

within the Party was able to secure longterm confiol of the Party organisation. So long as the

coalition focussing on rural interests held together, internal dissention was minimal.

The remaining sections of the thesis discuss tlre role of the State in its

accumulation and legitimation functions in an effort to discover the sources of community

consensus around the Labor leaders and to define tlre forces operating on the Party in government.

Various claims made by Party mythology and by historians are analysed in the areas of State

enterprises and health policy, showing that the results in these two areas owed less to Party

ideology than to administrative convenience. The Party throughout its period in government

needed the electoral support of the Queensland smallholding farming population, and this led to

profound interventions in the formation of farmer-controlled marketing authorities and the

institution of an alternative political structure for responding to farmers' needs. Opposition to

Labor surfaced from time to time in the professions and the educational institutions, and the
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suppression of these pockets of opposition had a significant bearing on the development of

Labor's public health system and on education policy.

Labor in Queensland has at times be€n porrayed by the Party and by historians

as a success story for social democracy because of Labor adminisEations' r€cord in expanded public

secûor activity and free health care. The thesis examines the bases of Labor's at times remarkable

electoral success and of the eventual disaster which befell Labor in 1957 and argues that the

coalition of forces behind the leadership was unstable and that in the end refusal to act upon Party

ideology led to a split between the leadership and the organisation. Practical light is thrown on

the role of the state under social democratic adminisration during the Staæ of Queensland's tansit

around the economic periphery from a largely pætoral economy to one bæed on mining, tourism

and light manufacturing.
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lntroduatloa

This thesis analyses the performance of Labor in office over the forty years of

almost continuous rule from 1915. As distinct from the image of radicalism projecæd in the early

years, the leadership of the Party during most of is period in office rejecæd miliuncy in favou¡ of

unexceptional short-range policy objectives. This study attempts to account for the disinclination of

Queensland Labor over this long period to implement policies in tune with stated Party ideology.

The thesis is structu¡ed in three broad sections, divided into five chapters. The three

sections follow respectively the politics of the labour movement under Labor governmenß, the

economic interventions of Labor in office, and the performance of Labor adminisEations in social

policy. This framework has been adopted as generating effective analysis of Queensland Labor

performance through scrutiny of the accumulation and legitimation functions of the statel æ

conveniently defrned through administrative porfolio responsibilities"

The five Chapten are sructrired as follows:

Chapter I discusses relations between the labour movement and the Labor

Party during the period under review. Particular attention is paid to the

activities of militant opposition groupings within the.labour movement,

to the circumstances attending the Party split in 1957, and to

confrontations between the union movement and State Labor

administrations.

"The capitalistic state must üry to two basic and often mutually contradictory functions -
qccumulation andlegitimat¡oz. This means that the state must try to maintain or create the
conditions in which prof,rtable capital accumulation is possible. However, the state also must try to
maintain or create the conditions for sociai harmony. A capitalist state that openly uses its coercive
forces to help one clæs accumulate capital at the expense of other clæses loses its legitimacy and
hence undermines the basis of its loyalty and support. But a state that ignores the necessity of
æsisting the process of capital accumulation risks drying up the source of its own power, the
economy's surplus production capacity and the taxes d¡awn from this surplus (and other forms of
capital)." James O'Connor, The Fiscal Crisis of the Støte (New York: St Ma¡tin's Press, 1973), p.6.
See also James O'connor, Accumulation Crisis (New York Basil Blackwell, 1984), pp. I9l-227.
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Chapter 2 looks at the establishment of State Eading enterprises under

Labor in its first period in office 1915-1929. The various rationales

proposed within the Party for this exercise a¡e discussed, and the reasons

for their commercial success or failu¡e are analysed in order to assess thei¡

significance in the subsequent development of Pa¡ty objectives.

Chapter 3 examines the role played in Labor stategy by nual policy. The

various economic interventions undertaken by Labor in the area are

analysed and an assessment is made of the effecs these had on the Party's

electoral stocks. Some discussion focusses on the development of Party

ideology stemming from prioritisation of rural issues in the Party

progfam.

Chapter 4 concerns Labor reforms in the field of public health care

delivery, an area which is claimed as a signal success for Labor

administation. The establishment of the free hospital systeri, although it

became central to the Party leadership's tegitirnation of their activities

within the labour movement, is shown to have grown out of

administative expedience rather than reforming zeal.

Chapter 5 examines Labor administrations' record on education in

Queensland. Education, while central to the Party's reform ideology in the

early y -rrs in office, was subsequently relegated to a low priority. The

resurgence of interest in edueation among sections of the labou¡ movement

occurring through various worker education channels is examined, showing

that the exclusionist sEategy of the Party required it to foreclose such

activities.



The methodology employed in this thesis is anchored in political economy and on

the role of the state within the distinctive economic structure of Queensland during the period under

review. The focus is on the ways in which Labor in office used the state apparatus at its disposal in

developing and administering policies in the policy a¡eas outlined above. Looked at in broad terms,

public policy outcomes in these areas ¿¡re displayed as arising out of a continuing set of interactive

relationships of authority, power, and influence ¡rmong (a) the Queensland labour movement2; (b) the

Labor leadership, both organisational and parliamentary; (c) the Queensland public service personnel;

(d) the Queensland electorate, or its perceived demands; (e) the non-Labor parties and their threatened

return to office; (Ð the various fractions of capital and business and professional groups supporting

the non-Labor parties.

The analysis offered here cuts against a straightforward pluralist account which

would interpret the state under Labor as simply acting as mediator or conduit for negotiating, where

necessary, a resolution of the conflicts between the above groups and interests by accommodating the

pressures exerted by them, the outcomes emerging as officially endorsed public policies. Rather, the

thesis stresses what has been termed a 'state centred' approach to the analysis of the state.3 This

approach centres on the extent to which governments and public officials in charge of the state

apparatus under liberal democracy have available to them a range of strategies through which, given

acumen and srength of purpose, they are able to carry through in the face of opposition from what are

generally the most powerful interests in society. The success of the Swedish Social Democratic Party

in modifying the contours of capitalism in that country might be taken as an example of this relative

autonomy in operation.

zDefined as including the unions, Labor Party membership, and the memberships of other political
organisations which formed paft of the union movemenl
3For a brief account of 'state centred' theory see Brian Galligan, "The Political Ëconomy of the
States", in Austrqlian State Politics, ed. Brian Galligan (Melbourne: Longman Cheshire, 1986), pp.
244-265.
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lahoun mnovememû

h 1899 Queenslan{ albeit briefly, had the hrst Labor Government in the world. A

workers' political party, created by the organised labour movement b advance the inærests of workers

through capturing the organs of legitimate political power, had for the fnst time achieved is goal.

While the Labor Party in Queensland was not to hold a Pa¡liamentary majority in is own right for a

further sixteen years, Queensland Labor had made its ma¡k on international labou¡ history. Iß return

to office in 1915 was accompanied by heightened expectations of'radical reform across the social and

economic agenda.

The relationship between the industrial base of the labour movement and the

political leadership of the Labor Party in office administering a capitalist state was fraught with

difficulties. The Labor Party's organisational base, the labour movement, was dedicated to taking the

workers' side in confrontations with capital while the Party in office had frequently to support the side

of capital. The Party was based on the sEategy and practice of electoralism, the notion that the

numerical superiority of the working class over other social and political classes gave the labour

movement" properly organised, an unassailable advantage over other contenders in the political

competition of liberal democracy. The state in this widely accepted view could be manipulaæd by the

electorally riumphant Labor Party in the inærests of labow. The winning of elections was of couße

cenEal to this schem4 and so policy outcomes which promoted stability of Labor's tenure in ofhce

were prefened over those which, although strongly held by sections of the novement, we¡e electorally

dangerous or divisive. This was not necessarily a casd of Labor leaders selling out thefu former

comrades, al, rcrrgh militants in the movement often responded to Labor policy machinations with

accusations of clæs treason.

The relationship between movement and Party was multi-dimensional in that the

performance of the Party in office had a direct bearing on the behaviour of union leaders and while the

Party leaders depended on the support of a majority of unions for electorate organisation and
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endorsement of preferred platform planks. Internal labour movement oppositions to the Party

leadership and its behaviour in office sought from time to time to counterpoise electoralism with

various di¡ect action strategies: actual industrial disruption was resisted by the Party leadership with

all the staæ coercive powers available. The militants were unable to capture majoriry support in the

union movement, whe¡e their activities rflere viewed æ divisive. This æsessment was confrrmed by

the success of the militants in driving Labor from ofhce at the 1929 election (Chapter 1). The

perception that the militrnts' activities served only to advance the electoral interests of the anti-Labor

parties helped reinforce the sentimental attachment held by the labou¡ movement for Labor Party

electoralism and to legitimate such actions of the Party leadenhip as, for example, closing down the

Workers'Educational Association (Chapær 5) which in other circumstances would have been viewed

æ attacks on the interests of workers..

Meanwhile, the indusEial labour movement found itself still bound by the same

structurally determined instrumental role which had impelled it to establish the Labor Party in the first

place. While the movement was able to exercise considerable suasion over the Parry in office, unions

soon found that Labor governments were unwilling to exercise the authority of the state in

restructuring capitalism, or indeed in gaining basic industrial objectives. The organisational and

emotional links between the Party and organised labour at the same time served to confuse the

loyalties of labour leaden at times of crisis and so split the solidarity the movement needed if it was

effectively üo win concessions from capital.

Yet the Labor adminisEations in the first years after 1915 were justly renowned

within the labour movement for rapid interventionist reforms in the spheres of industrial relations law

and in the establishment of State enterprises. Incidents such as those in the 191' conscription

referendum campaign, when the Queensland Labor rç-Jenhip appeared to stand alor^¿ on the national

political stage for radical Laborism and against the militant conservatism of the renegades led by

Prime Minister Hughes, reinforced the bonafídes of Queensland Labor as a genuinely reformist and

productive organ of the labour movement. The anti-Labor political and economic forces' frenzied
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opposition, often careless of convention, seryed to bolster the received image arnong the Party faithful

of the Labor Party in Queensland æ the fea¡less reformer and fighær for Labor principle.

Various partial explanations have been offered for the phenomenon of Queensland

Labor's disinclination to effect fundamental reforms, none of which; it is contended, satisfactorily

addresses both the inærnal dynamics of the Labor Party and the range of external factors acting upon it

in office.4 Much of the more recent historical writing has proceeded from a 'political culture'

standpoint.s Such analyses posit the existence of cultural traits in Queensland which predispose the

electorate to accept ideological statements based on, for example, anti-intellectualism,

authoritarianism, or regional xenophobia. In this view the Queensl4nd adminisration responsible for

imprisoning strike leaders in the 1890's was little different from the Labor Government which

connived in the bashing of militant unionists in 1948 and from the Bjelke-Petersen Government of

the 1970's and 1980's.

The prolonged dominance of non-militant forces within the Party and the labour

movement of Queensland has provided evidence for political culture analysis.6 To be sure, such

sentiments pepper the recorded remarks of Queensland Labor leaders, and examples will be found in

this thesis. The maærial conditions operating on the Queensland labour movement and on Labor in

office provide a more convincing set of data than that drawn upon by political culture analysis as a

basis for the history outlined in this thesis, however. The mediation of conflicting political demands

aAlthough see V.G. Childe, How Labour Governs: A Study of Workcrs' Representøtion in Australia
(Melboume: MUP, 1964).
5Political culture' analyses attempt to cha¡acterise political processes in terms of the cultural I

environment in which they operaæ. Such analyses attempt to determine generalised attitudes to and
expectations of political systems in order to derive empirical definition of the supposed politicai
culture. Political culture analyses are compatible with pluralist theory in that they assign no
particular weight to variables such æ class and economic factors which are held to be pre-eminent
under competing analyses. They claim a value-neutrality while suggesting that existing political
systems succe.,d in resolving conflicting political demands. See, for example, Robert C. Tucker,
"Culture, Political Culture and Communist Society", in Political Science Quarterly, Vol. 88, N0 2
(1973), pp. L73-190; Patricia Smith, "Queensland's Political Culture", inThe Bjelke-Petersen
Premiership 1968-1983: Issues in Public Policy, ed. Allan Patience (Melbourne: Longman
Cheshire, 1985), pp. 17-32; D.A. Kemp, Sociery and Electoral Behaviour in Australia: A Study of
Three Decades (Brisbane: UQP, 1978), especially pp. l-44; for a criticism of Smith's approach see

Brian Head, "The QueenslandDifference", in Politics,Yol.2l, N0 l(May 1986), pp. lI8-122.
6For example, Margaret Cribb, "Queensland Politics", in Cuftent Affairs Bulletin, vol. 58, Na 5
(Octobe¡ 1981), pp. 22-32; Peær Cha¡lton, State of Mind: Why Queensland is Dffirent (Sydney:
Methuen Haynes, 1983).
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and the legitimation of policy outcomes by Labor in office, which are discussed in detail, served to

create and reinforce the 'political cultu¡e' of the State rather than the ¡everse.

The structu¡e of the Queensland labour movement mirrored the disposition of the

Queensland economy. The concentration of srength within the Queensland labou¡ movement

represented by the mass union of low-skilled bush workers reflected the numerical dominance of such

workers in the Queensland labou¡ force. It was historically fortuitous, however, that the bush workers

almost alone among the Queensland working class were represented by a union (the Ausralian

'Workers Union) which nanscended industrial and work clæsification boundaries, a position which

maximised the øctical advantage of bush worke¡s in the fonrms of the labour movemenl The leading

militant role played by the railway unions is similarly dependørt on the Queensland Railways' status

as the State's largest single employer, public or private. The defeats of miütant unions in several

major confrontations with Labor govemments in Queensland reflect their failure to overcome the craft

basis of labour organisation (other than the industry-based bush workers' organisation) as much æ the

tactical skills and nrthlessness of their antagonists.

The role of the state in facilitating tlre accumulation process was in Queensland

skewed towards providing an infrastmcture for expanded petty bourgeois production, ratler than for

manufactu¡ing indusrialisation as in New South Wales, Victoria and South AusEalia. Consequently,

the technical and professional skills of the Queørsland workforce lagged behind the other States as the

Queensland education system (Chapter 5), set æ it was within a predominantly rural economy, failed

to match the expansion seen in other States after the Depression. Queensland s industry æsistance and

I
economic planning agencies directed their energies under Labor to the expansion of the agrarian

economy and the enhancement of social infrastucture in provin al a¡eas. Urban development, so

much a part of the economic dere/opment of these three other Sates, was thus afforded a low priority

in Queensland under Labor.

The ability of a Labor Party to articulate labour's demands for state intervention

which challenges capital's expropriation of the economic surplus is severely constrained within the
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confines of the state's accumulation function. Yet in order to maintain its position as the legitimate

political representative of labour, the Party must deliver some reform measures which can at least be

paraded æ constituting material gains for labour. In this respect Queensland Labor's period in office

exhibits important simila¡ities to the problematic position faced by all social democratic parties in

office. The unique structure of the Queensland economy and its attendant labou¡ movement, and the

political structure of Australian federalism,T provided the parameten within which Labor had to

operate in the delivery of any reform outcomes in its forty years' adminisEation of the Queensland

state. Labor electoralism could not survive without the acceptance by the labour movement that the

reforms it delivered constituted a legitimate articulation of labour demands and thus that the Party

deserved active supporl

As with other social democratic parties, the Labor Party in Queensland underwrote

its electoral success through strategies devised to construct social consensus.S The development and

success of these strategies in Queensland were closely allied with internal Party conflicts over

ideology and platform. In Queenslan{ distinctively, Labor electoralism and consensus strategy was

based on co-option of the rural electorate and exclusion of labour movement militants. The tactics

used to ensure continued dominance of the Party forums by the parliamentary leadership and its

supporters involved the periodic exclusion of and denial of legitimacy to internal opposition elements.

The dissociation of the Party from the uncomfortable positions taken by labour movement militants

facilitated the longterm capture by Labor of the electoral allegiance of many Queensland petty

bourgeois.

Pu¡suit of conflict-avoidance by a party of the organised working class remains

fraught with conradiction. The suppression and exclusion of militants led to some notable dialectical

TNote that States retained the power to tax income for most of Labor's period in ofhce in Queensland.
SSee Alan Warde, Consensw and Beyond: The development of Labour Party strqtegy since the second
world war (Manchesæn Manchesær Univenity Press, 1982), pp. 2-8.
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collisions between the Labor Party in office and the industrial labour movement in Queensland- The

legitimation role of the state was vital to the consensus strategy pursued by the Party; industrial

struggles which challenged the legitimacy of the state were resisted on occasion with the full armoury

oflegal coercion and violence available.

The Labor Party, being tied by origin and organisation to organised labour, is more

wlnerable than non-Labor parties, which will have strong but not always easily discernible links to

elements of capital, to the electorally damaging criticism that it is the tool of sectional interests. A

party in government which successfully porEays its administration as acting in the interests of the

þople' æ a whole becomes heir to the bewitching imagery of liberal democratic mythology. The

Labor leadership in Queensland was keen to reap the electoral dividends to be derived from this tactic

and so acted to keep distancebetween itself and the unions both through its indusrial relations policy

and through co-option of petty bourgeois elements via the medium of ru¡al policy (Chapter 3). The

foundations of Labor adminisnations' legitimacy were also the bases of conflict between the Labor

Party in ofFrce and the union movemenl

This wæ not an inevitable or pre-ordained srategy for Queensland Labor to have

followed. V/hile any strategy based on electoral success required the Party to pursue a course

legitimating its claim on office with a majority of the Queensland electorate, it wæ open to Labor to

have sought legitimacy for an interventionist set of policies which more actively challenged capital's

expropriation of the State's economic surplus. The impetus for such a strategy was set in motion in

the early years of Labor administration. The successive establishment of a host of State trading

enterprises (Chapter 2), for example, w¿rs supported in some sections of the Party because it appeared

to lay the ground for a socialist transformatior. rf the economy. Such a position achieved widesprpad

support in r *fy forums in the period t9l5- t920, but at no stage was it put forth in public utterances

and propaganda statements as the rationale for the interventions. Instead, State enterprises were

justified by recourse to bourgeois consumerist ideology. While this made the work of Labor

publicists easier, it effectively foreclosed the option of intervention in the productive, as opposed to

the mercantile, sector of the Queensland economy.
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Alternative strategies of radical populist legitimation of democratic social

transformation and economic intervention have been canvassed in some recent literature.9 Such

accounts offer, at the level of theory, prospects for mounting effective challenges to existing social

and economic relations through the construction of alternative popular ideology. The electoral road

taken by Lang Labor in New South Wales in the 1930's is perhaps a practical example of such left-

populist legitimation of militant labour politics. But Queensland Labor sfratÊgy emphasised electoral

safety rather than ideology, and the continuity of the Party in office appeared to bear out in the minds

of the leadership the effectiveness of the path being followed. By way of conhast, Lang Labor's

challenge to the fabric of the existing polity was profound enough to stimulate viceregal intervention,

and Labor in New South Wales remained out of office for a decade thereafter.

Queensland Labor was nonetheless a creature of the labour movement by structure,

history, rhetoric, and indeed by definition. The Party's role required it at least to mediate if not to

articulate the demands of the labour movement. The Party forums which directed the Parliamenøry

leadership and determined the platform were dominated by union nominees; the electorate

organisations were likewise dependent upon unions for their strength. The Party leadership was thus

required to answer for its policies at this level, and to couch its performance in terms acceptable to

organised labour.

The structure of the Queensland labour movement facilitaæd the dominance of the

Party by forces other than the manufacturing craft unions with which labour parties in other States

and nationally were traditionally associaæd. One union in particula¡, the AWU, was able to deliver an

unassailable bloc of votes at P¿uty forums and covered a membership of unskilled agricultural, mining

and processing workers from the provinces. The capital confronting the AWU's dispersed membership

was by and large petty bourgeois capital: the farm labourers, shearers, miners, timbergetters and

consfruction workers who comprised the bulk of the union's membership were employed by the petty

[Ernesto Laclau, Politics and Ideology in Marrtst Theory [-ondon: New Iæft Books, 1978); Cathy
Greenfield, "'In the People's Name': Populism as a Political Form", Australian Journal of Culural
Studies, vol. 3, N0 2 (1985), pp. 89-103.
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bourgeoisie. These worken were more amenable than their manufacturing comrades to consensus

sEategies which sought to dampen class antagonisms. In particular, they were receptive to progrÍrms

aimed at recruiting workers into the ranls of the petty bourgeoisie through land grants and closer

settlemant(Chapær 3).

&n@l s(Dc[8ru lD@uucv

The establishment of a profusion of Staæ tading enterprises (Chapter 2) by the early

Labor governments in Queensland wæ paraded æ a proof of Queensland Labor's socialist bonafdes

during the national debates over the Party's principles of the 1920's. Queenslard Labor leaders took a

prominent role in toning down the 'socialist objective' of the Federal Party such that the Queensland

strategy could be interpreted æ satisfying its terms (Chapter 1).

The Queensland enterprises were not unique in conception - Labor adminisnadons in

othe¡ Staæs and Federally established operations along similar lines - but their ambitious scale and the

comparatively long life of those with a legislative base has kept their memory alive. Individual

enterprises experienced mixed commercial success. Their organisation remained always along

raditional lines, managerial discipline being srictly enforced: workers were at no ståge given any say

in the administration of the enterprises established in their name. Worker control could hardly be

countenanced in the public sector while Queensland Labor was busily projecting an identity of interest

between workers and the small fa¡mer (and fossicker) petty bourgeoisie. Socialism was strictly

deümited by Labor from direct worker management of their work areas, although the at times strong

syndicalist militans in ttre Queensland labour movement had definitely placed worker conüol on the

reform agenda.

The concentration of Queensland's labour militants in the State's own agencies,

particularly the railways, fuelled the process of excluding militants f¡om the Party's decision-making
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appÍ¡ratuses and from the labour movement mainstream, since the class location of State employees

was necessarily ambiguous. State servants had less claim on labour movement solidarity than did

workers for private capital. Public opposition to Labor governments from the ranls of its own

employees was conceived as disloyalty to the Party and to the people of Queensland who paid their

wages. The public opposition put up by the medical profession to minor administative

rearrangements of the hospital system in the 1920's (Chapter 4) could not have been allowed to

succeed in the context of savage suppression of the railway workers for simila¡ acts of defiance

(Chapter 1). The principle of administrative discipline in the agencies of the Queensland state had to

be upheld.

Labor electoralism required both the exclusion of electorally embarrassing militant

elements from the labour movement and the co-option of the large petty-bourgeois rural community's

electoral allegiance. The provincial biæ of thä Queensland economy and. Labor's electorate encouraged

the Party to develop elaborate mechanisms to mediate the conflicts of inærests between workers and

farmers. The 'Queensland system' of corporatist policy development mechanisms and market control

agencies (Chapter 3) developed for the farm sector under Labor wæ inEoduced in response to failing

electoral stoclís. The machinery of representative democracy which was employed in the operation of

the'Queensland system' empowered the rural petty bourgeoisie o deploy State economic intervention

powers to bolster their own position free of market pressures. At the same time, the larger

agglomerations of rural capital seen in the pastoral industries (wool and meat production), which

provided ttre bulk of Queensland's exports, were left to pursue their own ends without State support.

The Queensland Labor consensus sEategy did, nonetheless, allow room for a variety

of social reforms to pro ed, the most notable of which was the restructuring of the public hospiøl

system (Chapter 4) ilr the 1930's and 1940's which left Queensland with the only free, universal

public hospital system in Ausralia. Although the health care system had not initially been a priority

reform a¡ea, the exclusionist tactics employed by the Labor leadenhip to reinforce support for

consensus strategy within the labour movement were effectively redirecæd and brought to bear on the

medical profession to achieve this result The fortitude of the Labor administrations in resisting the
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struggle put up by the medical profession to retain is bourgeois position was portayed by the Party

leaden as further evidence of their ability to manipulaæ the Queensland state in the interests of labour

and hence of the legitimacy of Labor electoralisrn

The reforms delivered by Queensland Labor derive from the electoral consensus

strategy. The Pæty's requirement to demonstrate bona fides æ the labour movement's legitimate

political representative wæ satisfied by policy outcomes which posed no major challenge to capital.

Labor leaders' sensitivity to the need to reinforce the legitimacy of electoralism within the labour

movement is demonstrated by their rhetorical pronouncemens of identity of interest betwe¿n farmers

and worken in an attempt to porEay rural marketing reforms as labour gains. The more radical

objectives envisaged by some elements in the Party and labour movement for such reforms as the

Staæ enterprises wete jettisoned in a successful attempt to forge electoral consensus around Labor's

pro$am.

The history of the Queensland labour movement prior to 1915 is replete with

examples of di¡ect and bitær confrontations between unions and employers which, while inspiring as

celebrated elements of labou¡ mythology, were more often than not defeats for the unions involved.

The 1890's shealers' strikes and the 1912 Brisbane General Strike, to name the most famed examples,

had collapsed in the face of state repression, the leaders being thrown into gaol. This experience,

rather than radicalising the labour movement, had strengthened the advocates of the parliamentary road

within the movement and the Labor Party; direct union action, it was contended, had been tried rd

found'wanting. The súategies proposed by the now dominant rurces within the movement anq Pafty

for achieving workers goals and for mediating their demands were fint, the extension of industial

a¡bination machinery to encompass compulsory unionism, and second, the establishment of various

welfare services to underwrite a certain standard of frugal comfort for workers and so ameliorate the

maldistributive effects of the capitalist economy.
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There was miliønt opposition to this reformist program in the important early years

of Queensland Labor's period in off,rce, but it was sÛongly syndicalist in character,l0 and so lacked

the disciplined militant organisation which the Communist Party was later to provide. Syndicalists

rejected strategies of organised political opposition within capitalism since to participate in bourgeois

institutions would endow them with a façade of legitimacy. They therefore excluded themselves from

the policy-making organs of the Labor Party. Communists, in the years before Stalin's domination

of the international communist movement, rÃ'ere when ci¡cumstances seemed appropriate prepared to

use the tactical advantage conferred by participation in social democ¡atic political processes. By the

time the Comrnunist Party had taken over the mantle of the foremost militant force within the labour

movement the Labor leaders were well enough established to resist attempß by militants to subvert

the organs of the Labor Party oward ends other than those which the leadership favoured. While in

other States, notably New South Wales, communists were able to exert from time to time a degree of

influence within the Labor Party, Party members in Queensland were required to pledge their anti-

communism as a credential for membership.

Queensland Labor's perid in office was punctuated by occasional major outbursts of

dissent outside the a¡enas of legitimate debate. This was expressed in di¡ect action f¡om excluded

elements of the Queensland comrnunity, in particular from the militants in the labour íou"-.nr.

Queensland capitalisæ who felt themselves to be th¡eaæned by the radical countenance of the early

Labor governments afær 1915 were successful in petitioning the City of London to deny loan funds to

the State. Militant labour was rarely as successful, being in the longer run able to do no more than to

deny support to the Labor leadership and remove it frorn office in 1929 and 1957. In the absence of

an al 'rnative mass political party of labour, the results in both instances were the elevation of non-

Labor adminis trations.

rult has been suggested that syndicalism is a phenomenon of ru¡ally based economies but this view is

not explored here. See Jim Moss, Sound of Trumpets: History of the Labour Movement of South
Australia (Adelaide: Wakefield Press, 1985), p. 291.
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The 1957 Labor split in Queensland resulted from this sfrategy of exbluding

dissenting elemenß of the labour movement which left the Party leadenhip withno alternative source

of support when it attempted to confront the unions raditionally loyal to it (Chapter 1). Labor

electoralism was successful in retaining the confidence of the labour movement so long as it delivered

sufficient reforms within the ambit of consensus stategy to claim to be effectively manipulating the

Queørsland state in the interesß of labou¡. While the Labor leadership was able successfully to

portray iself as the legitimate political leadership of the labour movement for many years while

delivering strictly limited reforms, it wæ not able o remain compleæly immobile.

Labor electoralism in Queensland as a¡ticulated through the consensus sEategy

outlined in this thesis delimis the relative autonomy of the political leadership: the Party wæ able to

stay in office for four decades by steering a policy couse which, on the one hand, fended off the labour

movement's naditional political enemies and, on the other hand, suppressed radicalism emanating

frorn the left of the Party and frorn militant unions. The cost of this sEat€gy was, in the rnain, the

jettisoning of radical reform in favour of sho¡t-ærm managerial and electoral concerns æ required by

the consensus framework. Hence, when looked at over the forty year period addressed by this thesis,

the autonomy of the Queensland state is revealed as being after all heavily ci¡cumscribed. The

freedom of manoeuwe available to Labor governments in achieving the goal of manipulating the stâte
1

wæ limited to those issues which offered no direct challenge to the structure of Queensland capital.
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The expectations of the founders of the political Labor Party were that it would

carry on the struggle of the industrial labour movement through other means. The very point of

establishing a political party was that univenal suffrage should be harnessed by the organised

working class through the selection of candidates and determination of platform by the proven

representatives of that class - the union leaders.l The Labor Party was established for this

pulpose, was subject to the same canons of solidarity and discipline which bound the indusrial

labour movement, and its policies were governed by forums dominaæd by the unions. The notion

that the Party could exercise political power contrary to the interests of workers would have

seemed unlikely to its founde¡s. Yet the history of Labor governments in Australia and elsewhere

is the history of constant conflict between political 'Labor' and labour. Queensland witnessed the

development of these conflicts in an intense form, ad this Chapær demonstrates.

Nonetheless, the labour movement remained sentimentally sEongly attached to

the Labor Party throughout the period and remains so today. The elements of the movement

which advocated alternative, non+lectoral, strategies for the advancement. of labour remained on the

V/. G. Spance, Austalia's Awakening: Thirty Years in the Life of an Australian Agitator
(Sydney: The V/orker Trustees, t909), p. 220.
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fringe of the movement and came to prominence only at times of open strife and confrontation

between unions and Labor governments. Militants who attempted to gain election themselves

were better rewarded, but never amounted to more than a tiny minority on the floor of Parliament.

The majority of Queensland unions retained their affiliation to the Party for the duration of Labor's

period of office, effectively funding and organising for the Party at each election.

Labor electoralism, to which most Queensland unions remained loyal for so

long, was based on the notion that manipulation of the state was the most effective strategy for

labour advancement. The goals of this sraægy w€,Íe at no stage more ambitious than the modest

extension of state enterprise and social welfa¡e servicesi and'socialism' wæ consciously redefined

to fit within these bounds. Agrarian corporatism (discussed in Chapter 3), used to win the

confidence of Queensland's economically dominant rural community, wæ likewise included in

Labor rhetoric as a natural working class demand. The agrarian biæ of the Queensland economy

ensu¡ed also that the union representing bush workers, the AWIJ, was able to deliver sufficient

support at the Party's decision making fon¡ms to insulate the Party leadership from most militant

demands and lendproceedings a convincing air of solidarity.

The consistent support given to Labor by most unions is theoretically

problematic given the low dividends received by labour. This Chapter examines in some deøil the

mechanisms whereby the leaderships of Queensland unions remained inøct for prolonged periods

despite frequent rank and file restiveness. The factors impelling union leaders and Labor

politicians, themselves often former union leaders, away from conflict strategies and towa¡d

electo¡alism a¡e also scrutinised. The alternative strategies advocated by the well organised

syndicalist and communist militants a¡e dealt with in ome detail, as are the reasons for the failu¡e

of the miütants to "-lidify the union movement benmd them at crucial moments. The success of

the Labor leadership in suppressing opposition owes much o tactical blunders by the militants.
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The ambiguous relationship beween the political and the industrial leaderships

of the labour movement is nowhere thrown into sharper relief than in the management of

industrial relations. The state's primary function may be said to be the presewation of order:

social, political and economic. It is for this reason that the state holds its monopoly over the

legitimate use of violence, a feature held by Weber to be the state's definitive characteristic.2

Just as it is incumbent upon a government to provide for the physical safety of

citizens, so also must it ensure the unintemrpæd production and operation of goods and services

necessary for economic health. In a capitalist society, this implies an underwriting of the

conditions required for capital accumulation. At bottom, any state administration which presided

over a breakdown of economic order and productive forces and hence a sudden collapse in the

material well-being of its citizens would lose its electoral base and surrender its political

legitimacy. This hardly needs to be spelled out, however, since these basic functions of

government are so much part of commonsense understanding of the purpose of political

institutions.

Furthermore, the state is itself the sole provider of many essential facilities and

services: roads, ports, mail sewices being virtually universal examples. In Ausúalia, state

provision of services is more widespread than in most Western councries extending to railways,

shipping; telecommunications, electricity generation and distribution, health and education. An

Austalian State government is both guarantor of economic order and itself the major participant in

the economy, being the largest single employer of labour within its jurisdiction. In Queensland

just one State enterprise - the railways - was the State's biggest employer in 1915.3 Such

zMax Weber, Economy and Society,Yol. 3, eds. Guenther Roth and Claus Wiuich (New York:
Bedminster Press, 1968), pp.94 1-953)
3tn t915 the Railways Commission employed 11,267 workers, with a further 3000 conFacæd on
construction projects. Source: QPP,1915-16, Vol 3, p.1040.
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employment is generated by State capital accirmulation, of which more in later sections of this

Chapter.

Given that the Søte employed such a large segment of the workforce, the labour

movement was all the more likely to find iself locked in periodic intemecine conflict with the

Staæ apparaü¡s, sometimes di¡ected by comrades of the political wing of their movemenl Even

though the Government's management of its workforce was mediated through the agency of

ståtutory managers like the Commissioner of Railways or the Public Service Boa¡d, the poæntial

for serious tension and struggle within the labour movement was never far from the surface.

These underlying contradictions besetting a Labor administation in the field of

industrial relations occur on two levels. First, a Labor administration is torn between (a) the

political demands of labour for various interventions (at least) to regulate the labour ma¡ket so as

to improve labou¡'s lot and (b) the governmental function of underwriting and facilitating the

operation of the (private) economy. Secondly, ag employer, a Labor administration is faced with

(a) the demands for irnproved wages and conditions of its own large workforce, and of the labour

movement generally, and (b) the imperatives of efficient administration and fiscal prudence. The

two levels are not strictly discrete, since the state as employer may act as a wages and conditions

'pacesetter', thus intervening in the labour market through resort to ma¡ket forces. Similarly,

governments as employers may invoke state coercive powers to smash direct action by their

employees.
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Table 1.1

Labour ond Lrbor in office - factors in tension

F¡r@=[8bUr pr@-æplGûil
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fable 1.1 sets out a grid on which industrial policy outcomes under Labor in

government may be roughly located in relation to the conflicting factor from which they are

derived. Changing political and economic ci¡cumstances will give more or less weight to one or

other of the contributory facton. For example, an economic boom may reduce the threat of

sanctions for abandoning fiscal rectitude and at the same time inc¡ease pressues ftom the union-

dominaæd organisational wing of the Parry for legislated improvements in wages and conditions.

The converse might also be expected to apply.

This grid applies most clearly in the case of day-to-day relations, rather than to

open conflict as in the instance of strike action., During such collisions, employers will often

demand government intervention to defeat the strike, while unions will press for non-intervention.

Yet it is in the case of stike action that the underlying tensions become most apparent, so a large

part of this Chapter will be devoted ûo examination of the events of maSor strikes to elicit some

understanding of the general factors at work.
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One central goal in industrial relations to which most labour movement leaders

(both industrial and political) as well as captains of industry subscribe is that of conflict-avoidance.

On both sides of the shopfloor battleground there will be a few ideologues and "hotheads" openly

seeking confrontation, but this is not the norm. Miliband has identified several causes of the

phenomenon of union leaders acting to suppress sources of disputation.4 This may be seen æ

paradoxical, because trades unions' leaders are after all, representatives of those same workers

whomMam described æ being "daily and hourly enslaved by the machine, by the overlooker, an{

above all, by the individual bourgeois manufacturer himself."5

Exploring the causes of conflict-avoidance in workers' organisations, Miliband

also makes a useful distinction between (i) environmental influences, namely stmctures against

militant action applied from external sorrces (state, press, disaffected sections of society

inconvenienced by the action), and (ii) the crippling effects of sustained industrial strife upon the

finances of the organisation and its membership, leading to justified fea¡s of failure.6 Implicit in

his argument, not set forth in these clear terms, is the ever-present consEaint imposed by the

symbiotic relationship of workers and employen: if sustained strike action leads to a collapse of

the enærprise, the workers lose their jobs. This consideration takes on an increased importance

during an economic downtum when, despite the heightened conflict generated by pressures for

wage cuts and by sackings, capitalist enterprises are more liable to fail and the spectre of

unemployment becomes the more terri$ing.7

Marx went so far as to identify the tendency for unemployment to discipline the

workers æ a þchpin of a'Gene'd Law of Capitalist Accumulation':

4Ratptr Miliband, The State in Capitalist Sociery (London: Quartet, 1969), pp.139-148.
5Karl Marx and Frederick Engels, The Maniþsto of the Commmist Party Qektng: Foreign
Languages Press, 1968), p.40.
6uiliban4 pp.l42-143.
TFor instance , see Støtem¿nt of Accord by the Australian Labor Parry and the Australian Council
of Trade (Jnions Regarding Economic Policy Melbournel: [ACTU], [1983], p.15.
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always equilibrates the relative surplus-

i".ì",il"tff ï,J¿iï'i:r"å1"H"?""iffi 
til"f

the wedges of Vulcan did Prometheus to the rock.8

Mar:r makes the point here that what he identifies æ the barbarous equations of

capitalist economy negate any posited identity of interest between capital and labour. Yet the

reality of the immediate misery caused by strikes to their participants which is enhanced by the

lurking danger of unemployment, leads unions to seek conciliation and accommodation most of

the time. Thus while in Australia at least, and certainly in the Queensland in 1915, few union

leaders would admit of any theoretical congruence of interest between their members and

management, they would almost always pursue policies of conflict avoidance and acceptance of

industrial discipline which have a similar effect. In this way ttrey behave as though they did

believe in such a congruence.

. In his analysis of the reaction of agents to deteriorating indusüial relations,

Colin Crouch has traced the tendency of unions to pursue defensive, rather than revolutionary,

goals o simila¡ factors.9 Operating under the rules of the game prevailing at a certain stage in the

development of capitalist relations of production, unions will pursue objectives which offer

reasonable prospects of success. The immediate loss of income to memben caused by stike

action ensures that no goâls are punued relentlessly which appear to offer prospects of

accentuating unemployment. Wages and conditions already won, including income relativities,

will thus be defended with greater determination than the stuggle for improvement will be

prosecuted-

In other words, unions comrnonly adopt a posture of passive acceptance of the

dominant rules, precedents and established frameworks which must help to reprod -e capitalist

relations of production. As labour market collectivrues within the capitalist state, unions have an

instnrmental role to play in providing representation and organisation for their members operating

in the ma¡ket. This basic instrumental role leads them to concenEate on the mechanics of the

ðKarl Marx, Capital: A Critical Analysis of Capitalist Production,Y ol 1I, trans. Samuel Moore
and Richard Aveling, ed. Frederick Engels (Moscow: Progress, n.d.), p.604.
9Çolin Crouch, Trade Unians: The Logic of Collective Action (Glægow, Fontana, 1982),
pp.720-t40.
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matket's operation, through seeking wage rises for example, rather than to attempt any direct

assault on the abstraction of capitalism. Officials may frequently act as industrial trouble-

shooters, conciliating and restoring discipline at flareups of shop floor conflict. Such activity is

lauded in the press æ lesponsible unionism' and was a frequent role performed by RJI. Hawke in

his period as ACTU President, for example.lo This tendency of unions to eschew conflict and

confrontation need not necessarily be taken for capitulation or collaborationisnull and nor should

the capacity of workers o eject union leaderships which appear to act counter to workers interests

be underestimated.l2 It is tactical commonsense to steer clear of actions which seem to cout

defeat and will certainly involve loss of wages by members, while it is difficult to inspire

membership to direct industrial action for the objective of destroying the capitalist state.

Moreover, Eouble-shooting involves the judicious use of th¡eats aimed at management and can

sometimes lead to painless victories.

It is also possible, as in the notorious example of the U.S. Teamsters' Union,

that unions may become dominated by comrpt or openly collaborationist leaders. There is no

evidence to suggest that such phenomena have ever typified the Ausralian union leader. Rather,

natural long-term irreconcilability of worken' and managements' interests had been an article of

belief for Ausnalian union leaders and has featu¡ed in many of thei¡ rhetorical pronouncements.

This wæ perhaps more so in the period under review in this chapter than is the case today. Their

pursuit of conflict-avoidance can be seen as a staægic response to the conditions of existence in

the capitalist state. The compatibility of this strategy with what conventional theories of social

cohesion would suggest does not entail that ,ha ,or,"r, arises from comrnitment to such

conservative ideologies. Ausfialian union leaden have in general given little di¡ect evidence of

conservative commitments or belief in the parpmountcy of class collaboration. DocEines of

een, Gone Tomorrow: Australia in the 80's (Sydney:
Angus and Robertson, 1982), p.23 - srikes at Chrysler's S.A. works tn L971, andp.l72 -

afærmath of 1975 dismissal of ALP GovernmenL
llsee, for example, comments on the role of union leaders in the 1973 Ford strike in R.V/.
Connell, Ruling Class, Ruling Culture: Studies of conflict, power and hegemony in Australian
Iiþ (Canrbndge: CUP, 1977), pp.2-3.
12see R. Hyrnan, Industrial Relations: A Mørxist Intoduction (London: Macmillan, 1975), pp.
92-93.
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hegemonic ideology and 'false consciousness'l3 are not needed ûo Írccount for. sraægies of conflict

resolution pursued by Ausüalian union leaders.l4

Itsacksnounmdl ûo 1I9115:

lI . laboun dlefleats

The defeat of the 1891 shea¡ers' snike is so celebrated in verse and song as to be

legend. The history of this strike, of the 1891 maritime strike, and of the less-remembered

shearers'return bout of 1894 will not be canvassed in detail here,ls but the effects of these defeats

on the Queensland labour movement and the Queensland political envi¡onment need to be

discussed

Both the 1891 and 1894 strikes took place in a period of economic depression.

In both cases also anti-labour State Govemments passed punitive legislation to aid in the violent

suppression and dispenal of striken. llte Peace Preservation BiU, I89l (pæsed but not enacted)

disclosed that the Staæ was prepared to dispense with the most basic civil righa like trial by jory,

right to silence and so forth. Such concerted use of state coercive power was given added

significance in that the primary issues in the strikes were the rights of unions to organise and to

act as the sole legitimate agents of the worken in bargaining with employers over wages and

conditions. Defeat was all the more crushing in Queensland because it came æ the result of a

counter-offensive by employers. The closed shop principle had been won in the Queensland wool

sheds, after years of agitation, only in 1890.16 Moreover, Queensland was not the only

ESee Crouctr, pp. t30-138.
14see Malcolm Watcrs, Sfr¡,t., 'r Australia: A sociological at *lysis of inútstiat conflict
(Sydney: Unwin, 1982), pp.3l-32.
15See RJ. and R.A. Sullivan, "The Pætoral Strikes, 1891 and 1894", nThe Big Stikes:
Queercland 1889-1965, ed- D.J. Murphy (Brisbane: UQP, 1893), pp.80-99 (hereafær The Big
Strikes); R.W. Connell and T.H. kving, Class Structure in Australian History: Documents,
Narrative and Argument (Melbourne: Longman Cheshire, 1980), p.195; Ross Fitzgeruld, From
the Dreaming to 1915: A History of Queensland (Brisbane: UQP, 1982), pp.320-324 (hereafter
From the Dreaming to 1915); Michael Wilding, Introduction to William Lane,The Workingman's
Paradise (Sydney: SUP, 1982), pp.(12)-(:A) passim.
16see n.J. and R.A. Sullivan, "The l¡ndon Dock Strike, the Jondaryan S'rike and the Brisbane
Bootmakers' S trike", in The B i g S trike s, pp.53 -58.
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battleground in 1891, nor were the wool sheds the only front" The srength of the entire indusrial

labou¡ movemefit was tested, and was found wanting. Gollan summarises the effecs of the strikes

thus:

The defeats in the strikes were not the single cause of the formation
of the Labor Party, but were the final incentive needed úo launch iL
The strites were so decisive because the issue at stake was the right
of the unions to act on behalf of the working class in all their
relations witl¡ the employers. They were decisive also because, in
the minds of both the workers and employers, they were a test of
streugth ou a wide front between forces that had been skirmishing for
the previous five years.l7

Aside from the ruthless employment of state coercion against the strikers, the other salient feature

of the 1890s strikes was the unprecedented solidarity of the emplolers:, With their greater flmancial

resources and the backing of like-minded governments, the employers were seen as demonsEating

their ability, acting ¡il¡ a clÍrss, to smírsh even the most hard-fought workers' struggle. The

working class was then left to face the bitter years of the 1890s depression in disarray.

The lessons drawn from these unpleasant experiences by political and industrial

labour were many. A significant strand of Ausralian labour historiography has been devoted to

discussion of the political results of the debacles of the 1890s and the depression of that decade.18

The birth of the Labor Parties in the early 1890s rnay not, ¿rs noted by Gollan above, have been a

direct response to indusrial ¡out, since the groundwork for the political movement had been laid in

the 1880s but there is consensus in the literatu¡e that the reallocation of organised labour's

resorrces to the political struggle after 1891 was primarily caused by the disastrous failure of

industrial action.

ITRobinGollan, RadícalandWorkingClassPotitics: ASrudyof EasternAustralials50-1910
(Melbourne: MUP, 1960), p.I28.
l8see Ian Tuner, In (Jnion is Strength,2nd ed. (Melbourne: Nelson, 1978); D.J. Murphy (err.)
Labor in Politics: The State Labor Parties in Australia 1880-1920 (Brisbane: UQP, 1975)
(huealter Labor in Politics); Gollan, pp.128-150; Connell and lrving, pp.188-269; Peter Love,
Labour and the M?nry Power: Australi¿n Labour Populism 1890-1950 (Melboume: M[IP,
1984), ch.l, pp.2040; Robert Catley and Bruce McFarlane, Australian Capitalism in Boom and
Depression: Optionsfor the 1980's (Sydney: Arc, 1981), pp.4346; P. Loveday, A.W. Martin
and R.S. Parker (eds.) Tåe Emergence of the Australian Parry System (Sydney: Hale and
Iremonger, 1977),pp.ll9-133 and elsewhere; W.G. Spence,Australia's Awakening (Sydney: The
'Worker Trustees, 1909), pp.91-235; B.C. Fitzparick, A Short History of the Australian Labour
Movement (Melbourne: Rawson's, 1977); J.T. Surcliffe, "The Strikes of the 1890's" in
Australian Labour Relations: Readings, eds. J.E. Isaac and G.W. Ford (Melbourne: Sun, 1966),
pp.99-113.
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Unionism, although still in is infancy in 1891, waned following the defeats:

some unions ceased to exist while those that remained declined in membership.lg Industrial

miliøncy was widely perceived to be banknrpL The militant union leaders were replaced with

more 'moderate' leaders while those who all along had counselled against confrontation rose to

greater prominence.2o On the one hand, the rade union movement had shown iself to be

incapable of beating the combined might of the staæ and disciplined organisations of employers.

On the other hand, the unions were so weakened by defeat that some means other than di¡ect action

had to be found to prevent the downwa¡d spiral of wage cuts eating away all the relatively

impressive improvements in living standards won by Ausralian workers over previous decades.

The structu¡e of the unions themselves also underwent change in this period of

convalescènce. Attempts were made to broaden the base of individual unions to cover all

occupations and grades within one, or across several, industries. This move was not yet One Big

Union-ism (OBU), a phenomenon of subsequent decades and the ¡r" of militant syndicalism. It

wæ partly, as is claimed by AWU leader Spence,2l a strategic move to facilitaæ the solidarity of

workers within an industry and to prevent isolation of segments of the workforce in a

confrontation with disciplined employers in the midst of a depression. The rend to industrial

unionism was also, however, an organisational response to declining membership and the

disorganised conditions of labour in key Australian industries.22

Certainly the prime movers in the amalgamations and extensions of coverage

that took place through the 1890s and afær were the bushworkers' unions. The AWU (initially the

Amalgamaæd Worken'Union - Amal.WU) was formed in Queensland in December 1891 from the

depleæd Queensland Shearers' and Queensla- { Labourers'Unions.23 The other States followed suit

l9see Sullivan and Sullivan, "Pastoral Srikes 1891 and 1894", p.97; Turner,Industrial Labour
and Politics,p.l0.
20see D. J. Murphy, "Queensland", iî Labor in Politics, pp.I46-152.
21W.G. Spence, History of the AusralianWorkers'(Jnion (Sydney: The Worker Trustees, 1911),
p.80-82.
Z2Tumrl,, I ndus triat Labour ard P o titic s, pp.8- 14.
23sullivan and Sullivan, "Pastoral Srikes 1891 and 1894", p.94; Gollan, p.147.
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ln 1894.24 In 1913, just before Labor won ofhce, the sugar workers and some miners were

brought into the fold by the fu¡ther amalgamation with Theodore and McCormack's AWA.

The other union aspiring to industry-wide coverage through the 1890s and

afterwa¡d was the railways' union, the Queensland Railway Employees' Association (QREA),

formed in 1888, which advocated "All-Grades" unionism from the outset.25 This was eventually

federaæd as the ARU in 1920, of which more later.

The effects of this structural change on the face of unionism in Queensland are

debaøble. Tumer and McQueen argue, from different standpoints, that the broadening of the AWU

in particular led to a decline in militancy.26 Turner's view is that the structural constraints of

representing diverse segments of workers, mass membership and the preponderance of itinerant

workers forced the AWU into an, at times, undemoc¡atic and collaborationist" but always

conciliatory, stance. The insistence of the AWU leadership on the greater value of political, rather

than industrial, action is symptomatic of this tendency, according to Tume¡. There a¡e also some

writers, for instance Murphy,27 who would agree with Turner's analysis, but who would see these

changes as being improvements on a previous untenable militant line. Against the main

contention of this analysis, it also needs to be said that those involved in the amalgamations

which broadened the AWU inænded ttr" onion to become more milihnt andeffective.2E

Turner's correlation of the rise in indusEy-based centralised unionism with a

decline in union militancy æ measured by strikes can be dispuæd. Waters' s account of the debaæ

arising from Ingham's comparative study of the Swedish and British experiences is illuminating

here.29 Factors other than the structure of industry and the union movement may have equal or

zaTurner, Industrial lnbour qnd Polirlcs, p.10.
25Frank Nol an,You Pøss This Way Onty Once: Reflections of a Trad.e Union Leader, ed. D.J.
Murphy (Brisbane: Colonial Press, 1974), pp.8-10.
26Turner, Industriat Labour and Politics, pp.8-2I; Humphrey McQueen, A New Britannia: An
argumcnt concerning tlw social origins of Ausnalian radicølism and notionalism (Harmondsworth:
Penguin, 197 0), pp.209-216.
2TMurphy, "Queensland", p.184 and elsewhere.
28S*, for example, E.H. Lane, Dawn to Dusk: Reminiscences of a Rebel (Brisbane: V/illiam
Brooks, 1939), pp.1 18-121.
29waærs, pp.16-18.
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even greater significance in determining levels of strike activity. Of particular relevance to the

Queensland situation is the suggestion that a hegernonic working class party of govemment is a

major determinant of strike levels.3o The dominance of the AWU within the ALP machine which

became evident because of its great voting srength following the 1913 merger can be seen,

therefore, to have produce concomitant effects on tle AWU industial postue.

The defeats meted out to the Ausralian unions in the 1890s were perhaps more

profound in their long-term impact on the labour movement than expected at the time. Only a

small proportion of Austalian worken were unionised even before the defeats led to defections and

by no means all unionised workers were involved.3l By the middle of the next decade, wages had

risen above ttreir pre-1890 level and another boom was underway.32

The effects of the stirring industrial events of 1890s on the Queensland union

movement may be summarised as follows:

1. There was a shift of emphasis and resources to the political movement;

2. Confidence was lost in the srike weapon æ a lever for generating social change

in favour of labour;

3. C¡aft unionism declined to the advantage of industry-base¿ mæs unionism -

centred particularly in rural industries and railways.

Each of these trends had been present before the 1890s and to this extent the

revisionist account downplaying the significance of the 1890s struggles holds good.33

Revisionist analyses do not, however, confront a vital issue - what if the strikes had achieved

victory ¡ather than crus' rng defeat? Would not the militants' hand have been str,engthened? Would

ruwaters, p.17, quoting Walter Korpi and Michael Shalev, "SFikes, Industrial Relations and Class
Conflict in Capitalist Societies", in British fournal of Sociology, Vol.30, no.2.
3 I See Mcqueen, pp.2 10-2 1 I ; Murphy, " Queensland", pp. 1 54- I 55.
32see Catley and McFarlan e, p.4O;N.G. Butlin, A. Barnrd and JJ. Pincus, Government and
Capitølism: Public and Priyate Choice in Twentieth Century Australia (Sydney: Unwin, 1982),
pp.I6-2fl; Tumer, Inátsrial Labour and Politics, pp.L-32 passim.
33For e^ample, McQueen , pp.209-216; June Philipp, '1890 - The Turning Point in Labou¡
History?" in Historical Studies Selected Articles,2nd series, compiled by Margot Beever and F.B.
Smith (Melbourne: MUP, 1967), pp.l26-135.
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the shift to electoralism have been so rapid? S/ould the implicit acknowledgement of state

legitimacy have been so complete? A hypothetical alternative history is valid here given the

relatively disorganised petty bourgeois and export-dependant structwe of Queensland capitalism at

the time which in actuality gave the unions tactical advantage.

As Murphy points out, the mythology born of the 1890s c¿rme to have its own

life and reality:

Legends iu any society are important and, as the strike receded and
menories dimmed, the legendary,foundation of the Labor Party
emerged as having a basis of fact.3a

This mythology of the 1890s defeaa, constantly reproduced through such media i¡s songs writæn

long after the event, heþd to engender the feelings of solidarity and'mateship', and appreciation

of the class 'enemy',.which held the labour movement together. Thus, while the immediate effect

of the defeats was a change towa¡ds political action as def,rned by the parliamenøry arena, the

defeats continue to serve also as an inspiration for more militant action.

Political Labor - at that time in the guise of the Peoples' parliamentary

Association (PPA) - had ia first Queensland parliamentary success in the 1892 Barcoo by-election

with the election of one TJ. Ryan.35 Formal separation of the political and indusrial arms of

the labour movement occurred later that year at the frst Labor-in-Politics Convention. A Labor

Pa¡ty wæ formed, based on local Worken'Political Organisations (WPO's) and a Cenral Politic^t

Executive (CPE) with representation from the panramenta¡¡ l,abor Party @LP) and the un riìs,

together with delegates elected by Convention.36 This was a fateful move, since it symbolicatly

reaffirmed and reproduced the principles of representative electoralism within the Party

JaMurphy, "Queensland", p. 150.
35See Murphy, "Queensland", p.148; Gollan, p.147. This Ryan \'r'as no relation to later Premier
Ryan, also coincidentally member for Barcoo.
36 See Worker,2O August 1892 - no sepÍ¡rate Offi.cial Recordwas issued for the fi¡st Convention.
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organisation. At the same time, the unions' control of the CPE left them with de facto control

over the politicians.

The Party platform remained sketchy on the detail of a Labor Government's

legislative and administrative program for the first decade of the Party's parliamentary life. In

particular, little was offered in the way of an alternative to the orthodox economic sEategy

advanced by the Colonial Government.3T Instead the extra-parliamentary Party relied on the

goodwill and hard work of the PLP38 and confined its general platform to demands for electoral

reform and opposition to anti-labour programs like kanaka importation and the above mentioned

P eace Prèsemation Bill, 1894.

Despite the wooliness of its specific promises, the PLP inc¡eased in

parliamentary numbers to the extent that in 1899 PLP leader Dawson was asked to form a

Government after brawling among non-Labor Parties had brought down the short-lived Dickson

adminisration. It took only a week for the non-Labor forces to recover from their shock and eject

Dawson in favour of their man (later Sir) Robert Phitp.3l This had been the first Labor

Government in the world.4o

Despite its brevity, the first Labor Government's formation meant that the

prospects of Labor achieving a more lengthy tenure of office had become real: from 1903-1907 a

measure of this was ¿rccomplished in coalition with the Liberals. The Party platforn¡ and the

exercise of Party discipline over the PLP, thus became a battleground for the srategists of the

resurgent labou¡ movement. The goodwill and camaraderie which flourished during politically

im rtent opposition had now to give way to the serious business of constmcting a strategy for the

wrelding of state power and the att€mpt at social reform in the interests of labour.

5/See Gollan,p.I49.
38see S.R. Rayner, The Evolution of the Queensland Labor Party to 1907 (University of
Queenslanú M.A. Thesis, 1947), pp.99-191; Murphy, "Queensland" , p.225, also quotes Rayner's
remarkable statistical table (pp.108-109) showing the PLP's Parliamentary zealin terms of lines
in Hansard.
39See Rayne r, pp.l72-17 6; Murphy, "Queensland", pp.l&-165.
40see Ross Fiøgerald, From the Dreøming to 1915,pp.326-327; Catley and McFa¡lane, p.44.
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The 1905 Labor-in-Politics Convention, after bitter debaæ, adopted for the fint

time since 1899 an objective for Labor in Government, which included a demand for the

"collective ownership of the means of production, disEibution and exchange."4l This wording

was rejecæd later that year by the Federal Conference in favour of a less radical proposal from the

NSW Party,42 but the battle for contol of strategy had been joined. A large section of the PLP,

including leader Kidston, rejecæd the 1905 objective and much of the pladorrn Alttrough Kidston

had risen in the ranks of the coalition Government to be Premier in 190ó,43 the 1907 Labor-in-

Politics Convention reaffirmed the principle of PLP allegiance to the decisions of the Party

Convention and Executive. Kidston refused to back down and left the Party along with a majority

of the then PI-P.44

But if the industrial wing of the labou¡ movement had reasserted control over its

parliamentary creation, the cost was another decade of impotence in Opposition. Moderate

coalitionism had at least ¡ealised some of the objectives set out for the political wing of the

movement in the 1890s. Among these, the Adult Suffrage Act, 1905, stands out as having

effected the demand for electoral reform. Such measu¡es may not have addressed what might be

taken o be the fundamental demands of labour - indeed they were clearly shared with bourgeois

liberals - but they did represent major advances which could not have been achieved without Labor

participation in government.

The 1907 split occurred at an unpropitious time for the labou¡ movement, since

the retum of boom times had engendered a resurgence of unionism and industrial agitation. Labor

had thus lost its hold on government at the same time as growing unionis r was broadening its

electoral base and economic conditions ^- voured more radical fiscal p..rticy. The conservative

arOfuciol Record, Fourth Labor-in-Politics Convention, 1905, p.17.
42see Ga¡eth Evans and John Reeves, "The Evolution of the Socialist Objective 1890-1980", in
Labor Essays 1980, eds Ga¡eth Evans and John Reeves (Melbourne: Drummond, 1980), p.156.
43Labor had enæred coalition in Sepæmber 1903 - see Appendix 1.
44Rayner, p.224-240; D.J. Murphy, "William Kidston: A Tenacious Reformer", in Queensland
Political Portraits 1859-1951, eds D.J. Murphy andR.B. Joyce (Brisbane: UQP, 1978),p.248-
252.
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parliamentary beneficiaries of the split and the collapsed coalition lost little time in extending

State adminisEative authority to restrict union organisation.45

It is in this context that the major strikes of 1911-1912 must be viewed. While

the issue ofPLP independence had been resolved in 1905-1907 in favour ofthe Party organisation

(and through it, the indusfial wing of the movement), the battle over elecûoral and government

strategy had only begun. What straægy would most quickly lead to electoral triumph? What

should be the goals of a Labor Government? What interventions deserved the greatest priority?

What sort of society could or should Labor be aiming at achieving?

The victory of the AWA under McCormack in the 1911 sugar strike wæ the fi¡st

major victory won by a union in industrial struggle in Queensland for wenty years. The leaders

of the srike were natural labour heroes and were rapidly propelled to dominant positions in the

PLP to replace the discredited Kidsonites æ Labor seats were recovered.

In achieving its greatest industrial success since Jondaryan (1890),
the Queensland labou¡ movement had found new leaders - Theodore,
McCormack and Lyon - to replace the old guard, such as David
Bowman and Albert Hinchcliffe, who had dominated the movement
for twenty years.6

The goals of the 1911 strike were stictly lirnited, however, being primarily the recognition of the

Arùy'A's coverage of the workers in negotiating a log of claims over $rages and conditions. The

employers insisted on treating only with their preferred Free Workers'Union, an organisation of

non-unionists set up after the strike had begun. The employers in this instance, while they were

themselves unihed and backed by the Denham State Government, were confronted not only by

excellent union organisation, but by public, press, growers and Commonwealth Labor

Government sympathy with the strikes,4T in part because of racist antagonism towa¡d non-union

worken. The Artr/A was content with an a¡birated solution and a general inquiry into conditions

in ,re sugar industry.

arSee John Armstrong, "The Sugar Strike, 1911", i¡The Big Strikes, pp.102-103.
46Armsrong, p.115. Theodore retained his AWA position, although a member of Pa¡liament,
through the snike.
4TArmstong, pp.108-114; Kay Saunders, "Masters and Servants: the Queensland Sugar Workers'
Strike 1911' , inWho Are Our Enemies? Racism and the Working Cløss in Australia, eds Ann
Carthoys and Andrew Markus (Canbena: Hale & hemonger, 1976), pp.96-111.
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Although the 1911 strike deliberately confined itself to matters which were the

'legitimate' prerogative of the unions, namely wages and conditions, many in the union saw this

as a first step or a road to more radical demands.4S The AWA simply insisted upon is tactics and

steered clea¡ of exEa-legal confrontation. While some other unions be¡ame involved, notably the

maritime unions in blacking non-union sugar, the AWA sought throughout to confine the dispute

to its own claims and jurisdiction.

By conhast, the l9l2 Brisbane Tramways and general strike was allowed to

develop into open conflict with the civil power. Like the 1891 s¡rikes, the 1912 Brisbane defeat

has acquired something of a legendary aura in the circles of the labour movement, perhaps because

it involved, like its predecessor, ma¡ked struggle between a cross-section of the organised working

class and the combined forces of capital and the ståt€. The symbolism of such confrontations had

a longer life than that of other, equally hard-fought, but less spectacular and ambitious industrial

disputes. Moreover, the perceived challenge to the legitimacy of the capitalist state presented by

the labour mobilisation of a general strike elevates this kind of conflict into a different order. A

general strike approaches revolutionary conditions, a factor which certainly catapults this form of

action to great prominence in the writings of revolutionary sEategists, notably the Trotskyists.4g

From its beginnings as a lockout on the Brisbane Tramways of workers wearing

their union badges, to the savage sfteet fighting of Black Friday, to the eventual crumbling of

solidarity, the general sFike of 1912 failed because it had no clear goals and inadequate

organisation. Although the initial issue in dispute was won by the Tramways unionists in the

Commonwealth Conciliation and Arbitration Commission some weeks after the strike's collapse,

the whole affù was viewed as a defeat by its leaders because the strike had of itself achieved

nothing.sO More, it had shown to many that the militants' sfiategy was hollow, since the

4ðE.H. Lane, pp.88-90.
49For instance, Emest M andel, From Class Society to Communism: an Introduction to

Marxism, trans. Louisa Sadler (London: Ink Links, 1977),pp.122-142.
50See D.J. Murphy, "The Brisbane Tramway and General Strike, 1912",i¡The Big Sffikes,
pp.I27-I3O; E.H. Lane, p.105.
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requisite working class solidarity was not achieved, and perhaps could not be achieved in such an

ambitious confr ontation.

The 'heroes' of the 1911 srike and champions of conciliation and arbitration were

thus secu¡ed in their positions of leadenhip of the Labor Party and of the State's biggest union.

The isolation of the Brisbane Trades Hall militans was symbolically sealed by the transfer of the

newly amalgamated AWU to new offices across town from the Trades Hall in 1913.51 The

significance of these events, however, was not widely appreciated by ttre militants at the time.

The Labor political leadership wæ reconfirmed in its convictions that the path of

militant confrontationism wæ the road to defeat and ruin. Moreover, Denham's Government had

used the crisis to defeat Labor at the 1912 elections, a factor which led Labor leaders to believe that

the militants had played into the hands of the conservatives,S2 and accelerated the formation of the

election-wining alliance discussed in Chapter 3. The opinion that the unions had unwittingly

played into Denham's hands wÍrs not confined to the Labor camp: even the Governor voiced this

opinion in his reports to the Colonial office.53 Yet despite the wild scenes surrounding the

cnrshing of the strike, anti-union feeling inflamed by pro-Government propaganda, and gloom in

the general labour movement, Labor fared rather well in the 1912 elections.l

JLnhornos rnllnllllrnnnn^. nrhfiftnmftfiorn nmdl

The institution of a quasi-judicial ,r'stem of indusrial arbination with the

poweñ¡ o determine and enforce awa¡ds on wages and conditions had been ? central demand of the

r rMurphy, "Queensland", p. 184.
525æ Wortcer, 4 Mray 1912.
53Govemor's Secret and Confidential Outward Dispatches and Telegrams, Gov.68/QSA: Letter
MacGregor to Colonial Secretary 1 June 1912. Quoted also in Murphy, "Tramway and General
Strike, 1912", in The Big Strilccs, pJ27.
54see W. Ross Johnston , The Call of the Land: A History of Queensland to the Present Day
(Brisbane: Jacarand4 L982), pp.724-125.
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labour movement since before the urn of the century.55 Commonwealth machinery to this end

had been established in 1904, and the 1907 Harvesrer judgement of the Commonwealth was to

form the standa¡d for 'fai¡ and reasonable' wages well into recent times. Commonwealth

jurisdiction was, and remains, limited to those industrial disputes "extending beyond the limits of

any one State" (S.51 (xxxv) Commonwealth of Australia Constitution Act,1901), thus leaving

great industrial authority with the Staæs.

Queensland had no indigenous, general system of arbiration before 1915.

Unions had attempæd to circumvent this institutional lack by fabricating interstâte disputes so æ

to achieve federal coverage, as in the 191 I sugar Stike when the AV/A had investigated signing on

sugar worken in the NSW northern rivers districr56 Instead of a quasi-judicial body backed by

State authority, Queensland had adopted'a form of the Victorian V/ages'Board model. This

provided for the establishment of boards, consisting of employers' and worken, representatives,

which had the power to rule on wage rates and hours.

Unions objected to Queensland worken' lack of any automatic recourse to an

arbitral procedure, the appointment of a Board to cover an industry being a Government

responsibility. Enforcement of awards wæ often lax, and the workers' representatives did not need

to be union appointees.sT In the 1911 sugar strike, for example, a Wages Boa¡d was convened

with representatives of the 'scab'Free Workers'Union.58

Following the t9t2 general strike, thelndlstrial Peace Act , L9l2 established an

Industial Court under a judge, but this body was equipped to penalise unions for strike action and

boycotts rather than to a¡birate on claims. The institution of a centralised Staæ system of quasi-

judicial industrial a¡biration had by 1915 become a key plank of political Labor and the r,--r ¡n

movement. The militants who, by contrast, favoured direct action and confrontation had been

5JTurner, In Union is Strength,pp.55-62; Spence, Australia's Awakening, pp.305-316.
56Armstrong, p.114.
57see Spenc e, Australia' s Awakcning, pp.3 10-3 1 1 ; T.A. Coghl an, Labour and Industry in
Australia: From the First Settlement in 1788 to the Establishment of the Commonwealth in
1 90 l, Y ol. IV (London: OUP, I 9 1 8), pp.2052-2053.
5SArmsrong, pp.l}4, ll2.
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discredited in the eyes of many by the failure of the 1912 general strike. Further, the success of

the original strike claim (the right to wear Tramways' union badges) in the Commonwealth

jurisdiction, suggested that "State-sponsored systems of third-party intervention"S9 might

.accomplish more for the workers, in the short tenn at least, and certainly with less suffering, than

could froàtal industrial assaull

The unions remained suspicious of the likely class bias of the quasi-judicial

a¡bitral personnel. As Spence hæ it,

it was prçared to hand over his destinies
!o a S he knew, had come from different
stock, wD auy sympathy for him or his
class.fl

A Labor Government, however, could safeguard the unions' welfare through the appointrnent of

sympathetic, or at least heutral' persons to the arbitral benches. Here was a mechanism for

tanslating political po\{,ér into industrial gains, obviating, as it seemed, the often desperate and

always costly process of organised withdrawal of labour.

The 1915 Labor platforrq swiftly incorporated into the legislative program, laid

great emphasis on the medialion of industrial.conflict through the introduction of a cen6alised

system of quasi-judicial arbiration. Further gains for labou¡ were foreshadowed in the promised

innoduction of compulsory no-fault workers' compensation insurance and ttre like, but the flagship

of intervention in the labour market was certainly the a¡biration plank.61

\\e Inùstrial Arbitration Act,L9l6, repealed the previous legislation and set up

an Industrial Arbiradon Court with a bench to be drawn from the judiciary. To ensure ease of

passage through the hostile Legir rtive Council, the Act also provided for the appointment of

\n.¡ges boards of the old rype, but little use was ever made of these provisions.62 t.W. (Tdm)

McCawley, the Crown Solicitor, was appointed Presidenr McCawley wæ allegedly something of

)eBraham Dabscheck and John Niland, Industial Relations in Australia (Sydney: Unwin, 1981),
p.65.
60spence, Austr alia's Awakening, p.312.
ílworkcr, 1 April, 1915.
62E.I. Sykes, "Labour Relations - Law", tn Labor in Power, p.237.
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a Fabian and the appointment was the subject of criticism and even legal action by conservative

elements.63

The determination of minimum award rates, the definition of standa¡d houn and

the setting of benchma¡k living standards were not, however, left entirely up to the goodwill of

McCawley. The Act made the eight-hour day the legal standard (S.10(1X2)) and provided

guidelines for the determination of a minimum wage corresponding to the wording of Higgins'

Hamester judgement (s.9(3) (d) (Ð). It also provided for equal pay for women (s.8 (Ð (a)), but

only in ci¡cumstances of identical work. Mo¡eover, the ininimum female wage definition (S.9 (3)

(d) (iÐ) contained none of the æsumptions of providing for a family contained in the definition for

the minimum male rate,g a distinction implicit i¡ ¡he Harttester judgement65 The suspicion

and condescension di¡ected at working women by the chiefly male unions of this and subsequent

periods66 guaranteed that agitation for equal pay was not a priority item on the industrial agenda.

Confirmation of the Labor Government's bona fides and of the rectitude of the

political wing's súategy for the advancement of Labor came with McCawley's fust judgements.

The Mt. Morgan copper mine decision of March 1917 granted preference in employment for

unionists, an intervention in the f¡ee contractual labour ma¡ket process which appeared to

underscore the conservatives' worst fears.67 The unions could now depict themselves æ the sole

recognised legitimaæ actors on the labour side in the resolution of industrial conflicl

S-Issues''inLaborinPower,pp.246.v18,Courier,|2
January 1917.
6as¿:e ¡.tt. Matthews, "A History of Industrial Law in Queensland with a summary of the
Provisions of the Va¡ious Statutes" n Historical Society of Queensland Journal, Vol. 4, no.2
@ecember 1949), pp. 150-181.
6sConstattce Larmour, "'Women's rffages and the'WEB", inWomen atWork,eds. Ann Curthoys,
SusSn Eade and Peær Speanit (Canberra: Ausralian Society for the Study of Labour History,
tsls¡, p.ll . Geoff Sorreu tras þinæa oü that the Harvestãrjudgement was more based on
'corhparative wage justice'than on the'living wage'concepg in Jrat the a. 'rl rate set wæ derived
from rates paid to comparable wotters, a bæis which helps explain the apparent disregard for
females in the judgemenü Geoff Sorrell, "The A¡bitration System", tn Australian Capitalism:
Towards a Socialist Critique, eds. J. Playford andD. Kinner (Melbourne: Penguin, 1972),pp.
248-2Ø.
66see, for instance, "Women in Sydney Factories c. 1920-1950" , in Women at Work, pp.3l46;
Ann Game and Rosemary Pringle, "Women and Clæs in Australia: Feminism and the Labor
Govemment" rn Critical Essays in Australiøn Politics, ed- Graeme Duncan (Melbourne: Edwa¡d
Arnol4 1978), pp.119-126; Oficial Record, Ninth Staæ Labor-in-Politics Convention, 1918,
pp.l4,2l.
67 Courier,6-9 March 1917.
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As an employer, the Ryan Government was able o boost the depressed wages of

State employees and aid in the unionisation of formerly prohibited groups of civil servants,

notably the police.68 By 1920, each Department wÍil¡ able o boast of massive pay increases for

is employees over the period of Labor Governments: in some cases, such as the teachen, pay in

the lower grades had been almost doubled over the pre-1915 levels.69 It is for achievements like

these that Turner dubs the Ryan Government "the high water mark of Labor in politics".70

Successes like these made Labor's strategy of industrial quasi-corporatism (of

which more below) look very atEactive to the union leaderships. Queensland Labor erected the

most complete, potent and centralised corporatist structues for mediating indusrial conflict of any

of the Australian States,7l with the full acceptance and enthusiastic support of most union

leaders.T2 Agitation within the movemeñt for further legislative or adminisrative action confined

itself largely to claiming for further legislated ¡eductions in hou¡s and automatic indexation of

minimum wages. Such demands were unsuccessful in the short run following opposition in 1918

by the political leadership (notably Theodore and McCormack) on the grounds that rhese

concessions ought now to be won by the indusrial wing using the structures available.T3

Nonetheless, the restricæd scope of those claims is indicative of a general acceptance by the labour

movement of Labor's quasi-corporatist strategy.

oðTumer, Inàtstrial Labour an¿ Politics, p.7 5; Murphy "Industrial Relations - Issues", pp, 248-
249.
69Pamphle - Administrative Actions of the Labor Government with Certainfurther Statistics and
Extracts (Brisbane [?]: Governrnent Printer Í?), 1920 t?l), p.17. pay was f30 per annum lower
for women than for men in all graues.
70Turner, Industrial Labour and Politics, p.76. Tumer does not make use of the ærm
'corporatism'.
7lTurner, Irdustrial Labour and Politics, p.76; Kenneth F. \I/alker, Industrial Relations in
Australia (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 1956), pp.26-29.
72For example,Worker,T December 1916: "The boldness of 

-the 
Queensland Industrial

Arbitration Act of 1916 lies not in the experimental nature of the proposals it carries into law æ
in the wide a¡ea of callings öovered and the compleæ power confenedìpon the court."
735æ O¡¡"iol Record,Ninth State Labor-in-poütics Convention, 191g, pp.22-24.
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The adoption of a cenralisd state-sponsored apparatus ofindustrial a¡biration

as the main technique for deciding questions of industrial conflict goes some of the way to

fulfilling the role assigned o institutional foundations in corporatist models. Corporatist writers

have divergent views on the political and economic functions of the apparatuses they analyse, but

at bottom corporatism is generally dehned as an institutional anangement whereby public policy

is worked out through an interaction between top state elites and the leadership of a limited

number of powerful corporate organisations (mainly business and industrial corporations on the

one hand and labour unions on the other). Under this arrangemenÇ the corporate organisations are

granted a deliberate representational monopoly within their respective areas of interest in exchange

for submitting themselves to certain constraints imposed by the staæ.74

The ambit of this area of public policy, until the 1960s determined by the

arbiration system, was restricted to adjusunent of wages and certain labour conditions. For this

basic reason, as well as the instiurtional characæ¡ of the arbiration forums, it is proper to talk of

industial arbitration æ representing at best a quæi-corporatist arrangement.Ts

More importantly, the various organs of the a¡biration system in Queensland

and throughout Australia have no jurisdiction over investment decision making. This limitation

imparts a most significant advantåge to the owners of capital, in that should unit labour costs rise

/4Eva Etzioni-Halevy, Bweaucracy attd. Democracy: A Political Dilemma (London: Routledge &
Kegan Paul, 1983), p.63 - this is a reworking of the definition offered by P.C. Schmitt r, "Srill
the Centnry of Corporatism?", in Tlu New Corporatism: Social-Political Structures ír th¿ lberian
World, eds. F.B. Prke and T. Stritch (Notc Dame, r,"':ma: University of Nore Dan - Press,
1974),pp.93-94; see also Leo Panitch, The Development of Corporatism in Liberal
Democracies", in Comparative Political Studies, Vol. 10, no. 1 (April 1917), pp.il-66.
75The ¡ecent move of the Austalian Conciliation and A¡bitration Comrnission into fresh a¡eas of
the labour contract such æ superannuation, and its endorsement of the Prices and Income Accord
arangements suggest that the institutions of industrial a¡bitration in Australia have the potential
to become full-blown corporatist instiurtions with wider impact on public policy. The
willingness of the Commission to grant control of superannuation funds to the union movement
has the added potential of placing significant investrnent decision-making in the hands of the
labour movement. This ingenious use of the indusrial relations jurisdiction had not previously
been pressed by Australian unions.
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to a level deemed unconscionable, capital can respond by shifting the site of production to a more

congenial location or by replacing labour through the inroduction of new plant. Retention by

capitalisc of this (o them) basic freedom can be seriously inimical to the presumptive labour

goals of full employment and economic growth through publicly conrolle{ rational deployment

of the productive forces.76

Moreover, the institutions of a¡bitation have not closely corresponded to any

corporatist ideal type. Courts of industrial arbitration belong more to the British juridical family.

Conflict is generally internalised through the agørcy of adversarial process rather than mediated

through informal compromise. The court environment is highly bu¡eaucratised, in conræt to the

non-bureaucratic forms favou¡ed by at least one st¡and of corporatist thinking.TT Most

importantly, the court institution kPeps govemment and the state administrative cenEes of power

at arm's length from the decision-making process. Through the creation of industrial arbiEation

systems, the state aÍogates to itself the power to fix wages and conditions, but at the same time

hands over that power to an 'autonomous', supposedly neuEal agency. Governments may or may

not involve themselves in hearings, but they have no i¡onclad guarantee that their views will

prevail. In any case, there has been no requirement in the Queensland or most Australian systems

for the government to present a case in the determination of any industrial causes to which it is

notapartyæemployer.

Since the Queensland and Australian systems of industrial arbitration may be

characterised æ merely quasi-corporatist, the explanatory power of corporatist insights needs to be

examined. What does it matter that these institutional apparatuses bear some partial resemblance

to those which a¡e the concem of corporatist theorists?

/oColin Crouch, The Politics of Industrial Relations (Glasgow: Fontana/Collins, 1979), pp.L23-
t24.
77J.T Winkler, "fte Corporatist Economy", n Industriat Society, ed. R. Scase (.ondon: George
Allen & Unwin, 1969) p. 51.
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First, corporatist theory, while it may have its normative exponents arises by

and large out of the observation of certain tendencies in the administation of the capitalist state.78

Unlike, say, pluralist or Ma¡xist analyses, corporatism does not attempt a 'complete' analysis of

the existing capitalist state. It contents itself with æsessing the causes and possible outcomes of

tendencies which are held to be evident. Second, while corporatists may make mention of the

fascist corporate state, the main object of their attention is the administration of the capitalist staæ

under social democratic regimes, since social democracy is seen to be the political motor behind

the modern deveþment of corporatist aÍangements.7g

Corporatist theory is divided over questions of the desirability of tendencies it

describes, their likely long-term consequences, and whether or not corporatist modes of

representation can successfully supplant other forms. E0 The literature may be generally labelled

as dividing into 'liberal-corporatist' and'socialist-corporatist' camps, depending on the writer's

orienøtion to the implications corporatist stnrctures' development.

The more conventional analysis in recent years may be characærised as liberal-

corporatist, since, although sæmming from Marxist concepß of social and economic relations, it

perceives corporatist tendencies as representing an extension of the liberal-democratic state, as a

political response to the declining plausibility of liberal-democratic ideology in the face of

working class organisation. CenEal to these penpectives is the idea that corporatist institutions

have the function of co-opting the upper echelons of working class organisations so as to crcate a

new consensus a¡ound wage resEaint and capitalist economic restructuring. Sl Union leaders æe

put in the position of imposing discipline on their own members with the aim of achievin! this

consensus, thereby running the serious and destabilising risk of ,''olating themselves from their

Head, "State and Economy: Theories and Problems" , iî State ønd Economy in Australia,
ed. Brian Head (Melbourne: OLIP, 1983), p.30; Panitch, pp.74-76.
T9LawelBlack, "Ccirporatism, Keynes and Social Democracy", APSA Conference paper, August
1982, p.2.
80Bob Jessop, The Capitalist State (Oxford: Martin Robertson, 1982), pp.22g-230.
Slcolin Crouch, Trade Unions, pp.208-2l4; Gerha¡d l*hmbruch, "Liberal Corporatism and
Party Government", in Comparative Political Studies, Vol. 10, no.1 (April L977), pp.96-I00.
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own base.82 On this analysis, the attainment of consensus based on the incorporation of union

eliæs into the public policy process serves to obscure and complicate the underþing worker-capital

conflict.

Alærnatively, it has been argued that corporatist aÍangements offer the prospect

for involvement of previously excluded groups in the formulation of rational economic planning.

According to this penpective, which I will call socialist-corporatism, corporatist institutions may

be captured by working-class organisations working in collaboration with Labor in government,

thus bypæsing the mystifications of the parliamentary process.S3 Such an analysis is, of course,

prospective, and so has only marginal utility in any assessment of the quasi-corporatism of an

a¡bitration system created seventy years ago. It may, however, be argued that the a¡bifation

institutions do serve to include the weaker unions in their processes and so fulfill at least that

democratic role. This hæ"certainly historically been one of the attractions of the a¡biration

system for the union movemenL

Binding the above nvo perspectives together are mutual definitions of corporatist

institutions as having both a more extensive role than and different composition to the Australian

a¡bitration cou¡ts. Arbiiation institutions, while they frequently hear argument over economic

policy, are only empowered to make decisions on actual wage levels. The penonnel occupying

a¡bitration benches, while including many former union and employer representatives, ate never

responsible to their former organisations. Typically, despite early far-reaching reforms like the

Harvester judgement in the Commonwealth jurisdiction or the Queensland union preference

decisions under McCawley, the a¡biration systems have been extremely conservative bodies,

operating on accumulated precedent and slow to make any far-reaching changes to existing wage

relativities or hisorically accepted principles.

ó¿Cf.Leo Panitch, "Trade Unions and the Capitalist Sttate" in New Laft Review, Na 125 (1981),
pp.40-42.
83ceoffDo*, Stewaf Clegg, Paul Boreham, "From the Politics of Production to the hoduction
of Politics", tnThesis Eleven, N'o'9 (July 1984),pp.I6-32.
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So, at least partly for this reason, both Labor and non-Labor governments have

in fact, if not in rhetoric, reserved the right to ovemrle and ci¡cumvent the arbiration processes

where these are too slow to respond o perceived pressues. As will be shown in this Chapær, the

more important advances made by labour in terms of wages and conditions were made in spite of

the a¡biration system through direct representations to and pressure on Labor Govemments.

The quasi-corporatism ofthe a¡bitration system can be def,rned æ a corporatism

of rhetoric. The rhetoric of conflict-mediation and union legitimacy remains a potent force. The

objective reality, however, is that the Commission and Wage Boards constituted an 'autonomous'

bureaucracy administering a vast body of precedent and historical relativities. Labor

administrations in fact played fæt and free with the rhetorically sacrosanct arbiration systems,

deferring to them usually on account of their natural conservatism.

Consensus from the union side based on the a¡bitation framework has been

fragile, as this Chapter will show. The more militant and better-organised unions have

historically sought gains ouside the systen¡ while the more conservative and weaker unions have

worked within and defended the system, constnrcting a consensus based on the legitimacy that

arbitration affords the union movement. In Queensland, the supply of personnel for arbifiation

benches coming out of the AWU, when seen in the context of that union's long-standing

conservatisrn, ensured iS loyalty to the sysæm and perhaps a certain influence over awards. By

the same token, the exclusion of the ARU from such appointments heightened the militanß'

distæte for a¡biration.

Basically, it was the inabil"y of the unions to use a¡biration to trespass on

núnageria^ 
^ 

rerogatives which most alier ¿.ed the militans. It must be said that the original

Commonwealth New Protection' program of the f,i¡st decade of Federation did include some

additional ambit for the arbiration system whicir implied some control over investment decision-

making. Initially, therefore, there existed some prospect for a framework embracing more than a

quasi-corporatism in the arbiration system. Unhappily for the New Protection program, however,
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the investment'confrol' aspects of the enabling legislation were ruled invalid by the High Court.84

The Austalian f-ederal system thus doomed the construction of a more thoroughgoing corporatist

system of industrial relations management even at the outset. Wages were, rather, to be the

subject of a form of tripartite control, but no aspect of managerial prerogative or investment

decision-making was to come under tripartiæ ambir

There were many in the labour movement, however, to whom the corporatist

flavour of arbiradon nonetheless appealed. The au¡a of legitimacy imparted by participation in

the state-sponsored. procedures of the system, especially where this was enhanced by union

preference provisions'in awards, was attractive to the more conservative or to the organisationally

weaker unions.85 Chief among the former type in Queensland was the giant AWU, which had

benefined early from the insertion of union preference provisions in its federal pæoral awards.86

The dedication of these significant segments of the labour movemsrit to a¡bitration c¿rme to mean

that challenges by other, militant unions to the system were regarded as challørges to the sphere of

authority exercised by pro-arbiration 'moderate' unions, of which more later.

To political Labor, the arbiration system offered a ready-made mechanism for

removing from its political agenda the vexed questio-ns of the coercive character of the social

relations of production.ST The quasi-judicial format of the system also kept State labour marker

intervention at ¿üms length from the Labor government leadeß. At the same time the Labor Party

could" and did, present the inroduction of a¡biradon æ the fulfilment of a fundamental labour

movement goal, thereby justifying its political sEategy. It wæ aided in this process by the often

frenzied opposition of conservative political leaders and press to the inroduction of Queensland's

Industrial Arbitration Act,1916, and then to certain Indusrial Cou¡t decisions.S8 In addition, the

powers vested in government to make appoinunents to benches were used to insu ' people like

McCawley who had some sympathy for the labou¡ cause. The introduction of arbiration wæ then

öaGollan, pp. 1 68- 1 69 ; Fie,patrick, pp.L59-164.
8swaters, p.110.
86Turner, Industrial Labour and Politics, p.39.
87Turner, Inútstrial Labour and Politics, p.45, sees this as a conscious motive.
88see Murphy, "Queensland", pp. 1 88- 189.
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followed by a quick succession of cheaply won labour victories, in conEast to the costly battles

advocaæd by direct actionists. The labou¡ movement militants were thus divided ino the camp

that attempted to work from within the Party for more Government initiatives, and those who

maintained that ¡eal gains could only be won on the shop floor.

Lastly, for Labor in government, the introduction of indusnial arbiration was at

worst electorally innocuous. Through its quasi-corporatist insistence on collective representation

of parties to disputes, arbitration had the side effect of helping to organise the farmers whose votes

were essential to Labor's electoral sEategy (see Chapær 3). Labo¡ could realistically point to the

success of State-sponsored representative forms of conflict resolution and decision-making as some

sort of model for the small farmer class it depended on for elecûoral survival.

In su.mmary, Labor's strategy for intervention in the labour ma¡ket by the

introduction of industrial a¡biuation \r,Írs an ill-formed essay in corporatism. Unlike developed

corporatist institutions of either the liberal or 'socialist'. corporatist moulds, the arbitration system

adopted throughout Australia, which reached full matu¡ity in the Queensland system after 1916,

was "subordinate to [....] conflict processes, rather than the master of them".89 Having been won

after nearly two decades of struggle and defeat, and having been mythologised æ a great Labor

triumph, the a¡biration system was to receive far greater loyalty from Labor in office and from

important sections of the indusrial labour movement90 than it perhaps deserved. Yet, for

obvious leasons, the great challenges to the system were to come from the labou¡ movement, not

from capital.

öYWaters, p.Ll2.
goqueensland in 1954 had the highest percentage of worken covered by awards and the second
highest (marginally behind V/.4. - both well ahead of other States) Staæ award as against Federal
awa¡d coverage -73.5Vo - in the nation: Dabscheck and Niland, p.274.
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The political organisation of sections of the labour movement opposed to the

parliamentarism of the Labor Party had commenced prior to 1915. Ausralia-wide, the best-known

organisation of left opposition was the Industrial Worken of the World (IWW), a syndicalist group

with roots in the American labour movement often referred to by the pejorative nicknames

"Wobblies" and "I Won't Work[en]".gl The IWW plaÉorm specif,rcally rejected a political

strategy which was not the outgrowth of industrial conflict, and called for acts of industrial

sabotage as well Írs more taditional forms of direct action to bring down the capitalist system.92

Some IWW sEategies, notably the goal of One Big Union (OBU), found more widespread support

in the labour movement of the time than did revolutionary conf¡ontrtionism.

IWW strength was nowhere as great as fea¡ed by conservatives, and less in

Queensland than in New South tüales,93 where alarmism at thefu influence and anti-war stance led

to the imprisonment of twelve prominent members on treason charges in 1916. Nonetheless,

some unions were sympathetic to the impeccable radical credentials of the IWlü/, and certain

prominent officials maintained a dilettantish liaison with the organisation. Until May 1917 when

it was forced underground, permission was given for the IWW to hold is meetings at the Brisbane

Trades Hall, where it was kept under surveillance by Comrnonwealth agents.94 Two major

unions sympathetic to IW-W radicalism were the,Queensland (later Australian) Railways Union

(QRU) and the Ausralian Meat Industry Emplofees' Union (AMIEU),95 but the consensus at

Trades Hall was at this time only one of tolerance to'ñ/ards the syndicalists. When the organisatioi

See Ian
Industial

Turner, Sydney's Burning
Workers of the World", in

(Melbourne: Heinemann, 1167); R. Coates, "Notes on the
Labour History, Ne 6 (May 1964), pp.25-28; Turner,

Inàtstrial Labour andPolitics, pp.111-138;Fiøpatrick, pp.158, 186 andelsewhere.
92An Open Iætter from the Industrial Workers of the World Club to the Ausralian Working Class
(Sydney: IWW Club, 1909); Industrial Worker (October 1917).
93OJ. Murphy, "Trade lJnions", n The Big Stikes, pp.40-41.
94"Ryan's Disloyat Associations - Dossier", Australian A¡chives Accession 8197, Defence Army,
Secret and confidential conespondence files, multiple number series 1906-1935, file no.202l-7-
2'1Q.
95Murphy, "T¡ade Unions", p.40.
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was prescribed by the Hughes Commonwealth Government in May 1917, an anti-conscriptionist

body called the Univenal Freedom League was set up at Trades Hall æ what Commonwealth

informanß saw to be an IWW front.96 The main Trades Hall leaders, howeve¡ involved

themselves chiefly in the offlrcial Labor Anti-Conscription Campaign Commitæe.

Relations between the IW"W and the Labor Party were necessarily chilly, as the

IWW platform utterþ rejected the very concept of the state as any sort of vehicle for social change,

let alone a parliamentary road for the labour movemenL The lWW-sympathetic unions continued

to be affiliated to the Party throughout this perio( though, which is an indication again of their

lack of real commitment to syndicalist sEategy. Despite the natural.enmity of the Labor

leadership for the IWW, the Ryan Government was conscious of IIW-W commitment to the

advancement of labou¡ and saw the suppression of the organisation as part of the same pattern of

CommonweallhWar Precautions Act abuses to which ttre whole labou¡ and radical movement was

then being subjected.

It was with this in mind that Ryan, æ Queensland Attorney-General, authorised

the holding of an A¡t Union (ottery) to raise funds for the dependants of the gaoled Sydney twelve.

This was a bold move, since such authorisation required a civil servant to be delegated to supervise

the draw, which fact appeared to lend official sanction to an illegal organisation:

Ye Gods! Representatives of the Departnent of Justice of the State
of Queensland disporting themselves in the rooms of the LW.W., an
illegal association, and assisting a lot of rebels, sympathisers, and
members of the I.Yr'.W. to raise money to assist a collection of
criminals and their kith and kin.97

Similarly, the Government issued permits for IWW luminaries like Tom Ba¡ker to address public

meetings in support of the Sydney twelve. Such actions, in spite of conservative allegations to

tþ- contrary, cannot be construed æ demonstrating any sudden amity between Labor and

syndicalism. In the conloxt of the anti-conscription campaign, the best that can be made of these

essentially liberal actions is that they helped preserve labour unity around the conscription issue.

eö"Ryan's Disloyal Associations - Dossier".
9TMalcolm Henry Ellis, A Handbookfor Nationalists (Brisbane: National Political Council,
1918), p.65.
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In any case, the IWW reached its zenith at this time, and rapidly exited the

industrial and political stage in the years following the Bolshevik revolution in Russia in

November 1917. OBU-ism however, was a legacy which survived at least in rhetoric, for

another decade. Organisationally, many of the now illegal IWWs memben re-emerged in the form

of the OBU Propaganda League. A difficulty with the ônU ob¡ective was that it was alien to the

craft-bæed union structure which cha¡acærised most of the labour organisations.9S The one great

industial union extant was the AWU, which could alone have formed t¡e foun¿ation for an OBU.

AWU enthusiasm for the revolutionary aims of the OBU-ists was, however, at best lukewarm

given its close attachment to political Labor. Turner paints a scathing picture of the AWU

leadenhip, in league with Labor parliamentarians, sabotaging the OBU project, to protect their

eliæ position in the labour movement.99 No signif,rcant steps were raken down the OBU road,

however, by any other militant unions including the Railways Union, which had a fai¡ meæure of

industial coverage and lrge membenhip. The ARU was strong on OBU rheoric but weak in any

activity which threaæned its own position. In Queensland the OBU rhetoric, while widespread in

the labour movement, lacked total conviction even in the most a¡dent exponenß.

In any case, syndicalism was losing is popularity and theoretical gloss in the

wake of events in Russia and labour militants were beginning to lean towards I-eninist-political,

rather than lWW-industrial, strategies for the overth¡ow of capitalism. This paradigmatic shift in

strategy was given added impetus in Queensland by the presence of large and politically active

communities of emigre Russians in Brisbane and the far north.lffi The Brisbane-based Russian

Association was indeed a hot-bed of Bolshevism, from whose ranks came the hrst Soviet

diplomatic appointee to AusEalia (whose credentials remained unrecognised) .101 A former

leading light of the association, Artyom (Sergeyev), had gone home to becor e a major leader of

YõMurphy, "Trade Unions", p.41.
99Turner, In Union is Snength, pp.69-70; Industrial Labour and Potitics, pp.l92-I94.
lffiS., Diane Mengh ettt, The Red North: The Popular Front in North Queensland (Townsville:
James Cook University, 1981), p.9-16; E.H. Lane, Dawn to Dusk: Reminiscences of a Rebel
(Brisbane: Brooks, 1939), pp. 194-195.
1015." Eric Fried, "The Union of Russian Immigrants", article to be published in Labour History,
forthcoming.
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the Revolution; his remains now lie in honour in the Kremlin wall immediately behind Lenin's

mausoleum and next ûo John Reid's.l@

Russians had been involved in radical politics and industrial agitation in

Queensland for some time before the overthrow of the Provisional Government in Perograd, but

the victory of the Bolshevils gave them added cachet in their dealings with the Ausnalian labour

movement. But since Revolution also brought separate peace with Germany, the Russians

suffered increased ha¡assment from the Commonwealth Government using the wide-ranging

provisions of ¡heWar Precawions Acl, 1915.103

After the 1918 Armistice in Europe, Brisbane Industrial Council (BIC - the

Trades Hall unions) joined with the Russians in organising protest action against the continuation

of ¡he War Precautions poweni. The so-called Red Flag Rios of March 1919 were a result.

Public display of red flags had been banned by the Commonwealth, and their proud and

provocative flaunting at demonstrations (organised in part by genuine Russian Bolsheviks),

brought swift and savage reaction in the form of counter-demonsEation by enthusiastic returned

soldiers' $oups backed by Opposition politicians and the anti-Labor press.104 Armed State

police battled wittr both sides.

The Russians, better versed than their anglophone comrades in Leninist ú*ry,

were active at this time in getting a local Iæninist vanguard political party off the ground. In the

days before the Russian Bolsheviks under Stalin gained hegemony over the international

communist movement through the Comintern, AusEalian communists and labour movement

radicals had considerable freedom to develop thpir own political strategies. This suited unions

which had alatge 'non-factory'membership of itinerant workers: shearers, timber and railway

workers, and meat processing workers, for example. For some years the ferment of ideas on the

Ìu25." Eric Fried, "Artem: A Bolshevik in Brisbane", article to be published tn Labour History,
forthcoming.
1031¡. Association was prescribed and its office wæ raided following the Revolution, and the
confiscated documents are still held as Australian Archives Accession MP 95/1.
lusee Courier,24 and,25 Ma¡ch 1919; Frank Farrell, International Sociatism and Australian
Labour: The Left in Austrølia 1919-1939 (Sydney: Hale and Iremonger, 1981), pp.1-3.
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left caused by such factors as the persistence of syndicalist doctrines of .mass working class

mobilisation, the ideological struggles going on within the Russian Party itself and in the

Comintern, and the proliferation of cells and factions with divergent dogmæ, militated against the

establishment of the one properþ credentialled Communist Party of Austr¿i¿lo5

The ostensible riumph of the Russian working class and the prospect of the

incipient collapse of capitalist states throughout Europe stined up a lot of interest in radical

politics in the labour movement. As Turner observes, "the ideas of the Bolsheviks acquired great

prestige - dot only as explanation of the victory of [revolutionaries] Russian com¡ades but as a

magic prescription for their own succqss".lff Links were rapidly forged between the communists

and the more militant segments of the labour movement; communist ideas and propaganda

circulated among unionists and Labor Party members; and a few communists began to penetrate

the Party branches.

In Queensland there was no wholesale entryism in the sense that no major

attempt ûo convert the Labor Party to Bolshevism by capturing its organs met with the kind of

success found in New South g¡¡"t.107 There was some airing of communist ideas in Labor

Pa¡ty forums, as can be seen in the 1920 Labor-in-Politics Convention debates. Whatever the

communists' theoretical problems with the Labor Part¡ they remained keen on involvement in the

unions. Communists failed in Queensland, however, to capture the leadenhips of any rnajor

unions not akeady lnown for radicalism and militancy - especially not the AWU.

The agitation of the Russian community calmed as the Russians themselves

departed for the revolutionary homeland beginning in 'rte 1919.108 Penetration of the Labor

Party branches was n,-,t evident in the north, where communist ideas found converts among a

ru)Robin Gollan, Revolutionaries and Reformists: Communism and the Australian Labour
Movement (Canberra: ANU, 1975), pp. 1-18; Turner, Industial Labour and Politics, pp.206-
2t0.
106Turner, Industriql Labots and. Politics, p.206.
1075"" Gollan, Revolutionaries and Reþrmisls, pp.10-14
1085"" Fried, "The Union of Russian Immigranß".



labou¡ movement with a radical tradition.l@ 

tl, 

*" 1920 Labor-in-Politics Convenrion morions

calling for workers' conEol on a SovieË model in State Enterprises were put (and decisively lost on

the conference floor) by the Bowen Coalfields and Townsvill" 14¡¡16'r.110 At bottom, however,

the communists were equivocal about thei¡ sEategy on relations with the ¡¡p,111 so entryism

could never become a consistendy accepæd tactic.

Despiæ their theoretical commitments to political action and to the (temporary)

acquisition of Staæ power (which had of course been anathema to the syndicalists), the

Communists had no appreciably grcater immediate success in swaying the Queensland labour

movement towards radical action than had thei¡ lWW-inspired comrades. Superior organisation and

more rigorous theory supported by Soviet praxis were, however, to guarantee the Communists a

lasting place in the labour movement and this was'to have significant effects in the long term

which were important for the Labor Party.

mnñ1f,ûanûs

2 . Ilahon nmdl ûhe unmûoms

The election of the Ryan Govemment was greeted with wholehearted celebration

by both the BIC militants and the AWU in their rcspective publications the Døily Standard and the

tyor¡r"r.ll2 The grim news from the war (ANZAC had landed at Gallipoli on April 25, 1915) had

no dampening effect on the speed with which the Labor Government began to move on the

implementation of its reform program, and this general public support from the militant and

'moderate' unions carried through into the following year unabated. The Labor Party Executive

ruYMen ghetti, pp.I 5 -23.
lL06¡¡t¡a¡ pecord, Tenth Queensland Labor-in-Politics Conventi on, 1920, pp.4849.
1115"" Farrell, p.43.
lr2po¡¡t Standard,24May l9l5; Worker,21 Mray 1915.
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offices had moved in June'1913 from the Trades Hill to AWU's Worker Building,113 a move

which the BIC unions came to view with some disquiel The 1916 Labor-in-Politics convenrion

proceedings ate, however, full of expressions of mutual goodwill, in part because of the former

AWA's more radical credentials, and the AWU and BIC unions combined to change the Party

structures so as to give the unions direct representation at future Conventions on an affiliated

membership basis. The formula adopted actually appeared to favour the BIC unions, which gained

eight delegates to the 1918 Convention as against the AWU's four (plus the Clerical Workers'

one).114 The AWU was, of course, well represent€d Írmong t}re WPO andPLP delegaæs.

The numbers at Conventions remained firmly with the branches (WPO's), of

whose delegates by far the lrgest identifiable bloc was the PLP, which sent sixteen delegates to

the 1918 Convention. Premier Ryan was ousted in June 1916 from the chair of the Executive and

replaced by Demainel15 in an apparent æsertion of contol on the part of the unions and the Party

organisation (although Demaine soon after joined the PLP via appointment as an MLC). But, æ

Murphy observes,

[o]n the surface it seemed that the industrialists had ousted the
politicians from control of the CPE, but as with many such
sinplifications of Labor ballots, the rcality was otherwise.lló

The majority which deposed Ryan was pr.rely transitory, and the PLP and is supporters continued

to be able to muster the numbers on issues of importance.

In fact the fint major test of sEength between the more militant unions and the

Labor Govemment v/as to begin the year after the CPE reiurangements. The issue was union

acceptance of industrial arbiration decisions, and the QRU wæ the major militant union involved.

A strike broke out in the beginning of August l9t7 arising from the unwillingness of McCawley

.-' Þresident of the Industrial A' iEation Court to award retrospectivity in a pay rise to the

majority of railway *s.¡srs.117 In the event the srike fizzled,out after some three weeks when

LLJgffir¡o¡ Record, Eighth State Labor-in-Politics Convention, 1916, p.7 .
LL4 gn¡ r¡ o¡ p e c or d, Ninth S taæ Labor-in-Politics Convention, 19 17, p.4.
1156P6 Minutes, 26lune 1916.
1 l6Murphy, "Queensland", p. 193.
1175"" D.J. Murphy, "The North Queensland Railway Strike 1917" , inThe Big Strikes, pp.l32-
143; E.H. Lme,pp.2M-206; QPD, Vol. C)O(VI (1917), pp.828-830.
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the workers accepted a government proposal, endorsed by McCawley, to refer the matter to

Commonwealth A¡bitration Court Judge Higgins.

Although Prime Minister Hughes attempted to rekindle the strike by refusing

Higgins permission to hear tlre case, the unions allowed the Government to find another

appropriate a¡bitrator. Other events then intervene{ notably the anti-conscription referendum

campaign, and finally the whole business was forgotten, the railway wo¡ken achieving pay rises

by other means and in the legitimate forum of the arbitration system.

The Ryan Government's tactics for dealing with this particular strike are worth

looking at more closely, since they showed a willingness to consider an extension of corporaList

decision-making structues outside the arbiration system, albeit with the goal of restoring the

primacy of the systern As the employer in the dispute, the Government w:ts able to use its good

offices within the labour movement to convoke a conference in Brisbane with representatives of

Queensland unions on 21 August t917. The unions' delegation comprised representatives from

unions making up TOVo of Queensland ¡¡is¡i5ts.l18 The Government was represented by Ryan,

J.H. Coyne as Minisær for Railways, and representatives from the Railways Commission together

with Theodore who, as part of his Public T-O 
portfolio, administered the Industial Arbitration

Act, 1916. In the face of moves by the Commonwealth to use its war powers to take over the

dispute and sign on non-union labour,ll9 Ryan was able to secufe the agreement of the meeting

for a return to a¡bitration on the new terms. When some of the Northern striken then refused to

retum to work, the Government, citing the support of the combined unions' conference for its

compromise solution, gave the continuing strikers an ultimatum after which time they would be

sacked- The strikers backed down on the bell.

Labor in this instance deployed an alternative mechanism for State involvement

in industrial relations to that afforded by arbitation. Though it is.significant that the Govemment

was prepared to go outside the a¡bifation mechanism in order to negotiate a settlement, the

rttQPD, Vol. C)O(VI (1917), p.829.
tLe 8p D, vol. CXXVI (tg li), pp.832-839.
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possibility of extendin$ this corporatist mode of intervention to cover general and ongoing

industrial relations was not explored. This was perhaps the only time Labor in office convoked a

mæs meeting of unionists across an industry, thereby creating an ad hoc corporatist consultative

mechanism. Initially, this had sEengthened the Government's hand through isolation of the

Northern militrnts; the mechanism had, nevertheless, the potential for a reverse effect where the

unions were solid or the strike confined ûo a small area. Quasi-corporatism through ttre arbiration

system allowed the Party in offlrce to remain at arms length from industrial conflict and the

demands of labour, and thus continued to make it an attractive centepiece for Labor industrial

¡elations policy and the preferred mode of labour martet intervention.

Labor had now shown iself quite willing to draw upon the a¡senal of stike-

breaking weapons available to it as employer. It is fi¡e that the Government resisted exhortations

to sign on non-union labour in order to restore essential services, l20 6o1 this can be construed,

primarily, æ a shrewd non-inflammatory tactic designed to dampen down an explosive situation.

This was the conclusion drawn by Murptryl2l and supported by Ryan's own commenß. Labor

had shown that, faced with industrial confrontation, it was not prepated to take off its 'legitimate

Government' or'employer' hats and don is 'labour solidarity'hat.

In the context of the anti-labour assaults of the Hughes Federal Government and

of Queørsland's isolation as the only Labor State, the labour movement closed ranks behind Ryan

in the 1917 conscription referendum and 1918 State election campaigns. Demaine, still CPE

President (he was to hold that position for another decade and more), almost certainly echoed the

general opinion of the Trades Hall unions in hii address to the 1915 Labor-in-Politics Convention,

held at opening f the election campaign:

the Queensland Labor Government, with all its faults and
weaknesses, and it'., ûot \Ã,ithout both, is the best and most truly
democratic Australia - ûot to go further than that - has ever had...r22

lz0For example, Courier, S August 1917.
l2lMurphy, "Railway Strike, 1917", pp.I42-143.
12296,r¡o¡ Record, Ninth State Labor-in-Politics Convention, 1918, p.6.
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The Ryan Government was returned with an increased majority in April 1918, a remarkable

achievement in the climate of hysterical reaction to the Russian revolution and Empire jingoisrn

then rampant. This vicory was due in large part to the solidarity the union movement showed in

support of the Labor Governmenl

A renewal of the public schisms between the Government and the militant

unions was not too long in coming, however. Again, the issue ¡evolved a¡ound the coverage and

legitimacy of the arbit¡ation system, and again the location was the north. On this occasion,

though, the conflict erupted in an industry where the management was in private (indeed foreign)

hands, and one which provided no service or goods vital to the preservation of individual safety or

to the general operation of the economy.

The workers concerned were ernployed at the two Townsville export abattoirs,

and their union was the militant AMIEU. The AMIEU in Townsville had been able for some

yean¡ to negotiate its own wages and conditions with the abattoir managements outside the

a¡bitration system, thereby exEacting some notable concessions, including a closed shop and a

monopoly over nominating workers to be hired. In most other Queensland shops, the AMIEU had

accepted the jurisdiction of McCawley's bench. McCawley had in Ma¡ch 1918 made an award

covering the Townsville workers but they refused to aclnowledge it and conflict persisted on and

off for the remainder of the year as the managements attempted to split the union membenhips.l23

In January 1919, the meat companies, in the face of a shmnken ma¡ket at to the

end of the war, and taking advanøge of rising unemployrnent, applied for and were granted deletion

of union preference provisions in the awa¡d - an award which, in any case, the union sti" refused

to recognise. McCawley, to the delight of the non-' ' cur press, specifically cited t.rc workers'

militancy and interference with management prerogatives as justification for ¡hs ¿g1sder.124

r¿rDoug Hunt, "The Townsville Meatworkers' Strike, 1919", in The Big Strilczs, pp.l44-146;
Terrence Cutler, "Sunday, Bloody Sunday", in Strikes: Sndies inTwentieth Century Australian
Social History, eds. John Iremonger, John Merritt and Graeme Osborne (Sydney: Angus &
Robertson, 197 3), pp.84-90 (hereafter S r ri ke s).
I24Courier, 1 February 1919.
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When the managements promptly began to hire non-union labour from the growing pool of

unemployed constantly fed by reinforcements from military demobilisation, the unionists came

out on strike. The managements remained inEansigent and spurned union overtures since they

were able to operate at full capacity using non-union labour, and the srike collapsed at the end of

¡4.ç¡.125

The strike erupted anew in June, when it became clear that the managements

were determined to persist with their policy of employing only non-union labour. Now the

strikers won the support of the QRU"and the Waterside Workers Federation (IVWF), but inteå¿

disputes civer tactics and suspicion of some of the leaders served to bring on a breakdown in

discipline.l26 Union frustration grew at tåe continued smooth operation of the meatworks by

non-union labour and on the night of Saturday-Sunday 27-28 June,1919, some of the sEikers,

supported by prostrike unemployed vandalised the stockyards and released the store cattle. The

militant strike leaders were arrested for inciting the disnrbance on Sunday. Later that day a rowdy

demonstration demanding their release led to an exchange of gunfire between police and

demonstrators and left at least nine demonstrators with gunshot wounds.l21 Some of the

dispersing crowd then raided nearby hardware and gunshops and continued to exchange fìre with the

police who we¡e ba¡ricaded in the gaol. This encounter was to become famous as Bloody Sunday.

There were to be no other major incidents of unnrly behaviour on the part of the

strikers and their supporters as the Ryan Government rushed companies of armed police to

Townsville. Curiously, the Sugar Acquisition Act,1916 (see Chapter 3) was invoked to empower

police to confiscate ftrearms, thus setting a precedent for Government action in such crises. When

the QRU refused to carry a Eainload of police to Towrìsville, union members who refused to work

as direcæd were sacked and the trains driven on by non-un¡on r1¡'¡.128 The non-labour press in

rz)Hunt, p.151.
126Cutler, pp.92-93: On the grounds that it was easy for the management to recruit'scabs' the
IWW faction within the AMIEU called for on-the-job sabotage rather than strike action.
127¡1*q p.153; Cutler, pp.94-95. Each side blamed the other for firing the first shot, but the
subsequent Royal Commission accepted the police version of events. See QPP,l9l9,Yol.2,
pp.589-598.
1289¡¡1¡ttt Morrow (QRU northern organiser), quoted in Margaret Bridson Cribb, "The A.R.U. in
Queensland: Some Oral History", tn Labour History, No. 22 (May 1972), pp.I9-20.
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Brisbane applauded these measu¡es, while continuing to insist that a hrm hand earlier in the day

would have avoided the entire violent episode.l29

What was remarkable about the part played by the Labor Government in the

whole affair was not its readiness to adopt the role æ enforcer of law and order and persecutor of

militant labour. Rather, what is more interesting is the Government's total refusal to initiate

mediating action outside the framework of the arbitration system. Again it is insEuctive to

consider a hypothetical alternative history, given the precedent of the earlier railway dispute and the

destabilising impact of the course actually followed. Labor could have put pressure on the

companies to cool the dispute by eschewing the tactics of blacklisting and mass hiring of non-

union labour. It could , again, æ in the 1917 dispuæs, have convened a conference of the union

leaders to apply pressure on the Townsville militants to return to a¡biration. Instead it sat tight

in its role as 'neuEal' observer and non-interventionist.

Within the labour movement, the Government's stance and the violent defeat of

the srike had some noteworthy effects. First, the humiliating defeat of the strike was used as yet

another potent example of the folly of pursuing claims other than.those legitimated by the

arbiration system. IWW tactics of effective on-the-job conEol of the productive process by mæs

refusal to accept shop floor discipline by management were thus seen to be self-defeating by many

in the labou¡ movement who might otherwise have been attracted to syndicalist ideology.l3O

Second, the Ryan Government had laid down is interpretation of the limits of industrial action

within the State: rejection of the a¡biradon process by a section labour would place that section

beyond the pale and the full anay of management strike-breaking measures could be unleashed with

Government connivance and support. Third, unions were expr:ted to discipline their own

branches: indusnial relations ¡.- ic€ss€s would need to be ce ¡rralised with full disciplinary

authority vested in the cenral leaderships. Fourth, it was now to be undentood that labour would

L¿YCourier, 1 July 1919.
130çu11.t p.100, claims that this syndicalist failure accelerated the move towa¡d I-eninist tactics
among the militants, citing W. Davis, In Pursuit of the Millemurn (Brisbane: AMIEU, n.d.),
pp.188-191.
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make industrial gains legitimately through the arbiration system or not al all: Labor in office

would sEongly resist acting independently to effect such gains.

Politically, it was oppornrne for that moderate wing of Labor æsociated with the

PCP and AWU to make these delineations clear at this time. Political reaction to the actions of

militant labour and radical ideas generally wæ fierce in the context of revolutiona¡y struggle in

Europe and counter-revolutionary intervention by the Allied powers.131 Meanwhile Queensland

Labor, as the sole Labor Government in the country, was about to enter the national stage. Ryan

resigned the Premiership in October 1919 to contest (successfully) a Federal seat. His successor

Theodore had close penonal and political linls with the AWU. .Both had something to gain and

little to lose by disciplining the militants in the Trades Hall unions. The Trades Hall milirants

were themselves in disarray over competing radical theories and srategies (all of which were,

nevertheless, æmpered by an abiding loyalty to Labor in office).

Yet in the face of the 1920 loans crises (see Chapær 3) and following hard on a

disappointing Queensland Labor vote in the 1919 Federal election,l32 the PLP-AWU dominant

axis found iself obliged to make some concessions to its opponents in the Party at the 1920

Labor-in-Politics Convention: the support of the militants was essential for successful electoral

mobilisation at this time. Numerous 'radical' motions affecting working conditions of State

employees and education were carried, while an AMIEU motion censuring the police handling of

the 1919 strike was gently handled. An amendment requiring consultation between the

Government and unions concerned in strike action where police $/ere to be used wæ moved by

PLP supporær5 ¿n¿ sarriedl33 |

Irrsee Humphrey McQueen, "Shoot the Bolshevik! Hang the Profîteer! Reconstructing
Ausralian Capitalism, l9l8-I921", in Essays in the Political Economy or Ausralian Capitalism,
Yol.2, eds. EJ. Wheelwright and K. Buckley (Sydney: ANZ, 1978), pp.185-206.
I32yu6ot won no Queensland House of Representatives seats in 1919 - see Official Record,Tenth
Queensland Labor-in-Politic s Conventi on, L920, p.6.
I33g¡¡t¡o¡ pecord, Tenth Queensland Labor-in-Polirics Conventi on, 1920, pp.64-65. The
Convention was, coincidentally, held in Townsville.
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Nonetheless, the militants were not entirely mollified, sensing that thei¡ own

minority position within the Party machine denied them any chance of dictating policy. Trades

Hall support for Labor in the 1920 Queensland election was lukewarm (see Appendix 3). 134 Th's

failure ûo support Labor whãleheartedly in an election was blamed by many for depriving Labor of

much of is parliamentary majority. Moreover, the big electoral losses were in the meEopolitan

(Brisbane) electorates, where the influence of the Trades Hall unions was strongest. Thus the

PLP-AWU dominant faction had reæon to feel embitæred at the spurning of is conciliatory

overtufes.

In Ma¡ch 1919 Theodore and Ernie Lane (one of the few ex-AWA militants to

remain an official of the AWU) drafted a document entitled Solidariry or Disruption which called

on the labour movement to close ranks behind the Labor Government. The document was

endoned by the QRE and circulated to WPO's and affiliated unions;l35 it specifically reaffirmed the

legitimacy of left dissent within the Party:

propaganda in the working class movemenll36

But the traumatic events of f919-1920 conspired to ensure that ttris hoped-for solidarity among

Party and industrial factions wæ not to be fully realised. No further such statements were to be

forthcoming.

' Queensland's fiscal crisis deepened through 1920 ndinto 1921, precipitated by

the evaporation of loan funds (see Chapter 3); t -' the impact of a recessed economy on the revenue

fund, and br ' e d¡ain on the exchequer of I ¡ssos in the Staæ Enterprises (see Chapær 2). From

1920 until the Great Depression, the worsening recession was reflected in a steady deflation in

retail markeß, reversing the wartime inflationary 6.n¿.123

I34¡or example, Daily Standard,l-9 Ocober, 1920.
135QCE Minutes, 11Ma¡ch 1919.
136QCE Minutes, 11 March 1919.
1379o¡¡, Barnard and Pincus, pp.88-89.
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When Justices McCawley and Maøraughton finally determined a basic wage for

State awards in February t921, itwas of cou¡se framed on the material standa¡d basis laid down in

the 1916 Act, which had regard to price movements and community standads. The awa¡d of f4 5s

0d with regional adjusEnents, although it made Queensland a marginal pacesetter, was subject to

annual ¡su¡"*.138 In February 1922 the basic wage was reduced to f,4 0s 0d in line with the fall

in retail prices and in response to the arguments of employers who argued that they could not

afford to employ labou¡ at the old ¡¿¡s.139 The QCE, on the motion of ARU president Rymer,

adopted the following wording:

That the ACE recommend to the-PLP that the Arbitration Act be
ameuded Q ltgviqe for the raising of the standard of living, and that
any reduction in the existing basic wage of f/ 5s 0d be þrevenæd
by such amendmenll4o

The Governmert did not act on the recomnendation prompting condemnation, but also calls for

unity, in the pages of rhe Daily Standard.l4l The contemporaneous opening of Hughes's

National Economic Conference in Sydney was undoubtedly a factor in the muted reaction to the

wage cut, since the labour movement was keen to support Theodore against the likes of Hughes.

From the militants' point of view, worse was to come. rWith ttre staæd objective

of cutting Government expenditure, Theodore successfully approached the A¡bitation Court, in

Iuly 1922, seeking a flow-on of the 5s. reduction in the basic wage to all State employees.142

The stronghold of the militants - the ARU 143 - was now seen to be under di¡ect æsault. This

time the mode¡ates in the QCE used their majority to prevent any action súonger than voicing

'strong disapproval' of the move or 'urging' the Govemment to change its stance, although a

deputation was sent to the Premier. A motion from Rymer of the ARU calling on the pI.p to

'take all reasonable steps" to secue a rcturn to the old ¡ate wæ rejecæ¿ 144

L'óWorker,17 February l92l; Courier, 16 Febmary 1921.
139 C o urier, 2 F ebrury 1922.
l4oQCE Minutes, L7 February 1922.
L4LPu¡¡, Standard,I March 1919.
l42Courier, 14 July 1922.
1437¡¿QRU changed its name to ARU - Queensland Branch following the national conference of
railways unions in september 1920. See Tumer, Industrial Labour and politics, p.194,
144QCE Minutes, 14 J:uly 1922.
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The ARU then decided on a policy of public opposition to the Government and

to its much-vaunted a¡biration system. A Government Employees' Anti-Reduction Commitæe

was formed under the auspices of the ARU comprising represmtatives of twenty-nine unions with

coverage'of State employees.l4s Unhappily for ttre ARU in the long-term (æ will be shown), it

adopted a tactic of penonal vilification of rheodore and his close associates.

At the 1923 Labor-in-Politics Convention ARU delegates George Rymer and

Tim Moroney attempted to force the PLP leadenhip to confess to what were seen as fundamentally

anti-labou¡ anitudes. They rnoved what amounted to a manifesto of militant unionism:

Union) Congress.16

Those 'means of redress' included the establishment of the OBU and Eaining for workers in the

control of industry. Theodore stayed out of this debate, leaving the running to his deputies, one of

whom - McCormack - declared ominously of the ARU

e in thei¡ aBitude, but he (McCormack)
y when some of them got iuvolved in

Some of them would ruo away when

The Rymer/Moroney motion went down by twelve votes to sixty (p.34). Theodore and at this

forum outmanoeuwed the militants by bringing on a debaæ over a motion expressing support for

the principle of a¡bitration, (which was accepted by all but the militant unions) before the much

more contentious motion to restore the basic wage to ¡he l92I level of f,4 5s 0d. Here he

launched into an impassioned defence of the Government's actions, headlined by reference to the

just re-endorsed principle of arbitation. His other arguments were (i) that the Government had no

money, (ii) that the unior had been consulæd" (üi) that the labou¡ movement had to support tle

Government in an election year, (iv) that he Anti-Reduction Committee threatened the

Government and (v) that if the Government had yielded it would have fallen and the 'Tories' would

LarDaily Standard,20 Jrúy 1922; Marguet Bridson Cribb, "Ideological Conflicc the 1927 nd
1948 Süikes", in Labor in Power, p.386.
L46g¡¡r¡o¡ pecord,Eleventh Queensland Labor-in-Politics Conventi on, 1923,p.31 (subsequent
references to this debaæ incorporated in text).
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have been worse (pp.4042\. T}lre debate was then gagged and the motion to resûore the 5 shillings

was lost by thirty-seven votes to thirty-five.

Altttough Theodore conceded a 44-hou¡ week (p.46), as well æ increased workers'

compensation paymenß (p.72), the damage was done in the eyes of the militants. It has been

alleged that the fiasco of Theodore's few minutes' loss of the PLP leadership in July 1924 (see

Chapær 3) was due to canvassing among selected Pa¡liamentarians and militant threats of loss of

preselection.l4T ¡¡all events, Theodore was forced to bring forward the promised passage of the

Industrial Arbitration Act Amendm¿nt Act, 1924, lowering working houn to 44 W week (five

and a half days). This was in conflict with the arbitation-only approach insisted upon since 1916,

but in making this concession the Government down-played the existence of conflict between

long-standing policy and the Act's provisions.l4S

The 44-hour concession was enough to satisfy the less militant unions and

sections of the Party. Faced with continued frr¡stration on the wages issue, the ARU resolved to

make life diffrcult for Theodore. It campaigned among its members for informal voting in

Theodore's seat Herbert, during the Ma¡ch 1925 Federal s1sçtis¡'149 Theodore lost by a couple of

hun&edvoæs.

In may 1925 the Arbifation Court again rejected union submissions for a rise in

the f,4 0s 0d basic wags.150 When further representations to the Cou¡t and to the Government

failed, the ARU succeeded in cobbling together support from the other railway unions for

indust¡ial action. The Government had further antagonised the railway unions in these last

ralJ.La¡combe,NotesonthePoliticalHistoryoftheLlþ6y¡þ!rpv¡¿nr(Brisbane: Worker
Newspaper, 1934) pp.81-83; DJ.Murphy, "Edward Granville Theodore: Ideal and Reality" in
Queensland Political Portrqits,pp.3/18-329; Anne Smith, "The Railway Srike, 1925",inThe Big
Strikes,p.l&. C.A.Bernays, Qucensland: Our Seventh Political Decade (Sydney: Angus and
Robertson, 1931) pp.33-34 does not mention this æpect, which cæts some doubt upon the
allegation, since Clerk of the Iægislative Assembly and notorious gossip Bernays would certainly
report such goings on if rumours ¡eached his ears. Murphy cites Larcombe in supporg but
Larcombe was after all a member of the Theodore cabinet.
L3íQzD, vol. C)0IV, (t924), pp.t792-r796.
l49lnærview with George Rymer, noæs held by Margaret Bridson Cribb.
L50Courier,6 May 1925; Daily Standard,6May 1925.
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negotiations by is insistence on AWU ¡epresentatives being included in negotiatien5.151 (The

AWU had been active in 'poaching' members from the railway o¡¡6nr.152 See.below - "The

AWU") Following the expiry of several ultimatums, the combined railway unions \ilent out on

strike at midnight, 27-28 August t925.

After a week, the Gillies Government capitulated. To the disgust of the non-

labour press,153 Gillies agreed to the statutory restoration of the 5 shillings removed by the 1922

Arbiration decisions. The ARU appeared for all the world to have justif,red is stategy of forcing

the Labor Government into legislating for labour gains through industrial action. ARU

membership soa¡ed o an all-time peak of 11,000 in the months following fts 5üiks.154

The following month, however, the ascendant forces within the Labor Party

unveiled a counter-strategy. The tndustriat Arbitarton Act Amendment Act,1925, abolished the

Court and substituted a Boa¡d of Trade and Arbiration of which only one member out of the three

was to be a judge. The lay appointees were former AWU Secretary Dunstan and the now disgraced

former Premier 6¡¡1iss.155 This began a twenty-six year tradition of AWU representation on the

arbitration bench. Former AWU Secretary and Theodore numben-man McCormack had by then

æcended o the hemiership.

McCormack, now unfettered as leader of the PLP, and supported by his old

comrade Theodore who wæ back at the AWU office,l56 moved swiftly to pruge the ARU and ia

backers f¡om the Party. Earlier in 1925 the QCE had ci¡culated a Member's Pledge form to all

branches and affiliates with the following wording:

1)rSndth, p.168.
152¡.¡4. Higgins, "Queensland Labor: Trade Unionists Versus Premiers", tn Historical Studies
Australia and New kaland, Vol. 9, no.34 (May 1960), pp.142-143.
ls3Courier,9 September 1925, Daity Mail,9 September 1925.
1541n¡o.-u,¡on supplied from membership records by ARU, Queensland Branch, February 1985;
see alsoAdvocate,15 February 1926, and Table 1.3.
L 55 

QG G, 22 October t 925 ;'Murphy "Labour Relations-Is sues ", p.25 I .
I56worker, 26 November, 1925.
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I declare that I am uot a member of any Communist Organisation or
Party, or of any political party having objects or methods in any
was opposed !o the Australian Labor Party.tsz

At the time, tlre ci¡culation of this pledge purported to be nothing more than compliance with

Federal Confe¡ence's decision the previous year concerning membership of communist

organisationslsS and it was largely ignored by Parry ¡ns¡¡6srs.159 Then, without apparent

warning,l60 McCormack successfully moved at the November QCE meeting to have afl QqE

members sign the pledge forthwith or by thrown out of the QÇ9.161 Two of the three ARU

delegates, Rymer and Moroney, withdrew in proæst.

No longer privy to the QCE discussions, the ARU delegates determined to

recover their ground at the February l92íLaborin-Politics Convention and signed their pledges

with an over-typed protest.l62 They were not to Lrow that the QCE had determined that for

credentials to the Convention to be recognised, pledges would need to be presented without

reservation.l63 The scene attIrc L926 Convention when the four ARU delegates were denied

entry were reported with the coy notation:

[t]he Credentials CommiEee had decided that the four gentlemen
representing the A.R.U. were ûot entitled to stay.ls

OuEaged at these sly manoeuwes, the ARU and some co-militant unions from Trades Hall

disaffrliated from the Party in the second half of 1926. Some, including the ARU, were not ro

reaffrliate until afær the 1957 splir

At the 1926 Convention and afterwards, McCormack and his AWU supporters

sought to justify their actions by reference to the communist menace.165 6ou.-ment advertising

rr/QCE Minutes, 25February 1925.
158Fanell, p.62.
159QCE Minutes, 25 Septembet 1925,82 Branches accepted, 6 indefinite, 3 r rsals, 209 ¡o
reply; see also K.H. Kennedy, "The Anti-Cor^--unist Pledge Crisis" in Labq tn Power, pp.3jl-
372;by 27 November, QCE Minutes record 154 acceptances, 6 indefinite, 5 refusals, 129 no
reply.
T6oAduocate, 10 December 1925.
161QCE Minutes, 27 November 1925.
1625"" Kennedy, "The Anti-Communist Ptedge Crisis", p.375 for photograph of an ARU pledge;
also Advocate, 15 February 1926.
163QCE Minutes, 2l December 1925.
L&Offitiol necord,Twelfth Queensland Labor-in-Politics Convention, 1926, p.5.
1659¡¡rr¡o¡ pecord,Twelfth Queensland Labor-in-Politics Convendron, 1926,p.17-23.
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and mnspoft privileges were withdrawn from the Trades Hall's Daily Standard and the ARU's own

Advocqte publications during 1926 on the same pretext.166 The chief effects flowing from

McCormack's purge were (1) to isolate the militantunions and deprive t¡". oiaccess ro the

Govemment through the organs of the Labor Party; (2) to bind unions remaining within the Labor

fold to the State's a¡biration system as a sole mechanism for industrial gains and conflict

resolution; and (3) to remove the only union with enough members to challenge AWU hegemony

within the Party.

This exclusion deprived militants of the mechanisms, formerly made available

through Party membership, for canvassing and legitimating a broader political and economic

agenda than that determined by the instrumental role of unionism.167 The goal of manipulating

the state envisaged by the labour movement in its establishment and continued sentimental

attachment ûo the Labor Party was redefined to exclude direct intervention in the labour ma¡ket in

effecting even basic indusrial aims, let alone radical social and economic change. Having excluded

the miliunts, the Party leadership was left with freedom to co-opt alternative, non-labour, sources

of support, such as the farmers (see Chapær3).

llhe AWIû nmìdì ftlhr tahon Ieadlenshûrn

At this point it becomes necessary to give some attention to the AWU iself.

What were the forces which impelled it to be such a staunch opponent of industrial militancy, a

policy from which it has not deviated significantly to the present day? How did it achieve so

complete a conEol over the ALP organisation? V/hat was the nature of is links with the PLP,

with tt r Labor leadenhip?

röÖHiggins, p.743.
1675o Chapær 5 on the attempts made to fill this gap by worker education.
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The formation of the AWU in the 1890s has been canvassed above. Through the

1890s and early 1900s the union, via a series of defeats and subsequent reorganisations, moved

more and more to$,ards a proarbiration and conflict-avoiding posture, although it did retain snong

links with the ALF (Austalian Labor Federation - precursor to the ALP) and a milit¿nt rhetoric

sustained by Worker editon William Lane and Henry 3so3g.168

Several factors determined this shift away from militancy. The defeats of the

1890s revealed the difficulty of successful strike action in the quintessentially decenralised

working envi¡onment of the pætoral indusry in the absence of efficient central union organisation

backed by the enforcement of closed shop. Moreover, because much of the work done by pastoral

workers was semi-skilled, non-union labour could easily by recruiæd to defeat a strike, especially

whe¡e such a policy had government backing,l69 The AWU was thus in the paradoxical position

that the organisational preconditions for successful di¡ect actions could only be achieved through

the agency of the state. Facing up to the realities of the situation, the AWU leaden successively

moderated their policies to the extent that'fair' arbiral arrangements became the prime industrial

goal. Throughout the 1890's and early 1900's the union had conducted isolated guerilla action

against non-union labour, but no decisive victory had been possible without legal recognition and

closed shops.

The AWU achieved its fint national award from Justice O'Connor of the Federal

A¡biration Court in 1907, in a case costing the union 5emg 94,900.170 Highly centralised

organisation had won, but at the price of surrendering the sËrike weapon.

Tight central organisation has its own in'-reratives - a phenomenon first obse¡¡ed

by elitist writers in the - rdition of Michels. As Crouc.r notes, the "fundamental insight" here is

that "the people charged with running an organisation of workers may come to have different

interests from those of thei¡ members, and that they may be able to ensure that ttre organisation

IôðSe€ Spence, History of the A.W.U., pp.138-152.
l69spence, Hisrory of tlw A.W.U.., pp.ll4-I17.
l70spence, History of the A.W.U.., p.139.
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primarily serves thei¡ own interests."lTl The structure of the AWU was ideally suited to the

operation of Michels "Iron Law", although this theory scarcely encompasses the full range of

political and organisational facton at work. L72 T¡" backbone of the AWU (even after the 1913

amalgamation with the AWA) remained the dispened, atomised and seasonal gangs of pastoral

workers and cane-cutters. Units of organisation were thus so small, and the total membership of

the union so large (see Table 1.3), that internal opposition became almost impossible to organise

successfully. Indeed, by the 1930s the union leadenhip had banned non-approved candidates from

standing for union positions,l73 and had enforced the union's own version of the anti-communist

Pledgs.174

Meanwhile, the AWU was the ideal mechanism for Labor Party organisation

throughout the non-metropolitan electorates of Queensland so vital to the Labor electoral sEategy

(see Chapær 3). The AWA amalgamation had brought in the sugar workers and'miners of the

North, while the AwU pastoral workers constituted the sole effective labour organisation west of

the Great Dividing Rangs.175 The organisational stength of the revamped AwU became reflecæd

in an interchange of key personnel between the union and the PLP. McCormack, who became

AWU Queensland President after tle amalgamation, held on to his union position fo¡ some time

after his election to Prli"-.nt and to the Speaker's chair. Theodore, the former AWA leader,

returned to the AWU payroll for some tirne after his defeat in the 1925 Federal election. The

location of the Labor Pafiy offlrces in the AWU building served to emphasise the organisational

closeness of the two bodies.

I i rCrouch, Trade Unions,p.I72.
172¡o. criticism of Michels' kon Law and is application see F. Parkin , Class, Inequatiy and th^
Political Order (London: Paladin, 1971); E. Davis, "Participation in Six Ausralian Trade
IJnions", in f ournal of Industrial Relations,Yol.23, Ne 2 (June 1981), pp. 190-2L6.
1735"s, for instance, interviews with Fred Paterson and Bluey Bliss, in W. Lowen stein, Weevils
in the Flour: An Oral Record of the 1930's Depression in Austrøliø (Melboume: Hyland House,
1978), pp.180, 382-383.
17 49 ¡1. Lane, pp.246-247 .

1751¡s union was also able to use its considerable financial resources to secure preselection for its
prefened candidates and support their campaigns, allegedly employing comrption on occæion. See
D.W.Rawson,TheOrganisationof theAustralíanLaborParry 1916-1941 (PltD Thesis:
Univers ity of Melboum e, 19 54), especially pp. 20-25.
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AWU leaden derived added benefits in the form of political patonage from their

closeness o the Labor leadership. Government appoinunens, such as those to the new Boa¡d of

Trade and Arbitration established n 1925 and those to semi-governmental authorities like Hospital

Boards (see Chapær 4) often went to AWU officials on reti¡emenl

Lastly, the AWU's leading role in the Labor Party meant that many of the

contradictions and ambiguities afflicting Labor in government rubbed off on the union leadership.

Being so close ûo the GovernmenÇ the AWU leaders were naturally constrained in their expression

of any open conflict with Government policy. Compromises on conflicting positions t'¡/ere

therefore likely to be resolved in private discussions so ás not disturb the unified PLP-AWU front

which, æ had beer¡ amply demonsmÞd, could deliver the nurnbers on nearly every issue.

The political and industrial battles leading to the exclusion of militant unions

from the Labor Party i¡ 1926 had, therefore, two interrelated aspects. Fint, there was the overt

fight waged on the shop floor and in the Party organs to shift indusrial relations policy radically

in the direction of workers' control of industry and legislated wage rises. Secondly, insofar æ

these struggles forced the hegemonic AWU-PLP faction to back down, they represented a serious

tlueat to the internal conEol exercised by the leadership of both organisations. Thus the personal

antipathy between the leaden of the ARU and of the AWU-PLP emphasised by writers such as

Kennedy,l76 should be seen æ merely a by-product of these organisational and contol factors, not

as a cause of the breach between the wo organisations.

1f he 11927 Souûh Jlohn rûone smdl reû[wev sû

dlfiscñro[flme wfiûh vfioIemee

The ARU, chief exponent of militancy and direct action strategy in the

Queensland labour movement, curiously mi¡¡ored the AWU in organisation. Like the AWU, the

lFennedy,'Theenti-CommunistPledgeCrisis",pp.3T8-379
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ARU was a mass union of at best semi-skilled bushworkers who operated by and large in small

gangs of fettlers and the like. Like the AWU, the ARU was organised on industrial as opposed to

craft lines. Again like the AWU, the ARU had a tight central organisation which admitted little

open opposition to the leadenhip.177

On the other hand the ARU was a union composed entirely of State employees

whose labou¡ was absolutely essential to the operation of the economy. Thus ttre ARU's position

in the labour movement was central to the grid of ambiguities affecting Labor Governments'

industrial relations policy outlined at the beginning of this chapter. Moreove¡ within the labou¡

movement the claims of a militant public sector union are viewed in quiæ a different light from

the legitimate struggle of labour against capital" Speaking of the 1984-1985 British miners'

strike, Ignatieff has observEú

[w]hatever the party in power, there will always be 'economic'
grounds for closure [of mines], simply because there are choices to
be made over public expenditure, between increasing the subsidy to
miners, for example, and raising old age pensions. The appeal of
the miuers' case was fatally damaged by the failure to admit that
their claim on collective resources wæ as limited as any other social
grcup's. The fact that the State is the employer in this dispute
creates a conflict of loyalties for those workers asked to join
sympathy strikes.l78

The same conflicts of loyalties certainly applied in the case of the Queensland Railways.

Other tensions which weakened the ARU's potential call on labour movement

solidarity included the belief, then more widespread than now, that state ownership in itself

constituted an achievement of socialist and of labour movement goals. Workers in a state

enterprise could therefore be seen by their counterparts in private industry as protesting too much.

For those colleagues state ownership was an unrealised goal.

Furthermore, the ARU's insistence on OBU-ism led it .- adopt an arogant

attitude towards the craft railway unions, which it dubbed'sectional' unions. The fact that some of

these unions had split off frorn the ARU or its predecessors, and had in general charged lower dues

r / /For example, J. Hayes, the only ARU QCE delegate to sign the anti-communist pledge,
attempted to oust the Rymer-Moroney ruling and was purged from the union. See Advocate, l0
December 1925; Cribb, "Ideological Conflict", p.390-391.
178¡4i.¡u"1 Ignatieff, "Strangers and Comrades", in New Statesman,14 December L984, p.26.
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enhanced the ARU's sense of moral superiority.lTl The locomotive drivers' union, AFULE,

iself crucial to the success of indusrial action, came in for particularly vituperative treatment. In

the pages of the ARU's Aduocate,the driven' union was referred to as "4. Fule". Such childish

remarls on the part of the ARU succeeded only in encouraging suspicion and enmity in the ranks

of the other railway unions. Even in the 1925 basic wage strike, the ARU had difficulty in

holding the other unions together, and its victory in the dispuæ only served to enhance its inflaæd

posture of moral superiority.

The ARU's departure from the Labor Party isolated the union in a way not

perceived, or at least not publicly admitted, by the union at the time. It remained, after all, the

most powerful union on the Trades and Labour gqr¡ç¡180 and hoped through its unadulterated

adherence to labour principles to shame the rest of the movement back to its side. The L927

action in the railways thus began as a demonstration by the ARU of is unstinting solidarity with

workers benayed by their own union, appropriaæly enough the AWU. Since its exclusion from

the 1926 ALP Convention the ARU had played a leading part in undermining union support for

the McCormack Government. The raditional Ausralian fawning reception arranged by the

Queensland Government.for the Duke and Duchess of York on their visit to Brisbane in April

p27l8r incensed the militants, who thereupon moved to exclude Govemment members from

participation in that year's May Day parade. An konworkers delegate told the TLC that

[i]f the workers bel.ieved that the politicians had failed in their duty
to the movement then the workers should t"ke a stand and decline
to recognise 9t"..182

McCormack was overseas on the annual loan-raising rip of the time, so the Acting Premier,

Forgan Smith, replied on the Government's behalf:

all this serves to indicate an effort at a form of blunt and savage
lictation, which is cowardly in its inception, and would only be
submitted to the politicians a¡d the feeble-minded.l83

The May Day parade wæ abandoned-

r /vConversation with Ted Bacon, 14 February 1985.
18htte TLC had succeeded the BIC in April 1922, following two years of loose formations. See
Murphy, "Trade Unions", p.40.
1815"" Telegraph, 5 Apnl 1921.
L82Po¡¡, Standard,2t Aprn ß 1.
r83Po¡¡, 

S tandard, 29 Apri. 1921 .
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A war of words benveen George Steet @arliament House, Brisbane) and Turbot

Sreet (Trades Hall) continued unabated over the ensuing months. In May-June unrelated indusrial

action by Bowen stevedores demanding some form of workers' control brought statements from the

Government that the IWWF was acting "counter to the public interest",184 signalling the

development of a tougher stance by the Labor leadership and a more determined intention to act

against union militancy. The South Johnstone sugar mill dispute had already been simmering for

over a month at this stage. The mill had been acquired from the State by a farmers' co-operative

under the Pimary Producers' Co-operative Associations Act, 1923 (see Chapær 3), and the new

management had digmissed the existing all-union workforce at the end of April and replaced it with

a new crew including some non-union 1¿6eo¡.185 At the end of June the AWU, with some

teluctance, decla¡ed the strike official and the TLC decla¡ed support for the 5¡i¡"rr.186 The

dispuæ reached boiling point when on 5 July a picketing striker was shot dead. (No-one was ever

charged with the mutder, and it still remains unclear whether or not the incident was directly

connected with the strike.) Forgan Smith imrnediately invoked the ,Szgar Acquisition Act, l9l5

to confiscate all fi¡earms within a twenty mile radius of the Innisfail Post Office - a replay of the

Government's strategy in 1919. This proclamation gave the police wide authority, including

search and deputation powers:

[a]n authorised Srate officer, with any necessary assistance may, for
the purposes of this proclamation, euter any place at any time and
use aoy force considered necessary.l87

Though tempers were further inflamed by this suspension of civil liberties, the sEikers

nonetheless resEained themselves from physical conflict with the policelSs and for a couple of

weeks pressure subsided once more. t

Ló4Courier,3 l:ur;re 1927 ,

1855." Sydney Sun,26 iruly L927 for history of the dispute; also K.H. Kennedy, ',The South
Johnstone Strike, 1927", in The Big Strikes, p.174.
7865u ¡¿uocate, 15 July 1927.
187po¡¡, Mail,7 Juty 1927.
LSsTruth,lOJuly 1927.
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A further A¡biration Boa¡d hearing then recommended reinstatement of all

workers,lE9 but the striken ¡efused to go back as long as any 'scab' labou¡ remained at the mill.

At the end of July the local (Innisfail) TLC blacked the mill, although the AWU had been anxious

to confine the dispute to the mill only.190

Initially the ban involved only the WWF, as the mill used shipping to convey

its product to the refinery. At this point the AWU leadership began to have cold feet about the

widening dispute and shifæd to a posture of urging a return ¡s w6¡¡.191 The railways became

involved in the second week of August when the mill management requested rail ransport for its

produce.l92 The AFULE refused to be bound by the Innisfail TLC ban decision,l93 but the

ARU members abided by the ban, despite exhortations from AWU Secretary Riordan to the

contary.194

McCormack had now retumed to Queensland, and æsumed personal charge of the

dispuæ which was widening by the day as more and more railway worters we¡e directed to perform

work subject to the bans. On 29 August McCormack issued an ultimatum to the entire ARU

membership that they would be dismissed unless work æ di¡ecæd was resumed by midday on 3

September. ARU members seeking to return would also need, under the terms laid down by

McCormack, to sign a no-strike pledgs.l95 This directive was extended to include the entire staff

of the Railways when it was realised that the Commissioner had no ready means of distinguishing

ARU members from their fellow workers.196

In a final bid to prevent the Government's lockout, the TLC called for the QCE

to be permitæd to arbirate on the dispuæ.

rÚe Courier, 2l July L927.
l90Kennedy, "The South Johnstone Strike, 1927",p.178.
l9lPo¡l, Standard,Z2 Angust Ll27.
l92larcombe, p.84.
1931çsn¡s6t, "The South Johnstone Sirike, 1927", p.r81.
19 4 ç ou¡"r, 29 August 1921 .
L95po¡¡, Mait,30 August 1927.
l96Kennedy, "The South Johnstone Strike, 1927", p.181.
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Then, if the Govemment chooses to adopt an imperious attitude that
will allow of no amica6le settlemen! Lãbor will know where it is,
and will not be hampered, as it is now, by consideration for a
political entity, which disavows primary responsibility to the
worters.l97

The @E, however, saved McCormack the Eouble of rejecting this demand by disclaiming any

jurisdiction in the affair,l98 -o¡¡onr calling for intervention lapsing for want of seconders. The

following day the Government appealed for volunteer workers to come forwa¡d and present

themselves for work in the positions about ûo be vacated by ARU members.

The TLC now openly declared itself behind the ARU and against the

Government:

[i]f Labor in Queensland car govern only by the aid of scabs there
is something radically wrong with structure, and the sooner this is
overhauled the better it will be for the workers.l9

Let there be no hesitancy and wobbling on the worke¡s' sitle. The
uuions must go in and win now. They, ùoo, must be audacious.
Certaiu erstwhile trusted representatives of Labor have deliberately
chosen a couße that c¡uld only end in cleavage. They must now be
¡esisted in the interests of the thousands of worken who have rung
tn¡e ûo the fuudamental principles of unionism.2o

McCormack carried out his sack threat on 3 September, and the lockout began.

The non-labou¡ press swung sEongly behind McCormack, even abusing the Opposition for not

supporting the Government'strongly enough.20l Tributes for the Queensland Govemment's

courageous stand poured in from Australian and foreign conservative 1s¿6qs.202

By 11 Sepæmber, the unions had collapsed. Thousand of railway workers had

already signed their pledges, the AWU and AFULE had ordered their members to accept the

Government's terms, and the ARU, isolated, f,rnally ordered its members back to work, on the

Government's terms but with a guarantee of no victimis¿¡¡en.203 T' e TLC could only console

iself with the expectation that the r,,.r-union labour at South Johnsione could be dealt with by the

LY tDaily Standard,3l August 1927.
t98qCE Minures, 31 August 192?.
L99 P o¡¡, S tandard,2 September 192?.
zwDoily Standard,6 Sepæmber 1927.
2ltCourier,8 September 1927; Daily Mail,8 September 1927.
202C ouri er, 9 September 1 927.
203Courier,12 Sepæmber l92ll; Daily Støndard,12 Sepæmber L927.
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unionists "in the way th4t it most effectively can be done".2ß Anti-labour publicists were in no

doubt at the magnitude of the defeat suffered by the militants. The Government announced

suspension of its reform program on 20 September, ostensibly as a measure to combat the

drought, T\e Couríer noted the move with approval, observing that the Government's victory in

the strike had freed it from subservience to 'sectional interestsl.2O5 However, the non-labour prcss

was soon to desert its en¡vhile Labor champion McCormack, beginning with a renewed "Spare

the Bea¡" campaign against the decision to declare an open season on koalæ in October 1927.26

During the 1929 State election TLC unions were to make good their veiled electoral threats

agains t the " strike-breaking scab+nlisting McCormack".207

T\e 1927 strike must be seen æ a watenhed in industrial relationS under Labor.

The McCormack Government had called upon every means it had æ a governmenÇ as employer,

and æ leader in the labour movement to defeat and humiliate the militant unions led by the ARU.

Labor had unambiguously staked out its function in Government in terms of the "public interest",

a definition explicitly excluding what Forgan Smith characterised as the "sectional interest" of the

on¡ent.208 Pofitically, the crushing defeat of the militants further weakened and isolated them

within the labour movement. More importantly, however, the PLP had in its industrial relations

policy declared iself independent of the industrial movement's suæion. The süike's defeat also

cemented Labor's definition of legitimate industrial action, that is, no futu¡e strikes would be

legitimaæ if they occurred outside or in defiance of the State's arbiration apparatus. Furthermore,

unions (like the AWII) which continued to support the Govemment in Party fonrms implicity

subordinated themselves to Govemment prescriptions on industrial affairs.

Although Labor was to lose power some eighteen months afær ûrc 1927

irnbroglio, the personnel of the Labor adminisrátion which later took office in 1932 was little

changed from the Cabinet of L927 (see Appendix 1). Throughout the remainder of Labor's long

¿va D aily Standard, 9 Sepæmber 1927.
2o5C ourier,2l Sepæmber 1927.
2o6Courier, t2 Octaber 1927.
207po¡¡y Standard, 14 October 1927.
208 C ourier, 7 September, Lg27 .
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p€riod of office, the policy stances and Government union relations est¿blished in 1927 rilere to

remain in place, with only the occasional buttress added by the Government in the face of a new

challenge or two. Those challenges were to be generate.d by the same sections of isolated militants

defeaæd in I9l9 and 1V27.

The AWU in¡he 1927 dispuæ had finally and unæhamedly declared iself to be

in support of the (Labor) Government or its instrumentalities. In documenting the ascendancy of

the anti-militants in the AWU leadership, Ernie Lane maintains that the leaden deliberately and

ruthlessly púged the union of militans like himself:

[b]ut the mills of the A.W.U. bureaucracy, though sometimes they
grind slowly, yet sooûer or later they cnrsh their victims?æ

In any event" the following decade was to witness a number of examples of AWU-Government

solidarity overriding the demands of sections of the AWU membenhip.

The humiliating defeat of the 1927 strike fuelled the tendency of Queensland

unions to jettison militancy and the direct action tactics of the syndicalists. Although large

sections of the labour movement had been alienated from Labor by McCormack's handling of the

dispute, they were paradoxically driven to electoral opposition in continuing the struggle. The

anger of the ARU and other disaffected sections of the labour movement Eanslated ino the defeat

of the McCormack Government at the 1929 election and its replacement by an administration that

owed nothing at all o the labour movement. The logic of the syndicalist and militant positions

called for further di¡ect industial action against the capitalist state, the experiment with

elecûoralism represented by the Labor Party having failed yet the defeat had illusEated wealmesses

in union organisation and deprived the membership of any will to carry on the industrial struggle.

The installation of a non-Labor regime to ad rrnister Queensland in the worst years of the

Depression served to restore legitimacy to Labor electoralism: the goal of returning Labor to

office subsumed other considerations in the unemployment-ravaged labour movement of these

disasEous years.

¿ueE.H. Lane, p.249.
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Ilmdlunsûnfin[ ne[aûûoms . 11928.1933

Coming into offrce at the onset of the Great Depression, the Moo¡e Government

was ûo remain in power during the bleakest years of that period. Although labour militancy wæ

held in check by the brutal imperatives of the grossly oversupplied labou¡ market, the Moore

Government instituted certain changes to the legal framework of the arbination system in order to

extend the range of legal remedies available to employen.

One of its fnst acts was the passage of the Industrial Conciliation and Arbitation

Act, L929, which abolished the 1925 Act's Boa¡d of Trade and Arbifiation, substituting a more

judicial Arbiration geu¡1.210 For the fi¡st time since 1916 the Act gave the court the freedom

to make awards on hours without directions as to minimum houn. Curiously enough, the 1929

Act made express provision for preference to unionists, but only where this was mutually agreed

between union and employer. No express provision had been made in the 1916 or 1925 Acts for

union prefereirce.2ll Provision was also made for the appointment of Conciliation

Commissioners of whom one was former AWU leader and member of the old Boa¡d of Trade and

ArbiEation, Dunstan,212 indicating an understand.ing even by the conservative Government that

the AWU was a'responsible' union.

The militants in the AwU, did, however, take the initiative in forming an

alternative union, the Pastoral Workers' Industrial Union (PWILr¡.2lr Though this move was

instigated as a result of Federal award wage cuts and constituted no di¡ect challenge to the

Queensland jurisdiction, it did reveal that the AWU was not completely monolithic. The PWru

sprang up first in New South Wales in 1930 in direct opposition to the AWU in that ståw, but its

sEike against the Commonwealth awa¡d in January-April 1931 came to involve Queensland

z1\4atthews, p.L&.
21lMatthews, p.166.
2l2Matthews , p.169.
2139¡- Costar, "Two Depression Strikes, 1931", inThe Big Strikes, pp.187-190.
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sheaters, given the nomadic conditions of labour in the industry. The AWU in Queensland

responded by actually assisting the anti-Labor Moore Government" signing on to¡¡r-6¡saking

labou¡ as union members and participating in the recruiting prograÍL to the utter disgust of the

TLC unions and the tn¡1i¡¿t1¡s.214 In the event, given the vast pool of unemployed labou¡, the

süike collapsed and the ringleaders were ¡1¿skl¡s¡s¿.215 The AWU had again demonstrated its

perfidy from the militants' viewpoint, and the basic political-industrial alignments remained

unchanged-

The other featu¡e of the Moore period worth noting here was the Government's

use of the 1929 Act's provisions allowing it to proclaim industries or awa¡ds to be immune from

a¡bitration procedures. During the Depression, this allowed employers to lower wages

unilaærally; these provisions were used to effect in the mining indusu-y.216 On regaining power,

Labor was thus able to offer full restoration of the a¡bitration system as a major gain for the

labour movement.2l7 Wages generally, according to Larcombe, had declined to a f,3 l4s 0d

bæe,218 in comparison with which the Theodore f,4 0s 0d wage of Ig22-tg2Í looked attractive

(see Table 1.2).

zl4Costar, pp. 190- 19 1 ; Work¿rs' W e ekly, 21 January 193 1.
2l5Conversation with Ted Bacon, 14 February 1985.
216gqstfl', pp.191-193; La¡combe, pp.99-101.
2L7y¡.Forgan Smith, Summary of Labor's Policy: State Elections 1932 (Brisbane: Worker
Newspaper, 1932) [pamphlet].
218larcombe, p.99.
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Table 1.2

l$g) ggùí_C_gtnmotweø1th:of 4ustryIía Yea¡ Book, L925, p. 570;
1931, p. 378; 1936, p. 536; 1939, p. 4261. 194647,þ. Cee;
1953, p.400; 1957, p. 159I

Afær Labor's victory in,1932, the Forgan Smith adminisüation immediately

passed the Industrial Conciliation and ib¡trot¡on Act, L932,which reinstated the pre-t929

position with mino¡ amendment. The new Indusrial Court was made up, as had been the old

Board of T¡ade and Arbitration, of one judicial and two lay members. (s.5).

TIhe rroslloD nûfiom: fimdlrursltnfinll neIaûfioms

11932- f 945

It took militant unions some time to recover from the severe setbacks sustained

in 1927. For example, the ARU wa.s so much persuaded of the weakness of its position as the
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union primarily of the unskilled workers that it declined to become involved in the 1931 PIWIU

dispute unless the AFULE also became ¡ys1ys6.219

Tahle 1.3

fSource: Qucansland Yeat Bøk 19/-.0, p. 2671

In the 1930's the main eruptions of industrial conflict occurred among sections of

the AWU, with the union led by Clarrie Fallon in close co-operation with the Labor leadership

attempting to dampen down or conflrne the dispuæs. The ostensible cause of these eruptions was

the Government's failure to alleviate conditions in the sugar industry, especially by way of

combatting the endemic leptospirosis (V/eil's Disease), a disease which in the long run was

eradica'rd by public health campaigns presided over by Direcor-General of Health Cilento (see

Chaç"or 4). Underlying this issue and the immediate cause of the strike action, however, was the

unwillingness of the AWU leadership to punue rank-and-file claims, with the result that for a rime

communists were able to gain a toehold in the union leadership ¡n ¡t" non¡t.220 The ultimate

success of Cilento's public health measures w¿rs sufficient, though, to ensure the longer-run

¿rYCostar, p.191.
2205"r Diane Menghetti, "The Weil's Disease Strike, 1935", nTlE Big Stikes;p.214
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continuity of AWU leadership. One of ttre AWU leaders to emerge f¡om the 1930's struggles was

"Midnight Joe" Bukowski, so cdled because of his alleged noctumal strike-breaking activities,

who as will be shown was to play a crucial role in the 1957 spü¿22t

For a dozen yean 1932-1945 the Labor industrial relations edifice survived

without major challenge. The Pacific Wa¡ saw an end to Queensland's unemployment problems,

if not its problems of industrial developmen¡.222 Srains on its economy posed by the influx of a

million and more military personnel were not reflected in any upsuge of industrial activity by

militant unionists who were devotedly anti-fascist and supportive of the wa¡ effort.

The 1930's witnessed the highpoint of Labor electoralism within the labour

movement" Fear of unemployment enforced discipline írmong the militant unions. The modest

welfare and employment-c¡eation measures inroduced or resûored by the Labor adminisnations of

the period were sufficient proof of Labor legitimacy among the broad movement, given the harsh

fiscal regimes and wage reduction policies maintained in other States and federa17y.23 The role of

arbiration wæ srengthened at a time when the system underwrote a gradual restoration of wages

to their pre-Depression level (see Table 1.2) at a time when militant action did not appeü to be an

option and when employers would otherwise have been able to obtain lower wages on an

oversupplied labou¡ ma¡ket" Unions in this climate were inclined to confine their activities to

disciplining their own ranls in support of the Party in offlrce and the arbination system, and the

AWU was-the most enthusistic in this role among Queensland unions.

ZZtConversation with Mick Healy, 14 February 1985.
222y*is^Gough, Helen Hughes, BJ. McFarlane and G.R. Palmeç Qtuensland: Industrial
Enigma (Melbourne: MUP, 1964), p.13.
2235sl,for example, L.J. Louis and Ian Turner (eds),The Depression of the 1930's (Melbourne:
Cassell, 1968), especially pp. 97-123.
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IIThrn Thr¡oflrnrnfi oll lllbro rnosft\qrnrn nnDdl fthe
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1I945-11950

As at the end of the Great War, miliunts in the.labou¡ movement had anticipated

a significant shift in the pattern of inó¡stial relations in favou¡ of the worken æ a just reward for

wartime sacrifices. Militancy had elicited wide popular support in the north during and after the

1930s strikes, with the communisß the chief bens¡.iari.r.224 The war against the German and

Italian fascists had also yielded the communiss additional suppoft as a by-product of the Soviet

Union's leading and popular role in the defeat of Germany.225 Fred Paterson, having been

deprived of ALP preselection in 1925 over the anti-communist pledge issue,226 won the State

seat of Bowen as an endorsed Australian Communist Party (ACP - later Communist Party of

Austalia - CPA) candidate in 1945.

At this point the stage wÍts set for further confront¿tions between militant labour

and the Labor Government over the Govemment's insistence upon strict adherence to a¡biEation

procedures. These confrontations were not long in coming. Ned Hanlon, the new Premier (see

Appendix 1) was a veteran of the QRU and the 1912 Brisbane general strike committee,221 and so

was well versed in the dynarnics of the labou¡ movement and in its likely responses to state

coercive action.

The fust great postwaf test of the frrmness of the Labor resolve on arbinadon

came in 1946 in a meatworkers' strike involving that old opponent of Labor industrial policy, the

AMIEU. As in 1919, the cenral issue was trespass of workers into the field of managerial

preroga 'ves, in particular hiring and firing - the "first on, last s¡¡' ru1..228 Again, æ in 1919,

'z2agi^Menghetti, 
TheRedNorth,pp.42-58,p.85;IanMoles, AMajontyof One: Tom

Aikens and Independent Politics in Townsville (Brisbane: UQP, 1979), pp.62-71.
225 5 u Gollan, R ev o luti o narie s and R eþrmisrs, pp. 1 1 9- I 3 8.
226QCE Minutes, 31 July 1925.
227work"r, 16 March 1912.
228Douglas Blackmur, "TLe Meat Industry Strike, 1946" , in The Big Stikes, pp.2l0-220; The
TruthAboutThe Meat.Sln,te (Brisbane: TLC, 1946), pp.1-6 (hereinafter The Meat Stíke).
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the militants looked to the Labor administ¡ation to prove its working class bona fides by

supporting, or at least acquiescing in, the workers' action.229 As in 1919, however, the

Government held fast to the decisions of arbitration panels, which ruled the kind of worker conEol

over the hiring and firing processes the union demanded to be illegitimate . Unlike 1919, the

dispuæ became 5¡¿1s-w¡de.230

Meatworken had been able to negotiate favou¡able conditions under the wartime

regime which gave a high priority to food produ.¡¡on.23l Meanporks managements were anxious

to secufe a return to peacetime industrial relations, and in particular they wanted the union excluded

from the hiring and firing process. Some few days after the abolition of wartime conEols at the

beginning of March 1946, a number of known AMIEU militants were dismissed from a

Toowoomba meatworks.232 By the end of March, the AMIEU ,,vas on strike throughout

Queensland and by this time the issues had broadened to include a union requirement for a general

agreement with the meat companies over seniority while the employers insisted on a general

agreement over discipline.233 After some weeks of strike action, when it became clear that the

arbitration system would be unable to negotiate an end to the stoppage, the Hanlon Government

took dramatic action. A State of Emergency was declared under the Transport Act, 1939,

predicated upon the increasing involvement of the railway and electricity unions.234 This had

little direct effect other than empowering the Govemment to make directions overriding the

a¡biEation process, and this it did in a radio broadcast on 7 July l946by ordering the workers back

on the conditions of "past custom and practiçs".235 The strike collapsed in the face of the

emergency powers proclaimed by the Government. Within the unions, the Government's order

was used as an excuse to turn on the communists who had led the strike committee, a response in

M eat S ttilce, pp.5-'1 and elsewhere.
2301t is also worth noting here that V.C. Gair, later Premier and cenúe of the 1957 split, was

Minisær for Labou¡ during this dispute.
231ç"*.¡¡t F. Walker, Industrial Relations in Australia (Cambridge, Mæsachusetts: Harvard
Univ. Press, 1956), pp.138-146.
2327¡" Meat Strilc¿, p.2; Blackmut, "The Meat Indusüry Strike, 1946, p.221.
2337¡" Meat Snike,pp.34; Blackmur, "The Meat Industry Strike", pp.223-224.
234Courier Mail,29 Jwrc 1946.
235Courier Mait,8 July 1946.
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line with the then æcending anti-commun¡¡ ¡ns6¿.236 Widespread perceptions of poor leadership

on the part of ttre communists in the dispuæ237 exacerbated the reaction.

A renewed campaign began during 1946 within the Labor Party organisarion to

purge the Party and if possible the unions of communist influences:

parasites and works against them wherever possible.238

Although the Party had some qualms about the propriety of itself intervening in the unions'

internal affairs,239 it did move to lend Party sanction to anti-communist bodies called Industrial

Groups and thereby gain some Party conEol of these until then secret organisations. The Groups

had been established within unions during the war years by a shadowy body called the (Catholic)

Movement osænsibly to combat communist influence. An Industrial Group Committee was set

up under the auspices of the QCE, comprising Messn. Bukowski from the AWU, Ræey from the

Brisbane City Council and Walsh (ex-ArWU) from the PLP "to assist A.L.P. supporteñ¡ in unions

to fight against the Communist members of those unions securing control of the organisations

and doing ever¡ling they could to injure the AIP."Zo

In Queensland the Groups were less successful than their Victorian counterparts,

due in pa¡t to their lack of local inællectual leadership and lukewarm support from the generally

anti-labou¡ Archbishop Duhig who did not favour any sort of activity to do with on¡onr.241

Moreover, the leadership of the Queensland Group Committee by the Arù/U did nor help their

cause, since the AWU leaders were not held in good odour at Trades ¡¡¡1.242 The Groups æ it

turned out were n"ver able to unseat the communists f¡om their positions at Trades Hall; the

23ó5." Blackmur', "The Meat Industry Strike, 1946", p.230.
237¡ttttt Beatson, Co¡¡anunism and Putlic Opinion in Queensland, 1g3g-1g51: An Explanation:
of Queensland's Vote in the 1951 Anti-Communist Referendurn (BA Thesis: University of
Queensland, 197 4) pp.5l-53.
2386¡¡r¡o¡ pecord,Nineteenth Queensland Labor-in-Politics Convention, 1947, p.96.
2399¡¡r¡o¡ pecord,Nineteenth Queensland Labor-in-Politics Convention, 1947, p.75.
240 6¡¡, ¡o ¡ p e c or d, T w entieth Queensland Labor-in-Politics Convention, 1 9 50, p. 95.
241'1o¡nHepworth, "The Bishops and the Movement", unpublished semina¡ paper, Univenity of
Adelaide Politics Deparrnent, 1983.
24tonversation with Ted Bacon, 14 February 1985.
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communist TLC Secretaries, Mick Healy (to 1952), then Alex Macdonald, enjoyed continuity of

incumbency from1942 until well afær the 1957 split.

At the same tirne, the communists themselves adopted in this postw:¡r period a

strategy of militant confrontationism, partly in conformity with the international communist

ideological line then being followe|24l and partly in an effort to reaffî¡m thet¡ bona fides as

natu¡al labour leaders in the face of the Groupers' challenge and the onset of Cold y¡*.244

Although the Communist Party had exercised a resnaining influence on tïe 1946 meatworke¡s

strike,245 the enEenchment of is militant strategy after that time was as will be seen

demonstrated by its leadership of the 1948 Railway Srike (although Healy and Bacon maintain

that the ACP had no leading ¡ole in causing the disput#a6).

Though not themselves members of the Communist Party, the ARU leaden

enjoyed close and harmonious relations with Trades Hall communists and with communist lawyers

like Fred Paænon, M.L.A, and Max ¡o¡ur.247 ARU President O'Brien chaired the TLC Railway

Cenral Disputes Committee (QRCDC) during the strike and communist Federated Ironworkers

Association (FIA) Secretary Macdonald was appointed Committee Secretary.248 the.anu

leaders were the spiritual hein to the miliunts of the 1920's: Tim Moroney had continued æ

ARU secretary until as late as 1944, when he died.Z9

I Queensland's Railways had been put under great strain by the exigencies of

wa¡time Eansport logistics. A sudden near doubling of Queensland's population with the influx of

U.S. and Ausnalian military personnel in 1943-45 had necessitated astounding makeshift

I

¿arGollan, Revolutionaries and R efo r ini s t s, pp.232 -23 5.
244¿¡66, "Ideological Conflict", pp.399402.
245Blackmur, "The Meat Industry Srrike, !946,pp.23}-231.
246Convenations with Mick Healy and Ted Bacon, 14 February 1985.
247Yo1*, pp.1o9-117.
24\Report an"d, Balance Sheet of tlw Queensland Raitway Srike February 2nd to April 6th, 1948 (9
weelcs) (Brisbane: QRCDC, 1949), p.Il.
z4gMurphy, 'T¡ade Unions", p.41.
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organisation and brought wear ar,rd tear not merely on track and rolling stock but also on railway

workers. As Minisær for Railways Duggan recalled:

[i]in theory [sic] we carried morc on oru single lane tracks than the
experts thought possible. We flogged everything, men and
machinery to the limil lAfter the war] the railways were very n¡tr
down, morale was undoubtedly low aod amenities poor.ão

The wartirne efforts of the Queensland railway worken $,ere certainly forgotten when they were

denied a flow-on of rises granted to metalworkers under Federal awards following the Victorian

metal trades strike of 194647,25L and when they were also denied an extension of the penalty

rates granted to railway worken in other 5¡.¡.r.252 In addition, the State award covering

metalworkers in private employment had been adjusted for tåe flow-on in September 1947.

From the Labor Govemment's viewpoint, the railway worken demands for flow-

on increases were un¡easonable. First , following the 1947 Convention's resolution, the

Government had at læt legislaæd for a forty-hour working weeþ matching the ea¡lier New South

Wales decision. Queursland worken had thus received the houn reduction some six months before

the Federal A¡biration Commission had made 40 houn the national standa¡d. Other legislated

benefüts made by the Queensland Governmentin 194647 inchided sick leave and annual ls¿rs.253

Secon{ and perhaps more importantly in terms of its long-ærm industrial relations sEategy, the

Government was concerned to support the Arbiration Court which had before the war adopted æ a

principle the discounting of Queensland over-bæic wage awards to take account of supposed lower

living expenses in Queensland.23l Consequently, Queensland wages were kept down with

concomitant incentives for capital to invest, an outcome which meshed with Labor's revamped

post-war development plans (see Chapter 3), but which antagonised the unions. Hence, while the

Government could point o a higher basic wage than the national norm, the unions were upset at

dfferentials with their Southern count€rparts of æ much as f,3 18s 0d a week in the cæe of some

z5tnterview with J. Duggan, 1967, quoted in R. Shearman,The Politics of the 1948 Queensland
Railway Strike ()niversity of Queensland: B.A. Thesis, 1973) pp.25-26.
2515s€ Tumer, In Union is Strength,p.99-101; Tom Sheridan, "Labour versus Labor", in Strikes,
p.176-224.
252Report and Balance sheet..., p,6.
253Matthews, p.L75.
254Blackmur, "The Railway Strike, 1948", in The Big Strikes, pp.236-237.
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miners.255 Furthermore, in 1948-49 Queensland average male weekly earnings were the lowest

in Ausralia, representing a reversal of pre-war conditions (see Table 1.2, also Appendix 3).

' When the Government offered as a maximum increase to the railway unions a

sum of 6s 0d a week for skilled Fades, reducing to a few pence for semi-skilled grades, and insisæd

on a 3s 8d discount to any wage increase for the free railway travel privileges enjoyed by railway

employees, the unions rejected it æ an i6o1g256 Moreover, some months had elapsed between

the time the union claims were fint filed and the Government's offer without any hearing of the

matt€r by the Arbitration Court. The Government offers were made made in Decernber 1947, and

throughout January 1948 stop-work meetings and Disputes Comrnittee meetings confirmed the

beginning of February as an ultimatum on strike action. On 2 Febnrary, hou$ before ttre expiry

of the workshop unions'deadline, a compulsory conference at the A¡biEation Court failed to yield

significant advances on the ea¡lier offers, and at midnight the strike began.

As the railways ground to a halt, the Government stood down affected workers

and thereby turned what had been a strike confined to metalworkers into a general lockout. The

combined union dispuæs committee prepared for a prolonged siege and sent out a call to unions

and peak councils throughout the country for funds. In all, some f35,000 wæ collected from all

States over the period of the stoppage for relief pay, propaganda and organisation.2sT The strike

soon widened as waterside workers refused to handle goods freighted by road which would in

normal circumstances have been handled by the Railways. Brisbane Tramways workshop staff

joined in a sympathy strike at the end of February.

Meanwhile the Government initiaæd a campaign of clnt€r-propaganda, backed

by the press,258 which sought to r,--me the strile on "communis. subversives". Communist

'255 
P"Oor, and B alance Sheet..., p.5.

256R"port and B alance Sheet..., pp.6-7 .

257 R"port and B alance S luet...,pp.68-7 1.
2581¡" labour newsp aper Daily Standard had ceased publication in September 1931, and no other
mass ci¡culation Queensland newspaper followed a pro-union editorial policy by 1948.
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agitators were said to be being imported from the southern 5¡¿¡ss.259 The Federal Labor

Government intervened within the first few weeks of the strike in support of the Queensland

Govemment by banning Social Service payments for strikers, regardless of wtret¡er tfreir

participation was voluntary or the result of lockout ¿stie¡.260 Oî 27 February, as in the 1946

meatworkers' strike, the Govemment declared a State of Emergency and further offered to negotiate

separately with any union or unionists who could be persuaded to break ranks. Hanlon noted that

"[t]here is ample protection for anybody in the State to go about their lawful occupation. The

police will see ¡s ih¿¡."261

When this failed to prevent further widening of the dispute, Hanlon took the

extraordinary action, backed by the Opposition, of passing the Industrial Law Amendment Act,

1948, making it a criminal offence,not only to participate in picketing or demonstrations (s. 4),

but also to call for such participation, or merely to speak or advertise in favour of continuing the

strike (s.5, 6, 7). Onus of proof in a prosecution was reversed (s. 5(2)) and arrest without warrant

on suspicion wæ provided for (s. 8). Repeal of this Draconian Act then became a central strike

deman( æ the unions issued a defiant statement ending with the words "STAND FIRM - OUR

CAUSE IS ruST, OUR UNTTY UNSHAKEN, VICTORY WILL 3¡ ggP5''.262 On the day

the Act became law, Ma¡ch 11, wa¡rants were issued for the a¡rest of several communist strike

leaders, including TLC Secreøry Healy. Trades Hall wæ invested by the police, and those for

whom waÍants had been issuedresorted to disguises to enter the builAing.263

The Government also attempted, with some success, to split the strikers by

increasing is offers to some of them in compliance with the original demands. The AFULE

pulled out of the strike on 15 Ma¡ch, against the urgings of its comrnunist leaders, and the

'¿5e 
S unday Mail, 22February 1948.

260 Rrport and B alance Shee t..., p.13,
267 ç our¡"r-Y oil, 28 February 1948.
262Rrport and B alanc e S hee t..., p.24.
263conversation with Mick Healy, 14 February 1985
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workshops unions began to lose hea¡t after this tirne, particularly in the Cental Coast district.2&

For the time being however, most unions stood firm and defied the new Act's bans on picketing

and demonstrations. On 17 March, St. Patrick's Day, a demonstration against the Act was set

upon by uniformed and plain clothes police æ it moved off from Trades Hall down Edward Sreet.

Several communists and other radicals present were evidently singled out by police and savagely

beaten, including Fred Patenon MLA, who sustained permanent head injuries. Five, including

Healy andJulius, were ¿¡¡ss6¿265

The St. Patrick's Day police violence served only to inflame and unify the

sEikers, who responded by denouncing the Govemment as 'fascist".266 Despite further arrests,

mass demonstrations rÃ/ere successfulþ held in Brisbane over the following days. Early in April,

the Government finally weakened on the wages issue, agreeing in essence to all the original

demands. The worken returned on 6 April 1949.267 Details of the bargain were ratified by the

Arbiration Coufr over the ensuing months.

Repeal of the offending Act was not part of the deal negotiated to end the srrike,

however, and strike leaders charged under this legislation were in August imprisoned for non-

payment of fines. Following further demonstrations and lighæning strikes, most of the men were

released from Boggo Road gaol after their fines were paid by an 'anonymous benefactor'. Realising

that the Act's penal provisions were only solidifying much of the union movement behind the

communist marfyrs, Hanlon at last repealed it in early September 1948.

Both sides claimed victory in the dispute. At fust sight it seemed the unions'

claim of a win is more plausible, since their o 3inal demands were largely granted, and the

authoritarian leg."lation was indeed repealed wirhin the year. No union demand was acceded to in

zl{Blackmur, 'iThe Railway Strike, 1948", p.248; Margaret Cribb, "State in Emergency: The

Queensland Railway Stike of 1948", n The Big Strikes, pp.243-246; Ted Bacon claims this wæ
a result of Movement influence in the Rockhampton area - conveniation 14 February 1985.
265 R 

"port 
and B al anc e S hee t..., pp.26-30; T e le grap h, I 7 Ma¡ch 1948.

266Report and B alanc e S heet..., p.25.
267 R rport and B alance S heet..., pp.4445.
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full, however; the greaæst concession was 95 per cent of the original demand on one clain¡ while

the unions received a¡ound 80 per cent on ¡¡es¿ s1aims.268 Nevertheless, the Government had

retreated from is original 'non-negotiable' position and certain historians who have æsessed the

strike therefore side with the unions'view that the action produced victory.26s Golan goes so far

as ûo describe the action as a "model of how to win industrial gains".270

An alternative view is that the strike depleted union resou¡ces and the goodwill of

many workers towatds industrial militancy.27l For these accounts it is significant that the strike

dragged on for some time afær the Government's concessions which were eventually accepted, and

it is argued that the militants were unable to hold solidarity in outlying regions. The snike led to

no explosion of militancy, rather a return to previous stand-off relations between the TLC

militants and the GovernmenL Concessions made by the Government may therefore show a desi¡e

to rehabiliøte itself with its.naditional supporters who had been dragged into the dispute by the

lockout and who were outaged at the violence unleashed by the State on unionists exercising their

righs to peaceful protest. There were, however, those in the Government and in the Labor Party

who advocated an unyielding hard line. This faction was led by Gafu,272 who was to succeed

Hanlon a few years later as p¡smis¡.273

The 1948 strike had se€n an unprecedented number of unions involve{ including

staunch Labor affiliates like the Electrical Trades Union (ETU), the Boilermakers Society, the

Vehicle Builden and the Amalgamaæd Engineering Union (AEU). Hanlon, it seems, perceived

that any continuation of the inflexible attitudes adopted up to the St. Patrick's Day violence could

split the Party and render redundant the invincible electoral alliance built up over so many years

.

269ç¡66, "State in Emergency", pp.246-248; Gollan, Revolutionaries and, Reformists, pp.232-
23s.
2706s¡"r, Revolutionaies and R eþr mists, p. 235,
27131uç¡tru¡, "The Railway Strike, 1948', pp.249-250; Turner, In (Jnion is Strength,p.l03.
272Bitzgerald, From l9l5 to the Early 1980's,p.132-L43.
2737¡" original February Staæ of Emergørcy declaration, which fint gave the Labor
administration extraordinary powers to smash picket lines, search and seize, arrest suspicion, and
so forth was perhaps forgotten in the heat of the subsequent melee, ands deserves ûo be recalled.
The declaration w¿ui made under theTraruport Act, 1938, and remained in force o be used by the
Nicklin Government in the 1965 Mt Isa strike and by the Bjelke-Petersen Govemment in the 1971

Springbok tour.
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(see Chapter 3). A partial backdown which returned the dispute to a politically safe agenda of

wages claims was thus the most expedient way out both for his Government and Labor's many

supporters in the union movement. The retrospective validation of the settlement in the

Arbination Court put the long established policy of legitimation through a¡biration firmly back

in place.

The Queensland labour movement's aüachment to electoralism was nonetheless

sorely tested by the 1948 strike. The return to full employment after 1945 had released pressures

for wage rises above those which the a¡bitration system was prepared to concede. The legitimation

ofLabor electoralism and the industrial quasi-corporatism of the a¡bitration system had rested on

their ability to deliver gains which could plausibly be porrayed as unattainable (at least without

unacceptable cost) under alternative regimes. The 1948 strike involved Labor in office and the

prised arbiration system in denying Queensland worken benefis which were already enjoyed by

colleagues in other States who had not had the benefit of th¡ee decades of almost continuous Labor

administration. While the unions involved were again the excluded militants, the framework of

legitimation built up by decades of Labor in office was now under stain.

ll 95 0).1195 7

The Party monolith, so carefully nuÍured and reinforced over some three decades

by Labor leaders such as Theodore Forgan Smith and Hanlon, and by union leaders like AWU

Secretary Cla¡rie Fallon, had orìgun to show cracls by the close of the 1940s. Differences over

industrial policy within the Government's own ra.ks were brought out into the open at the 1950

Labor-in-Politics Convention. Militants from unions affiliaæd with the Party had often advocated

that labour advances of one sort or another should be legislated by Labor govemments, whereæ the

Labor leadership in office had maintained a stance of ostensible non-interference through recourse

to the arbitation system. As has been shown, the militants had from time to time been able to
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force Labor in offrce to legislate on such issues as working hours, but the Labor leadership wæ

usually able to resist such demands.

The ruling compromise, however, had depended upon the Labor leadership being

pressured in the di¡ection of legislated labour gains only by militans. Labor in office could

always refer to its legitimate role as guardian of the Queensland public as a whole, reject direct

interference and defer to the a¡biradon system. Concessions were thus in general granted only

when a claim was such as to implicate parts of the labour movement upon which the Labor

leadership relied for organisational support, or when the parliamentary leaden were unsure of the

appropriate response. .The granting of the 4O-hour week in 1947 andthe raising of the basic wage

n 1925 æe respective examples of these two modes of influence.

By 1950, however, a thi¡d force was at work - the Groupers' faction. Anti-

communism had been an appropriate mantle for the dominant Labor axis during the long period

when challenge came only from the militant minority. When the ideological implications of the

anti-communist posture were taken to heart by aggressively anti-communist (Catholic)

Movement-inspired elements however, the stability of the Labor leadership's organisational

support became endangered. This was particularly so as it became clear that, although the

Industrial Groups which formed the base of Movement influence in the Party were not so

successful in Queensland æ elsewhere, the MovemenCs ideology exercised considerable influence

in sections of the Governmenl

In particular, the Movement's insistence on petty-bourgeois economic units æ

ideal forms of enærprise, especially its fondness for the small rural prodtca,214 was atrractive to

some memben of a Govemment which for decades had stre.sed the . -'- of smallholding farmers in

economic development and cultivated them as electoral allies (see Chapter 3). Moreover, the

¿t4For example, see Blanche D'Alpuge! Robert J. Hawke: A Biography (Melboume:
Schwartz/Penguin, 1982), pp.56-58; P.L. Reynolds, The Democratic Lqbor Pørry (Brisbane
Jacaranda, 1974).
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Movement's reverence for legitiniate authority2Ts flattered some of those who wielded that

authority. In terms of Labor's longer term st¿bility, it was a signal misforhrne that chief among

those who identified with Movement thought and activity was heir appÍ¡rent to the Premiership

Vincent Clair Gair.

Since it operated as a secret society, the Movement's existence $,as not widely

appreciaæd. Not until after the Federal and Victorian Party denunciations and splis of 1954 wæ it

forced partially into the open though awareness of its operations was evident at the 1950 Labor-in-

Politics Convention. According to documents obtained by Murphy,276 the Movement

maintained two full-time officers in Queensland, one of whom, a W.T. Thornton, represented a

branch at the 1950 Convention and wæ elecæd æ an FCU delegate to the QCE.

Several motions were moved at the 1950 Convention, c.allinS for government

intervention in unions to combat the communist menace. One motion, moved by State Minister

Walsh on behalf of the Industrial Groups Committee (seconded by Thornton) called for the legal

proscription of the Communist Party within the union movement.277 The motion was defeated

with, significantly, AWU opposition. AWU delegate Pont, speaking against the motion, said:

th the activities of the Commuuist Party
A.W.U. has dooe and that is, fight the
ld (p.5e).

AWU leaders perceived the Movement as presenting something of the same kind of organisational

tlneat æ did the communists: as a secret, cabalistic organisation it had the potential to infilnate

the union and oust unwary incumbents.2TE

When the Railway Maintenance Employees'Union delegate moved for immediate

implementation of work - i' compensation increases agreed to at the 1947 Convention, Gair

¿tJFor example, see Douglæ Blackmur, "The ALP Indusnial Groups in Queenslanü' , in Labour
History, N'046 (May 1984), pp.99-102.
276p¡.Murphy, "The 1957 Split", in Labor in Power, p.486.
277 g5r¡o¡ pecord, Twentieth Queensland Labor-in-Politics Convention, 1950, pp.58-59
(subsequent references in æxt).
2785"" D.W. Rawson, "The ALP Industrial Groups", tn Australian Labour Relations Readings,
ed. J.E.Isaac and G.V/. Ford (Melbourne: Sun, 1966), p.I16.
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seconded an Írmendment, which passed, leaving implementation at the Government's discretion

(pp.58-60). The Grouper faction, sensing victory, then moved for compulsory State-supervised

secret ballots for State-regisæred unions; this debate was gagged and the motion lost. Thornton,

supporting the motion, noted that "[a]t the present time is necessary to establish a prima facie cæe

to the satisfaction of the Industrial Regisrar and that is not an easy matter" (p.63). As the

atgument continued it became obvious that the Labor leadenhip was under pressure from both

militants and Groupers.

The Govemmsnt representatives at the Converition, as \ryas traditional, responded

verbally to criticism and demands from the militants. Against the Groupers, however, it was

silmt and prefened procedural means of avoiding debate. Clearly, the leadenhip wæ uncertain how

" to respond to this new challøtge, since certain of the Movement ideals were close to their own.

Public opposition to principles like compulsory secret ballots would be electorally damaging and

such a move could only weaken the coalition of industrial and political factions upon which the

Labor leadership relied. The Grouper challenge discomforted the ParU leaders touching æ it did

best left alone.T9

The Groupers reached the zenith of their influence within the Labor Party in

Queensland and the labour movement generally in the period between the 1950 and 1953

Conventions. Hanlon, the champion of the old axis, died in office on 17 January 1952 and wæ

succeeded by Gair. Although Gair subsequently denied that he had fallen under the influence of the

Movement at this time,280 his refusal of the AWU membership traditionally held by Labor

Premiers in favour of continuing membership of the Grouper-conrolled FCU, and his

appointment of Movement man Brian Mullins as private secretary suggest otherwise.28l It is

doubdul whether Gai¡ would have accepted discipline hom the N,^vvement, givør his notorious

¿/vRawson, "The ALP Industrial Groups", pp. 17l-I75..
2S0Conversation with V.C. Gair, January 19?5, quoted in Murphy, "The 1957 Split", p.494.
281¡.¡¡.. from Sir Gordon Chalk, 25 March 1985.
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¿urogance, but rather it seems likely he saw the growing dominance of the Groups in the Parfy as a

vehicle fo¡ increæing the independence of his Govemment from union pressure.282

Murptry suggests that personal animosity between Gair and the leaders of the

more powerful non-Grouper ALP unions was a major facûor in the breakdown of harmony in the

ruling ¿*¡s.283 This may well have fuelled the confrontationism adopted by the AWU-TLC

coalition which formed after 1953, but it does not explain the formation of that alignment, nor its

success in gaining enough support to expel the Premier in 1957. To understand how this

happened it is necessary to examine the shift in Labor indusrial relations policy under Gair, a man

who had definiæ ideas on the a¡ea given his indusrial relations experience in the Labor Ministry.

Fint indications of a policy shift emerged in 1952. Riordan, the former AWU

Secretary, retired from the raditional union seat on the arbiration bench. He wæ not replaced. In

1952 also, a form of long service leave was introduced by legislation (Inútstrial Concitiation and

Arbitration Acts Amendment Act.1952). This appeared to herald a signif,rcant improvement in

workers' welfare, but it had no application to seasonal or casual workers and wæ negated by any

break in service brought about by illicit stike action. At the same Éme, Gair granted three weeks'

annual leave to public servants, a benefltt not enjoyed by the members of the unions covering

privaæ sector employees which formed the majority of the Labor leadenhip's support. The chief

benefrciaries of these actions werc the Grouper+ontolled Søæ Service Union and Federated Clerks

Union (FCU), while AWU members were largely ignored.

The 1953 Labor-in-Politics Convention highlighted the growing strength of a

Grouper Gair axis. On the crucial issue of extending long service leave provisions to seasonal and

casua. workers, the relevant AWU-supported motion was amended from an instruction to the

Government to introduce such a scheme to an instruction requiring only an investigation of a

ffiq l4February1985.
283Murphy, "The 1957 Split", pp.507-514. Some support for this view is also given by Robert
Murray, The Split: Australian Labor in the Fifties (Sydney: Hale & Iremonger, I984),pp.325-
327.
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suitable scheme.2& Gair himsetf expressed some annoyance that the Government had not been

adequately thanked for iß ea¡lier good worls and accused those supporting the original motion of

being malcontents:

[it has been said] that a great deal of discontent has been created by
the loug service leave provision... I suppose most reforms lead !o
some discontent and you will always hea¡ about the discontent. No
one has said here that the Govemment are to be complimented on
having introduced this great industrial reform for the workers.
(p.102)

Ea¡lier in the Convention, the report of the Indust¡ial Groups Committee had been

overwhelmingly endoned (p.77), although a move by some of the Groupers to add further

qualifications to the Party's 'socialist' objective had failed (p.13).

The Industrial Groups Committee tflas now almost entirely made up of PLP

members, Committee member Ræey having been elected to Pa¡liament. Mick B¡osnan MLA, an

ex-ETU Grouper, had replaced Walsh who was now Treasu¡er. Gair, through his lieutenants, thus

wielded perhaps more di¡ect influence the union movement in Queensland than any previous

Premier, a fact which distu¡bed those union leaders now excluded from the informal channels of

communication with the Party political leadenhip.

1954 saw a revenal of ttre growth in Grouper influence. Evatt's exposé of the

Movement and the subsequent Victorian split led to a proscription of links between the Groups

and the ALP. Gair and some like-minded PI,P and Grouper delegaæs boycotted the 1955 Federal

Conference which purged the Vicorian Party and disbanded the Groups. The AWU, having been

expelled from its position of dominance in the Party, reopened liaison with the TLC afær one and

a half decades of isolation per medium of rising TLC leader Jack Egerton of the Boilermakers'

SocietY.285 t

By the middle of 1955, Gai¡ had lost the numbers battle in the Party, although

this did not become quite clear until the 1956 Convention. Unlike his predecessor Theodore, he

naOff i¡ol necord,Twenty-hrst QueenslandLabor in Politics Convention, 1953, pp.113-115
(subsequent references in æxt).
285Mutphy, "The 1957 Split", pp.495499; Anne McMurchy, "The Pætoral Strike, 1956", inThe
B ig S tikc s, p.256257 ; Wor kcr, June-December I 955.
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made no effort to forge a new consensus embracing the natu¡al constituency of the AWU and the

less militant unions. Instead, he prepared for seige and became more obstinate in his refusal to

reat with the new AWIJ-TLC coalition. V/ith the PLP behind him more solidly than it had ever

backed Theodore, he had a firm base from which he obvously felt he could withstand the

blandishmens of the Party.

The th¡ee ,ñ/eeks' leave issue emerged æ the issue chosen by the new AWU-TLC

coalition over which to exact some concessions from the Gair-dominated PLP. State public

servants, æ has been seen, had enjoyed three weeks' leave since 1952. The 1953 Labor-in-politics

Convention had passed a ¡ather ambiguous notion which appeared to call for the universal

application of the principle (p.121). Two years laær, the new coalition now wanted the principle

realised. During the læt quartû of 1955, the AWU suffered a serious setback when the State

shearing award wæ cut by ten per cent on application by the United Graziers Association (UGA).

This particularly aggravated the AwU, since it had lost'its' seat on the A¡biration Court in 1952

and the wool industry was enjoying near-record proflrts.286 Preparations for the first major ofrrcial

shearers' strike in sixty years helped to cement the still tentative alliance with the TLC. The

period leading up to the February-March 1956 Labor-in-Politics Conven¿ion was thus also a period

of close ArwlJ-TLC co-operation over strike plans.287 The shea¡en actually went out on strike

on 1 January 1956, but TLC co-operation became essential as non-union shorn wool began to

reach the market

The depth of the rift within the Party was clearly revealed at the 1956

Convention. QCE hesident and AWU representative Boland set the scene in his address, which

contained, amongst the calls for unity, a veiled demand for a backdown by Gair:

Iæt us function as oûe big family. Let us forge unity in the Labor
Government. We cannot have that unity ai the expense of the
destruction o-r throwing ove¡board of some principle associated with
the (lq_Þour) Movement which many of thoie peopte would have us
do. The majority decisions have always been obeyed by the

zðoL.J. Hume, "'Wool in the Australian Economy, 1946-1958" , inThe Simpte Fleece: Sadies in
the AustralianWool Industry, ed. A. Barna¡d (Melbourne: MlJp,1962),pþ.6t5-eZl.
2 8 7¡4.¡4*.¡ y, pp.257 -258 ; W o r ke r, 20 and, 27 February, I 95 6.
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minority aûd that is how it will continue, and I suggesd that that is
how it should be. (p.68).288

The weakness of the Grouper-Gair function emerged in tle defeat of a Staæ Sewice Union motion

which would have supported the sponsorship of the proscribed Industrial Groups under a different

guise. V/alsh, speaking to a venion of the motion, wíts heckled with taunts about his absence

ftom the previous year's Federal Conference (pp. 38a0).

The AWU-TLC grouping resolved to force Gair to back down on the leave issue.

As the AEU's QCE delegate Devereux reported to the Convention, Gair had refused to be bound by

QCE resolutions on the matter (a legally questionable stance on his part), but had conceded in

Ocober 1955 that he would be bound by Convention f¿ry.77-78). The AWU-TLC forces wanted a

clear direction which dictated the timing of the introduction of the extra leave measures. Gair

responded by declaring the Government to be above di¡ection by the Convention:

it is very- obvious... that Parliament would not be a supreme body if
its members were subjected to outside coercion, intimidatiou- or
di¡ection... But surely, you must have some confidence in us, the

itself. Surely you must give us
are going, and what is in the

.81)

Minister Duggan, who while loyal to the Government was close to the AWU-TLC grouping,

preferred to argue on the old principle of arbination being the sole legitimate industrial forum

(p.87), but the debate had already moved well past the stage where such rhetoric could calm the

situation.

AWU-TLC delegates pointed out that Convention had twice already (in 1924 nd

1947 over the 44-hou¡ and 40-hour week) forced Government action on labour advances

Moreover, now was a time of economic boom. As Devereux noted in reply:

we should have had our three weeks' annual le ve by now. There is
no trouble about the cash now, so we coul,¡ liave had our three

2óóOfficial Record,Twenty-second Queensland Labor -in-Politics Convention, 1956, p. 68
(subsequent references in æxt).
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A TLC-AWU coalition motion, which required Gai¡ to include the leave issue in his election

policy speech, was carried 75 to 58 (p.105).

Gair responded later in the Convention by announcing Cabinet's rejection of the

Convention decision (pp.133-13a). According to Murphy,289 Gai¡ gave a private undertaking

during the Convention to the effect that he would include the leave issue in his policy statement,

and subsequent events indicate that those on the Convention-appoinæd comrniüee who discussed

the Cabinet stance with Gair were givan such an undertaking.2% A¡any event, the actual policy

speeg¡291 contained no promise of action on the leave policy. Whether or not any undertaking

was given, Gair had blatantly def,ied the Party organisation.

Although the conservative press supported Gair on his public defiance of

Convention,292 ¡r"r" were other maüers brewing which ¡vere to deprive the Premier of a good

deal of conservative and indeed liberal, support. Among these, the Universiry Aü Amendment

BiU, 1956-57 is perhaps the best remembered by researchers since it affected the employment

conditions of academics (!). This Bill included in its provisions power for the Minister (for Public

Instnrction) to intervene in appointmens of academic staff (see Chapter 5). Libertarians were also

gravely concemed at the continued operation of the Printers and Newspapers,Act, 1953, which

required, among other things, regisEation of all printing presses and duplicating machines and

provided stiff penalties for non-registration. The Townley Royal Commission into comrption

over the granting of Crown leases caused months of embarrassment for the administr¿¡isn.293

Further, the mysterious (even to the QCE)294 source of some f,12,000 received by Gair for the

1956 election campaign was a cause for concem among Party rnembers.

zðvMurphy, "The 1957 Split", p.506.
290QCE Minutes, 1 June 1956.
29 | C ouri er - M ail, 25 April 1 956.
2925 u C ourier- M ait, 2 Mruch I95 6.
2938PP, r9s6-5i, vol. l, pp.733-876.
zg4QlBMinures, 18 May 1956.
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The main factor impelling Gair's downfall, however, was the continuing shea¡en'

strike. In July, the AIVU-TLC reconciliation had been consummated with the reaffiliation, after

seventeen yean, of the 4UfU.295 During August and September, a w¿¡r of words erupted between

Bukowski and Gair with Bukowski accusing Gai¡ of siding with the graziers.296 In Ocùober,

(afær nine months of strike) Gair declared a State of Emergency. The Brisbane wool store workers

capitulaæd in the face of the sackings, penal sanctions, sûories of AWU shea¡ers secretly working

during the strike,297 organised non-union labour and the urgings of the Storemen and Packers'

Union (SPU) leadership.29S The long strike ended a few days later, with the shearers agreeing on

a rate lower than the rate they had enjoyed before the 1955 award change, but higher than the

original 1955 awa¡d. In the context of the booming profits going to graziers, this outcome wæ

seen by the unions as arising from treacherous Government intervention on behalf of bloated

capitalis¡5.299 Nor did non-labour publicists congratulate Gai¡, since his administration had

allowed the strike to drag on for nine months before finally intervening.30O

Both Murphy and McMurchy suggest that the personal animosity borne by

AWU Sec¡etary Bukowski for Gai¡ was behind his dogged leadership of the snike and political

support for the anti-Gair campaign.3ol This must be discounted as an adequate explanation since

the striking shealers, despite their admitædly above-average wages,3@ had a legitimate grievance

in that the graziers were reaping bumper profits. Wage cuts at such a time were bound to arouse

justifiable anger. On the political front, the exclusion of the AWU from its long-held leading role

in the determination of Party policy and from the adminisradon of the a¡bitration system were

also certain to create and prolong bitær recriminations.3o3 When further, Gair failed to respond to

zY)See Workbr,16 July 1956.
296T"l"groplr, 29 September 1956; Truth,30 Sepæmber 1956.
2gTTelegrapå, 4 October, 1956.
298McMurchy,pp.265-267; Courier l' ,i1,8 October 1956: Federal SPU President Kyle ravelled
to Bn".ane to enforce a secret ballot nyle wæ closely associaæd with the Movement, being
P¡esident of the expelled Vicorian ALP Executive.
299worker,8 October, 1956, zzOctober 1956.
3OOFor example, Courier Mail, !9 October 1956, letærs to the edior.
30lMurphy, "The 1957 Split", pp.5 14-5 1 6; McMurchy, pp.262-268.
3023¿5s¿ on an average of 550 sheep per week, shearers could earn about f,42 6s 0d at the old rare,
reducing to f38 10s 0d at the new rate: based on Coutier Mail, 5 December 1955.
3o3ceorge Boland, a widely rumoured AWU nominee for a vacancy on the A¡biradon Bench, wæ
allegedly rejected by Gair on the ground that he was too friendly with Duggan: letter from Sir
Gordon Chalk, 25 Ma¡ch 1985, in the possession of the author.
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the direction of the highest forum over three weeks' annual leave, the reaction of the AWU Labor

leadenhip wæ quite predictable.

The AWU had been happy enough to co-operaæ with the Indusrial Groups until

itrealised that the force behind them (the Movement) had the capacity to threaten raditional AWU

prerogatives. As soon as the Groupers were perceived as a threat by the AWll leaders, they were

jettisoned, for all that thei¡ anti-communism was akin to the AtilU posture. It may be that a

Fallon and a Theodo¡e could have reached compromise over such issues, but given the di¡ection

taken by Gair afær 1952, it is diffrcult to see how. By the end of 1956 the drama had unfolded and

only the denouement was awaited. Gair would by now be humiliated if he backed down, and in

any case the dominant AWU-TLC coalition had determined that he should go. The PLP could

have avoided a split by dumping Gai¡, but the PLP majority remained loyal to is leader.3ß

In the event, Gair did not back down, indeed quite the reverse. The motion in the

QCE to expel Gair f¡om ttre ALP on Vl Apnl195? was ç1e5s.305 It should be recalled, however,

that nany who voted against the expulsion were not Gair supporærs but drew back from the sæp

of bringing down the Labor Government for that was the only possible outcome. Duggan, for

one, although he voæd against the expulsion, went on to head the new ALP Opposition after the

1957 election. Gair's actual support within the Party organisation and among the aff,rliated unions

was lower than the spill vote at the QCE indicates.

In the electorate, Gai¡'s support wæ almost equal to that for the ofhcial ALP (see

Appendix 3). Gair's Queensland Labor Party (QLP) did well enough in the 1957 dnd 1960

elections to allow the CounÇ/Liberal coalition six yean of consolidation.306 With the ele¡ûoral

rwMurray, p.327, suggests that many Gair opponents were confident that Gair would stand æide
in favou¡ of Duggan. He does not provide any supporting evidence for this, however.
305QCE Minutes, 24 Apnl1957; see Murphy, "The 1957 Split", pp.51 6-522 for details of
motions and voting.
3065"" Colin A. Hughes, The Government of Queensland (Brisbane, UQP, 1980), pp.87-98
passim; also Hughes, Images and Issues: The Queensland State Elections of 1963 and 1966
(Canbena: ANU Press, 1969), pp.1 -L4.
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laws changed in 1958 to disadvantage Labor and a low total Labor (including QLP) vote

1960, Labor has not since been able to make a convincing electoral showing.

Once Gair was ousted, there was nothing holding the AWU-TLC alliance

together, and by the end of 1957 Bukowski had been suspended from the QCE after an undignified

fistfight which he had apparently instigated, ar rhe QCE chrisrnns par¡y.307 The AWU

subsequørtly disafFiliated from the ALP.

In summary, then, changed industrial and internal organisational strategies

pursued by the Gair Govemment from 1952 - 1957 were responsible for the breakup of the Labor

hegemony which had looked so unassailable in 1950. The Movement's role in this shift is

debatable, but it is certain that the organisational backing for Gair's moves came f¡om the

Movement-inspired Industrial Groups. Until such time as the National Civic Council opens its

archives to public scrutiny, the exact role played by the Movement in pushing Gair along his

fateful couñie will remain unclear.

11' ,'

;QCE Minutes, 18 December 1957.
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Comclrnsûomr lahoun nmdl

Ilahon f,m offf,e e

The Labor Party's long tenure in office in Queensland throws into relief the

conEadictory relationship between the union movement and the political Labor party. The

relationship was multi-dimensional: the policies followed by the Party in office had significant

impact on the industrial stance of leading Queensland unions, æ the relative union quiescence in

the face of Labor's wage reduction in the 1920's showed. The Party's direct inærvention in the

unions' organisation through the Indusrial Groups was not typical of political Labor's relations

with unions, and the widely perceived ¡i.nn.r, of this tactic combined with infilration of the

Groups by non-Labor forces !o ensure the Groups'downfall.

The Queensland unions themselves possessed a high degree of direct control over

the Party through the various decision-making organs and in particular the QCE. The

development of the Party in Queensland saw the unions force several major changes on the Party

in the period before 1915, in the Kidston case costing the defection of most of the Party's

parliamentary leadership, so their dominance of Party platform was well established in fact as well

as in principle at the outset of Labor's period in office. The unions effectively endorsed an

instrumental role for themselves in the industrial relations system and abstained from interference

in politics for the Labor's long tenure, a time whenprimafacie they should have been pressing for

political goals such as wealth redistribution.

The coalition of forces which held the majority within the Labor Party and which

was centred on the AWU depended for its solidarity on the tacit agreement of the PLP to provi ,c

political and industrial victories at moments of tactical importance. The stance of the union

leaders in acquiescing to Labor administrations' unexceptional reform performance was legitimated

by key reforms such as, for example, the 40-hou¡ week and the free hospital system (see Chapter

4), both of which su¡faced at times of increasing militancy and restiveness :rmong rank and file

members. At the same time, the constant threat of militant employers' action (through closures

and political organisation) and the perceived anti-worker character of the non-Labor alternative
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government's policies served to make the stance of the PLP/AWU axis more credible. The

Queensland labour movement remained sentimentally attached o the Labor Party and the prospect

of manipulating the staæ in the interests of workers despite the highly circumscribed successes in

this direction boæted by Labor administrations.

The peculiar features of the Queensland economy served !o make the package of

measures canvassed by the Party and the dominant axis union leaderships atEactive to the

movement. The dispenal of union members, the chasæning experience of early essays in labour

militancy, and the receptivity of many workers to class mobility as promoted for example by land

settlement schemes (see Chapter 3) combined to support the non-militant and electoralist line of

union leaderships. These factors were all in evidence in the makeup of the State's largest and"

within the Party, ßrost influential. union - the AWU. The location of many workers in petty

bourgeois productiron heþd divide them from the industrial workers with their militant unions

The concentration of militant organised worken in the export industries and in State services

meanwhile contribuæd o their isolation during critical strike actions.

The collapse of the dominant axis which eventually led to the 1957 Party split

was not fuelled by any triumph of militancy within the Queensland labour movement. The

consistent failu¡e of the Party in the 1950's to implement the limited measures necessary to

legitimate the position of union leaders who subscribed to the dominant axis forced them to

withdraw support. Those involved in the expulsion of Gair were temporary allies only and soon

reverted to hostility once the immediate circumstances of the split had passed. Despite the

manifest failu¡e of political Labor even in electoral terms, the unions which had formerþ been in

th' Party minority rejoiced in thei¡ newfound dominance of the machine and continued to support

¿rectoralism even in the absence of any capacity to manipulate the Queørsland state.
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Chapten 2

o Socf,alf,smn aû wonk 0 t I Quueens[andl

Staûe lBnûenpnf,ses 1I91I5-30

Sftnftre rornftrnmmrnfisr¡s finn (0rneernrsllnmdì lhrfistlrnnv

There was a time when Queensland ranked with the Soviet Union in terms of state

peneftation of those economic activities normally reserved for the private sector. Although Aleksand¡

Henen2 outlines a cultnre and adminisnadve apparahrs in pre-emancipation3 Russia which has certain

quaint similarities to the frontier aünosphere of colonial Queensland, the Sunshine State and Holy

Mother Russia have rarely been seriously compared in recent years. At the time of the Ryan

Govemment when all this economic intervention wæ initiated Queensland wæ viewed as a hotbed of

radicalism, as a beacon for the futu¡e ¡ather than an anachronistic backwater. Among the reforms

which generated this reputation were many which were later echoed by all advanced capit¡list states,

such as unemployment benefits, industrial health and safety legislation, workers' compensation and

otier measures towards a welfare state. The importance of these measures should not be

underestimated: all have now become part of the expected repertoire of state expenditure

oommitments. But the St¿te enterprises were the jewels in the Queensland L¿,,.rr crown in its claim

lTitle of pamphlet, Chief Secretary's Department [compiled by E. Broadbent] Soci¿lism at work:
results of the working of various State Enterprises establislud by the Queensland Government or:
How the Qucensland Goverrunent succeeded in State competition or State monoply (Brisbane:
Government Prinær, 1918) (hereafter Socialism at Work).
2see A. Herzen, Childhood, Youth and Exil¿, translated by J.D. Duff, inroduction by Isiah Berlin
(Oxford: O.U.P., 1980).
3Emancipation of the serfs: 1861.
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to be the "best and most truly democratic [govemment] Ausralia - not to go further than that - hæ

ever had".4

The State enterprises stand, as does the Bjelke-Petenen Government's ban on street

matches, æ a political landmark by which Queensland politics a¡e often located. The popular wisdom

that Queensland is fundamentally different from the ¡est of Australia stems in large part from a

received impression of political extremism (by Australian standards) and disavowal of sophistication.

Queensland governments have traditionally 'got away'with more than would seem possible elsewhere.

Democratic pluralism has not been a pre-eminent ideology in ropical Austalia-

The Queensland State enterprises are held to be evidence of Queensland Labor's

capacity to effect reform, and remain pre-eminent among the Ausralian examples of staæ excu¡sions

into the marketplace, although often forgotten now. The Queensland enterprises, for example, occupy

almost a third of the text of the Communist Party's 1945 Story of Government Enterprise in

Australia,s although they get no mention at all in two recent volumes on the subject of state market

intervention in Ausralia.6 This Chapter will examine the history of the enærprises with a view to

æsessing their place both in the development of Labor policy and as models of state intervention in

Australia.

Sftrrltre rernftrpnmnfisrss mdì Tlmhon firdìre<nllmov

A program for the inroduction of State enterprises had been a plank of Labor policy

since the days of the Kidston split in 1907 and the end of coalitionist strategies. The driving

principles embodied in the fighting platform contained both socialist and bourgeois-reformist

4President Demaine's opening add¡ess: Oficial Recor4 Ninth Staæ Labor-in-Politics Convention,
1918, p. 6.
59. t. Strarkey and E. W. Campbell, The Story of Government Enterprise in Australia (Sydney:
Ausralian Communist Party, 1945).
6Botlin, Barnard and Pincus, ; G. R. Cumow and C. A. Saunders (ús.), SUANGOS: Th¿ Australian
Experience (Sydney: Hale & Iremonger/ Royal Australian Institute of Public Administration, 1983).
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elements. On the one hand, it was thought to be a good idea for the working class if a state guided by

its political representatives could

(Ð regulate working conditions through public management

(ü) control investment and direct it to socially useful

production

(üÐ restrict repatriation of profit to foreign speculators

(and ensure accumulation of public capital within

Queensland)

On the other hand, it wæ also argued that State enterprises would

(iv) smash restrictive trade practices through competition

(v) iron out the more painful fluctuations of the Eade cycle

through subtle manipulation of market forces and

through price stabilisation in the primary production

sectü

(vi) help fund State services through means other than

taxation and ¡educe costs of existing sewices.

The expropriation of private business either through out-right confiscation or

through some form of nationalisation with compensation, seems never to have been seriously

considered. As Premier Theodore once rema¡ked "capitalism is well entrenched here in Queensland." 7

The kind of assault necessary to winkle out such deærmined resistance was clearly beyond the means

of Theodore's Labor Party.

The i'^as of private business activitl .elected for State entry were chosen on the

basis of the various often conflicting rationals outlined above. They were:

- railway refreshment roonu¡

- retail buæhering

tWorker,l}l4uch 1923
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- fish marketing

- hoæl tade

- fruit canning

- sawmilling

- sugar milling

- coal mining

- cattle production

- iron and steel production

- insurance and estate management8

With the major exception of iron and steel production, all were previously areas

solely exploited by the private Sector in Queensland. The selected areas, limited though they were,

traversed much of the significant business activity developed in Queensland at the time (with the

important exception of wool growing). The processing of agricultural and pastoral produce, the

provision sf ¡stnil services and the underwriting of life and property were the sites of most commercial

activity, having a high profile with the public and apparent potential profitability. The export-

oriented wool industry was to be made to beneflrt Queensland through conEibutions to consolidated

rcvenue via land and associated t¿xes. The use of public capltal for broadening Queensland's industrial

bæe was considered only in the proposals for a State i¡on and steel works. No machinery was

foreshadowed for attracting and channelling private capital, nor for the provision of infrætructure to

that end (see Appendix 3 on Queensland's comparative industrial performance).

The establishment of State enterprises in the æeas indicated above proceeded willy

nilly immediately following the election of the Ryan Government in 1915. Table 2.1 shows

inaugural dates for the major enterprises. The State Enterprises Act, 19t8, gave sume legis^ :ve

existence to the enærprises, providing for proclamation of enterprises n the Qucensland. Goverrvment

Gazette, auditing, annual reports and Ministerial responsibility. The program was fiscally and

politically ambitious, especially when the tight credit and political conservatism of wartime are taken

8Sæ Socialism atWork.
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into consideration. The prevailing anti-profiteering ideology was a political bonus in that it provided

a rheorical plaform against which appealefl to non-labour lines of argumenl The immediate object

was "to protect the public by competing ... on fair and efficient lines".9 It was generally thought at

the time that unscrupulous mercantile traders, the notorious "rniddle men", wete extracting,

'unjustified' profrts because of the wartime shortages of bæic commodities.

Tahle 2-l

Í'stahlishment of State F ntenrrises

Entaprise DøeOpaned

Süate Butchers' Shops.................
State Railway Refreshment Rooms.

12 November 1915

State Fish Supply.. .. .
State Hotel, Babinda.
State Cannery
State Produce Agency........

State Pastoral Stations. . .. .. . .

Hamilton Cold Stores...

January
..l April
.29May
,29May
.8 April

L917
79L7
L9t7
t9L7
1918

,..8 June 1916
I July 1928(a)

State Smelters, Chillagoe.
State Govemníerinrüoiåä'oniö. . . . .

.1 Jauuary 1920(b)

.1 January 1917(c)

(a) Gazetted to State Trade Commissioaer on this date.
(b) Qpera the enterprise.
(c) Opene b take general
rnsUranCe ct Amend¡ncnt
Act,L9l7.

ISggrcgs: QPP,1929, vol.| p.3; QPP,1927, vol.l, p.1404; Socialísm
at Worlç pp. 85-871

McQueen argues that this anti-profiteering ideology in fact presented a mæk for the

what were in fact attacls on the working class.lo The þrofiteers' and the proponents of working

class action were presented in the wartime and postwar period as the obvene and reverse of the same

bad un-Australian penny. Tight controls on union activity and attacks on more militant groupings

were to be offset by ostentatious assaults on the worst of capitalist evils. In practice, it was so

difficult to isolate and define the 'unreasonable'profit margin from that retumed to the honest trader

ú^- 'he plethora of legislation desro.ted to counter 'profiteering' enacted in all Staæs had little impact

on prof,rt maigins or prices. Measu¡es to break strikes and subdue union militancy were, however,

effected with vigour. .

at Work, p.5.
lt{umphrey McQueen, "Shoot the Bolshevik! Hang the Prohteer!", pp.185-206.
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Queensland Labor's objectives were at this time, as w¿ts seen in the preceeding

Chapter in regard to industrial arbitration, to remove some of the rougher edges of the labour-capital

interface without expropriating or directly controlling capital. The State enterprises were to be a

primary tool, using market forces to manipulate certain labour and commodity rnarkets.

The evident'national interest' in social conflict-avoidance of a nation at war was also

a factor in Labor thinking. Even in the politically heated atmosphere of the 1917 second

Conscription Referendum campaign, with roops entering Queensland Staæ Government ofhces to

confiscate copies of Parliament¡¡ry Debates, Ryan wæ anxious to defuse the righteous anger of the

labour movement and ûo channel its force into areas other than di¡ect confrontation.l I This is not to

deny the leading and indeed lonely role the Queensland adminisration was playing at the time in

resisting the wo¡st excesses of wa¡time jingoism, but the Ryan Labor administration nonetheless

constrained by popular belief in the rectitude and primacy of the wa¡ effort. The need to avoid

confronting capital and anti-Labor political forces under wartime conditions had continuing effect on

Labor's thinking on the State enterprise question.

Ryan's publicists were happy, therefore, to trumpet to the public that the anterprises

had nothing to do with chiselling at the ediflrce of capitalism - more a steam cleaning job:

'\try'here the Governmeut has eutercd inûo the areas of trade, the object has
not been to secure monopoly or to squeeze out of business legitimaûaprivate
traders...12

The apologia for this substantial redefinition of socialism show a concern at this time on the part of

the Labor leadership to associate performance in office at least with socialist language, a concern

which was subsequendy jettisoned:

capital and coutol to conceotrate in fewer and still fewer hands."l3

rrFor example, in reply to Hughes' threat to "have him within 48 hours" (afær the publication of
anti-conscription maærial in QPD), Ryan appealed to "British liberty and fair play", and equated
Hughes's actions with "the tfforst excesses of Prussian militarism", The Truth: The People's Paper
(Queensland Edition), 2 December 1917. (hereafær Truth).
l2Socialism at Work, p.5.
L3Socialism at Work, p.5.
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The identification of 'producers', middle-men' and 'consumers' as the prime agents of politicat

economy th¡ows light on the philosophical.tradition being invoked. Labou¡ movement militants, and

indeed may in the movement mainstream like the President of the Queensland Labor Party Bill

Demaine, preferred to cha¡acterise society in terms of 'worker'and'capitalist'. Socialìsm at Work as

an ideological eact invokes not only the divine laws of conventional economics, but a nostalgia for

the supposed historical utopia of simple artisanal production. The words of Proudhon as well as of

Adam Smith appear to have echoed subliminally among the mango, palm and flrg on the banls of the

lazy Brisbane River.

Socialism at Work rilas not an inærnal Party discussion piece, but was inænded æ

electoral propaganda- The specific reference to socialism in the title has been seen as an attempt to

defuse criticism of Labor's intentions by presenting socialist objectives as being quite innocuous.

Dennis Murphy sees a primary reason for this inappropriate use as a need "to convince Queenslanden

that it was a good, not a bad term." (emphasis in original)I4 Other less generous writers see this

loose employment of the term as rather more sinister: an attempt to mask the reality of 'state

capitalism'.ls Theodore himself gave some credence to the more Machiavellian view when n lg23

he said

State Socialism is the first søge of Socialism, people who advocate the
introduction of a Soviet system here forget that we have our fight ùo

wage.16

Before adjudging the State enterprises movement as the surreptitious instnrment of

bourgeois ideology that Sharkey and others suggest it was, two substantial caveats need to be borne in

mind. First, although it is rue that the objectives behind thei¡ establishment may have been dubious,

it is also undeniable that many genuinely socialist goals were firmty held by bottr the leading actors

and the Labo¡ . rú and file. Stormy applause for example, greeted the keynoæ address to the 1918

Labor-in-Politics Convention which read in part

We need fi¡st to make the [Labour] movement more definitely socialistic to
have our people realise that Lâbour objects and ideals are more than high
wages aad shorter hours. [The ideal is] the abolition of commoû ownenhip

Murphy et a7. Labor in Power ,p.154,
l7sha¡key and Campbell, p.51.
169.G. Theodore, quoted in Worker, 1 Ma¡ch 1923.
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and control of industry for the common good [...] There can be no possible
identity of interest between employer and employees [...] only by the
communalisation or Socialisation of capital, can the iDterests of Labour and
capital become identical.lT

Second, Queensland capitalists and their political or journalistic supporters fought the State

enterprises ferociously. Clearly they did not perceive this set of innovations as being in thei¡

mterests:

State steamships, Siate refineries, State crushing mills, State Bakeries, State
wash tubs, State ironies [sic], State Brickeries, and so on, a¡e but some of
the modest schemes of Mr Ryao. To carry them out he wants not the poor
little revenue of Southern Queensland, but'all the wealth of Ormuz and of
I¡d.'1E

'In summary, the policy of establishing State Enterprises designed. to operate

competitively in sectors of the economy traditionally reserved forprivaæ exploitation was the product

of a miscellany of political thinking. The Labor leadenhip desired to provide, at least, an analgesic

for certain dysfunctional elements of capitalism. At most, this school of thought wished for the

capitalist society to become benign. Since it sees the worker primarily as consumer, the modern term

consumerism is apt for this approach.l9 Labour movement militants, by contrast, wished to use the

enterprises to storm the citadel of capitalism. They expected at the least that exemplary public

production and exchange uniß would demonsrate to the electorate the viability of social rather than

private ownership. Militants also supposed that State enterprises could engender improved working

conditions generally through the operation of ma¡ket forces. State Entrepreneurialism is an

appropriate title for this school of thought.

I /W.H. Demaine, speech given to Labor-in-Politics Convention, Trades Hall, Brisbane, quoted in
Workcr, 30 January, 1918.
LSBrisbo* Courier,5 May 1915.
llFitzpatrick calls this set of notions 'consumer socialism'. Brian Fitzpari ck, Public Enterprise Does
Pay: a story of successful goverrunent industrial enterprises in Australia 1911-1944 (Melboume:
Rawson's Bookshop,1945), pp.8 ff.
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methodls

The very idea of Staæ enterprises wæ viewed, as has already been shown, æ a radical

step. In a political climate where almost any Labour Government move rilas viewed with acute alarm

by the political opposition which at that time dominated the Legislative Council of the Queensland

Parliament, Labor was understandably keen to clothe its innovations Í¡r¡ respectably as possible. This

camouflage process was difficult to effect for measures which were seen to have benefits for the

working class in particular. The rudimentary unemployment relief measures embodied in the

Unemployed Workers' Act, L91.9 were, for example, characterised as "loafers'paradise laws".20

Consumerism as a justif,rcation for State enterprises was f¡ee of this taint of sectionalism. Thus

consumerism had obvious political appeal to an embattled Labor political leadership æ an apþropriaæ

ideological vehicle for the establishment of ttre enterprises.

The parliamentary deadlock faced by Labor was both an actual disincentive for any

ambitious reform lheasu¡es and a source of justification to the labou¡ movement for immobility on

the more far-reaching measutes then being canvassed. The Legislative Council, whose membership

owed nothing at all to popular suffrage having been appointed by previous non-Labor governments,

blocked or emasculated any legislation which looked at all contentious or suggested gains for labour.

From 1915-1920, no less than 29 bills lapsed following rejection or amendment by the Iægislative

Council. Faced with such an obstruction, Ryan tried to abolish the body by Referendum in May

1918. The usual difficulty of winning a contested ¡eferendum was in this instance complicaæd by

contemporaneous campaigns for No' votes in the Conscription Referenda and local option polls to

¡educe the numl lr of liquor licences. In short, the move not only failed, but demoralised the Ryan

Government's legislative reformists and lent legitimacy to the power arrogated by the Council.

¿vBrisbane Courier, inter alia,leading articles Ma¡ch 1919.
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Effectively deprived of legislation as an instmment of change (although not entirely

hamstrung, as will be shown) Labor resorted to administrative action to achieve its objectives in this

area. In the V/estminster System the executive has freedom of action in allocating portfolios and in

the appointment of functions to a minisqy. Queensland did not depart from the pattern in this

respect. It was thus possible to create adminisrative entities which had de facto responsibility for

new functions within a given minisry. In this manner, the State Butchery, State Stations, State

Sawmills, State Fish Supply, a State hotel and the Railway Refreshment Rooms were created under

the aegis of the Premier's Department, and ttre St¿te Coal Mines under the Railways Deparrnent. The

State Sawmills and Railway Refreshment Rooms (RRR) were distinct from the other enterprises in

that their cenEal functions were to provide services for or cheapen the running costs of other State

agencies: the Sawmills to provide timber for the Works Depafrment and the RRR to augment the

Railways' services to travellers. These service functions of the two agencies was to ensure their

survival afær the othen had been liquidated.

A unique at this time example of a legislatively based enterprise, the State

Government Insurance Office (SGIO) was created by theWorkman's Compensation Act,1916, giving

it both de jure independent existence and a monopoly of underwriting in the worken' compensation

sphere. This Act was itself spared the usual fate at the hands of the Legislative Council by shrewd

drafting and sheer incompetence on the part of Opposition Councillors, who passed amendments

which left the substance of the legislation intact. The self-aggrandising members of this capricornian

duma were so shocked at Ryan's sneakiness in declaring the Act as passed - when the Council's

intentions were so plain - that they demanded a,recall of the legislation. Fihelly, the Labor Attorney-

General, disdained to reply, although Ryan eventually disparched a poliæ refusal.2l

This ea^ly divers -ce in the adminisrative histo ,¿s of the SGIO on the one hand

and the remainder of the State enterprises on the other was to prove of considerable import in the

history of the enterprises. The 38-story SGIO building with its illuminaæd digital clock dominates

the Brisbane sþline from the Ann Street heights today. Most of the other State enterprises are a dim

zrsee D.J. Murphy, TJ. Ryan: ø political biography (Brisbane: UQP, 1975), pp.l22-A\
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memory. On the most obvious level, agencies which a¡e brought into being with the sroke of the

Governor's pen on an adminisEative arrangements order may be as easily dissolved. The

dismemberment of organisations founded in legislation is at the very least a much more public and

time-consuming process, often emba¡rassing for an adminisration with conservative inclinations.

The difficulty experienced by the Fræer Federal adminisüation in divesting the public secûor of Trans

Austalia Airlines and the Ausralian National Railways, forexample, rnay be compared with the

eæier dismemberment of the Departnent of Urban and Regional Developmeat or weakening of the

Foreign Invesúnent Review Board. Put simply, the more central and accountable to government a

public agency is, and the less encumbered is it with a legislative foundation, the more easily it may

be ground down or disposed of by an adminisnation opposed to public enærprise.

This political reality is, however, rarely bome in mind by reforming governments,

who merely see an operational instrumentality performing is allotted frrnction, and Queensland Labor

exhibited no legislative concern to protect the enterprises f¡om a resûored non-Labor a¿minisration.

Moreover, establishing an agency within a minisærial porfolio enables direct political conEol over

that body. hessure can be applied directly (in circumstances where discretion is assured) to the

agency, for example, to provide employment within a given electorate. Gillies, later Premier after

Theodore, wrote on 3 February 1918 to Hunter, then Minisær in charge of State enterprises, asking

that favourable conside¡ation be given to opening a State Butcher's Shop in Herberton (Gillies'

elecûorate):

It will heþ m: if you w 'Standard' reporter
saying that I have placed [sic]. I mighì add
that the men behind this to a mau staunch
supporters of the Party.22

Such direct interference in managerial prerogatives is not as simple in the case of an independent

statutory authority operating outside the public service like QANTAS or the SGIO. Subtle pressures,

æ in the selection of boa¡d of di¡ectors appointees and elsewhere, are of coulse the rule, but are nor as

clean æ defined lines ofresponsibility. The statutory corporation form of state enterprise is much

more likely to enjoy a long life free of arbitrary policy dictation than is the more ephemeral

Deparrnental fr ading agency.

¿¿QSA, BUT 32, f .76,3 February 1918. Hunter's reply is, like most of ttre Staæ enterprise archives,
lost owing to a fi¡e which desEoyed most of the records in the 1940s.
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The latter form of State enterprise which includes, æ has been seen, most of the

Queensland enterprises, need not be unsuccessful in the efficient delivery of sewices, nor in the return

of profit to the public purse. The State.Butcher's Shops and the State Hotel at Babinda, North

Queenslan4 a¡e the shining examples. The State llotel began with a capital invesunent of fl/,i2l

3s 7d which was increased to f,L9,474 14s 1d when the cost of cyclone repairs incuned in 1918 and

the cost of ground lease is included. The enterprise opened for business on 29 May 1917, as the

Brisbarc Couriernotú:

The Home Secretary [Huxham] has performed the noble function of
declaring the State groggery at Babinda open for public business. rvVhether

this historic deed was done by pulling the fi¡st corki or drawing the fint
beer, or ejecting the fint tipsy man we are not t¡old.23

Interest was payable on the capital invested in the hotel at 6Vo per annum

(cornparable with commercial rates then applicable) and redemption of principal was calculated on the

40 yeat term of the loan. The enærprise nonetheless, and despite cyclones, economic fluctuations and

occasional changes in management, netted profits every ye:¡¡ of State ownership, as high æ f5,106

12s 6d for the fiscal year ended 30 June 1925, and only falling below f1,000 the year the district was

devastated by a cyclone - 1918-19 þroflrt of f,120 1s 2d c¡edited). Total proflrt of State operation was

f32,569 t2s 6&a The objection that this success was due to any monopoly or artificial advantage

must be discounted: the enterprise was heavily capitalised and enjoyed no monopoly. Indee( the

initial capitalisation included a sum of Ê2,387 5s 3d to the proprietor of the Babinda Creek Hotel for

'goodwill'.25 Public Works Department day labour wæ used for constmction and maintenance work -

the full cost being charged against the enterprise. The only major failure shown by the State Hotel in

its 13 years of public ownership appears to have been the continued existence of sly grog outlets in

the district - an occurence attribuæd by the one-''me Søte Hotel bookkeeper to rading hours' being

limited to 8 a.,--. - 8 p.m. d^tly.26

'¿JBrisbarre 
Courier,30 May 1917.

24QPP, Reports of the Commissioner for State Enterprises, years ending 30 June l9l8 - 30 June 1930.
251.e. Ir¿artin, "A brief history of State Hotel-Babinda", Mulgrave Shire Historical Bulletin, No 32
(October 1980).
26Martin.
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The State Burche/s Shops were a much grander operation than the State Hotel. The

fi¡st of the State enterprises to coÍrmence rading - the first branch opened in Roma Sreet, Brisbane

City on 12 November 1915 - the State Butchery grew to a commercial empire with seventy-two retail

outlets at the end of the 1922-23 fiscal yea¡.27 The enterprise was able to grow to healthy maturity

under the guidance of one Charles Ross, formerly of Queensland Meat Export Company2S and

concurrently the Imperial Meat Officer (in charge of meat procurement for the Imperial Government's

war victualling), and John McEwen Hunter, Minisær for Lands and Minisær Assisting the Premier in

State Enterprises. Ross was no socialist but appears from the records to have th¡own himself into

the job of Supewisor, Ståte Butchery with vigour and innovative aplomb. Hunter was a rare beast for

an ALP Cabinet - a businessman with a commercial background.29 Tlre two tackled the task of

establishing the enterprise with the dual goals of commercial success and selling at prices kept æ low

as costs made possible: a not incompatible pairing, æ the sha¡eholden in K-Mart could no doubt

attest.

The system of retail rnÍrnagement developed by the Søte Butchery under Ross and

Hunter would be familiar to urban consumen¡,today, but wæ revolutionary in 1915 Queensland. A

limiæd number of søndard product lines were nade{ on a strictly cash-and<arry bæis, at fixed widely

advertised prices which were good for any branch. This was all seen as unfai¡ or sharp practice in a

trade where credit and home delivery were the norm.3O Further, all meat sold was either chilled or

frozen, thereby minimising on-premises Uuænbring and reducing the impact of seasonal fluctuations.

Purchasing was by bulk futu¡es conEacts, the, same system as w¿rs used for the Imperial meat order.

Ross's intimate personal knowledge of the QM.E. Co./Australian Stock Breeders' Company meat

onsaskedinStateParliament,|gl5-2g,Nq8of5Augustl927.
28O-1. Mu¡phy, "State Enterprises" n Labor in Power, p.I45.
2lFIe was not over-popular with Caucus, being only ever elected to honorary Ministerial rank - see
Childe, p.20.
30See leading article The Sun,19 May 1918; also Ellis, p.37.
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caftel and its trading practice both as former chairman and now as Imperiat Meat Office¡, would

undoubædly have been useful in the State's purchasing negotiations. Ross \ryrote on 19 Sepæmber

1918, for example, in the context of purchase bargaining, that the 1918 proflra of the ca¡tel "show

slightly over 80Vo on invested capital, and the dividends for twelve months on capital paid up slightly

over ó7 1l2Vo".3l The implied thteat to publicise such super-profis in a context of wartime austerity

and anti-profrteering ideology must have been a useful bargaining counter. The figures also give the

lie to charges that the State Butchery was 'bleeding the industry dry' through restrictive t¡ade

practices.32

The popularity of the enterprise was from the outset phenomenal, the first outlet to

open serving 2,500 customen per day.33 Tumover for the whole enterprise rose to f688,119 16s 9d

for the l9l9-2} fiscal yeaÉa and total tumover for the operation when wound up had reached

f,5,745,844.35 The anti-profiteering effect of the enterprise's operation must have exceeded

consumerists' expectations. Ryan Government publicists claimed an overall retail meat price

reduction of 40Vo forced on by the entry of the State between 1915 and 19n.36 State meat prices

remained at ld - I.I/2d, per lb. cheaper than ruling private butchers' prices. For example, by 1917

privaæ butchers were charging 9dllb. for prime rump steak where the Staæ charged 7.5d11b.37

The enterprise was exEemely profiøble in the fi¡st half decade of rading and

remained profitable until its final year (1929) when the general onslaught of the Depression put

trading into the red. By 1920 the enterprise had paid back all the initial capital, indeed had a credit

balance with Treasury's loan and trust funds of f26,1¿A 13s 6d and was able (after ransferring

f 15,000 to resewes) to decla¡e a net surplus proht for the year of f21,652 4s 0d"

rIQSA, BUT 16, Reports submitted by the Sup visor, Retail Butchery Department to the Minister
in charge of State Enterprises, August 1916 - November 1920.
32E[is, pp.34-37.
33Socialism øt Work, p.31.
34ePP,1920, vol. 2, p.580.
35OPP, L929,Yol. 2, p.6.
36cove--etrt critics also attest to this success of the enterprise - for instance V. G. Childe, "A Labor
Premier Meets His Masters", in Labour Monthly, Vol. 6, Nql (may 1924), p.283.
3Tsocialism at Work, p.29.
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Allegations surfaced in 1917 that the State Butchery had been inflating its profit

margin through sharp practice. The substance of the allegations was that the State Butchery had

charged the Imperial Government f20,000 for meat cold sûorage which had in fact been stored by the

meat cartel or had never been held.38 The Government at the time downplayed the allegations,

insisting that the cost wÍu¡ in fact incured. A minuæ of 30 January 1920 from Ross to Austin (Trade

Commissioner) covering correspondence dated May 1917, however, makes it clear that the meat cartel

was not pressing for recovery of the amount. Ross advised Hunter to cancel the invoice on the

Imperial Government. Hunter ordered resubmission of the invoice in the amount of fl9,7l7 16s 2d

for which, in his capacity æ Imperial Meat Officer, Ross was then obliged to recommend paymen!

despite explicit Minisærial conf,rmation of the nil cost incurred.39 Ross's conflict of loyalties can

only be imagined.

Although the exEaordinary paper 'profiøbility this piece of business acumen

produced for the ent€rprise in the 1916-17 year was excellent propaganda for State enterprises, the

main rationale for the move seems to have been capital commitments involved in the establishment

of the other-State enterprises, in particular at that time the State [cattle] Stations, of which more a

little later. By 1920 the Staæ was in serious default to the meat cartel, both for processing charges on

State cattle and State Butchery meat purchasing. A cartel delegatíon met Fihelly, the Acting Premier,

on 22 Ma¡ch 1920, and threatened to cut off meat supplies unless thê State were prepared to pay

f100,000 of the money owning forthwith. Fihelly eventually got the cartel to agree to 950,000

irnmediately and the remaining f,50,000 in installments over the next twelve months.40

The efficient and prof,rtable managerial system established by Ross was accompanied

by the adoption of private enterprise industrial relations. Although bound by the general Labor

Government policy of giving preference in hiring to traJes' unio^ remben, the State Butchery I .J

little time for organised labour. In reply to Butchers' Union complaints of 'sweating' of workers at

rðE[is, pp.34-35.
39QSA BUT 17, Correspondence: Superviso¡, State Butchery and Trade Commissioneç Minute Ross
to Austin confirming previous correspondence, 13 January 1920.
40QSA BUT 16 Memoranda to Minisær¡e Staæ T¡ade DepartmentNovember 191GAugust 1920,
Confidential note for file on meeting of 22March L920.
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some State shops - charges which involved forced overtime without prior warning - Ross replied that

"some clear understanding [should] be arrived at immediately whereby Union Officials are not allowed

to run our Establishments."4l Early in the history of the enærprise a branch manager was disciplined

for augmenting employees' wages during heavy rading periods with meat for their families. In the

same colrespondence another manager \il:rs instrucæd o sack a clerk as it had been decided to get out of

the bulk meat trade with restaurants and institutions.42

Anothe¡ aspect of the Ross style was intolerance of political interference with

internal management. It is this which seems to have led to his eventual downfall, for his superiors

were not always as amenable as Hunter to his managerial and commercial discretion. The State

Enterprises Act, 1917, which recognised the existence of the non-statutory State enterprises, required

enterprise managers to report to the Staæ Trade Commissioner, a provision which was interpreted as

requiring managers to di¡ect all correspondence with the Minister through the Commissioner's offîce.

An angry exchange of letten soon began, with Ross insisting on direct access to the Minister and

preferring to interpret the new conditions as requiring only reportage:

I harge of any qpecial enterprise shouldh a commercial cbucern, only coosultingy when neçsssary, but reporting to you every
week on the business under his care. Dual authority or control in ihe activê
working of any enterprise can only end in failure.a3

The parting of the ways came with an incident which was almost a repeat of the 1917 cold storage

speculative deal. In }y'.ay 1920 Queensland lodged a claim against the Imperial Government for cold

storage costs allegedly incurred through delays in collection of ordered meat. Ross refused to sanction

the charge and claimed instead that the liability lay with the State.44 Austin, the Trade

Commissioner, responded by amalgamating the adminisEation of the Stations and the Butchery,

noting "I have therefore to advise that after the 30th of this month your services will not be required

by this Dcpartment."4s

+tqSA BUT 16, Minute Ross to Hunter, 19 September 1918.
42QSA BUT 16, Minute Ross ro Hunrer, 14 November 1916.
43QSA BUT 17, Minute Ross to Austin, 6 Ma¡ch 1919.
44QSA BUT 17, Minute Ross to Hunter, 14 June 1920.
45QSA BUT 17, Minute Austin to Ross, 23 June 1920.
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The separation of Ross and his entrepreneurial skills marked the end of the State

Butchery's period of rapid expansion. The 1920's saw the enterprise remain static, apart fr.om a slight

decline in numbers of outlets afrl- 1927. The only managerial innovation was experimentation with

street cart sales outlets in otherwise unserviced Brisbane suburbs which occu¡red, 1923-25. The

experirnent did not yield satisfactory commercial reurms.46

Tzble2.2

Notes:Accumulated profit/loss figures are shown at 30 Jr¡ue 1930 for all enterprises
under the conhol of t¡qStaæ Trade Commissioner and include totals after realisation
of assets and deductiou of amounfs written off, noøbly the f674,0ü) u¡ritten off from
the State Statious for extraordinary losses in L927 and Ê50,0ü) defraying Butchery
debts transferred from the State Statious accouut in 1919.
I State Butchery, Stations and Fish Supply figures include book value of unrealised
assets as follows: Buæhery........ 919,729

Stations........ ....f92,520
Fish Supply... ....Ê4''1,984

tRailway Refreshment Rooms was transferred to the Commissioner for Railways at
the eud of the 1929 fiscal year, only profits under the control of the State Trade
Qqmmissis¡€r' are shown.

[Source: Queensland, Auditor-General's Report on State Eaterpres 1929-1930,

QPP, L930, vol.2, o.92.)

4oQSA N25922, State Trade Office, Regisær of Questions asked in State Pa¡liament 17 August 1919
- 22 November 1929, Question N0 8 of 5 August 1928.
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The success of these retail enterprises was, as can be seen in Table 2.2,

overshadowed by the disastrous losses sustained by the State (cattle) Stations and by the Staæ Mines

and Smelten at Chillagoe (not included in the Table 2.2 as not set up under the State Enterprises Act ,

I9l7). Between them, these enterprises accumulated losses amounting to well over f,l million,

ruined the political careers of two Labor P¡emien and helped bring down both the McCormack

Government and the whole State enærprise edifice.

The Chillagoe operations are inseparably associated with the Mungana Royal

Commission and the political scandals that racked the Scullin Federal Government, and I will fkst

attend to the substance of these allegations. The expenditu¡e of large amouns of public money

provides opportunity for graft by those in a position to influence transactions. Ausralian political

leaders have not been slow to make use of these opportunities. As Cyril Pearl points out, an

alternative history of Ausralia could be constmcted based on the comrpt and extra-legal activities of

the country's rulers.47 The huge losses which were sustained by the Chillagoe operation attracted

public attention and helped give credence to allegations of criminality in some questionable dealings

which, were the enterprise profitable, would probably have esca@ utt.ntion.

Labor leaden Theodore and McCormack were alleged to have received f,7,000 each

for their part in promoting the purchase by the State of two mines associated with the smelting

enærprise. Neither the Campbell Royal Commission held in 1930 nor K.H. Kennedy's recent book

on the subjecÉ8 has produced any concrete evidence to substantiate the charges against Theodore.

Kennedy's case is essentially that made by the C¡own in a civil action for recovery of the allegedly

misappropriaæd funds in 1931, namely that comrption is the most likely explanation for the series of

cheques made in favour of Theodore by McCormack otalling the f,7,000. Kennedy, like the Cowi¿r

leader writers of the time, finds it particularly damning that Theodore made no use of the legal avenues

c-tCyntPearl, Wild Men of Sydncy (Melbourne: Cheshire-Lansdowne, 1965), p.7.
48X.H. Kennedy, The MwtganaAffair, (Brisbane: UQP, 1978).
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available to clear his name. Nevertheless, the Crown wæ unable to convince a jury on the civil test

of balance of probabilities. Moreover, any conspiracy so conceived is unlikely to incriminate iself

by keeping written records so the failure of researchers to uncover material is not surprising. Perhaps

the last word on the subject should be the reported words of one of Theodore's two daughten, who, in

a tutorial on the Depression at the University of New South Wales n L976 supposedly colnmented,

"Ted Theodore was my father, and I want you to know that all those terrible things ttrey said about

him were Eue."49 The motives whích impelled the Queensland Government to enter the Chillagoe

enterprise were not solely or even mainly those of penonal avarice, however, as will be shown.

The Chillagoe Company was one of Queensland's largest industrial concerns. TI.e

effects on the fragile North Queensland economy of its closu¡e were for the Ryan Government

unconscionable. The area was, moreover, Labor heartland - Theodore's own V/mthakata electorate in

fact. The price negotiated with the company's receiver looked like a good bargain - the bond and

debenture holders were furious at the loss realised on the face values of their holdings. Tlte Truth, at

the time pro-Labor, quotes extensively from the l¡ndon Financial N¿w,rof 13 March 1917 which

attacked Ryan for parsimony with the Chillagoe Company capitalists. Truth's remarts indicaæ that

the belief that the State was getting a fair bargain on the purchæe wæ widespread.

careful.5o

The State paid f701,000 for the Chillagoe and Etheridge railway with all rolling stock, the smelters

and æsociated works, rnining plant and other property including Einasleigh Mine . The payment was

authorised by the Chillagoe and Etluridge RøilwaysÁcr , 1918, which valued the srnelting enterprise

atf240,0W. The remainder w¿¡s a charge on the Com¡ni". one¡ of Railways.

The Act provided for the management of the enterprise and to this end.a Mr P.L.

Godda¡d wæ appointed General Manager in April 1919. The mines at Mungana were purchased for a

sity of Adelai de, 1982.
SoTrurh, 25 }'/ray L917.
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fu¡ther f40,m over five years on 4 June 1921. The purchase of the Mungana operation wæ justified

on the basis that existing sor¡rces could not guarantee the continuity of ore supply for the smelter

which was necessary for profitable operation. It seems tìe assay work at Mungana was at least

inadequaæ.s1

The inaccurate assessment of the Mungana mines' ore potential was only a minor

factor in the commercial failu¡e of the enterprise, alttrough it became central to the evidence against

Theodore. The basis of the ørterprise's financial disaster wæ a failure to gauge accurately the postwar

international metals ma¡ket (Ausralia has recently wihessed a similar phenomenon with the collapse

of the *pecæd resources boom). ffigh ruling prices make mediurn-grade ores in out-of-the-way places

extremely profitable. Since the mining operation requires a high level of capitalisation in the

development phæe, there is a sharp price line below whích exploitation is unprofitable. The profit

needs to be high in order to compensate for the extended period capital may lie idle.

Already by 1900, the Chillagoe Company was losing on its mining and smelting

operations.s2 The only part of the business showing a profit was the privately owned railway, which

had originally been built to service the mines, and for which the Company had ¡eceived State

guarantees and fare indemnities. These indemnities enabled the Company to chatge rates well above

those ruling on the State railways. Piecemeal capitalisation on fu¡ther mines and railways

consistently failed to make the ørterprise show a profit, and by 1914 the Company shut down owning

some f850,000 to debenture holders.53 The whole of the capitalisation had been some f2 million.

Assets were valued at f1,035,57 6.54

The Company had consistendy failed to recognise its operations æ a trading unit in

which each branch had to be made to pay. Thus it had overcapitalised on mines to feed iailways. rr

1904, for example, the Company di¡ectors advised their sha¡eholders that "any proposal to obtain

money for ttre sole purpose of fu¡ther testing the mines would certainly fail, and without sufficient

)IKennedy, The Mungøna Affair, pp.1G15.
52OPD, vol. cxv (rgr6-ri),p.2414.
53ePD, vol. cxv (tgt6-t7),p.2510.
54OPD, vor. cxv (tgt6-17), p.25lo.
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funds for ttris purpose the failure of the Company ... dèpriving some 3,000 or 4,000 people of a

livelihood .... seems almost certain ... There is but one way [raising the necessary capital] might be

done, that is to get the railway extended to ttre Etheridge [fields]...'55

Mining appears to be a process of getting something for nothing. Profits accnre

apparently from God's bounty. The capital investe( however, is viewed much æ capital invested in

manufacturing is viewed; æ representing tangible assets. Shaft equipment, pit heads gear, drills,

pumps, underground railways, above ground railways, bulk handling terminals, smelters can all be

seen as capital which can be valued irrespective of the productivity of the ore body and the end

commodity's ruling price. These assets cannot, however, the liquidated. They are assets only

inasmuch as the whole operation is commercially successful.

The Queensland Labor Government wæ ill advised to have assessed the Chillagoe

Company's assets as a bargain at f,701,000. As Opposition member Forsyth noted in the second

reading of the 1916 Bill when the proposal was fint canvasseô

The main Point is that no 4atter what happens there has been a loss. They
may_have given work to thousands of men, but they have made no money
... But the government Dow intend ... to work the mine, and I venture tó
predict that if they do so it will be the worst day's work they ever did in their
lives.56

Theodore in reply æserted that the conditions now obtaining, namely higher metal prices and the

existence of local supplies for the fumace, would ensure profitability.5T Labo. offered no explantion

as to why debentu¡e holders in the Company would be prepared to accept 10 shillings in the pound on

thei¡ investment (the offer then being negotiaæd) if the mines could so eæily be made profitable.

Theodore's most powerful argument concerned the prospects for northern

development offered by the bounty c tile fields. The enterprise was to be a component of Labor

social policy and its profitability was a matter of lesser conc rn:

It is an extensive, well-tried, wealthy district which has immense
possibilities and a mighty future - a district which will support, in the
course of the ordinary development which is bound to take place in the
locality iu years to come - a very large population. Twenty thousand

r)QPD, vol. CXV (1916-17), p.2414.
56OPD, vol. GXXV (1916-17), p.2552.
57 lpD,vol. C)o(v (1916-17), pp.2154-6.
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ago in the three electorates in the
Railway, and a populatioo will be
counsels prevail in connection with
hase], and provided the Government

looks upon these problems from the point of view of a reasonable
Govemmeot anxious to secure the State and every part if the Stab, and so
long as it is a GovemmeDt that will not keep its eyes fixed on Brisbane or
ceDtres that develop uear to s€at of Govemmenlst

Mining wÍ¡s presented as being a worthwhile industry for the economic development of a sparsely

populated region of the State, analogous to heavy engineering, shipbuilding or power generation. The

Chillagoe enterprise was thus portrayed as a first venture into the enftpreneurialism advocated by the

labour movement militrnts, and its subsequent failu¡e served to discredit this srategy. Further, Jhe

opposiúon mounted by the non-Labor parties to the move was taken ¿il¡ proof of the ideological bra

fides of the scheme. The enabling act flrnally became law in 1918

The last act of the moribund Chillagoe Company was to complain that the long

delay over putting the purchase through Parliament had meant yet further loss. The departing

Chairman's words should have served as a warning to the Labor adminisration of the difficulties it

was about to inherit:

The defeat of this Bill was a great disappointment to your directors, and it
th¡ew on them the heavy and uuexpected burden ofcontinued stewardship in
a Eteat, dorman! uoproductive concern...ig

These last words of warning, however, fell on deaf ears amid a rising clamou¡ of calls for Government

support of mining. A Copper-Producers' Conference held in Sydney in Ma¡ch 1919 proclaimed that

the then evident downufn in world copper prices wæ only æmporary, and that Govemment assistance

in "highly productive" mining was much better than unemployment6o The downturn was not to be

temporary.

Godda¡d took up his post as manager of tfre enterprise in April 1919 and the smelters

commenced operations under the new management soon afterwa¡d. The Chillagoe Mining Warden

reported in December 1919:

ûotwithstauding the unsettled state of the copper ma¡ket, ûo encourage
production and to obtain supplies as well as to finance the gouger, the

ssq.
19QGMJ, Vol. xix, Na 223 (December 1918), p.588.
609GttJ, vol. xx, Na 227 (April 1919) , p.146.
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manager is advancing on copper ores 75Vo of standa¡d values, on lead orcs
25Vo pu ton Pb and on silver 4s. per oz. Ag ou delivery.6l

In other words, private producen were being paid in advance on the claimed metal content of their ore.

The Auditor-General took a dim view of this practice, commenting in 1927 that "this tariff works out

at very favourable terms to the seller of low-grade ores, but has been costly to the Chillagoe

Smelten."62 The fact that the funds from a State enterprise were being sqandered to support privaæ

mining operations does not appear to have drawn much attention from advocates of state

entrepreneuialism in the Party, however. Although it later ernerged that nearly all these putative

private "gougers" were in fact the one person - Fred Reid - Pa¡ty militans ,üere more concerned to see

increased state activity than they were to examine how the funds were being spent.

vocates of expanded state entrepreneurialism had reason to believe that the

enterprise was likely to be a booming success at this time, however. The enterprise's management

and nume¡ous experts were happy to project a rosy future. A minor sour note was sounded by the

acting Government Geologist Dr H.I. Jensen, who in a report on the fields in 1920 noted that the

antiquaæd smelting technology was "very wasteful", much useful metal going up in smoke during the

process. Yet even this less optimistic report observed that there were a number of useful mineral

deposis in the Chillagoe area.63

1920 n¡rned out not to be a profitable year for the enærprise. Manager Goddard

blamed un¡eliable and limited ore supplies for the poor showing, noting that the furnaces had because

of this problem to be shut down repeatedly. Over the year only 6Vo of total capacity had been

achieved. The solution he proposed was that the Staæ should purchæe and work the Mungana mines.
I

Wittr improved quantities, cosß could be reduced considerably. I would
strongly urge that some endeavour be made b open up the Mungana mines.
I'is known beyond all doubt that euormous bodies of profitable ores exist in
¡r'h the Lady Jane and Girofla mines. With the present metal prices and
:he modern scientific methods of nining now available, I feel assured any
capital required to place these mines oD a proper producing basis would be
retumed.g

oLQGMJ, Vol. xx, No 235 (December 1919), p.541.
62ePP, 1921, Yol. r, p.r4x.
63QGMJ,Vol. xxi, Nq 238, (March 1920), pp. 97-101.
649GmJ, Vol. xxi, Nq 244, (Sepæmber 1920), p.397.
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Godda¡d's predictions of profrt through expansion at Mungana ¡eceived official support. The

Chillagoe Mining Wa¡den's report for the first half of 1920 made further optimistic references to the

future of the mines. The Girofla mine, for example, wæ described æ having "an excellent past, a

highly-payable present, and large ore reserves in its lower levels" and was thought to guarantee

smelter profits "for many years to comen.65 Official advice such æ this appeared to jusrify

increasing capitalisatioir despite the worrying downturn in metal prices.

The Mungana mines' vendors were F. Reid and pÍutners, who operated through a

company Mungana Silver-Lead Mine N.L. with an issued capital of f,100,000. The company had

been formed in 1919 amid optimistic projections and plans to spend f,40,000 in developmental work -

mainly dewatering and retimbering of existing shafts. It was later to be shown that very little work

was done on the shafts,66 but the mines were able to produce ore by sifting through the mullock

heaps left by the former operators and working open cuts. It wæ later shown that too little of Reid's

capital was paid up to enable full developmental work but the Labor Government, acting on the

enthusastic advice of supposed expefts on the spot" agreed to purchæe the waterlogged and disused

mines for a further f40,000.

As the former Chillagoe Company had discovered, capitalisation on expanded

operations and divenif,rcation of interests were no guarantee of profitability. Continued depressed

copper prices forced the closure of the enterprise's Einasleigh copper mine in Nlay 1922, by which

time the Mungana mines' silver-lead had come into operation. Dismal performance is ¡he L922-23

fiscal year brought forth optimistic prognostications from the management which were repeated by the

Govemment as for the third year running the enterprise lost over f50,000 after deduction of interest.6T

The Queensland Government Mining Journal's April 1923 issue featu¡ed a lengthy illustrared report

on the Mungana mines claiming the existence of neari, ,100,000 
tons of high grade sil ;r and lead

ores in the (still flooded) lower levels.68 By July 1923 Mines Minister AJ. Jones was claiming a

65QGMJ, Vol. xxi, Na 244, (September L920), p.349.
668PP, 1930, vol. 1, pp.t357-9.
67 ßZZ-23 trading loss wæ f26,337, plus interest to Treasury of f32, 455: QPP,1930, Vol. 1,
p.1359.
689GuJ, Vol. xxiv, No 275, (April 1923), pp. 129-30.
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projected smelter oulput of 400 tons silver-lead bullion and 200 tons of blister copper per month -

sufficient to make the venture prohtable at last.69

When the 1922-23loss was decla¡ed, based on the continuing optimism of the

enterprise mangement, and despite looming fiscal troubles (see Chapter 3) the Govemment decided to

advance the enterprise a fu¡ther f275,0N for upgrading the smelters and extending mining operations.

Jones argued that the State ha{ in any c¿¡se, an "obligation to feed people who could not get work,

and it was better to provide work even at a loss than to create a whole army of unemployed."TO

Using logic curiously similar to that of the former private management, Jones also claimed that the
a

æsociated railway revenue was enough to compensate for the loss made.7l

The welfare function of the operation foreshadowed by Jones was enacted in

charming fæhion over the 1923-24 Ch¡istnas period. Some 200 worken at the enterprise and their

families were subsidised by the State Smelters on a seaside holiday to Double Island from 20

December - 7 January. Goddard reported the event in some detail:

A branch of the St¿te Store was established and practically everything that
could be desired was obtainable ttrere. Each employee was also entitled to
obtaiu credit at the store to the ext€ût of 10... The Smelters also arranged
for "movie" entertainments on the beach, and several concerts were ãlso
held... as some of the campen had uot seen the sea for 20 years - in some
cases thirty years+ - and others had not gazedot it beforg full advantage
was taken of the opportunity for a dip in the brioy.72 [+Chillagoe is 150 km
f¡om Cairns on the coastl

The workers who participated appeared to have taken the Minister's word to hea¡t, leaving little doubt

that in their view the enterprise was now primarily operated as a welfa¡e measufe rather than as a

commercial venture:

Fron the time of departure of the excursion from Chillagoe till the return
f¡om the island the comrnon experience was oDe of unexpected pleasures,
Vy'e know of nothing left undone, nothing that could materially enhance or
add !o the enjoyment the comforÇ or the convenience of employees that
was not anticipated and effected... With best wishes for continuous
prosperity for the State Smelters during the coming aod future years, and
with gratulation at the success of ttre fi¡st Ståte Social Enterprise.T3

6egGMJ, Vol. xxiv, Nq 279, (August 1923), p.3I3.
702G*tJ, Vol. xxiv, Ne 282, (November 1923),p.401
17QGMJ, Vol. xxiv, N'Q 282 (November 1923),p.407.
1ZQGMJ, Vol. xxiv, Nq 282 (November 1923), p.4O7.
732GntJ, Vol. xxiv, Na 282 (November 1923), p.92.
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The 1923-24loss was f103,166 3s 7d of which slightly over half represented

nading loss, the remainder being inærest ûo Trcasury.74 T"lte Government responded by announcing a

mo¡atorium on interest from 1 luly 1924 and the writing off of the enterprises' t280,000 plus

accumulated debt.75 When Jones rose in the House on 30 September 1924 to defend the

Government's actions, he conceded that "our production of silver-lead, bullion, and copper shows

some loss." He maintaine{ however, that the enterprise had "produced a very useful commodity, and

the compensating benefits are shown in the employment of a great Írâny me¡".76 There is no

evidence that the Staæ subsidisation of this industry had any benefits for Queensland manufacturing

industry, although considerably more of the metals was being worked in Ausralia by 1924 than had

been the case only three years ea¡liet77

This period ma¡ls the ransition of the Chillagoe Smelters from a putative asset to a

recognised liability with full political protectiort. During this period also (July 1924 - February

1925), Theodore gained Party preselection for the Federal seat of Herbert which included Chillagoe,

and prepared the way to step down as Premier to enter the Federal Parliament. Concerns within the

Party at the direction of political leadership and fiscal administration erupted at this time in a

backbench revolt. On the opening day of the 1924 session (29th July), the Theodore Government wæ

forced by Caucus to resign over the tardy inu,oduction of the 44-hour week and the depression of the

basic wage (both had been justified on the ground of the State's parlous indebtedness - see Chapters 1,

3). For seven and one half minutes Charlie Collins (Bowen) wæ elected leader of the PLP, before

Theodore and his ousted Gover¡ment separately caucused, agreed to compromise, and were

iinmediately reinstated.TS The initiatives sought did not include winding up either of the two main

loss-making State enterprises, indicating that despite the losses the operations had by now become

s,acrosanct within the Party. Jones was to continue as Minister ''rsponsible for the Chillagoe

dperation in the ensuing Grllies ant'. 'rCormack Governrnents.

PP , 1930, Vol. 1, p.1359
759GMJ, Vol. xxv, No 293 (October 1924),p.351.
7 6ePD, vol. c)cIv (1924), p.r2r5.
77Co^^on*eatth of Australia Year Book, 1925 , pp.xxiv,777
TSBernays, pp.32-34.
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Justice Douglas of the Queensland Indusrial Court bench, handing down the 1925

Award fo¡ workers in the Chillagoe State Smelters and Mines, emphasised. the importance of

maintaining the operations of the Chillagoe enterprise for internal ALP politics. The Award gave

preference to AWU members and gave workers two weeks annual leave. Douglas held wages down,

however, reasoning that "if wages were raised...it would mean the closing down of all the mines

...everybody knew [the enterprise] wæ being subsidized by the Government in order to keep mining

alive."79

Nothwithstanding this depression of wage levels, the enterprise lost f 155,893 8s 5d

n ¡he 1925-26 fiscal year, almost equalling the accumulated losses on all the previous years.80 The

new Premier McCormack (Gillies retired to a seat on the Boa¡d of Trade and A¡biration in October

1925) was moved to call for a report from the Auditor-Gene¡al. On 22 October 1926, a year to the

day after he became Premier, McCorm¿ick finally confessed that tl¡e ørærprise wæ a failu¡e:

The Gove¡nment thought that they could again revive in North Queenslaud
au industry carrying a mining co--unity, which is one of the best
communities for the development of a couûtry. That has always been our
experience, and so rre embarked on this expenditrue. The results have been
unsatisfac&ory because of maoy causes which I have uot the time to go iuto
at the prcsent time, nor would anything be gained if I did so. 'We find that
we have failed to establish proñtably the mining industry in the hinterland
of Cairns... What the Government desire to do, if it is possible...is to try ir
a limited way !o keep the mining industry alive in that district... The policy
of the Government is not ùo continue mini¡g and smelting as-a b[
operation, but to endeavour, with as little loss ûo the State as possible, to
provide facilities for the smelting of ore.8l

No longer being able to afford the luxury of such elaborate welfa¡e schemes as the

Chillagoe enterprise, within a few months of McCormack's admission the State withdrew from the

mining side of the ventu¡e. The Lady Jane and Girofla mines were leased to private operators in July

and September 1926 respecúvely, and the Red Cap mine abandoned in January 1927.82 Smelting

facilities, as McCormack had indicate{ were kept in skeleton operation for the time being in order to

provide smelting and marketing for the private operaûors and fossickers of the area. Workers were

lepGMJ, Vol. xxvi, Nq 302 (July 1925), p.247.
SoePP , rg3o, vol. 1, p.1359.
8r eP D, vol. c)cvlr (1926), p.r32r.
\ZQGMJ, Vol. xxviü, Na 331 (December 1927), p.500.
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sacked as the enterprise wound down, the State Buæhery and State Sto¡e branches closing as their

custom dropped in mid-192?.83

' Public disquiet about the enterprise management's honesty followed ha¡d on the

announcement of the closue. Details of lucrative deals made at the ailing State enterprise's expense

were leaked to Opposition parliamenørians, leading ûo a series of specific questions from Opposition

frontbenchers Moore and Elphinstone during September and October 1926. For example, the

Smeltersboughtafivetonmotortn¡cknewinOctober1925atacostoffl3l5Ss5d. Forreasons

never explained, the enterprise did not use the truck, and Reid offered to buy it. He was allowed the

tnrck on approval for three months, which time was free of. any renl whereupon he opted to rent

rather than buy the machine. For the year he rented the truck, charges being determined on the basis

of tonnage ca:ried, Reid paid €126 10s 0d. In the same period the Smelærs paid out f268 12s 4d for

the tnrck's upkeep. When the Smelters repossessed it in March 1927, the by now clapped-out wreck

could optimistically be valued at only f,400. The Smelters lost f,1057 10s 9d on the deal, nearly rhe

total purchase price.84

The Auditor-General's "Special Report on the State Smelters, Ore Reduction and

Treatment Works and Mines, Chillagoe" submitted on 24 August 1927 disclosed, apart from the

corupt dealings, a loss for the enærprise in the 1926-27 fiscal year of f156,126 2s 11d. Manager

Godda¡d had prudently tendered his resignation at the end of Ma¡ch 1927 . T"he various assets of the

enterprise were al¡eady effectively being liquidated, with the exception of the actual smelting plant.

McCormack's abandonment of the enterprise with which he had been so closely

involved should be seen in the context of the Star.'s financial position. T\e 1925-26 disasFous loss

conE^buted si" 'ficantly to the State's f,554,r'-J 13s 10d deficit for the year which was, as the

Auditor-General noted, "the largest in the history of the State".85 The accumulated overdraft in

E3QPP, 1927,Yol. 1, p.1408. The State Store was run by the Smelten and appeared to be the
subject of s ub stantial mismanagemen I includin g particularly s tock over-valuation.
84ePP, 1927, Yol. r, p.r4o7 .

85ePP, 1926,Yol. 1, p.83.
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Consolidated Revenue had ¡eached nearly f,1 million.S6 The Chillagoe Søæ Smelters' deficit wæ the

largest single item of unforseen expendiilre in the year.87 The scale of this deficit may be seen when

compared to the State's total receipts of f,15,559,718 9s 4d.88 The State's total indebtedness

increased by f,6,817,527 over 1925-26 to reach some f101 million or nearly f,120 per head of the

State's 847,757 population,S9 interest on this sum averaging five percent. Clearly, in such

circumstances the continued operation of a major loss-maker like Chillagoe, despite the large political

and capital investrnents made in it by the Government over the years, wÍu¡ difficult to justify.

Pa¡liament was not recalled following the Ch¡istmæ recess, 1926, until the end of

August 1927, when the presentation of the Auditor-General's Report on the Chillagoe management

coincided with the South Johnsone strike emergency (see Chapær 1). Nevertheless, the Opposition

resumed the Pa¡liamentary attack, despiæ such facton as the elapsed time, the support being then

given by the non-labour press for McCormack's handling of the strike, the departrue of Goddard, and

the winding down of the enterprise. Opposition Leader Moore, in repeating demands for a Royal

Commission, produced numerous mineral æsay figures which suggested the Auditor-General's report

had not uncovered all the misprison. He also read out a letter from a sacked foreman at the Smelters,

Jim Stones, who was apparently the source of some of the information which had led to the

Opposition's attack of the previous year:

Nicholls [Assistanl Manager, Chillagoe State Smelten] then said to me[6
Ociober 19261 'L¡ok here, Jim, if you have anything on Goddard, see him
and put it ou him for f,lfiX)'. I made no comment and left him... [Ou 21
Octoberl Nicholls came into my office; he was excited and st¿rted to argue,
and told me I was kicking up a row over nothing. He told me I was fighting
the Labour [sic] Government and would get crushed and land myself in
gaol. He asked me what I was geÉing out of it. I told him, 'nothing.' He
said, 'You a¡e a fool'. He again said to me, 'go and see Goddard and put it
on him for a thousand';. I said, 'No, I am not going to see Godda¡d'. At 3
pm the same day Nicholls came to me and old me that I was finished. I
had to knock off at 4 pm aod my time was waiting for me in the office. He
explained that I would get a week's wages in lieu of notice and would be
paid for two weeks' holiday. So the reason I was sacked was because I
would not take a bribe. I asked Nicholls who sacked me and he said,
'Goddard'. Goddard Dever sent for me nor did he say aoything to me about
the trouble at aûy tine..... Yours faithfully, J. Sûones.m

66OPP, r926ivoL t" ¡.84.
8'7 gpp, t926, y ol. t, p.92.
88OPP, 1926,Yol. 1, p.83.
S9lrtean population, 1925-1926 financial year - AusEalian Bureau of Statistics, Demography 1971,
p.1 83.
e3ePD, vol. c)GIX (1927),p.52r.
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McCormack refused to hold a Royal Commission into the affair, but the

embarrassing dealings at the Chillagoe enterprise continued to haunt Labor. State enterprises as a

whole could not avoid being tainted with the stink emanating from Chillagoe, and the Labor

leadership ceased to defend them with any vigour. Although, as has been shown, Chillagoe had only

briefly been operated as a commercial venture, the non-Labor parties taunts that Eading enterprises

could not be efficiently run by other than private management seemed to have been confïrmed- The

Party leadership would not forget the political dangers o be faced in deploying the Queensland staæ in

the markeçlace.

There is debate over the full extent of the substantial loss made by the Chillagoe

State rnining and smelting operations. Losses made in the early years of operation, to July 1924,

included interest on capital as a significant component, while subsequent losses were calculated

without taking ¡nrtt.st into consideration. The paper loss shown by the Smelters on the bæis of

these varying systems of accounting was f 1,164,82215s lld when liquid assets held at 30 june 1927

had been deducted.9l This figure includes both rading loss and initial capitalisarion. Trading loss

alone amounæd to f,508,72j7 l9s 7d, with interest discounted.92 Kennedy prefers not to incorporate

ttre figures for 7927, since this was not a full rading year and much of the loss represented downward

revaluations of assets rather than rading loss.93 The assets depreciated in this exercise included flue

dust, unsmelted ore and abandoned workings, the optimistic valuations of which had served in

previous yeafs to minimise declared losses. Kennedy's assessment, however, fails to consider that

much of this later loss would in normal commercial accounting appear as depreciation on capital and

be treated as part of a proflrt and loss account. The question must also arise æ to the legitimacy of the

substantial paper loss created by interest payments to Treasury. Had the enterprise been floated æ a

public company, only the cerital advanced by debenture-holders would attract interesu ordinary

shareholders' dividends wc ¿id be dependent on profitability. The Staæ Treasury, as sole investor, is

accounted for as though it were a debenture holder, but this may not be a fair method. Conversely,

rading loss, which would in a private enterprise be covered by overdraft, wæ Eeated by Treæury as

eLePP, 1927, Yol. l, p.r4M.
92OPP, 1930, vol. 1, p.1359.
93xI. Kennedy, p.131.
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though it were additional capitalisation, so the interest assessed on trading loss is probably low. In

any case, the writing off in 1924 of accumulated losses and the waiving for subsequent years of

interest charges so complicates analysis of the Smelters' financial position that no precise figure may

be put forward confidently. It can fairly be estimaæd, though, that a figure in excess of [l million is

reasonable. Had that f,l million not been wasted at Chillagoe, it could have been possible to realise

some of the more ambitious state entrepreneurial schemes put forward by the more enthusiastic

champions of public enterprise in the early years of Labot's tenu¡e such æ State steelworts.

A sommdl ca¡mmencfieI vemûmre?

llhe State Sûaûf,oms

In January 1986 the Angliss Queensland grazing properties were sold off, making

the largest private land sale in Queensland hisory.9a The jewels in the crown of the Angliss pætoral

empire were tåe V/ando Vale and Vanrook stations, purchæed from the Queensland Government in

1930. The Queensland Staæ Stations were a bonanza both for the original vendors and the eventual

purchasers of the enterprise's assets. The bargain basement sale of these assets was carried out under

the auspices of a non-Labor government, but the end result of the f,rfteen-year experiment with

socialist pastoral production was a significant infusion of public capital into the State's wealthiest

pockets.

The Labor comrnitment to establishing State pastoral stations was by no means

central to the Pafy's platform. As has been shown, the retail enterprises appealed to the dominant

consumerist tendency in the ALP Staæ enterprise movement. The Chillagoe enterprise wæ embarked

upon and kept going for the northern development electoral necessity rr seemed to represent, although

along the way is failure managed to damage the whole idea of state participation in the markeçlace.

The Søte Stations, by contrast, were an entry into the most luc¡ative and concentrated of Que€nsland s

rural industries (see Chapær 3) and so seemed to be a toehold in the escarpment of local capitalism and

g4Data 
obtained frorn Dalgety Winchcombe, the auctioneen, January 1986.
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thus a concession to the state entrepreneurialist tendency of the Party. Moreover, the simultaneous

foundation of the Staæ Burchey offered the ehance for vertical integration of production along the lines

pioneered by the Vesteys'concems.

The degradation of land by private grazien and the i¡rational effects of private

pastoral production rñ/ere, horilever, advanced by Labor leaders as preferred rationales for the State

Stations' establishment. The State Søtions would show private grazing interests how they should be

running thei¡ leases:

If the Allies' line of troops iu France we¡e divided into sections, each under
separate conhol, and none aiding the other, so that when a par_ticularly
ferocious attack was made on one poiot reinforcements could not be
brought from elsewhere, that policy wôuld resemble the system, or lack of
any system whateveç underlying the conduct of the Queensland pastciral
industy.es

Yet again, the Labor leadership took pains to deny that their intentions were in any way inimical to

continued operation of the privaæ ma¡ket. State Stations were not established with any intention to

use them in scaling the battlements of 'Fort Capitalism',96 but rather they were to encourage rational

market reorganisation by example.

The meat export side of the pastoral industry was already subject to a considerable

degree of State conEol at the time of the Stations' purchase owing o the war production regime. The

State's planners thus appeared to have a unique insiders' view of the profiøbility of cattle grazing, and

at a time of unprecedented demand and stable, high, prices. The profitabilicy of p¡¡sûoral production

depended also on being party to the cartel arrangements - mentioned earlier in this Chapter - since

access to international ma¡kets had been sewn up by the international companies at an early stage in

the industry's development.gT Private pastoral interests, and the international companies in

particular. were implacably opposed to Søte participation in the industry. This opposition was

heightr ed, no doubt, by the transfer pricing deals worked by the intemational companies which

allowed them to play off one nation's taxation system against another's through the use of paper

Eansactions which presented a false picture'of profitability.gS Pætoralists' anti-Labor activities

essoi¡àt¡sm at Work, p.34.
96worker, (cartoon) 21 February 1918.
97see J. H. Kelly, Struggle for the North (Sydney: ABS, 1966), pp.1-8.
98Kelly, pp.3-7.
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extended to interference with the St¿te's bonowing activities (see Chapter 3), an action which V. G.

Childe for one credits as having "...at once ruled out any 'extension of the industrial and economic

functions of the State"'.99

Curiously, initial opposition to the State Butchery on the part of the mear

companies had accelerated the establishment of the Stations enærprise.lm Any resrictive trade or

other tactics brought to bea¡ by private pasoralists with the aim of ruining the State Stations were,

however, insignificant in their effect compared to the commercial ineptitude of the enterprise's

management. The first and major mistake..d" *u. the excessive price paid for the stations. The

leases on many of the stations had either expired or had little time remaining,l01 a position which

should have been exploiæd to the advantage of the State as buyer. In fact top prices were paid for the

properties because of inadequate or incompetent muster figures. Instead of 'bangtail' (i.e. physical

count) mustering, book muster figures which turned out to be enthusiastically overestimated were

accepted by the State's agents. Since cattle prices were at a prernium because of the heavy 
lartime

demand, the State paid handsomely for non-existent assets. The deficiencies were written off in

subsequent years and accounted for as stock 6"u¡¡tr.102

As had been the case with the Smelters, the enterprise was overcapiølised on the

mist¡ken expectation of everlasting high world commodity prices and was equally ill-equipped to face

the lean 1920's with mæsive debt to the Treasury. Despiæ misgivings within 1¡¡s p¡p,103 the b¡oad

Party wæ happy with the mterprise's expansion and continued to urge the purchase of further holdings

and further steps at vertical integration of the State pætoraUmeat interests through the addition of a

State tannery and boot factory æ late æ the 1920 Labor-in-Politics Convention.lØ By this time the

financial difficulties of the enterprise were fully apparent to the State's offic:tls overseeing its

administation. The Auditor-General s report " the 1919-1920 year noted tha- .tre ledger net profit

vvChilde, "A Labour Premier Meets His Masters", p.282.
1ffiQs,q, BUT 16, Minute Ross to Hunrer 14MIay 1911.
lolsocialism at Work, p.38.
ro2QPP, 1920, vol. 2, pp.t}29-1032.
1039¡i16., How Labour Governs: p.20.
LMOffir¡ot Record, Tenth State Labor-in-Politics Convention, 1920, pp.15, 25
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announced by the enterprise of f,25,6619s 3d had only been achieved through "an inflation in the

values of the cattle" entered as assets in the accounts and a deceleration in the raæ of depreciation on

plant from lÙVo to 5Vo " although the conditions were the same in each year [of previous

operation1".lo5 No amount of juggling could disguise the increæing losses: 1920 was the læt year

the Staæ Søtions declared a profit.

As with the Smelters, the suggestion of corruption tainted the enterprise. In this

instance the beneficiaries of the com¡pt dealings were alleged to be Labor Party funds as well æ the

individual politicians and officials. Home Affain Undersecretary Gall records:

Mr Fletcher Member for Port Curtis [marginal Counfy Party] called today
[23 December 1920] and in the course of conversation made reference to the
high prices paid for the purchases of State Stations... and the allegations
made iuvolving a certain minister that whatever else happened, the price
was absurd. Possibly Mr T[heodore?] did not get anything out of it himself,
but there might have been consideration in aoother way. He stated that [in]
a letter relating !o a business transaction ... read to him...[there was] a
suggestion that in the event of a sale, a sum wÍrs t¡o be donated to party
funds.16 (emphasis in original)

As senior officials and politicians began to realise that the enterprise was going bad, however, any

suggestions of comrpt motives found ready acceptance. Prohtable enterprises do not inspire sea¡ches

for scapegoats.

As with the Smelters, the Stations'losses began to mount as the economic slump

of the 1920's coincided with mounting inærest installments due to Treasury. The enterprise declared a

loss of f194,147 10s 0d on the yeu 1920-1921 despite fu¡ther controvenial ¡evaluations of stock

which yielded an appreciation on the Trade Commissioner's admission of over 939,966.107 As

losses mounted, the management cited a range of factors including the weather, falling export meat

prices, local management deficiencies and a spate of cattle duffing for the enterprise's worsening

failure. The lax management of many of the Stations does seem to have been a major contributor to

the rapid deterioration in the enterprise's financial standing, managers of some of the larger properties

having to be investigated over large-scale misappropriation of funds and missing sles¡.108

L[52PP, 1920, vol. 2, p.652.
106wiiliam James Gall, papers held in the Fryer Memorial Library, MSS 43lD/240 (b).
LÚQPP,1921, vol. 2, pp.1029,1080.
1084n investigation in 1926, for example, revealed discrepancies in the Vanrook State Station books
totalling 13,500 head of cattle or f,40,000: QPP , 1929, Vol. 2, p.30.
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McCormack wæ suffïciently disenchanted with the Staæ Stations'performance by

August 1926to order the enterprise to be wound up and its æsets liquidaæd:

The Goverument have adopbd a policy that we will not cootinue to lose the
money of the taxpayers on ventures that a¡e unprofitable... Until the public
show that they are willíng to give the social service that is so Decessary to
make [the enterprises] successful, the Government will not persevere with
these ventures... The people who have been charged with the responsibility
of conducting some of these concerns have Dot done their duty to the
State... If [a manager] thought [an enterprise] was his own property it
would be all right That is the evil - he does noll@

The State Stations property portfolio w¡¡¡r put up for sale by auction in April L927, but nearly all the

properties were passed in without reaching the reserve prices. No bids at all were received on some

properties.llo The State was atæmpting to make good some of is rading losses, and the depressed

pastoral property market would not bear the huge volume of property at the prices needed to balance

the Trade Commissioner's books. But neither was the McCormack administation about to make a

gift of the State's assets, so the State Stations kept operating, albeit under a kind of receivership

regime.

Despite the writing off of accumulated losses to 30 June 1924 totalling f674,789,

proper accounting of assets revealed further massive book losses n 1927. The loss for the yeu 1926-

1927 was thus some f285,486 or more than three times the business's turnover s¡ g72,2g3.Ltr The

Stations retained the same accounting procedures as the other enterprises under the administration of

the Trade Commissione¡, and so did not benefit from an interest moratorium of the kind applied to the

Smelters. The Stations thus edged ahead of the Chillagoe operation as the biggest loss-making

enterprise.

The Stations were at least realisable assets, howeveç and continued operation could

be justified as maintenance on invested capital. The M Jormack Government hung on to the

enterprise's assets waiting for better times and higher selling prices, although the oubsequent Moore

non-Labor administration had no scruples about selling public assets on a dead market. Having made

rw 
QP D, Vol. C)(LVIÛ. 0926), pp.l 152-1 153.

Lro 
OP P, L929, Y ot. 2, pp.3o-3t.

rLrOPP, 1929, Yol.2, pp.6-7.
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the initial mistake in wrongly forecasting continued high postwar meat prices, successive Labor

administrations in the 1920's were compelled constantly to wait fo¡ the economic upturn which would

allow the enterprise to be wound up with honour. Those few properties in country suitable for closer

settlement (see Chapter 3) were broken up for that purpose;ll2 the rest were kept in minimal

operation until the reserve price could be obtained"

The Moore Government was elected on a plaform which included among its planks

a commitment to pull the Staæ out of extravagant enterprise commitments. The State Stations were

accordingly advertised for freehold sale by public auction on 17 September 1929 through various

agents including Dalgety's, the Queensland Primary Producers' Co-operative Association, AusEalian

Mercantile Land and Finance Company, and Australian Estates and Mortgage Company.l13 The

properties were sold at significant loss, as Table 2.3 below demonstrates, most being sold in private

negotiation afær having failed o attact bids at auctionll4. The conversion to f¡eehold wæ a special

bonus to the privaæ buyen, remembering that many of the leases were close to expiry at the time of

original purchæe by the State.

rlzFor example Dillalah Station (Warrego district - 515 square miles) was surrendered for closer
settlement at the end of 1925:. QPP,1929, Vol.2, p.31.
1 l3Queensland, Deparnnent of Public Lands, Particulars of Queensland Goverranent State Stations To
be offered For Sale... (Brisbane: Government Printer, 1929).
LL4gPP, t929, Yol. 2, pp. 3t-32.
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Table 2.3

State Stations: Purchase and Sale.lQl5-1Q30

YøStatial Purcløse
Priæ

{,

Mount Hutton

Dillalah........ ....51,961

'Wandovale... .82,0fi)

Dotswood, Brooklyn and Maitland Downs,

Merluna and York Downs, Silver Plains.. 228,000

Vanrook(includilg Sterling, Dunbar

andSt¡athmore)................ .......,.......253,000

Lþdhurst.... 170,000

Maca¡oni...... 31,000

Buckingham Downs......... 140,0fi)

Kenmore...... 20,000

Keeroongooloo ...............156,000

rù/allinderry. ..

híce

1916 L4,379(a)

1916 converted(b)

1916 115,000(c)

1916 20,500(d)

rpli 185,575(e)

1919 70,000

1919 with Vanrook

1919 no bid

r9i20 5,500(Ð

1920 no bid

1920

1920

L920

Yeø

1919

7926

1929

1930

1930

1930

1930

t926

no bid

7,000 1930

7,500 t927

Sal¿

î.

Waterloo.,

Monamby

..5,000

.12,000

20,500

(a)Taken over by Lands Department, Ca$le sold t¡o New South Wales Govemment. þ)Cooveræd to closer
settlement leases. (c)Sold with Dotswood as a package. (d)Brooklyn and Maitland Downs sold separately but
price shown. (e)Sold as package with Macaroni; 70 square mile section of Strathmore - f.575 - and Dunbar -
f50,000 - sold separately but shown in price. (f)Sold unsbcked in two separate 3O-year leases with a combined
annual rental of f1M.

lSources: QPP, L929, vol. 2, pp. 22-33,67-701' QPP, 1930, vol.2, p. 92¡'C. A. Bernays, Our Sevetth Political
Decade (Sydney: Angus and Robertson, 1931), pp. 106-107.1

The stations were stocked when sold at actual levels which were similar to the

overoptimistic book musters marked down at original purchase: 112,354 head in 1929 æ against

121,636 in 1916-1929.115 The loss shown by the enærprise of f 1,800,000 was, as Table 2.4 below

shows, primarily attributable to overcapil¡lisation and the prolonged slump in meat prices after the

inflau ' wartime rates. The State Tr¿.: Commissioner in his hnal report on the enterprise adds to

these causes the subsidiary factors of high stock mortality and low turnover which were responsible

for many losses in the industry, "particularly in the districts where the State Stations were

5i¡u¿¡e¿Í.116 Although the Commissioner does not mention it, all these factors may have been

LL)QPP, L929,Yol. 2, p.32.
lríOPP, t929, YoL 2, p. 33.
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attributable to the normal practice in the Ausralian dry land pastoral industry of overgrazing during

good seasons and times of high ruling prices leading to pasture devastation, with concomitant stock

mortality, and market gluts in normal ¡¡¡ns5.117 At the time of purchæe, the Stations must have

appeared o be ideal târgets for Søte intervention afær a decade of conspicuous profitability, especially

so considering the scandals over unfettered privaæ control of the industry which fed the 1918 revolt

against Administator Gikuth in the Northern Tenitory.ll8

Moreover, a Labor State Govemment had to be seen to be paying fair compensation

for the property it acquired. The original owners of the properties could point to high profrtability and

had no shortage of political supporte$ on the Opposition benches willing to plead their cæe should

they feel hard done by. Confiscation of property is the wont nightmare conjured up by anti-Labor

publicists, and so a Labor adminisEation is always under considerable pressure to overcompensate

vendors. A pastoral capitalist is under no such pressure. Perhaps the lesson of the State Stations

disaster is that the State needed to be as rapacious as its private enEepreneurial competitors in order to

su¡¡ive in the dryland cattle grazing business.

Tahle 2.4

State Stations: Apportionment of I.osses. 1al5-1930

Treasury Interes ..........
b;pr*úrí"; .-.... : : :.. :. :. : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :

Excess of writeoffs for losses over natwal increase
and the reduction invalu.s

Deùtct Surplus revenue from sales etc. otter

s900,000
. 240,000

530 000

working eryewtes . 70,000

I¿ss on realisæion, 1929
460,000
200,000

91.800.000

lSource: QPP,1929, vol. 2, p.33.]

IJ'./5"" Kelly, pp. 20-56.
118Ke[y, pp.l-2 H.I. Jensen, "The Da¡win Rebellion," inLabour History,Na 11 (November 19ó6),
pp. 3-13.
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The Moore Government's policy of dismantling the State rading enterprises

extended to all businesses under the conEol of the State Trade Commissioner. No time was lost in

disposing of the va¡ious assets, either as whole businesses or as separate assets. Some enterprises,

such as the State Hotel, the State Cannery, the State Fish Shops and the State Produce Agency,

operated out of one or two premises and so were sold in their entirety as going concerns. The State

Butchey, however, was too large and dispersed an enterprise to attract interest æ a single concem, and

the shops were sold severally.

Only the Railway Refreshment Rooms enterprise of the Trade Commissioner's

ernpire was retained by the State, being ransferred to the Railway Commissioner's jurisdiction at the

end of the 1928-29 fiscal year. Always the biggest money-spinner of the tading .næþ.ir.r, the RRR

was a natural extension of the Railways. Is profitability made the enterprise a desirable asset for a

government pathologically committed to fiscal prudence and is services were'appreciated by the

Country and Progressive National Party's rail Eavelling rural constituency. Moreover, the RRR wæ

a monopoly, which status put it in a different ideological universe to concerns which competed

directly with private business. The case against public enterprise is often made by reference to the

unfair commercial threat said to be offered by operations backed by state coercive powers and

'unlimited' capacity to withstand losses (although, as has been shown, the Queensland state could

sustain only limited, albeit large, losses). In the natural order of things, private profit-seeking and

competition a¡e said to lead to maximal productive efficiency and minimal prices. AusEalian anti-

Labor thought of the 1930's, howeveç did not then proceed to the proposition often advanced in recent

times that all state rconomic activity was unprodu"¡¡u.ll9 and was content to allow natural

monopolies like the utilities to be operated by apparatuses of the state.

All but a handful of the Trade Commissioner's assets were sold by the end of the

1929-30 fiscal year, the handful consisting of a few butchers' shops in undesirable locations, th¡ee of

rrvsee Ma¡ian Sawer, "Political Manifestations of Libertarianism in Au'sEalia", tn Ausnalia and, the
New Right, ed. Marian Sawer (Sydney: George Allen & Unwin, 1982), pp. l-19
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the stations, and the Hamilton Cold Stores. Considering that the sales coincided with the onset of the

Depression, this turnover is some indication of the bargain basement deals the State was offering.

The goodwill generated by some of the enterprises was shown by the retention of the "State" business

name by tle new private owners. Henry Jones Pty Ltd retained the "State" brandname and a facsimile

of the Queensland Maltese Cross on its jams and other food products canned at the Bulimba cannery

until Elders took the giant food processor over in the 1980's. The State Hoæl at Babinda is still

called the State Hotel.

Statutory enterprises not under the control of the Trade Commissioner were spared

the accelerated privatisation treatment. The SGIO continued to operate with is monopoly of workers'

compensa[ion business and as the only significant Queensland-based underwriter. The former Staæ

Sawmills had been pæsed to the control of the Forestry Department in L92l and continued in thei¡

major role of providing sleepers for the Railways. The various mines, Eeatment works and batteries

under the control of the Mines Department (with the exception of the Chillagoe operations discussed

above) were abandoned as their profitability dictaæd. Most were abandoned well before the election of

the Moo¡e Government. 1 2o

Comc[unsf,om . Sûaûe emûenu¡nfises

Ikeernñms ûhe mnnkett snlle llon

c a ru.ü.ll-olLÌsm.?-

The Queensland State enterprises are not alone as examples of state participation in

production, distribution and exchange under Labor administration. V/ithin the Labo¡ Par,y, most

recent discussion on public enterprise has concenEated on the alleged constitutional impediments to

nationalisation of private property by the Commonwea16.l2l The Queensland experience with

management of trading businesses deserves more of an airing than it has received. The Queensland

lzusee Bernays, pp.96-129; }PP,1929,Yol. 2, pp. 1-65.
I27po, example, Gareth Evans, "A Socialist Objective for the 1980's", n Labor Essays 1980, pp.
173-181; Bruce OMeagher (ed.), The Socialist Objective:
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State enterprises encroached upon the a¡ea of the economy normally occupied by the entepreneur and

the small businessman. Mining, shop proprietorship, fishing, sawmilling, cattle grazing: such

activities were the natu¡al domain of the private secùor, indeed by and large of small-scale rather than

hegemonic or concentrated capital. This sector of the economy has a mystique in the Ausralian

political pantheon which transcends party boundaries, the Labor Party ofæn being æ infatuated as the

conservatives with the alleged st€rling qualities of the family business, and with the votes deüvered by

support for the'Milk Bar' economy.lz

The Queensland Staæ mterprises were thus a unique excursion of the state into the

heartland of the Australian economy. The experiment was not, and could never have been, an attempt

to assert control over the engines driving the accumulation processes of capital. As has been shown,

those who established the enterprises relied on principles which were distinctly tainted by market

ideology. While the likes of Ryan, Theodore and Hunter would, if pressed, have conceded that

capitalism was inimical to the interests of workers, they ,u"r, .o--itted to the politics of the

immediately possible. Theodore, the promoter of the Blackburn Decla¡ation at the 1921 Federal Party

conference, advocaæd a 'socialist objective' that sought to establish 'collective ownership lonly] fo¡

the purpose of preventing exploitation'.I23 11t" enterprises were mechanisms not to eliminate the

private market itself, but only to cancel the temptations standing before private business to exploit

commodity shortages by inflating prices paid by consumers or restricting the prices paid to suppliers.

The grander visions of those arguing for a State entrepreneurialism - State

Steelworls in particular - failed not so much because of opposition on the part of the consumerists in

the Party and government, but because the State's exchequer had been drained by poor investments in

\e State Stations and the Chillagoe Smelters operation. The f3 million or so poured down the drain

in these two commercial disasters left the State with little in the way of funds not akeady tied to

recunent expenditure, especially when the effects of the City of London loan embargo of the early

1225"" Catley and McFarlane,pp. 64-70.
123'91¿s¡6urn Declaration', ALP Federal Conference, October 1921, n Worker,2'7 October 1921. As
Turne¡ notes, "'exploitation' was used in the sense of 'sweating', or of 'prof,rteering' by monopoly
practices or ma¡ket manipulations, rather than in the Marxist sense": Turner, Indusnial Labour and
Politics, p. 224, footnote.
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1920's were felt (see Chapter 3). Moreover, the commercial failure of Staæ management in these two

enterprises tainted the elecûorate's perception of the desirability of direct interventions. Th.e electoral

winner of 1915 had become ,o*"thing to be apologised for, if mentioned at all, by 1929. When

Labor returned to office in 1932, there were no promises to restore the State enterprises, although

some publicity was given to the allegedly giveaway prices paid for the enterprises when they had been

sold off, and to the alienation of the Stations'land ttuough freehold tenü'e.124

The success of most enterprises was forgotten in the atmosphere of scandal and

failu¡e that a¡ose from the Smelters and the Stations. The State Hotel, for example, was

extraordinarily profitable. The Staæ Butcher Shops showed healthy profits for all but one of their

fifteen years of operation. The State Cannery broke even, and the State Fish Supply would have

shown a profit were it not for the losses sustained in the early years by the operation of its rawler

Bar-ea-mul which atæmpted to chart new fishing gounds.125 1t" Railway Refreshment Rooms and

the St¿te hoduce Agency showed healthy profits in accordance with their turnovers for the du¡ation of

their management by the Trade Commissioner.

Yet all these businesses worked under constrains imposed by the government which

regulated such details as profit margins, new investment and interest payments, and all had social

goals beyond that of simple commercial success imposed upon them. The State Butchery, for

example, was a weapon in the fight against war profiteen and ensu¡ed that retail meat prices charged

to worken were kept æ low as slaughter prices allowed. The Fish Supply attÊmpted, at least for a

lime, both to act as a price stabilisation scheme for fishermen and to underwrite and popularise the

development of the Queensland fishing industry. Similarly, the Cannery sought to discover new

processed food producs which Queensland could sell, and acted æ a marl-rt for some closer settlement

schemes (see Chapter 3).

rzaAusralian Labor Party, election leafles (Brisbane: Worker Newspaper Pty Ltd, 1932), held in
Oxley Library Political Pamphlets collection.
125QSA N25922, State Trade Office, Register of Questions Asked in Staæ Parliament, 12 August
1919,6 December 1920, nd,30 Sepæmber 1921.
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*ese goals of social responsibility were superimposed over the enterprises' function

as operators in the marketplace. It was one of the prime attractions of staæ enterprises to all brands of

Labor members that they were subject to a measure of social control æ well as to the anarchy of the

marketplace. The imposition of standard prices throughout Ausralia on the postal service is a cæe in

point. The difficulty lies in that enterprises like the State Smelters may be so afflicted with non-

market organisational goals that they cease ûo function æ rational actors in the ma¡ket environment.

Unlike the post office, which has a monopoly of letter delivery in AusEalia enterprises such as those

discussed in this Chapter are subject to the same uncertainties and market forces as a¡e thei¡ private

competitors. Queensland Labor paid dearly for losing sight of its own injunction that the enterprises

should at least "return interest on capital outlay and meet all fair and legitimate working Êxpense5." 126

As a further goal it w¡¡s suggested that "by retaining for the State the profit previously accruing to

pdvate enterprise, [the enterprises could] add to the revenue and render taxation and borrowing

increasingly unnecessary"l2T This turned out to be unattainable where the adminisradon was

prepared to jenison its more modest ma¡ket objective.

While those in the Party who pursued ttre goal of State entrepreneurialism were, as

noted above, stymied by the haemorrhage of funds ûo the two big loss-makers, those influenced by

syndicalist thinking who proposed worken'control of the enterprises established in thei¡ name were

given short shrift by the dominant elemenß in the Party. The administratoß of the ørterprises, from

the Ministerial level on down, we¡e insistent upon retention of the traditional coercive

employer/employee relationship, as was seen with the State Butchery ea¡lier in this Chapter. The

militann like V. G. Childe who publicly advocaæd giving "State employees a substantial share in the

control of the industries, which they work" 128 were gagged and defeated in Party conventions with

less observance of debating niceties than was normal for militant rnotions.129 11rsts appears ,J n"u.

been no use by these militant forces of the ammunition which the constant allegations of poo,

L26Socialism at Work, pp. 6-7.
I2l Socialism at Work, p.9.
128y. 6. Childe, Letter, Daity Standard,4Ianuary 1919.
129¡e¡ example, the 1920 Convention gagged and then defeated (23-17) two motions of this sort in
less time than had been devoted to a motion calling for the introduction of a minimum 40 perch
housing block size: Official Record, Tenth Queensland Labor-in-Politics Convention, 1920, pp. 48-
49.
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management and the evidence of low morale and absence of organisational loyalty (pilfering and so

on) could have provided for their cause. The suggestion that workers' control could have been a factor

in improved market perfonnance was, it seems, beyond the militan$.

The Queensland State enterprises were all established, and mostly capitalised, under

the Ryan Governments 1915-1919. The subsequent Theodore Government maintained existing

enterprises and further capitalised the Chillagoe operations. The McCormack administration

commenced to wind down the two major loss-making enterprises and put a lid on the expansion of the

other businesses. The Moore Counny Progressive National Party Government dismantled and sold

off all the enterprises except those which had a legislative foundation, like the SGIO, and those which

existed to serve other State instrumentalities, like the Railway Refreshment Rooms and the State

Sawmills. The Forgan Smith and subsequent Labor governments made no effort to reestablish any

similar network of State enterprises.

The chief failure of the State enterprise movement was thus a failu¡e to capture the

imagination and the loyalry of the broad labour movement. Other than the fact that the enterprises

provided their employees with jobs, there was no commi[ment to their continued existence on the part

of the unions, the Party, and even the employees themselves. V/hile the enterprises were run

supposedly on behalf of the workers, or at least the 'people', they were managed along strictly

raditional lines and the labour movement had nothing other than a sentimental stake in tiei¡ success.

The State enterprises might indeed have been forays into the heartland of the Queensland economy,

but they were too far away f¡om the heights to equip a Labor government with the tools to forestall or

even ameliorate the slide into depression.

, that the enterprises utilised n ¿.ket mechanisms to flatten out some of the peaks

and roughs of the market and to cauterise some restrictive trade practices, they may have served to

rehabilitate the ma¡ket system in the eyes of those who were alienated by its failures befoie Labor's

ascension to office. If all the state could do was to offer a slightly cheaper cash and carry altemarive

to ttre home delivery services of the local butcher while at the same time pouring taxpayers' funds into
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bankrupt concerns a long way from population centres, then state enterprise was hardly a goal worth

fighting for.

The mo¡e successful enterprises were those which were the most bureaucratic, were

run on the most rational as well as market-oriented ünes. Those enterprises, like the SGIO and the

State Hotel, which were susceptible to tight bookkeeping and cenralised control thrived while those

which needed decenralised conEol and local tnowledge or initiative on the part of far-flung employees

like the Stations and the Smelters, failed. The reasons for success and failure ofparticular enterprises

were, of course, more comple* *ï such a typological analysis would allow,.but the lesson of what

wÍ¡s apparently achievable through state participation in the ma¡ket was clear enough to the electorate

and to those who set the Labor agenda.

In the end it wæ hardly worth pressing for nationalisation if the state would only

run things the same as, or worse than, the existing bosses. Those who frantically opposed the

enterprises'establishment should perhaps have been less vocal. The success of the many Queensland

State enterprises which yielded satisfactory comme¡cial returns was no th¡eat to capitalist labour

relations. The much vaunted ability of these enterprises to hold down prices, difficult as such claims

are üo verify afær the initial effects have filtered through the system, may have served to rehabilitate

the free market in the eyes of the Labor electorate æ an efficient and equitable distribution mechanism.

The Stations and Smelæn disasters discredited state enterprise even within the Labor Party for many

years afær the liquidation of the actual businesses, and provided anti-Labor forces with much of the

ammunition they needed to bring Laborpolicies and leaders into disrepuæ federally.
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. In Queensland, the man on the land cuts more of a figure than the man in the

street. Queensland, as has been noted earlier, has been the only mainland State to harbour only a

minority of the population within the meropolitan area of its capital city. Electoral success in

Queensland has long been dependent upon cultivating the rural electorate. Labor's maintenance of

majorities from 1915-1957 owes much to its early implementation of interventionist agricultural

policies which shielded farm incomes against ma¡ket fluctuations and kept up the small family

farm as the premier unit of agricultural production. Although the Labor Party drew its

organisational strength f¡om the broad labour movement, Labor governments from the start

pursued an agriculture-based development policy which favoured the interests of small farmers

rather than workers. Mur,l Ãttention was devoted by the Labor leadership to constructing an

electoral alliance between workers and farmers v lich served to placate poæntial opposition within

the Party and to put distance between many farmers and their self-proclaimed political

representatives in the Country Party.
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Rural Queensland supplied the f,rm electoral base for Labor adminisEations

during forty years' office and now supports the National Party under Sir Johannes Bjelke-Petersen.

Recognising Labor's achievement in capturing the Queensland farrner's vote, the succeeding

Coalition governments left intact the rural policy apparatuses established by Labor. Queensland

State adminisEation has accordingly been characærised under governments of both parties by a

complex system of quasi-auûonomous rural product marketing and disnibution agencies, the prime

function of which is to insulate the farm sector ftom market unceftainties. From the distribution

and improvement of the land, through the planting or rearing, growing, marketing, processing, to

distribution and export of agricultural and pastoral, commodities, the guiding hand of the

Queensland Government is much in evidence. The continued electoral hegemony of the avowedly

'free enterprise'Nationals owes much to their maintenance of the Queensland system of "agrarian

socialism" which Labor developed.l

The Queensland ALP had a history of romantic attachment to an ideal rural

communism similar to that found in the contemporary Russian Social Revolutiona¡y Party.

William Lane, inspirational leader of the New Australia movement which established communes

in Paraguay, was a founding member and leading propagandist for the Labor Party.2 The

institution of settlement schemes to encourage prospective communes to be established in

Queensland rather than Paraguay w¿rs among the fint documanted policy achievements of the Party

in 1893.3

Within the ALP, the rural-based AWU becarne preeminent in both the

organisational and parliarnentary wings. Theodore, whose leading role in the early Labor

ISee, for example, D. Solomon, "Qld's agrarian schemes likely to be challenged" , in Australian
Financial Review,21 March 1984.
2See V/illiam Lane, T he Workingman's P qradis e :.
3Coghlan, Vol.4, pp. 1988-1989.
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governments has already been explored, was a prominent figure in the rise of the AIVU, being

largely instrumental in the amalgamation of his own northern-based Amalgamated Workers'

Association (AWA) with the older Southern-based ATVU (see Chapær 1).4 McCormack likewise

was a fo¡mer AWÁ official and continued to press within the Party for greater AWU

representation.5

For Labor's leaders in 1915, the class enemy was defined from personal

experience as the grazier and the mining or processing capitalisr Presiding over an economy that

lacked dynamic manufacturing capital, and remaining suspicious of the benefits to be derived from

indusrialisation, the ALP in Queensland chose to tackle the power of the rural rich through

fostering the growth of smallholding farming rather than through the development of

manufacturing industry. The immiseration of the British working clæs, and the poor wages and

working conditions of many Ausralian manufacturing worken, did not compare well with the

relative affluence of many Queensland country workers. This was despite the losses of the 1890's.

The Queensland labour movement had won more victories in the country than the city; the 1912

Brisbane general stike had highlighted seemingly irremediable weaknesses in metropolitan union

organisation (see Chapter 1) In the bush, by contrast, weapons such as the lockout were often not

available to employers. Squatten whose sheep were heavy with wool or planters with fields of

ripe cane were restricted in their ability to enforce discipline over an organised workforce.

Queensland Labor leaders were thus encou¡aged to view ru¡al development favourably compared

with industrial development as the economic basis for a healthy labour movement. Electoral

pressures complemented the natural inclinations of the Labor leaders in ensuring that policy

I 
remained rural-orien ted-

The Queensland ALP had grown from the need to give political voice to the

predominantly rural organised working class following its defeat at the hands of the ru¡al

aristocracy which was backed by the coercive State apparatus during the 1890's depression (see

4See also Irwin Young , Theodore : His Life and Times, (Sydney: Alpha Books , 197l), pp. ll-29;
E. H. Lane, pp. Ll8-126.
5f. g. Kennedy, "William McCormack Forgott€n Labor læadeÍ," in Queenstand Politicat
Portraits, pp. 349-350 (hereafær Kennedy, "McCormack").
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Chapær 1). The period of the rise of the Labor Party had also seen the replacement of extensive

kanaka-worked sugar plantations by small owner-operated farms employing seasonal white labour,

and the growth of processing monopolies. Labor leaders saw a commonalty of interest between

the ru¡al working clæs, the Party's natural support, and the small farmer. The forging of this

alliance wæ correctly perceived to be a winning electoral sEategy, and policies were developed'to

take advantage of this. The Labor victory in 1915 was quickly followed by the enactment of

measures to effect ¡adical changes to support the farmer allies, leaving the former ruling grouping

in a state of some disarray. As has been shown in Chapter 2, this period also saw the creation of

numerous State enterprises to challenge the cartel arrangements enjoyed by other mercantile,

financial and ru¡al capitals. Labor in the eaily years after 1915 appeared to be demonsüating the

efficacy of the parliamentary road to socialism, but offered no direct challenge to the social

relations of capitalist production.

Family farming production, in particular, was seen by Labor to be an ennobling

and manly activity æ well as comprising the economic backbone of the State. This rhetoric wæ

warmly appreciated by the smallholding farmen who were vital to Labor's electoral ambitions.

Theodore in 1922 stated the romantic Labor vision in unambiguous terms: "the best way to get...

a greatly increased virile population in Queensland [is] to get men to go on to the land and to

increase wealth production..."6 Pastoral production, on the other hand, wæ less favourably

viewed. Squatters, the proprietors of the pastoral properties, were the historical enemies from the

legendary 1890's strikes. Pætoral production techniques of extensive gazing moreover conflicæd

with Labor policy of northern development. This was because huge stations of one beast to the

acre holdings could support only sparse permanent human population. Although pastoral

production was responsible for a significant proportion of the State's wealth, the graziers were seen

as peripheral to Labor rural policy.

This Chapter argues that Labor's electoral success was underwritten by an

electoral alliance between the Party in government and small family farmers. The alliance was

expressed in Labor adminisúations' agriculture policies through the construction of an elaborate

oReport of speech made to Dairy Conference, Land Court Room, Brisbane, 24March 1922, n
QAJ, April 1922, p. l5l.
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semi-governmental network of farmers' organisations, commodity boards, and policy advice

bodies. Farmer-elected agencies were given commodity monopolies within Queensland with legal

authority to set prices, impose production quotas and distribuæ proflrts. Labor governments helped

to organise the small farmers as a political force, and the alliance rhetoric heþd convert this into

electoral support for the Labor Party.

A signifltcant indusry supporting small farming populations in Queensland wæ

the sugar industry (see Table 3.1). This industry had grown up under a system of indentured

labour which had given way to small farming. This nansformation in the industry had been

accompanied by political agitation against the system from farmers, liberals and the nineteenth

century labour movement. Indentu¡ed labourers (kanakæ') had been imported from South Pacifîc

islands, many of them under ci¡cumstances of dubious legality, by seagoing ¡ecruiters known æ

'blackbirders'. Conditions for kanakæ on plantations were not good" death from disease being

conìmon especially in the early years of tlie industry.T

The causes of this reversal have been the subject of some conEoversy, the

conventional view being that the system was driven out by antagonism from whites to the

importation of cheap coloured labour.S Laws restricting and regulating blackbirding and the

conditions of kanaka plantation worken were passed by the pre-federation colonial adminisuation

and subsequently by the Commonwealth. Assistance was also given to white small fa¡mers.9

A.A. Graves argues a revisionist view, claiming that the plantation system was broken not by

politicar pressure but by competition from the more productive and profiøble small farmers.lO

See Ross Fitzgerald, From the Dreaming to 1915, (Brisbane: Universiry of Queenslandd Press,
1982), pp. 183-188; an account of the system more favou¡able to the planærs is given in W.
Ross Johnston, The Call of the Land, pp. 59-&.
Scilento and Lack, pp.29l-293; Humphrey McQueen, A New Britannia, p. 52.
9W. Ross Johnston, The Call of the Land, pp. 63-&.
104. A. Graves, "The Abolition of the Queensland Labou¡ Trade - Politics or hofits?" in E. L.
Wheelwright and K. Buckley (eds), Essays in the Political Economy of Austalian Capitalism,
Vol. 4 (Sydney: ANZ Book Co., 1980), pp. 4l-57.
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The small cane fa¡m achieved higher productivity per acre through more scientific farming

techniques and greater intensity of labour (in part due to the superior nutrition available to its

workers). In Graves's view political action by the labour movement and othe¡s opposed to the

kanaka Eade was redundant; by 19@ the kanaka-worked plantation wæ already an economic

fossil. The Colonial Sugar Refinery Company (CSR) benefitted from the changed industy

structure through greater ma¡ket conEol: a mass of individually powerless suppliers can be more

eæily manipulated ttran a cabal of wealthy planters. The small farmer selling to a monopoly is in

a position comparable to a piece rate out-worker in the textile industry, and can as eæily be forced

out of production when required-

While it may seem that the labour movement's political opposition to indentu¡ed

labour plantation farming may have been redundant, alliance with the,funily cane farmer implied

by the coÍrmon cause of small farmen and the anti-kanaka Labor Party was to be no illusion.

Murphy records that the worker-farmer alliance wæ forged at the formation of the Labor Party in

Queensland.ll The class antagonisms of the small-plot selector and of the rural worker were

similar in more respects than their mutual opposition to kanaka labour. Squatters and planters

frustrated the farmer by grabbing and holding the best lan{ and frustraæd the worker by combining

to defeat the unions and depressing wages (see Chapær 1). It was the dream of many ru¡al workers

one day to work thei¡ own plos. In these respects Queensland was like other States. In smashing

the kanaka-worked planøtion system the Queensland worken and farmers won what they thought

to be a glorious victory over a substantial sector of the local rural aristoc¡acy. Queensland sugar

cane farmers had natural allies in the local labour movement not possessed by the rural slum

dwellers of New South Wales who formed the cote support of the Country Party in that State. As

I Muæhy notes, "the Australian dream of a nation of yeoma- farmen was held as sEongly by the

Labor movement in Quec--.land as by any other group in rre counEy."12

IrMuçhy
l2vrorptry

"Queensland", pp

"Queensland", p.

I46-

r49
49
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lIhe Allûnuuee amdl A["P ellectonall aseourdlamev

The Labor-farmer alliance was well established by 1915. When on 30 November

1914 Ryan moved a Want of Confidence molion in the Denham Government, he levelled the

following charges :

l. tampering with the electoral laws for party political puÌposes;

2. failu¡e to legislate to protect the interests of the primary producer;

3. neglect to remedy the unsatisfactory position of sugar groweß;

4. failu¡e to adopt sound policies regarding railway construction

Ínnagemefìt;

5. neglect to assist metal miners in the current crisis;

6. failure to adopt sound policy for closer settlement and encouragement

of agriculture;

7. disregarding the alarming increæe in the cost of living;

8. neglect to check the growing power of rusts and combines, and failure

to fulfil promises in that regard;

9. commining a breach of faith with the civil sewice regarding automatic

increases in salary while granting increases by Executive Council

Minuæ to highly paid officials;

10. failure to provide for rnaturing loans;

11. crediting the proceeds of Crown lands and royalties to revenue.l3

Fou¡ of tlre eleven charges (vi2.2,3, 6, 11) refer specifically to agricultural

policies, and a further charge (8) wæ levelled particularly at the operations of agricultural trusts

like CSR. Theodore had ea¡lier observed:

Most of the fa¡mers are beginning to recognise who their tnre friends are,
and they have lately decided to remove from the name of their political
party the word 'Uberal'.l4

L37PD, vol. CXVII (1914), p. 19r.
r OpD, vol. cXV (1913), p. 1242.
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And substitute the word "Labor", he implies. Theodore wæ foremost among Labor leaders in

wooing the rural electorate and cementing the Labor-farmer alliance:

I would like the real man on the land, the man who has been working and
stmggling on the land and who has established himself by real
endeavour... I would like the farmen to realise the simple facts and give
their allegiance to the Pa¡ty that has some identity of interest with thei¡
own.15

Voting at the 1915 election indicated the soundness of Labor's appeals for an

alliance with farmers. Cane farming areas in particular showed strong support. Labor majorities

were recorded in seven of the eight Northern seats and all six Central (coast) seats.16 The

demographic preponderance of the rural working class ensured victories also in most of the grazing

land seats in the North-West, Cenral-V/est and South-West. Less success was achieved in the

Wide Bay area North of Brisbane, with its more divenified and larger holdings, Labor victories

being recorded only in the provincial towns of Bundaberg, Gympie and Maryborough. The

prosperous grain and mixed farming belt of the Darling Downs remained with the non-Labor

parties, as did most of the relatively affluent cattle-fattening and dairy lands of the South-East.

Brisbane seats were divided between Labor and non-Labor parties along taditional voting patærns.

Labor's electoral achievement under Ryan was to separate the rural Labor

stongholds, that is to say small farmer- and wage labour-dominated constituencies, frorn the

natural conservative constituencies inhabiæd by the more prosperous broad acre farmers. The

small farmers of the north were won to the alliance with Labor and were thus divided electorally

frorn their fellows in the south and south-eæt. Labor's seats were concenEated at opposite ends of

the St¿te - in the remote north and west and in meropolitan Brisbane - while support for the non-

Labor parties was strongest in the south-east country seats ringing the capital. This pattern was to

persist until the end of Labor's perir,r of off,ice in 1957. Table 3.1 shows the disribution of

breadwinnen in the various rural indusries of Queensland a the 1933 census.

D, Vol. (1913), p. 45.
16Figu.es quoted in Appendix A to Murphy et al. (eds),I abor in Power: Tlw Labor Party and
Governments in Queensland 1915-1957, (Brisbane: University of Queensland Press, 1980), pp.
528-529.
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Table 3.1

Persons in Agriculture: Oueensland 1433

lSource: Queensland Year Boolç 1940, p.256.1

An electoral wedge had been driven between the State's main groupings of rural

producers. Conditions prevailing in the sugar industry of the north in 1915 assisted in this

process, since farmers were demanding, and only Labor promised, full-scale regulation of the

indusûry. Sugar cane producen were forced by ransport availability, and frequently by contract, to

sell their cane to local crushing mills. These local mills were mainly independent operations,

some being owned by co-operatives of the farmers themselves. The raw sugar extract from the

mills needed, however, to go through a number of sophisticaæd refining processes before the end

products (white sugar, brown sugírr, syrup, molasses, rurrL etc.) were derived. CSR, and a couple

of smaller companies operating together as a cartel, conEolled the refining process and through it

the entire domestic sugar products market. This market control ",as further enhanced by high

wartime demand in export ma¡kets which allowed the refiners to withhold products from the

Australían market which created a¡tificial shortages and so drive up the prices paid by the

consumer. The producers and millers were understandably upset at missing out on this bonanza

while Labor was anxious to deflate prices on food items (see chapær 2). CSR was meanwhile able

to manipulate prices paid to grou/ers and millen to the extent that the original producers felt

Persons ln Agriculture: Queensland,
1933 Census (Total persons = 1 1 141 1)

I Fruitgrowing

E sugar growing

@ Tobacco growing

El cotton growing

E wneat farming

E Ott"r farming

D tr¡¡xe¿ or undefined
farming

N,Grazing

Ø Oary farming

El Poultry farming

E otnet
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themselves reduced to the status of piece workers. hice and cost pressures on cane farmers were

exacerbated by sæep labou¡ cost rises following on a new award granted in 1914.17 Farmers could

not pass on their increæed costs since the refining cartel set the prices they received. Farmers had

no ability to stocþile or to play off buyers against one another. Government regulation of prices

was seen to be the sole remedy and regulation of agricultural ma¡kets was a main plank of Labor

policy.

IEmaetmnemû of A[lf,amee lPo[ñcv

At the time of Ryan's accession to the premiership in 1915, CSR had angered

both farmers and Labor's worker electorate by attempting to export the entire 1914-15 sugar

production in order to cash in on high wartime prices in Europe, thereby creating domestic

shortages and driving up local prices as mentioned. The new Labor Government responded to

consumers' and sugar producers'concern at this behaviour and quickly reached an agreement with

the Commonwealth to overcome CSR's market manipulation. The Commonwealth was

concemed at the political unrest the shortage of a staple like sugar could cause for a sweet-toothed

nation at war. The Queensland Government used its powers to effect the the compulsory

acquisition of the whole year's production, whereupon the Commonwealth purchased it and

negotiated a fee with CSR to have the crop refined. The Commonwealth then ma¡keted the

refined products, having retained ownenhip of the goods throughout the refining process. CSR's

margin therefo¡e became only what were calculated to be justifiable refining costs. The agreement

was given legal status through the passage of the Queensland Søgcr Acquisition Áct, 1915.18

. Later in the year the 2egulation of Sugør Cøne Prices Act, l9l5 established

mechanisms for setting differential prices. This was necessary to take account of varying cane

rTsee D. Shogren, "Agriculture l9l5-29" nLabor inPower,pp. 180-181.
184 form of these arrangements remains in force today, the crop now being sold by direct
negotiation between the Queensland Government and the ref,rnen , without the involvement of the
Commonwealth.
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Qualiry, dist¿nce to mills, and other purely local conditions, in order to determine a standard 'fai¡'

profit margin for gowers and to settle disputes arising out to the arangements. This second piece

of legislation set up a Cenral Sugar Cane Prices Boa¡d to determine general pricing policy and a

system of local boa¡ds to make rulings in individual cases. These boa¡ds were made up of

representatives of the judiciary, farmers, millers, Government bureaucrats and technical experts.

As with many Ryan Government initiatives, considerable discretion in defining the operation of

both these pieces of legislation was reserved for Orders by the Governor in Council and for

Regulations, thereby avoiding scrutiny and possible obstruction by the Legislative Council.

These two Acts served as a model for Labor's subsequent agricultural

interventions. Included ¿ìmong the provisions were mechanisms fon

(a) creation of State product marketing monopolies;

(b) compulsory acquisition of crops;

(c) establishment of price maintenance pools;

(d) imposition of rninimum pricing;

(e) incorporation of producen' organisations ino the State bureaucracy;

(Ð formal recognition of farmers' organisations as legitimaæ industry

conrolling bodies; and

(g) encouragement of farmers' co'operatives.

This model for intervention was to guide Labor agriculture policy over most of

its ensuing years in office. Politically, Ryan's prompt intewention in the sugar industry had far-

reaching results. First, Labor had proven its bona fides in rural policy by acting swiftly on

promises to cane fa¡mers and legislating to remove their prime grievance. Seco',<l, the

intervention had demonstrated to a skeptical electorate that profound state intervention in a major

market could hold benefits for both producer and consumer. The anti-Labor Legislative Council

allowed the legislation to pass despite its economic interventionism, although concerns we¡e
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voiced.l9 Third, the free market dogrna held by conservatives to be self-evident and immutable -

namely that free ma¡kets delivered the product through the most efficient production at the lowest

possible price - was shown to be flawed: free markes could operate counter to the public good.

Fourth, Labor had acted to support private land use and had allied itself to a group of employers,

albeit a group of petty bourgeois rather than the cigar-smoking capitalists caricatured in the pro-

Labor press. As with the State enterprises, Labor was at its most effective and energetic in

assaulting the dysfunctional ma¡ket operations of private monopolies rather than the walls of Fort

Capitalism itself. The rural petty bourgeoisie, elevated by Labor rhetoric to the status of honorary

workers, were granted price support and market conEol in the same spirit that workers were given

enhanced access to industrial arbiuation: the farmers were entitled to a'fait' profit in the same way

that workers were entitled to a 'fair' wage.

Socfinilfism ûrDdl a[[ûamee roo[ûcv

Small-scale owner farming was perceived by Labor as having a socialist

character. The relations of the farmer to the productive process appeared little short of ideal,

especially where co-operative ownership of plant was in evidence: farmers owned their means of

production; no coercion was used in the social relations of production on the family farm;

farme¡s appropriated their own surplus and controlled its use. Moreover, the farmers'product

constituted a major generator of export income and so small farming seemed to be an appropriaæ

base for the Queensland economy. Converting 'waste'land to profitable use \¡/¿rs a prime example

of praiseworthy economic 'development'. Farmen, unlike pastoralists, were able to populate the

vast Eacts of land which were Queensland's most obvious assets while carrying on this socially

useful labour.

QPD,Yol. C)O( (1915-16), pp. 284 ff. A division on an amendment moved by P. J. Leahy
(Country¡ to delete clause 10, viz. "The operation of this Act may at any time... be extended by
the Governor in Council so as to authorise the acquisition of... any foodstuffs, commodities,
goods, chattels, livestock or things whatever..." was resolved in the negative, a majority if
members expressing the opinion that wartime conditions necessitated wide Government powers.
This Act was used in the 1919 Townsville strike to confiscate frearms, as was seen in Chapter 1
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Labor was thus emboldened to claim an identity of interest between its worker

and farmer supporters: both workers and farmers engaged in actual value-adding labour and thus

were subject to exploitation by the same class of non-working capitalists who derived their profit

from buying and selling - profit upon alienation. Theodore summarised Labor's clairn of worker-

farmer identity as follows:

No one has a greater claim to be regarded as a worker than the man who
tills the soil; and Do one is more entitled to participate io shaping the
policy and governing the affai¡s of this Staæ thau the members of that
great and influential class. The farmer is the mainstay of our civilisation
aod the most indispensable worker in the community.2o

Admittedly, many farmers employed labour, particularly in harvesting, thereby

expropriatng a surplus from the labour of others. The prevailing conditions, however, made this

appear a benign process. The seasonal workers so employed, for example cane cutters, tended to

work in co-operative gangs whose conditions were, moreover, the subject of scrutiny and

improvement through the revised a¡biration system (see Chapter 1). Such seasonal workers,

besides enjoying the conviviality of equal relations within the gang, would receive enough pay at

the end of a contract to make good use of the ensuing period of leisure - or so it was assumed.

Many of these workers were in any case itinerant, moving interstate at the conclusion of the

Queensland.cane season to trke advantage of other harvests, thereby rendering themselves marginal

Queenslanders, partially disenfranchising themselves within the AWU and cutting themselves off

from the Queensland labour movement mainstream. Ray Lawler's play Summer of the

Seventeenth Doll, which has been critically acclaimed for its accuracy, porfays the canecutter's life

in the off season as consisting of spending up in the southern Staæs the proceeds of the contract

cheque. Small farmers on modest incomes appeared to be æ unl;ke bondholding capitalist

exploiten of labour as were the lab. -:n employed to gather the ha¡ 'st.

Further, Labor's perception of farming æ a wholesome and economically viable

way of life made it look to farming æ a remedy for workers rapped in the exploit¿tive relations of

zuE. G. Theodore, address to Laidley farmers, Laidley, 21 Febnrary 1922. Reportedin QAJ, Apnl
1922,p.193. Hereafter ciæd as "Laidley address."
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capitalism. Little capital was required to establish a small farm in the days before intensive

mechanisation of agriculture. Labou¡ was the main factor in getting a farming enterprise under

way - clearing the land, planting and tending crops. The 'nalional interest' of economic and

population growth could cheaply be advanced if oppormnities were made available for workers to

go on the land. If the ranks of farmers were swelled by former workers organising themselves in

agrarian co-operatives, Labor's notions of socialism could also be realised. As Gillies, the then

Secretary for Agriculture and Stock, noæd in 1919:

There are many men who desi¡e to leave the labour ma¡ket and become
their own masters, which is a very laudable desire, and one that should be

eocouraged.2l

He was inroducing what became the Co-operative Agricultural Production and

Advances to Farmers Act Amendment Act, 1919, which provided for advances to bona fide co-

operative enterprises of amount not exceeding two-thirds of the capital needed to set up processing

plant (for instance, a butter factory). Individuals were made eligible for interest-f¡ee loans of, for

'example, 
up to two hundred pounds over seven years to erect a grain silo. Such advances were

dependent on the farmer's membership of a co-operative. 'Farmer' was also redefined to include

recent selectors whose lands were not yet clea¡ed and producing, thus providing an incentive for

recent entrants to fárming to join co-operatives so Í¡s to qualify for State loans at concessional

interest rates.

The perception of a natural alliance between workers and farmen was uncritically

held by those in the Labor leadership. The ambitious legislative program inroduced in the eæly

years after 1915 was directed to cementing this alliance more than to any other single goal.

Ryan's fint Address-in-Reply æ Premier contained the following observation:

¿LQPD, vol, CXX (1915-16), p.44.
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Throughout the late election, from almost every platform from which I
and the members of this Party addressed public meetings, we pointed out
that the tn¡e alliance - the foundation of sound government - was aû

alliance between tlie primary producer and the industrial worker.22
(Emphasis added)

Labor was at this time prepared to concede the existence of an inevitable conflict

between worker and capitalist inherent in the wage system (see Chapter 1). Conflict between

worker and farmer was however seen by Labor as an illusion born of Tory'propaganda- Farmers

and workers were the classes producing wealth; capitaliss, merchants and squatters merely

skimmed off the wealth produced by others taki¡g ne direct part in the labour process.

" This denial of conflict between the two numerically dominant classes òf

Queensland is the basis of a claim to represent'the people' as a whole, which is the implication in

Ryan's reference to the alliance as "the foundation of sound government". Radical reformist

governments like the early Labor administrations are concemed to rebut the accusations of

illegitimacy which tend o be levelled by those who have formerly held power and whose position

is under th¡eat. For example, even the ameliorative welfare and worken'compensation programs

inroduced by Ryan relied for their justification on æsumptions about prevalent inequality,

unfreedom, and absence of individual responsibility which 'common sense' would seek to deny,

since all citizens a¡e held to be equal before the law. The social relations of the ma¡ket place and

the polling place are æsumed to be free and equal. This is fundamental o the amalgam of ideas in

which common sense perceptions about political legitimacy consist: noone is forced to sell or to

buy labour or commodities, no citizen hæ a greater right to elect political representatives than any

other citizen, and the elected govemment has the legitimaæ right to represent the whole population

of the state. Labor's worker-farmer alliance, then, was the basis for a counter claim to legitimacy.

The former wielders of governmental power had t' bc portayed to the electorate as representatives

of sectional, anti-popular interests, whose policies would foment soci¿, conflicl In other words,

they were not legitimate representatives of the people. The Labor Party, on the other hand,

claimed to represent the wealtJr-creators and transcended raditional clæs boundaries.

22l,udley Address, p. 4.
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Laær in the same debate, another Labor member (McPhail, Windsor) summed up

this ALP claim to political legitimacy:

The L¿bour Pa¡ty view things from a national standpoint and while they
have been brought inio being for the purpose of assisting those who are
dowu-troddeo, at the same tine, now that they are in power, they are not
here for the purpose of simply putting oue set down to elevate the other,
but rather !o bring about a juster and more equitable state of things than
existed in the days gone by... tÈy'e have uo objection to the producer
getting a fair price for his commodity. At the same time we realise that
the consumer is always ready !o pay a fair price for what he consumes.
But what we do object !o is the actions of whose who come in between.2g

The indusrial working class wæ not the mass of the Queensland electorate, but

the raditional Party of the working class was nevertheless represented as the Party that identified

with the interest of the broad m¿¡ss of Queenslanders. Inequalities and injustices are admitted to

exist, and are the subject of the reform program, but a¡e now said to result from mercantile

distortions of markets rather than from the very existence of those ma¡kets. The speaker resiles

from any challenge to the legitim:rcy of the labour ma¡ket, any challenge to the fundamentals of

capitalism" The greed of the profiteering merchant who profits on alienation is held to create the

conditions of social conflict rather than the wage system itself. The family enEepreneur seeks a

'fair' return on investment of his own labour as well as his capital, the worker a 'fair' wage. A

new and illegitimate parasitical group, represented by the non-Labor parties, is held to be

responsible for the seation of manifest inequality.

As seen in Chapær 2, the profiteer was the target of a campaign of popular abuse

from both sides of Australian politics during and after the Great War. This has been described by

some as a ploy engineered by conservatives wishing to lower wages and increase working hours

while appearing even-handed.23 Queensland Labor had a broader ambit in mind for taking up the

cudgels against profrteering, and used a wider variety of weapons than the 'symbolic legislation'

enacted elsewhere. The explosion of state enterprises canvassed by Labor undcr this rh¡, ic, for

example, was not the kind of thing conservative forces had in mind. Local capiøl in Queensland

was concentrated in mercantile rather than manufacturing or finance operations - for example

CSR's processing and marketing activities and Burns Philp and T.C. Beirne's trading businesses.

zsMcQueen, "Shoot the Bolshevik! Hang the Profiteer!" ; B. Berzins, "Symbolic Iægislation
The Nationalists and Profiteering in 1919", in Politics, Vol. VI, Nal (May 1971), pp. 42-52.
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Thus attacks on mercantile profiteering were closer to the heighs of local capitalism in

Queensland than elsewhere.

Labor leaders were nonetheless careful to avoid direct attack on the legitimacy of

the family enEepreneur's profit, since the Party's successful worker-farmer electoral alliance

sEategy had drawn inûo Labor's following a large group of such entrepreneurs - the farmers. Labor

anti-profiteering rhetoric thus porrayed the 'middle man' as the common enemy of farmers and

worken, as the source of food shortages and hyper-inflation and the skimmer of the honest farmer's

profit margin. As McQueen has observe( profiteering and working-class radicalism (especially

" that of the IWW) were linked together by the conservative rhetoric of the time, .24 Revolutionary

syndicalism was not in good odour with the avowedly parliamentarist Labor Party in Queensland

eithet but the linkage between profiæering and radic¡lism was not cha¡acteristic of Labor rhetoric.

The anti-conscription Labor Party was not wholly convinced by claims being made that the war

was being prosecuted in order to extend democracy when there were such visible great hneficiaries

of the conflict close at hand. If the war was being waged to help the common man, then Labor

leaders were keen to see the benefis from increased demand for Queensland products passed on to

him sooner, rather than later.

The edifice of political legitimacy fabricated by Labor can thus be seen, as Ryan

affirmed, to rest solidly on foundations constructed by the alliance. The main elements are (l) a

claim to rcpresent the people as a whole, hence to be the keepen of Queensland's 'national'

interest; nd (2) the identification of the political opposition as representatives of divisive sectional

interests, in particular the interests of profrteers. Anti-profiteering rhetoric in Queensland wæ not

used as elsewhere in Ausrali to divide and confuse the labou¡ movement, but æ the justification

for State intervention in a.ange of markets in order to challenge the ma¡ket contol exercised by

local capital. Agricultural markets saw the most thorough interventions under Labor as a

consequence of the alliance electoral strategy pursued by the Party to gain and ¡etain office.

Z4McQueen, "Shoot the Bolshevik! Hang the Profiteer!", pp. 195-200.
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1f he Allfiamee as ro.opEllis¡u

This alliance strategy to forge consensus, retain electoral dominance and so

construct a foundation for Labor as the legitimate party of office in Queensland looks very much

like a species of populisrn A useful taxonomy of populism is to be found in Margaret Canovan's

theoretical analysis of the subject, according to which Queensland Labor's position could be

cha¡acterised as "Populist Democ¡acy".25 Queensland measures such as rhe Initistive and

Referendum Bill, 1917, which, if pæsed, would have provided for mandatory referenda where a

certain number of signatures could be collected on any issue, are mainline examples of Populist

Democrats in her sense. Labor appealed to the people; Labor was anti-elitist. Labor therefore

satisfies Canovan's nominated prime criteria of populism (p.29$. The question which must be

asked here is whether a cha¡acterisation of Queerisland Labor æ '¡ropulist' or any va¡iant thereof

adds anything to the analysis. Canovan herself questions the usefulness of populism as an

umbrella concept, obsewing that "one thing is certain: if the notion of þpulism' did not exist,

no social scientist would invent ic the term is fæ too ambiguous for that" (p. 301).

?opulism fails to characterise any particular political platform or ideology. In

its appeal to the indivisible people as prime rhetorical device, howeve¡ the populist political

movement distinguishes i6elf from consciously class-bæed parties which rely for their appeal on

notions of social conflict. ?opulism' ænds o be used in discussion of the Australian Labor Party

to describe plaforms or social analyses propounded within the Party which derive their power from

appeal to popular prejudice or which invoke simpliste theories about the origins of social inequity.

New South Wales Premier Lang, for examplb, has been described as a populist for his exEavagant

'money power' conspiracy economic theories which helped to confuse the Australian labour

movement about the nature of the Depression crisis, weakening the Federal Labor Government at a

äM. Canovan, Populism (London: Junction Books, 1981), pp. 172-224.
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time of already considerable sEain.26 In this sense, populism is used tg denote radical-sounding

Labor policies which by virtue of their appeal to false social analyses divided, confused or

weakened the labour movement. Populism therefore implies a set of ideological blinkers rather

than any particular set of policies.

Queensland Labor's legitimating súat€gy, æ has been seen, posited the notion of

a worker-farmer alliance which backed the Parry's claim to represent the people as a whole.

Chapter t has shown that the practice of Queensland Labor in govemment was at times di¡ected

against the organised labour movement when labour's interests conflicæd with those of farmers and

so threatened the harmonious alliance propagated by Party ideology. This patærn was also, as is

shown here, reflected in favoured Eeatment afforded farmers through the use of State power to

advance thei¡ economic interests. To the extent that this pattern was opposed to the'objective'

interests of labour, a characterisation of Queensland Labor as populist carries explanaory power.

This Chapter has already suggested that the Sugar Acquisition and Regulation of

Sugar Cane Príce Acts,1915, go to make up an experimental model in ma¡ket interference and

rural corporatisrn. Moreover, the Acquisition Act had an ambit that extended beyond its point of

deparnre in the sugar industry. It gave the Govemment wide powers of intervention by granting it

authority to acquire compulsorily any commodity whatever (s. 10).. The Regulation Act

established aúitral mechanisms for determining prices and profit margins, with express provision

for elect.oit of growers'and millers'representatives to local and central Boards along with

government-appoinæd technc rats, bureaucras and judiciary to determine the prices canegrowers

received for their produce. Coercion was available within the Act (s. 12) to ensure that, for

zöFrank Farrell, "Dealing with the Communists 1923-36", in Heather Radi and Peær Spearitt
(eds),Iack Lang (Sydney: Hale & hemonger mdLabour History, lp77), pp.49-68; John
Iremonger, "Cold War'Warrior", in ibid., pp.227-248; Peter Love, Labour and the Money Power
Australian Labour Populism 1890-1950 (Melbourne: MUP, 1984), pp. 181-191.
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example, millers could not refuse ûo buy and process cane at Board-determined prices. Costs of

Board operations were defrayed by a levy of one penny per ton raw cane delivered at mill.

The significance of these moves was manifold. Farmen benefitted not only from

increased, stable and guaranteed prices, but also f¡om the direct political and economic authority

confer¡ed by their incorporation in the Boards. Farmers' incipient proletarianisation through the

restrictive Eade practices followed by the refining cartel appeared to have been arrested. The

refiners had manipulated domestic prices by speculating on the export ma¡ket while holding down

prices to canegroweß. All this was now brought down to a conscionable level. In the one action

Labor had demonstrated both a legitimaæ form of ma¡ket intervention and an eff,rcient corporatist

economic management sûuctule.

The pattern of intervention established with sugar was repeated later in 1915 in

the dairy industry where milk processors were alleged to be exporting butter to Southern States,

again creating local shortages.2T The Queensland Government circumvenæd this practice by

compulsorily acquiring most of the State's buüer production and acting as a wholesaler for retail

outlets. Thisprocesswæonlyfollowedonalargescaleinthel9l5-1916year. OncetheLabor

Government's resolve to act had been demonsEate{ the restrictive practice ceased permanently.

The dairy case was like the sugar precedent in that compulsory acquisition was employed against

anti-social cartel arangemenß. But the temporary nature of the measures and their application to

manufactured rather than raw commodities reflected the adminisrative difficulty of intervention in

the dispersed and disorganised dairy industry. The dairyman nonetheless appreciated the effect of

the intervention and returned control of thei¡ marketing to the Staæ under the system established in

the 1920's, æ will be shown (see Table 3.3).

The State enterprise mechanism was for Labor in 1915 the preferred alternative to

di¡ect market regulation Í¡s a means for exercising conEol over domestic food commodity markets

to limit cartel operations. The State enterprise mechanism avoided the hostility that could be

'¿'tQpD, vol. C)o( (1915-16), pp.754-755.
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expected from the targets of coercive interventions. As has been shown in Chapter 2, the State

enterprise mechanism had the added advantage of appealing to socialist elements within the Labor

Pafiy without presenting any genuine challenge to capitalist structures. Nonetheless,

conservatives regarded the enærprises with horror, lhe Courier describíng Labor State enterprise

policy as "almost from end to end a tissue of misrepresentations, of false innuendo, and of

demagogic clapEap."28

While the State enterprises appeared to consewatives as dangerous socialist

initiatives, they were marginal from the farmer's point of view in that they did not interfere with

the market structure. For the farmer, the osænsible effect of Staæ enterprises' ma¡ket intervention

was limited compared to corporatist market controls on the sugar model. So, as the enterprises

went sour commercially, market controls on the sugar lines began to become a more attractive

proposition for a Labor Party in government in an electorally precarious position. The corporatist

stmctures for cane farmers remained for some time a special cæe. Labor wæ quite happy to preach

the benefrts of its agræian program, but would not during Ryan's Premienhip foist corporatist

ma¡ket conEols on unwilling primary producen.

Little expansion of 'agrarian socialism' was forthcoming until after Peace in

1919. Prime Minister Hughes in 1915 had formed a Commonwealth Wheat Pool on which the

Commonwealth and all wheat-producing States except Queensland were represented. At the

beginning of 1915 Queensland had been the only non-Labor State, and Hughes had led a Labor

Commonwealth Government. Moreover Queensland, although self-sufficient in wheat, was a

small wheat producer relative to Westem Aust¡alia, South Australia and New South Wales so there

were non-partisan reasons for Queensland's exclusion from the Board, especially in wartime

conditions. By 1920 the Queensland wheat industry had further deteriorated,2g when the

Commonwealth Pool altered its domestic pricing policy so :ui to demand world parity pricing, thus

drastically increasing the cost to the Ausralian consumer. The Queensland Govemment objected

ZECourier,6 Júy I9I7 .

29Production had declined from 1,975,505 bushells in 1911 to 311,5ó8 bushells in 1919. In 1920
production of wheat grain rose to 3,707,357 bushells: Queensland Statistics, 1920, p. 19K.
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to this move, pointing out that Queensland could have (but did not) pusued a simila¡ line to its

advantage in the case of sugar in 1915. Queensland's objections fell on deaf ea¡s.

The Theodore Government's reaction was to attempt to establish a viable wheat-

gowing industry in Queensland on the conrolled ma¡ket lines used successfully for sugar. Both

wheat growers and the parliamentary Opposition were entïusiastic about the idea of Queensland-

based orderly marketing for wheat 30 and the Wheat Pool Act, 1920, was pæsed without delay.31

The wheat scheme qeated a Boa¡{ on simila¡ lines to the existing Sugar Board, to oversee pricing,

quality control and marketing. Queensland wheat growing country was concentrated on the

Darling Downs32 so there was no need for a proliferation of local boards like those for sugar.

Again, in the flour milling and stock feed processing industries to which wheat flowed there was

no counterpart of the sugar processing cartel, so there was no need for wholesale acquisition of the

crop on the sugar model.

Politically, the QueenslandWheat Pool Act,1920 was not able to yield the same

electoral dividends for Labor as had the ea¡lier sugar legislation. The Darling Downs taditionally

retumed non-Labor Members, and (as Table 3.1 shows) the wheat farming communiry was in any

case not a significant proportion of the total farming population. The Wheat Pool scheme did not

change this raditional arrangemeng especially since the Opposition made it a bipartisan matter.

Sensitive to their Darling Downs electoral hea¡tlan( the Opposition in fact took the initiative in

making representations to the Government calling for the establishment of the Wheat Pool. In

this way it porrayed itself convincingly to the wheat farmers as the sponsor of the ensuing

legislation.

31By thir time the Opposition had lost the ability to obstruct legislation in the Iægislative
Council through the appointment by Labor Speaker and temporary Lieutenant Governor Lennon of
sufficient Labor MLC's to contol the Upper House. The new Members took thei¡ seats in the
session l9I9-20.
32Out of Queensland's total of I77,320 acres given over to wheat grain cultivation n 1920,
160,576 acres wÍrs in the Downs statistical division: Queensland Statistics, 1920, p.15K.
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The Labor Party was concerned that the Opposition parties should not weaken

the electoral alliance by taking credit for such initiatives in the future. The narrow win in the

1920 election heightened this concern, and accordingly Labor determined that the extension of

corporatist market control scheme on the sugar model should receive priority treaEnenl During

debate on the legislation, while Opposition members took credit for the move on wheat,

Government speakers emphasised thei¡ commitrnent to orderly marketing arrangements for the

gamut of food products.33 Much of Labor's rhetoric was couched in terms of equitable prices for

consumers and this was clearly meant for the ea¡s of Labor's working class constituency.

Unemployment was on the rise and Theodore was already considering the Public Service wage cuts

inroduced a few months later (see Chapter 1). Price control would sweeten the blow. Agrarian

interventionism became at this time the main instnrment for maintaining and extending the

worker-farmer alliance and bolstering Labor's failing elecoral stocks.

apnücu[ûurû[ roo[ûcv

Another consideration at this time for Labor policy-makers was a desire to

foment division in the ranks of the non-Labor parties. Inc¡eæes in pastoral rents since 1915 had

raised the ire of many graziers, and in January 1919 the United Graziers' Association (UGA)

intervened in the political arena to stop the rot. The UGA's mechanism for this was the

establishment of Primary Producers' Union (PPU) embracing the less moneyed Queensland

Farrners' Union, which represented daþ farmers and wheat growers of the South East, and the

United Cane Growers' Association which represented the cane farmers of the Central Coast. The

UGA supplied both the impetus and the funds for the new body.:+ Because of the public

membership of the otler bodies, the PPU could be represented as speakjng for a wide range of rural

inte¡ests rather than merely for graziers who appeared to the public as an already privileged group.

trØPD, Vol. C)O(XVL (t920), pp. t7t-2t4.
349. O. Graharr¡ "Grazien in Politics, lgl7-lg2g", in A. Barna¡d (ed-), The Simpte Fleece:
Studies in the Australi¿n Wool Industry (Melbourne: MUP, 1962), pp. 592-60I.
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Through the PPU, the UGA moved to restructure the non-Labor parties away

from the electorally unpopular image of disunited 'silver-spoon high Torydom' towards a united

broad-bæed front with srong local constituency organisation.35 The formation of a re-vamped

Country Party in July 1920 with a breakaway parliamentary core led by WJ. Vowles was part of

the move to broaden anti-socialist appeal in nr¡al areas and so maximise the non-Labor vote.36 At

the insistence of the UGA, the PPU ¡eached an arrangement with the National Democ¡atic Council

(NDC) to fund candidates in u¡ban electorates, although such a move was opposed by the stongly

country-orienæd Queensland Farmers'Union and Uniæd Cane Growen' Association components of

the PPU. The PPU's move into wider politics also created the conditions for democratising th'e

structure of the National Union, the body which selected Nationalist candidates and managed

campaigns.3T . this body had formerly consisted almost exclusively of large contriburors to

campaign funds rather than rank and file Nationalist supporters.

. The anti-Labor p:¡storal forces blotted their work in building up the conservative

parties into popular organisations, however, through thei¡ association with the notorious 'stinking

fish' delegation in 1921. The pastoral companies, aided by conservative allies particularly at the

Federal level, sent a delegation led by former Premier and magnate Sir Robert Philp to ask the

City of London to deny loan moneys to the Queensland Government unless it agreed to reduce

pastoral rents. Theodore refused to submit to the policy dictates of foreign financiers and as a

result he did in fact have to forego the loan, although he was able to negotiate a more expensive

loan on the New York financial market later in 1921.38 Against this background and the need to

come to terms with the electoral losses of the 1920 election a by now impecunious Labor

Government was forced to make concess: qs to the demands of pætoral interests. This experience

also in,relled Labor to attract more f¡rmers into the alliance fold. The political success of the

J)See also B. Schedvin, "E. G. Theodore and the London Pætoral Lobby" in Politics, Vol. VI, No
1, May, I971, pp.26-41, especially footnote 30.
36See J. Jupp, Australian Parry Politics (Melbourne: MUP, 1964) , p. 152.
3Tschedvin, pp.29-32 and foomotes 30 and 33.
3Sseven percent at ninety-nine, compared with about hve percent then ruling in London.
Altltough favou¡able exchange ¡ates reduced the cost somewhat, the loan wæ widely perceived æ
an unnecessary expense: Schedvin, W.35-37. See also V. G. Childe, "A Labour Premier Meets
His Masters", in Labour Monthly, Vol. VI, No 5, May 1924, pp.282-285.
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policies thus engendered was demonstrated n 1922 when the UGA decided it had no fufher need to

involve iself in party politics, and pulled out of the PPU. Deprived of its main source of funds,

the PPU fell back on the National Union, thus sacrificing its independent image. By 1925 the

fiction of a separate Country Party was abandoned by amalgamating the National Union's

subsidiaries to form the Counry and Progressive National Party (CPNP).39

The conciliatory Labor initiatives made their public appearance when in February

t922 Theodore announced a bold plan to extend agrarian corporatism to practically every

agricultural market in the State (the exception was wool). Said Theodore:

In Queenslaad we have passed the gold era, and have not yet begun a
manufacturing era; but we are on the threshhold of a great agricultural era.
We have been endowed by Providence with a wonderful heritage - a land
which is richer in natural resources, climate and fertility than any other
undeveloped couûky on earth. It is !o agriculture, and to the indust¡ies
dependent on agriculture, that we must turu our attention in formulating
future policies... Aa agricultural policy, to be effective, must include
proposals dealing with all of the following topics; these would constitute
some of the leading planks of an agriculbrral prcgrârnme:-

1.,
3.

Co-operation.
Pools.
Advisory Boards for the different sections of the
agriculhral industry.

Agricultural education.
Main roads.
Extensiou of social amenities to rural life.
Opening land for seülement.
Representation abroad to promote trade for
prinary products.ao

4.
).
6.
7.
8.

A platform along these lines wæ proselytised at successive industry conferences organised by the

Depaftment of Agriculture and Stock over the following months. An interim Council of

Agriculture was set up as a first step, to give detailed advice to the Covernment and to confer with

farmers' associations.

The detailed proposals as they emerged included the incorporation of all farmers

in Queensland into a statutory body to be known æ the Queensland Producers' Association. The

39Graham, p. 598.
4oTheodore, Laidley Address, p. 195.
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tiers of this organisation were to include I¡cal hoducers' Associations, District Councils, and the

Council of Agriculture. The Association was to receive Public Service secreta¡ial and expert

support. The Council of Agriculture w¿¡s to be like the interim Council in having direct access to

Government. The organisational moves to establish the Association were put in train straight

away. Elections for representatives at all levels were held during the period of discussion and even

befo¡e the introduction of the enabling legislation.

Advisory councils were established on an industry æ opposed to a regional basis,

for the purpose of recommending market control initiatives. Where statutory intervention was

recommended, farmers within that industry were to be required to vote in a referendum to determine

whether it should proceed. Further, any such intervention would be subject to 'sunset' clauses of

periodic review and to recall rihere enough opposition was demonsnable. The consensual and

participatory approach evident in this format was tested in late 1921 prior to the proclamation of

the Cheese Pool Act, 1921. As with the earlier Wheat Pool legislation, the Government had

brought on a Bill following representations from dairy farmers'organisations. The Act was not

proclaimed, however, until a poll had been conducted among relevant farmers which revealed

ninety-one percent support (See Table 3.2¡.4t

The various industry conferences and meetings addressed by Theodore and

Minister for Agriculture Gillies during 1922 greeted the proposed consultative and legislative

processes with great enthusiasrn42 T\e Government was, after all, effectively granting to any

industry group of farmers the right to control thei¡ own markets with the backing of State coercive

powers, and was giving to farmers as a class a privileged and leading role within the State

apparatus. Yet no, -ing was to be foisted on any unwilling group of farmers, nor would any

scheme entered into be irrevocable. Government funds would be available for est¿blishment costs

so that only continuing costs would be levied on the markel

4ISee also Shogren, p. 187.
42For e*ample, QN, Apnl 1922, pp. I45 ff ..
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Labor's corporatist sEategy in essence set out to crcate for farmers within the

agricultural sector a separate locus ofpolitical and economic power, parallel to but dependent for

legitimation on the State's executive and legislative structures. Political manoeuwing or pressure

activity by farmers' organisations would be diverted into what was for the Government an

electorally harmless a¡ena: farmers' grievances were now to be directed to the organs of the

Queensland Producers' Association. Adminisrative structures with di¡ect links to the State

bureaucracy were established to supercede and make formal what had previously been non-

governmental org anis ations.

Armed with the enthusiastic support of industry conferences, the Labor

administration proceeded to enact is plans in the latter half of 1922. This timetable allowed

enough leeway for the new instrumentalities to become fully operational well before the next

election. The session of 1922 was replete with agricultural legislation introduced to enact the new

measures. TÌrre Qucensland Agriculural Journal noted with uninænded irony that "the third session

of the twenty-second Queensland Pa¡liament may well be regarded as a distinctly agricultural

assembly."43

This legislative program was given added impetus by a deterioration in Labor's

control on the floor of Pa¡liament when a Labor MLA defected to the Country Party, leaving

Labor with a majority of one.44 The Opposition, concerned about the appeal of Labor's

agricultural policies to farmers, saw this as an important chance to unseat Labor. An attempt was

made by two joumalists close to the conservative camp to bribe another Labor MLA, one Frank

Brennan, in an effort to engineer a further defection and bring down the Government. UnÈappily

for the would-be seducers, Brennan had aleræd the police, who were in an adjoining room tz'-ing

4JQAJ, Augusr L922, p. lL9.
44see D. J. Murphy, "Edwa¡d Granville Theodore: Ideal and Reality", in Queensland, Politicat
Portraits, p,32L.
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notes.45 Sadly for Opposition tacticians, this incident took place the day before a no conf,rdence

debate in the Parliamen! allowing Theodore to exploit the sinradon to maximum advanøge.46

Unflustered by this debacle, the Opposition, conEary to parliamentary tradition,

refused to grant pairs for absent and sick Labor members. Theodore responded in like manner,

indicating that no chicanery would deflect Labor from is legislative path. In the words of the then

Clerk of the House:

Thereupon (Theodore) sent his two heaviest weights downstai¡s and
o¡dered them to bring up the sick Gledson - dead or alive. He would vote

there was nothing in the Constitution Act
voting so long as he had not been actually

il,lJ:åäå1"'fl"it'i,i'Jffi:'m,u?i,
the House according as necessity a¡ose from him voting 'Aye' or'No'.
Aod O make matters more spectacular, a member of the Govemment party
conshucted a large red cross and huug it over the head of the sick
member.47

This farce was only ended with the pæsage of the Legislative Assembly Act Amendment Act,

1922, which allowed the casting of proxy votes on behalf of sick members. Fed up with

Opposition tactics, Theodore subjected the Legislative Council to a similarly final solution with

the pæsage of the Constitution Act Amendment Act,1922, abolishing i¡.48

a)Bernays, Our Seventh Political Decade, pp. 18-21.
46Brennan's loyalty --las later rewarded by elevation to the Supreme Court bench. One of the
journaliss involved, Sleeman, allegedly went on to become the editor of a pornographic magazine,
a confidant of Jack Lang after the New South V/ales split, and finally a Japanese spy: Communist
Party of Ausralia (Queensland), Jtdge Brenrwn Exposed (Brisbane: Qucenslønd Guardian, 1945).
4TBernays, O ur S ev e nrh P o titi cat D ec ade, p. 18.
48labor had achieved a majoriry of memben of the Lagislative Council through the stratagem of
appointing a Labor Lieutenant Govemor in the interregnum caused by the deparnrre of the previous
Govemor, then appointing enough new MLCs to ensure an indef,rnite majority. These Labor
MLCs were dubbed the 'suicide squad' on account of the Party's policy to abolish the chamber and

they were indeed re4uired to vote to abolish their own sinecures.
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Table 3.2

Structure Under P rìmuy Pmùtc en' O ryønisatian Act, 7922

(Reponing)

(1e)

(700+)

The main agricultural Bill passed in this session was proclaimed the Primary

Producers' Organisation Act, 1922, which creaæd the statutory Queensland hoducers' Association

and Council of Agriculture structure.s described earlier. The organisational structu¡e and its relation

to government is shown in Table 3.2. Before the year was out the Government appointed one L.

Macgregor, at the highest salary then paid to a public servant, to the position of Director of the

Association created under the Act.49 The Council of Agriculture, consisting of one representative

from each of the nineæen District councils and five government fepresentatives, immediately set

about developing a legislative program. So taken was the Council with the idea of corporatist

sEuctures that most of its early recommendations concerned the creation of further such bodies.

Early legislation ¡ienerated by Council ¡ecommendations included the Primary Producers' Co-

operative Associations Act, ,923,anri r\c Fruit Marketing Organisatio . Act, 1923.50 The former

gave additional statutory support to farmen' co-operative rading companies while the latter

established complex electoral arrangements for tl¡e appointment of a Commitæe of Di¡ection of

50D. glackmur, The Primary Industies of Queensland lglg-1929: A Srudy in Poticy (8. Econ.
Thesis: University of Queensland, 1965), p. 31.

ParliamentGovemment

Department of Agñculture and Stock

Council of Agdculture
Queensland
Producers'
Associalion

District Councils

Local Pro d uc ers' Associalions

Formers
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Fruit Marketing (C.O.D.) to take over the wholesale marketing of all fruit produced in

Queensland. The C.O-D. was preferred to the more usual pooling system because of the diverse

and complicated nature of fruit production.Sl

The Council of Agriculture's drive to organise farm product marketing was aided

by the Prtmary Produ.cts Pool Act, 1922, which provided for the establishment of a pool for any

farm commodity where seventy-five percent of the farmers angaged in is production approved of

the move. An early convert to the pooling system was the cream dairy industry, which as Table

3.4 shows, enjoyed spectacular export success unde¡ the new regime. The isolation of some of the

mixed farmers in the North was seen to preclude cenEal ma¡ket organisation, and ùo overcome this

regional pools were convoked. Thus were born the Atherton Maize Pool and the Atherton Pig

Pool. Table 3.3 shov¿s the establishrnent of the various pools together with the plebiscite results

behind their establishrnent and details of the various reconstitutions.

rrFruit standards for sale together with monitoring mechanisms had already been established under
the previous yeu's Fruit Cases Act Amendment Act, 1922.
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Reconstituted
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I$-a-g¡g3¡ QPD, vol. CLI (1928), p.646; also quoted in D.
Blackmur, The Prinøry Industríes of Qræ,ensland 1919-1929: a
Study in Policy (8. Econ. Thesis: University of Queensland,
1e6s).1

Another prime concern of the Council was the provision and systematisation of

n¡ral credit. C¡edit had, æ has been noted, al¡eady been extended through schemes of advances to

farmers and to co-operative societies made available through Government Departments. The

Council wæ keen to see a more flexible urd general approach through the creation of agricultural

banking institutions with State support. Existing b'.rris, lamented the Council, were loath to lend

to farmers:

The merchant's:advance is, as a rule, short term business, and as his stock
is tumed over quickly the bank's funds are turned over, often a practice the
banks lay themselves out for... Agriculture rcquires finance for longer
periods than the other commercial affairs. Moreover, hazards attendantõn
agriculture and the disorganisation of ma¡keting have acceûtuated the
difficulties.52

tteP P, t923, Y ol- 2, p. l7o.
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The Council recommende{ the establishment of a cenral bank to be administered by Govemment

and elected farmers, backed by a sysæm of local "co-operative credit societies"l to be supervised,

audited and assisted by the central bank. Initially, the cenfal bank would make loans di¡ect to

farmen and co-ops, but as the local credit unions got off the ground, they would take over all but

the largest-scale finance.53

In this instance, however, the Government baulked at the Council's advice. The

Government's preferred option was for a single cenEal Agricultural Bank, the funds for which

would be found by amalgamating all existing agricultural advance scheme funds. Gillies's speech

to the Agricultural Bank Bill, 1923, indicates that the Government had two main ¡easons for

rejecting decenralised rural corporatism on this occasion. Fint, the Theodore Government was

chary of creating another fiscal monster in a time of tight finances. As'has been seen, the Staæ's

fiscal concerns stemmed from high þublic debt service charges, ailing State enterprises and the

unwillingness of lenders to subscribe to his Government's loans. So-called Rural Bank schemes,

simila¡ to that advocated by the Council, were already operating in New South Wales and overseas.

Gillies claimed that they were loss- making, reliant on volunteer labour, and capable of

bankrupting whole communities, although little evidence was adduced for this contention.

Second, Gillies nade it clear that in this instance the farmers' demands were inconsistent with

Labor principles: private (even co-operative) conEol of banking and ñnance was to be discouraged.

"In fact, my opinion is that the Commonwealth should nationalise all the banks in Australia", he

said, to c¡ies of "Hear, hear!" from the Government benches.54 It seems there were after all

ideological limits to the Govemment's entlusiasm for the worker-farmer alliance.

Although its recommendations had in this instance been rejected, the Council did

not falær in its interventionist role, nor did it shi¡k political conEoversy. l¡ 1923-24 the .-. uncil

appeared in the Arbiradon Court to oppose the AWU farm workers' award submission.S5 The

Government's AWU backers cannot have been happy about a semi-government instrumentality

J'QPP, 1923, Yol. 2, p. 200.
s4 ePD,vol. CXLtt dgzz), pp. 2197 -22M.
55ePP, 1924, Yol. 2, p. L94.
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being accepted by the Arbitration Cou¡t as representative of private employen. If Labor was aware

of any contradictions generated by the worker-farmer alliance sEategy, however, it made no public

display of this awa¡eness.

Director of the Queensland Producers' Association Macgregor expressed the

Association's goals as follows:

...the watchwords of this Council may be said to be "Educate",
"Organise", and "Co.operate". The principle of compulsory co-operative
marketing on the commodity basis has been in the forefront of the
Council's policy, standardisation and stabilisatiou being consequential
thereto, while organisatiou for efficiency in production is uot being
neglecæd.56

By the end of the decade the Council had secured a number of measures towards the fulfilment of

these goals. Boards established under the Primary Products Pool Act, 1922 controlled the

marketing of most farm produce in the State, with the important exceptions of wool and meat (see

Table 3.3). The higher reaches of agricultural education were entrenched by the establishment of a

Faculty of Agriculture at the University of Queensland in 1926 (see Chapær 5).

Wool and wheat were egregious omissions from the orderly marketing program

which has been labelled rural corporatism in this Chapær. V/ool and meat were, with sugar, the

most valuable rural commodities, wool being the largest single export of the State.57 As

primarily an export industry with its olvn system of exchange through centralised auction, the

wool industry v/as not sr¡sceptible to the total ma¡ket control mechanisms imposed for other

commodities. Moreover, graziers were perceived, in their comparative wealth, as being net

contributors to revenue rather than as benef,rciaries of Government action. Their opposition to

land settlement schemes, discussed later in this Chapter, placed them ouside the orbit of the

worker-farmer alliance. Indee4 rather than establishing market override and safety-net mechanisms

for the pastoral industry, Lab . policy was to insist on the unfettered operation of free markets.

For example, graziers, unlike other primary producers or manufacturers, had an

imposed limit of f,1,000 for carrying forwa¡d Income Tax write-offs from one fiscal year to the

56ePP, 1924, YoL2, p.2oo.
57 Queensland, Statistics,1930-31, pp.22K-23K. See also Table 3.4.
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nexl58 Agricultural Bank lending, which by the mid-1920's extended to an average of 1,300

loans per year totalling f500,000, was not made available to graziers.59 Electorally, Labor could

afford to neglect graziers since the pro-Labor nral proletariat dominated the populations of grazing

constituencies.6o Some critics of Labor agricultural policy in this period have argued that neglect

of the grazing indusûry precipitaæd the premature onset of the Depression in Queensland. In this

view it is critical that the wool producers, among the largest employen in the State, did not share

the buffering provided for other farmers against the disasEous decline in agricultural prices between

1924-25 and 1928-29.6L It is true that the overall decline in Queensland exports occurring over

the second half of the decade and into the Depression is almost wholly attributable to the decline in

the value of pasoral production (see Table 3.4) At the same time it must be remembered that any

remedial market support schemes initiated at the State level would have been both prohibitively

expensive and ineffective. Wool, unlike other farm products, had only a small domestic ma¡ket

and Queensland was by no means the largest producer State. The intoduction of , for instance, a

floor price buffer or pooling scheme would have necessitated the State Government's buying up

the whole clip. Even then other States could undercut any artificial price imposed by Queensland

alone.

While the Queensland Government could not have held up the price of

Queensland wool, it may be that it could have helped Queensland graziers to improve the

productivity of thei¡ operations. This sort of thing was done effectively in other States. It is

demonstrable that invesünent declines in Queensland during the 1920's led to a reduced Queensland

share of the national clip. Sheep numbers remained fairly stable everywhere, but in other States

clip size lvent up, whereas in Queensland it remained constant.62 In the absence of climatic or

other differential conditions applying in Queensland but lot in other States, it may fairly be

58Êlackmur, p. 103. States collected Income Tax in Austalia until they settled rhe power on the
Commonwealth during the Second World War. Attempts by the Fræer Commonwealth
Government in the late 1970's to pass back some of the income taxing powers to the States failed
for lack of interest on the Süates' part.
59Bhckmur, p. 59.
60labor held all ten central western and north western seats in all State elections from 1915-1926.
In 1926, Labor held four of the ten unopposed. See Appendix 2.
6lBlackmur, pp. 15, 98,l2l. Wool fell ftom25.69d|lb in \924-25 to 15.66d/lb in L928-29.
62Co- on*ealth of AustraliaYear Book,Na 23, lg3} (Melbourne: Government Printer, 1930),
pp.459-463.
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concluded that low investment levels were the cause of Queensland's productivity lag during the

1920's. It may be that a mix of Government incentives and special banking anangements would

have prevented Queensland's falling behind in productivity. But such a move would have run

counter to Labor philosophy and electoral stategy, and would have diverted Staæ expenditure away

from the e¡onomic and social programs the Party was pushing elsewhere.

In summary, Queensland Labor agricultural policy in the first period of office,

and especially after the near defeat of the 1920 election, wæ cha¡acterised by the development of a

host of corporatist structrrres for wielding State authority in the planning, financing, control and

marketing of farm productión. The development of these structues was a logical result of Labor's

electoral alliance strategy for establishing iself æ the 'natu¡al', legitimate Party of office. The

centrepiece of Labor's electoral success in the bush was iß system of ma¡ket control mechanisms

under corporatist State-farmer management which became offrcially lnown as the 'Queensland

System'.63 The adoption of these policies enabled Labor to gain the electoral allegiance of many

small farmers and to defuse or to deflect the disruptive potential of farmers' political organisation.

Queensland's most important generaûor of export income- pastoral production - was isolated from

this schema.

Elsewhere in Australi4 the agricultural vote was more of a bloc with the

Counry Party the beneficiary of rural solidarity. Country interests as a whole, as against city

interests, were supposedly represented by the Counry Party. But in Queensland, at least at the

level of State politics, the Country Party wæ successfully portrayed by Labor as the creature of

the big landed interests, especially the 'squattocracy', while the Labor Party passed itself off as the

political representative of the rural 'battler'.64 The failure of the Country Party in Queensland in

the 1920's to capture the small farmer vote forced an amalgamation with urban conservatives in

order to sustain a credible Opposition to the Labor Party. The amalgamation did little to counter

Labor's presentation of what rÀ¡as now the Country Progressive National Party as the political

front of the urban and rural rich.

63Queensland Year Book 1940 , p. I72.
64See Graham, p. 158.
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11025.11929 r afûen llheodlone

The agrarian road to socialism in Queensland was not without its potholes. The

initial, regionally based, structure of the Queensland Producers' Association was found to be

unwieldy. Some industries complained of underrepresentation, while others, because of fortuitous

concenfration of thei¡ membership, we¡e clearly overrepresented. Rational organisation would, it

was claimed, be better served by restructuring the Association on an industry-weighted basis, thus

mirroring the parallel commodity board system.65 The Labor Government, sensitive to such

criticisms, responded with the omnibus Pnmary Prodacers' Organisation and Marketiig Act,1926,

The Act was inEoduced by the new Minister, li/illiam Forgan Smith, who, like

Gillies, was to progress from the Agriculture and Sock portfolio to the leadership of the Party.

The 1926 Act replaced all previous legislation, but the only significant changes-were in the

organisational structu¡e of the Queensland hoducers' Association. As suggested, producers were

now grouped and represmted on an industry basis. The Disrict Councils were replaced by Industry

Councils which had direct lines of communication with their respective commodity Boards and

frequently shared membership with them. The indirect electoral structure of the original

Association wÍ¡s preserved. Local producen' æsociations were replaced by industry-based regional

bodies who elected the cenFal Industry Council. These in tum elected mernbers of a Council of

Agriculture on a proportional basis ir' .' stnrcture curiously similar to that of the trades union

movenrent. It had wide public endorsement and was suppoÍed by the parliamentary Opposition.

Labor's electoral alliance strategy for continuity in government in Queensland

continued to bea¡ fruit at the 1926 elections where the Party was comfortably returned to office.

QPD,Yol. C)(LVil (J926), pp. 1058-1063
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Signs of contradictory elements in the snategy began ùo emerge later in the decade, though, when

the interests of workers and farmers which the strategy reated as complementary came into

conflict. The South Johnstone strike of 1921 (see Chapter 1) embroiled Labor in a bitær conflict

between the unions and sugar farmers. Premier McCormack decided to support the farmers with

all the power at the State's disposal in this dispute and used methods anatJrema to the labour

movement such æ hiring strike-breaking labour, locking out strikers, and mass dismissals. The

Brisbane-based Trades and Labor Council (TLC) and the Ausralian Railways Union (ARU) in

particular found themselves in opposition to and isolaæd from the Labor Govemment almost for

the remainder of Labor rule in Queensland. The AIWU supporæd the Govemment evm though the

strike had originated with its members, and thus presewed the appearance of laþour movement

unity behind the Party leadership. The disruptive effects of this conflict within the labour

movement were, however, reflected in the defeat of the McCormack Government n 1929.

The experience of the Gillies and McCormack leadenhips showed that for the

worker-farmer alliance strategy to work in the longer term, conflict between the two classes of

Labor suppofters needed to be carefully suppressed. The corporatist structures which were

subsumed under the umbrella of the Queensland Producers' Association needed to be kept at a

distance from the policy-making centres of the Party in government. Labor had since 1915, æ

was shown in Chapter 1, avoided compromising the conflict mediation role of the State

adminisEation in its industrial relations policies by putting dist¿nce between iself and the union

movement. The experience of the 1920's suggested that the same could be true of Labor's

relationship with the farmers' organisational stnrctures it had created.

As will be shown later in this Chapter, there were other mistakes made by the

Gillies-McCormack administrations in mnking policy on the run and giving ¡d hoc injudicious

concessions to groups who owed no allegiance to Labor's alliance. The defections of some core

supporters from the ¡anks of both workers and farmers in 1929 (see Appendix 2) amply

demonsüated to the new generation of Labor leaders the value of preserving the alliance at all

costs.
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ILnmdl Seûûleunemû Schemes

There were two pillars of the worker-farmer alliance. The preceding sections of

this Chapter have shown how farmers'political and economic interests were incorporated with the

State apparatus through the Queensland Systern of rural corporatist marketing schemes. The

other side o the alliance stnrcture was the array of mechanisms affording workers the opportunity

of becoming fa¡mers themselves: soldier settlement schemes, closer settlement p¡ograms,

irrigation wo*s, land selection schemes, and rural infrastructure programs were designed to

encourage agrarian population growth and to intensify land use by converting wage workers into

farmers.

There had akeady been a long tradition of encouraging n¡ral population growth in

Queensland through free selection schemes and Closer Settlement legislation. Such schemes had

experienced the difficulties attendant on sirnilar schemes in other States. These difficulties

included inadequate agricultural education of selecton, inappropriate land use, and the use of ploys

like 'dummying' by squatters to frusrate the objective of setting up viable smallholdings by

securing the best land to their large holdings.66 The decades leading up to 1915 had witnessed the

catætophic spread of introduced ('exotic') plant and animal species, in particular the 'prickly pear'

cactus and rabbits, which thrived on the low-density scrub which wæ the norrn on pastoral and

marginal mixed farming leases. This degradation of the land wæ a major economic justification

for continued el rts at closer seülemenL

The nineteenth century land settlement schemes had left æ a legacy the system of

leasehold tenure. Liberal administrations had been awa¡e of the minimal improvements made to

land by the early pastoralists. The squatters'efforts in opening up the land and establishing the

e Land, pp. 51-55.
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beginnings of pastoral industries were legitimated through leasehold title, which gave them

possession of the land but did not alienate the land from the C¡own. The unalienated status of this

land promised to enable painless resumption by Labor for new agricultural settlement; the State

as lessor had a ready-made sou¡ce of revenue in the form of rent; desi¡able land use could be

encouraged through the leverage ofrent.

The system of land tenure operating in 1915 had last been reviewed in 1905,

when graziers had successfully petitioned for rent ceilings, arguing that this would enable tlem to

recover from the drought of 1898-1901. The argument advanced at that time had been that capital

could not be secured for renewal of leæes in the absence of statutory ¡ent maxima . The Land Act,

1905, accordingly set a rent hike maximum of 50Vo of the sta¡ting rent for the previous leæe

period.67 When the Ryan Govemment sought to remove this qualification, which by 1915 with

good seasons and high wartime prices undervalued the leases to the advantage of the pastoralists,

the I-egislative Council blocked the enabling legislation. The Opposition accused the government

of "repudiation" and tlere was outcry from the non-Labor press at Labor's intentions. It was

claimed that the rent ceilings inroduced in 1905 represented a quasi-contractual arrangement

berween the State and pastotalists. Further, there was outrage at Labor's intention to arogate to

the Governor in Council authority to raise rents by proclamaúon. In such cases the lessor's right

of appeal to the Land Court would be withdrawn. Labor had to endure the campaign by

pastoraliss and conservatives in this instance without the satisfaction of gening the moves into

the statute books. It was not until the l-egislative Council had been stacked with Labor nominees

in 1919 that Labor wæ able to unlock pastoral rents and proceed to launch its more ambitious land

settlement schemes.

67See nemayl, Our Seventh Potitical Decade,p. 180
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So[dlf,en Seûû[eunemû

In the meantime some new closer settlement rÃ,as encouraged by a combination

of broad interpretation of existing legislation, executive fiat, and measures passed by the

Legislative Council. In this matter the Government was pushing its legal authority to the limit

and some actions needed reEospective validation in 1922 after Labor had gained conEol of the

Council. The most important of the schemes in the period l9l5-20 period were those designed to

make farmers out of returned soldiers. Soldier settlements were initially planned for Beerbumrn¡

north of Brisbane, where 60,000 acres were set aside, Stanthorpe (17,000 acres), Innisfail (157,300

acres) and a suburban housing scheme at Sunnybank, Brisbane (318 acres).68

The Beerburrum develop*.nt, which was the original and model scheme,

incorporated a State-run training farm on which aspiring soldier-settlers were rained in farming

techniques and given a wage of f-2 pet week plus keep. When judged to be adequately trained,

soldier settlers acquired plots by ballot, with the area (minimum 20 acres) dependent upon soil

fertility, water availabilit¡ presence or othenvise of the dread prickly pear, and so forth. Loans up

to f,500 were made available to cover establishment capital requirements. A State Store and a

State Butcher's Shop were provided at Beerbumrm to cater for settlers' retail needs. A State

Sawmill was set up near the Stanthorpe settlement (there being shops already in the township) so

that there would be some jobs to diversify sources of income for settler families in the

establishment period. Money to set up the State Cannery at Bulimba, Brisbane, wæ found out of

the Lands Deparunent appropriation on the basis that the cannery's main purpose was to provide a

market for Beerbumrm pineapples and Stanthorpe stone fruis.69

( ;eat hopes were expressed for these schemes but they yielded relatively small

results. By 1920 the Beerbumrm project had settled only 144 families, and Stanthorpe only 62.

oöSocialism at Work, p. 104.
6gQueensland [?], Parliamen! [?], Pamphlet: Adtriinistrative Actions of the Labour Goverrvnent
with Certain Further Statistics and References, 1919-1920 (Brisbane [?]: Queensland Govemment
l?), 1920 [?]), pp. 4l-42 (hereafter Administrative Actions 1919-1920).
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The planned Innisfail settlement failed to materialise. Othen sta¡ted at Cecil Plains, Mount

Hutton, Rockhampton and Atherton were able to attr¡rct an average of less than 50 settlers.To The

Govemment had envisioned settling many thousands of repatriated veterÍrns and had made grandiose

appropriations of land in this expectation. Judged in ærms of its goals, soldier settlement was not

a success.

Opinion was divided on the reasons for this failure to realise on the schemes'

goals. Anti-Labor forces blamed the Government's refusal o give freehold tenue to settlers for

the comparative unattractiveness of the Queensland program for veterans. According to the

Cowierleadet rvriæn

the whole soldier settler scheme fell tltough because of the Queensland
Government's refusal to graût freehold, insisting on its leasehold
priuciple.Tl

Other States, however, did give ttreir soldier settlers freehold tenure and nowhere were the schemes

as successful as their grandiose objectives would have suggested. Sorne critics, including a few

dissatisfied settlen, blamed the program's failure on the mediocre quality of the land on offer:

"grass Eee land" was one picturesque description of the Beerbumrm uea.72 Again, it wæ said that

wages paid to settlers in raining r¡/ere too low - f210s 0d (by 1918) as against average male

weekly earnings of f3 2s 4d and an average agriculnral wage of f218s 4d.73

The original goals for the program appear to have been grossly inflated, but this

perception did not inform the debate in Queensland and most attention wæ devoted to the sea¡ch

for scapegoats. It isitrue there were planning inadequacies. Plots were too small relative to

predictable yields per acre; land made available wæ inadequately assayed for soil quality, water

availability and so on; over optimistic commodity price forecasts u,ere made on the basis of

inflated wartime prices. These - :scalculations led to some s..tlers being forced off by

indebtedness, but most of those few who actually settled stayed on.74 On-the-job raining for

t v Adminis trativ e Ac tio ns I 9 I 9 - I 920, pp. 4142.
7 r Courier, 9 September 19 19.
721*tters to the editor, Cowier,August 1917.
73Elüs, p. 49.
74 See C. Hughes, "Land and Settlement" n Labor in Power,p.228-229
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settlers inexperienced in farming had been a unique feature of Queensland's soldier settlements

which could well have yielded good results for the program in comparison with other States had it

been better organised. There was not enough training and some of the trainers were allegedly

incompetent. Planning based on export cash crops to take advantage of high wartime prices were

shown to be inappropriate when world agricultural prices declined by over 307o during the

1920's.75 The main fault with the soldier settlement program may be laid at the feet of the

repatriaæd veterans themselves who in their conrariness showed a recalcitrant preference for urban

life. For all the Government's, and indeed the Opposition's, determination to reward veterans'

sacrifice with a healthy life on the lan{ most of the men who had survived Gallipoli and Flanden

rejected their State's generosity.

Scheunes ofl ûhe 1l920ns

With the abolition of the conservative majority in the Legislative Council in

1919, Labor was at læt able to move on the pastoral ¡ent issue. Tl.e Land Act Amendment Act

No. l, 1919-1920 - the "Repudiation Act" æ ¡he Courier preferred to call it - wæ Labor's vehicle

for raising pastoral rents at last Hardline hostility from pætoral company bondholders and their

friends w¿u¡ an instant reaction attended by pressure on the Queensland Government through such

tactics as the 'stinking fish' affai¡ mentioned ea¡lier and the frustration of Theodore's 1920 loan

raising attempts. Labor would already have been aware of the City of London's view of the

pastoral rents issue, since in June 1918 London banks pasoral and finance companies had passed a

resolution warning that:

legislation to remove the existing contractual limìtatioo oû reût for pastoral
leases in Queenslaod would be a breach of Govemmental undefakihg,
would render coofiscation possible and would undermine the confidence of
British investon.T6

75 League of Nations Economic Committee, The Agricultural Crisis, Vol. I (Geneva: Iæague of
Nations, 1931), p. 9.
7 íDoity Standard, 2 July 19L8.
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' Yet Labor penisted with closer settlement financed by high pastoral rents despiæ

the powerful opposition ranged against it. ln 1923 McCormack, the new and ambitiousTT

Secretary for Lands, floated a new progrÍrm of land settlement schemes. the Upper Burnett and

Callide Land Settlement Act,1923, set æide some 2.4 mitlion acres of the Burnett and Callide

bæins in central Queensland for a closer settlement program based on mixed farming and cropping.

About half this area w¿ui resumed from pætoral lessees and grazing selectors, the rernainder being

crorÃ¡n land.78 The scale of this venture in the terms of the Queensland of its day was enonnous,

bearing in mind that an annual Queensland budget of the mid-twenties was of the order of f 10

million, some half of which went on debt repayments. The cost of the rail component alone of

the infrastructure costs for the Burnett-Callide scheme amounted to over f2 million over six

yea¡s.79 A sizeable new town, Monto, wÍ¡s to be built from scratch. Farmers were to be assisted

with establishment cosß through advances from the Agricultural Bank.

There were accusations that major aspects of the scheme made electoral rather

than economic sense. For example, the cost of the rail works ran so high because three separate

rail links with the coast were provided from Gladstone, Rockhampton and Maryborough.S0

Economic arguments for the sep¿uate linls can be found: Gladstone and Rockhampton were ports,

equidistant from the scheme: the Maryborough link could tap into the trunk line to Brisbane. But

the separate lints cerøinly also had the effect of spreading benefits across some marginal

electorates. Again, block size was intentionally kept low. Labor's land settlement was to create

independent smallholders but certainly not to create a new wealthy landed class. While

conservatives continued to call for large blocks with freehold title, Labor stuck to leasehold and,

even against expert advice, kept blocks dow to a size that proved on the whole to be

uneconomic.Sr

'/TMcCormack 
wæ allegedly a disciple of Macchiavelli. Bernays, Our Seventh Political Decade,

pp.29t-293.
TSKennedy, "McCormack", pp. 353-355; Bernays, Our Seventh Political Decade,p. 182.
79 eP P, 1929, Y ol. 2, p. 355.
SoSee Blackmur, p. 82.
\|QPP, t929, Yol. 2, pp. 369 ff .
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Another irrigation scheme on the nearby Dawson River was also prioritised by

McCormack during his period as Minister for Agriculture and Stock and then as Premier. The

Dawson scheme had already been planned when he took on the Ministry, but McCormack made it

his own by securing significant new infusions of capital. Again, a new town was created - named

Theodore afær the former Premier. 32 Massive irrigation worls were planned üo convert the area

into cropping land. The planned population of the lands thus opened up w¡rs to be some 5,000,

but funds for the huge projecæd dam could not be found. In the event the €600,000 expended on

infrastrucore and capital advances during the 1920's was refle¡ted in a pilot settled population of

only 100 farmers, or f6,000 per settler.S3

With such large sums being expendd Labor was concerned to avoid dummying

and to ensrre that the beneficiaries of these schemes were in fact the people for whom they were

intended. T\e Lands Act Amendment Àct,1924 was brought forwa¡d to address this perceived

probler4 and gave the Minister authority to direct selecton as to what proportion of their land had

to be cultivated and what crops should be grown. Where the Minister determined that dummying

had occurre( the person deemed to be the beneficiary could be forced to forfeit all lands held

whether by lease of freehold. Some of these provisions had already been put on the statute books

by the Upper Burneu atd Callid¿ Land Settlement Act, t9Z3,butthey were now extended to cover

the whole State.

The capital shortage mentioned above fmstrated some of the schemes canvassed

by Labor under McCormack's leadenhip, however. Capital was the more indispensable given

Labor's insistence on small block crop production. In some cases mixed farming might have been

possible without irrigation, but the viability of cropping depended on servicing with costly

irrigation works. Other factors frusrating Labor's 1920's closer settlement schemes incluued poor

planning decisions such as the decision to emphæise cotton production just before the bottom fell

rCf. fiøgerald,1915 to the Early 1980's,p. 63. This practice of naming public works after
incumbent and controversial public figures remains a feature of Queensland political culture;
examples include the Clem Jones Stand, Brisbane Cricket Ground (after a controversial Labor
Mayor of Brisbane) and the Russ Hinze Stand, Ascot Racecou¡se (afær the Present National Party
Minister for Racing).
S3Bernays, Our Seventh Political Decade, p.224.
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out of the cotton market with the Depression.84 These frustrations served to explain away and ûo

disract Labor's attention from the continuing inractable problern of insufficient recruits for the

schemes either to justify the level of public expenditure or bring to fruition the goal of closer

settlemenl

McCormack responded to the growing difficulties of the closer settlement

program by appointing an expert commiüee to advise on ¡emedial action. The Land Settlement

Advisory Boa¡d came into being in February 1927, with an open brief to investigate and

recommend changes to legislative and administ¡ative structures in the whole area of land

settlement. The Boa¡d was put under pressure to produce a report within months, and its

recommendations were swiftly enacted nthe Lands Act Amendment Act, 1927. The only Board

recommendation the Government declined to adopt was the extension of pastoral lease terms, the

Government arguing that an extension of pastoral leases would tie up land needed for land

settlement.S5 The McCormack Government did, however, feel compelled to adopt a number of

recommendations reversing its former land settlement policies and extending assistance to the

pæoral industry.

, ft" Board ¡ecommended and the Government accepted that a land settlement

stategy based on pasoral production represented the most effective Queensland land use policy at

that time.86 Accordingly, the new Act extended various relief measu¡es to grazing selectors,

including greater securiry of tenure and the establishment of an independent Land Adminisradon

Board to determine rents, having regard to prevailing industry conditions.8T By the end of the

1920's Labor's closer settlement policies had been transformed almost beyond recognition.

Existing schemes battled on .lth scaled-down objectives but pastoral production had become the

policy priority that is eÍrnmg potential, if not its i'leological soundness, dictated (see Table 3.4).

ó4QPP, L929, Yol.2, pp.349412, especially pp.369-373.
85see bernays, Our Seventh Political Decade, pp.184-185; Blackrnur, p. 107.
86QPP, 1927, Yol.2, pp. l2l-200, especially pp. 369-373.
87This body, now in the form of a Commission, still exists.
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The credibility of expert advisers on lands administration issues was also

enhanced by the prickly pear experience of the 1920's. McCormack, while Secretary for Lands,

had devoted considerable energy to the eradication of the noxious weed. By t924, an a¡ea of

Queensland equal to the size of England, Scotland and Wales put together wæ infesæd. Infestation

was expanding at the rate of a million acres per year of othenvise a¡able land.88 Prickly pear land

was useless till clea¡ed and even checking expansion or holding reinfestation at bay was a full-time

job for a selecto¡. In 1923 a Royal Commission was appoinæd to euqufue into effective methods

of combatting the weed.
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Simply cutting the plant down and grubbing out the roots in the raditional

method of dealing with plant pests wÍ¡s quite useless with prickly pear. The felled plant responded

to such Eeatment by putting down new roots from its runk and sprouting sucken, generating

many new plants from the one original. Needless to say, the same spines which made prickly pear

land impenerable o cattle made ordinary clea¡ance æchniques uncomfortable and dangerous to the

farmer. The only proven chemical conEol was a ghastly mixture of sulphuric acid and arsenic.

Efforts to bring prickly pear infested land into agricultural production through the granting of

especially generous selections had likewise not been visited with success.

The Prickly Pear Lands Act, 1923 set up a Prickly Pear Land Comrnission,

following the advice of the Royal Commission. This administrative curiosity sraddled a number

of functions, both judicial and administrative, in an effort to bring a unified approach to dealing

with the scourge. The Commission had management powers over all prickly pear-infesæd lands

including quasi-judicial powers to set rents and determine tenue. These powers were used to

ginger farmers into making determined eradication efforts. As well as supewising the efforts of

farmers, the Commission provided direct help using its own eradication gangs. And at the same

time it was in charge of resea¡ch directed to deveþing more effective eradication techniques. The

researchers explored, a.mong other things, the possibility of biological control (the introduction of

some natural predator or parasite of the target exotic organisrn). After sorne false leads the

resea¡chers hit upon the Cactoblasfis sp. moth, which along with myxomatosis is the great

success story of biological control control in Australia. By 1932 when Labor regained power, the

prickly pear menace was a thing of the pæt.

In summary, McCormack's period as Secretary for Lands and as Premier can be

seen tJ ma¡k a shift in the foundations of the electoral alliance built by Labor in the previous

decades. McCormack presided over the establishment of some ambitious land settlement schemes

and other programs designed to sEengthen the alliance - such as the Sugar Workers' Perpetual

Lease Selections Act, 1923, which granted cane cutteñ small farming selections to work in the off

season. But McCormack also presided over a series of measures designed to improve the lot of the
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grazier. Graziers did not belong to the Labor fold. They were not part of the worker-farmer

alliance and they opposed cherished Labor agriculural policy goals such as closer settlement and

leasehold tenurc.

IrL 1924 McCormack penuaded Caucus, under pressure from the City of London,

toacceptfufacto pastoral rent ceilings.S9 In 1927 rentlevels and lease tenu¡e conditions were.

removed frorn the a¡ena of public political decision and given to an independent Land

Administation Board, thereby depriving the Executive of many of the wide powers in such matters

it had acquired with great diffrculty only seven yea$ earlier.

This volte face was a response to demands from overseas financiers and local

capitalists that the Labor Government act as a'responsible' economic manager. Healthy revenues

were dependent upon taxation derived from the p¿¡storal indusbry, including Income Tax levied oh

its employees and rail freight ransporting charges on the product. Declining meat and wool prices

had, together with the drought of the mid-1920's, reduced profrøbility in the industry (see Table

3.4). Labor taxation and indusry æsistance policies were regarded as anti-pastoralist and this wæ

held to have scæed offinvestors. In the period of economic slide towa¡ds the Depression there wæ

considerable pressure applied to the Queensland Govemment to act according to the 'laws' of

economics by adjusting policy in favour of profits. An internal Party struggle developed, with

the Labor leadership attempting to suppress dissenting voices from the more militant union

groups (see Chapær 1). McCormack was the outspoken initiator and defender of policy revision,

declaiming n the D aily S tandard:

Aust¡alia needed developing, and the Govemment must have money to do
it and the money should be secured 

^t 
a ßtE thei¡ credit indicated. They

could not borrow willy-nilly, simply to keep some public works going.
He [McCormack] did not subscribr r that policy... Labor must also learn
something about economics. Lal . r must leam that there is only 20 cwt.
cf potatoes in a ton; also that the, van only have what they earn.m

Labor policy goals would have to take a back seat to 'responsible' policies

promoting the interests of capital. Labor was keen to avoid a confrontation with capital which

ðeKennedy, "McCormack", pp. 356-357
90 O aily S tarúard, 24 February L92!7 .
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could lead to an investment strike and concomitant thteats to the State's borrowing ability. As

seen in Chapter 1, McCormack's brutal handling of the South Johnstone strike later in 1927

followed close upon his ¡eturn from loan-raising activities abroad.

As part of this effort to avoid a strike of capital, significant concessions were

made ¡o the pastoral industy. The ¡hetoric of closer settlement was continued, although the

finance necessary to translate the rhetoric ino reality was cut back. Reports emerged throughout

the fi¡st half of 1927 tellng of irrigation and settlement projects aborted for lack of funds. 91 The

Labor leaders'rhetorical attacks on militancy within the Party and the union movement were

stepped up. According to McCormack

'Iile cannot allow our policy !o be dictated to by people who, speaking in
the name of Labor, att€mpt to create chaos that will give them the
opportunity of putting their revolutionary ideas into practice.
[Interjections] A voice: Communists! Another voice: No, Pomunists!92

Meanwhile the Labor leadership stepped up its land settlement rhetoric at the same time as funds

fo¡ land settlement progr:uns were cut back. Atæmpts were made to compensate by atfacting

Federal funds. For example, Minister for Agriculture and Stock Forgan Smith announced to the

Melbourne press during a trip to the southern Staæs that:

Undoubtedly... some foreign countries are quietly and seriously
concentrating on having a large populatiou of theirown iu the North. Fo:r
the fi¡st time Queensland is seriously considering migration. The Dawson
Valley will be one of the biggest things it has ever tackled.e3

provrsronAlthough the level of funding available for infrastnrctu¡e on the grand

scale envisioned in closer settlement plans had fallen away, this did not mean that the continuing

rhetoric of closer settlement was entirely empty. The land for these schemes had already been

resumed and much infrætrucn¡¡e provided. The Agriculnral Bank continuefl to offer concessionary

tefms to co-operative units of farmers and every encouragement was giu.n ,o such $oups to

organise and raise their own capital. Plans for irrigation works may have been shelved, but

prospective farmers were assured that when financial conditions improved the works would be

For example, Courier,23 Apnl 1927.
gzDoity 

Standard,24 February 1921 . The last remark is a reference to the popular belief in
AusEalia that union militans are primarily British immigrants.
93Herald (Melboume) ,l7 Iune 1921.
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ca¡ried out. Settlers in the Burnett and Callide schemes were encourage to grow cotton, a crop

which the soil and climate would support.94 They were, as noted earlier, to lose badly when the

intemational textile trade collapsed a couple of year-s later.

The conciliatory turn Labor policy took toward pætoral capital had taken pleased

no one. For all the McCormack Government's declarations of its own responsibility and

competence, its failu¡e to produce the goods in terms of Labor movement and alliance demands

antagonised Labor's long-term electorate. At the same time, though the conservative press

srongly supported the Government's change of tone, it did not go the lengths of giving Labor

support against the conservative Parties a¡ the 1929 elections. Labor's failu¡e to continue

delivering land settlement and ru¡al support progranilr at the rate followed in the early years of the

administration was the outcome of forces which it could not have been in a position to conÍol.

Such ideological shift as occurred arose not so much from personal backsliding among Labor's

leaders as from the atæmpt to remain in Government as guarantor of what could be salvaged of the

interests of the less privileged Queenslanders in a time of impending economic disaster. The kind

of analysis offered by Fitzgerald among others, who stresses personal factors in Labor's 1920's

policy changes (and so implies that it was open to a Labor Government in the situation of

McCormack's to act on the basis of a more ideologically pure Labor stance), fails to take account

of the fiscal crisis facing the McCormack adminisration and of the snuctural constaints acting on

social democratic governments which are particularly severe during recessions (see Chapær 1¡.102

The Queensland Treasury was seriously overstretched in the late 1920's. The

failures of two key staæ enterprises discussed in Chapter 2 were certainly partly responsible for

this state of affairs, but the nain factor was the decline in ma¡kets for Queensland's principal

products, both agricultural ¿nd mineral. These problems were compounded by the disasrous mid-

1920's drought (See Table 3.4). In order to provide drought relief Labor had to suspend its entire

reform program from 1921.95 The suspension of the reform program brought the Queensland

vaSee Fitzgerald, l9l5 to the Early 1980's,p.65
eSQpD, vol. CXLrX (1927),pp. 135-141.
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GovernmenJ under attack from the prolabor press96 which cost it much support among ttre Party

faithtul.

Some political ineptitude on the part of the McCormack-led Labor administration

which aroused hostility from Queenslanden of all clæses was avoidable. Such a decision was the

announcement i¡ L927 of an open season on koalas - or native bea¡s as they were then called.

This appears to have been a misconceived atæmpt at revenue raising from the hunting licences and

the levy on pelts and was a gross electoral blunder. The spectacle of thousands ofkoalas being

blasæd out of their bluegums robbed the Government of much of the credit it had built up among

conservatives through its handling of the South Johnstone strike. The Courier, which had so

recently been solidly behind the Government, ran a "Spare the Bear" campaign, accusing that same

Government of murdering the cuddly little creatu¡es .97 ltlength the season was closed but only

after half a million had been slaughtered. Their ghosts were soon to haunt Labor on the

Opposition benches.

To summarise, the land settlement projects set up in Labor's first period of

Government were failures when considered in the light of their ambitious goals. They were

undertaken both to æsure farmers of Labor's commitment to the policy of the alliance and to steer

Queensland's economic development in what was sincerely believed to be the most beneficial

di¡ection. The fi¡st phæe (1919-1924) savt the tightening of the leasehold tenure system with the

object ofbreaking the perceived stranglehold ofpastoralists on land and opening up large ateas to

closer settlement. In the period that followed (I926-L929), under pressure f¡om overseas

bondholders and local squatters, a series of concessions were made to the pastoral industry, among

them being the establishment of a Land Adminisnation Boa¡d independent of di¡ect political

conEol. The stated goals of the land settlement schemes did nor - aterialise. Soil and climate

assays were inadequate; marketing studies were inadequate; block sizes determined by Labor

political rather than economic considerations were oo small; and people just did not want to go on

the land in the numbers required. At no time, however, wæ the desirability of closer settlement as

rror example, see Daily Standard,24 Sepæmber 1927
97For example, Courier, T2October 1927.
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an economic and cultural goal, idee.fxz of Labor thinking, critically analysed or

challenged within the Party.

The Moore Country Progressive National Party (CPNP) adminisnadon won

office at the onset of the financial collapse which heralded global Depression. As a Government

with supremely orthodox economic ideas98 presiding over collapsing revenues æ tìe economy

slowed from a stagger to a crawl, the Moore Government felt iself unable üc undertake much in

the way of new expenditure or fiscal reorientation. For instance, the CPNP Government fervently

wished to give assistance to graziers through rent reductions and extension of freehold tenure.

BuÇ because of the Treasury's dependence on rent :$ a source of revenue, it was able only to offer a

twenty-five percent reduction, a margin insufficient to cover deflation. Lease extensions were

gmnted, but this was at the time a move free of financial implications.

In other areas as well the CPNP administation was constrained from doing

anything dramatic in the way of altering the bases of Labor policy in Queensland. For instance,

the corporatist marketing and planning structures c¡eated by Labor, though objectionable in

principle to the conservatives of the amalgamated Party, were left intact. They were cleæly

popular with the country elecûorate the CPNP sought to recapture from Labor. Further, to tamper

with functioning orderly marketing schemes at a time of general market failure was an obvious

prescription for compounding the general economic disaster.

Deficit budgeting was at the time considered to be dangerous radicalism and was

utterly rejected by tle Moore Government. Public debt service charge payments rvere sacrosanct

and no sacrifice r¡/as too great if it was made to honou¡ bondholders' rightful demands. As a

vöSee Brian Costar, "A¡thur Edward Moore:
385-387.

Odd Man fn", in Qruensland Political Portraits,pp.
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vigorous proponent of the Premiers'Plan, Moore could do no other than take the path of strict

budgetary rectitude. It follows from this conservative frame of thought that Moore was committed

to a capitalist supplyJed recovery strategy and wæ bound to eschew public sector borrowing in the

belief that the state should stand aside and let capital get on with the job. On the other hand, it

was clear to Moo¡e that the pastoral indusqy, which for the CPNP more than for Labor was

advanced as the key to Queansland's economic future, might founder if it did not get help. The

drought which had bedevilled Labor's expenditure program¡ during the second half of the 1920's

was at last broken by flood rains in 1930. This further disæter threatened the already indebted

graziers with bankruptcy and the CPNP was moved to attempt relief measures. The Moore

Government tried to reconcile the pastoralists' need with its ideological set against state

expenditure by seeking to have the private banks and pastoral companies complement the

Government's rent relief prognm by lowering interest rates for graziers. These overtu¡es were

rejected outrighr

As shown in Chapter 2, Moore's sale of the State Butchen' Shops restored the

status quo ante in relation to domestic meat marketing, a state of affain more favourable to the

pastoral companies than to the private graziers. Had the Moore Govemment had longer tenure of

office, its policy of encouraging land alienation through the conversion of perpetual lease and

prickly pear selection lands to fteehold title might have had a more profound effecr TheI ands Act

Amendment Act, 1929, provided generous terms for selectors wishing to convert their title,

purchase being stetched over thirty years of installment with provision for a revaluation of land

on request from the selector. In those straightened times, though, not many could afford to

respond. The ¡ents had already been reduced across the boa¡d and it was all lessees could do to meet

the reduced amounts. The figures on total alienation of land show a minor adjrrstment over the

period of the Moore adminisnation, .vith fre¿l'-!.1 land or land in process of c, .rversion rising to

only 6.5Vo of the total land a¡ea of Queensland. This only returned the land alienatiori fîgures to

where they had been in 1915.99

ee Queensland Statistics, lg33, p. 2H; Hughes, "Land and SettlemenÌ", p. 227,
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Like other States, Queensland under Moore pursued the policy of forcing the

unemployed to become itine¡ant. This was despite the fact that Queensland alone among the

States had in existence a system of unemployment insurance, a legacy of Labor (see Chapter 5).

The resulting glut of desperaæ cæual ru¡al labou¡ may have afforded the almost æ desperate farmer

a welcome reduction in labour costs. It was, if so, a benefit for which the Moore Government

received no thanks. All told, the CPNP during is brief period of rule in hard times left itself little

room for manoeuwe and associated anti-Labor politics in the public mind with austerity and

failure. Their efforts to help the pastoralisß went largely unnoticed amid the general distress and

were unrewarded at the 1932 elections.

umdlen tronpnm Sumfiûh

When Premier Forgan Smith and tlre new Labor Government took office after the

1932 election they intended a less orthodox economic posture than that followed by the former

CPNP adminisEation, but room for political and economic manoeuvre re¡nained limited. The

hemien'Plan wæ afait accompli and continued to be rigidly enforced. Lyons, the Labor defector

and founder of the United Ausualia Party was Prime Minister. Federal Labor had split and the

avowedly radical Labor Premier Lang had been dismissed in New South Wales. Once more

Queensland Labor in Government found itself isolated in a conservative Australia. Labor

Oppositions elsewhere were weak and divided.

In these unpromising ci¡cumstances Queensland Labor under Forgan Smith set

itself to ^evive agrarian socialism. Forgan Smith's own experience as Secretary for Agriculture

and Stock in the 1920's stood him in good stead as he sought to proceed by means of

administrative reforms rather than by floating expensive schemes for which funding was

impossible under the Premiers'Plan. An important such provision was embodied in the Pnnnry

Producers' Organisation and Marketing Act Amendment Act, 1932, which enabled Commodity
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Boards with the consent of growers to limit or set quotÍls for the production of a commodiry. The

model so estâblished is followed to this day. Armed with this power Commodiry Boards could act

to prevent the glutting of markets and the consequent reduction of farmers' unit profit. Boards

were also empowered and encouraged to seek new markets through export and through

diversification of product lines.l@

To co-ordinate and inform the Comrnodity Boards in their new more aggressive

role, as well as to give the Govemment advice on agricultural forward planning, a Bureau of

Industry was established under the Directorship of the orthodox economist J.B. Brigden, who had

formerly advised the Moore administration. Brigden had been Professor of Economics at the

University of Tasmania and uncommonly for an economist (especially of his own day) was not in

principle opposed to state market intervention.l0l 1¡" Bureau of Industry was, despite its title,

concerned almost entirely with economic resea¡ch ino agricultural production, this being Forgan

Smith's stated economic priority for Queensland. It thus resembled more the modern

Commonwealth Bureau of Agricultural Economics than a contemporary industrial development

unit.

There were thirty-six planks to Labor's 1932 election plaform. Sixteen planks

concerned industrial developmenl Of these one plank was about mining, one about manufacturing

and fourteen planls were about agriculture. The manufacturing plank concerned the extension of

co-operative ownership of plant on-the agricultural model to secondary indusu-y.102 Agriculture

was clearly the overwhelming priority, Forgan Smith saw primary production as "the natural

occupation 6¡ ¡'r¿¡¡itr¿".103 This was no radical departue for a Queensland Labor leader, but

luthe Queensland Butter Board" for example, wæ exEaordir *.ily successful in winning export
markets for Que'nsland hutter (see Table 3.4). To this day " e Queensland Butter Boa¡d remains a
most imaginative developer of butter products and their packæing. It is the AusEalian ma¡ket
leader in the production of culture{ clarified and dehydraæd butters and in the use or advanced
packaging forms such æ plastic and tubes. See also D. J. Murphy, "Agriculture 1932-5'7" , in
Labor in Power,p.20l.
101He even had a kind word or two ex cathedrafor the Staæ Enærprises: J. B. Brigden, "State
Enterprises in Australia" , in International Labour Review, Vol. XVI (July-Sepæmber L927), pp.
26-49.
102W. Forgan Smith, Swnmary of Labor's Poticy: State Elections 1932 (Brisbane: Worker
Newspaper, 1932).
L038PD, vol, CL)(I (1932), p. t731. Also ciæd by Murphy, "Agriculrure Ig32-57", p. 196.
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marked Forgan Smith as an heir to the Queensland Labor thinking of the 1920s. And in the

Depression context the agricultural road to economic growth appeared to look brighær than other

directions for economic policy.

Queensland was less affected by the Depression than were other Australian

Staæs. Queensland's resistrnce wæ a di¡ect result of ttre economic and demographic preponderance

of smallholding. The low relative size of the Queensland wage labour force, for example, left it

with the lowest unemployment of any Staæ.1ü The debts of Queensland smallholding farmers

were to Queørsland State instrumentnlities, not to the invisible hand of private finance capital, so

the mass foreclosures suffered by'the United States dust-bowl fa¡mers had no counterpart in

Queensland. The Queensland Government $/as in a position to buffer debilitating effects of

sewicing charges on debts that were already at concessionary rates originally set tci satisfy the

dictaæs of public policy rather than profrL Moreover, the farmers, though their cash income had

plummeted, were not about to stan e - indeed the wo¡st years of the Depression (1929-1933) were

years of bountiful rainfall. The Depression wrote large the message that industrial workers were

exposed literally to the danger of starvation. Even if agricultural markets collapsed entirely, the

Queensland smallholding farmer could fall back on the subsistence component of the operation,

and could at the very worst consume game like rabbits ('underground mutton') or wallaby stew.

For the industrial worker there was no such nutritional safety neL

Great stess was laid by the Forgan S¡nith Government on the development of

scientific principles in agriculture. Frank Bulcock, the Secretary for Agriculture and Stock,

himself held professional qualihcations in agricultural and veterinary science. The education

budgets over this period were skewed in favour of agricultural education (see Chapter 4). A

Faculty of Veterinary Science was established at the University of Queensland and both i, and the

Faculty of Agricultural Science, established by Labor in the twenties, were invested with world

lu4Queensland, Chief Secretary's Deparunent, Tlv Story of a State's Revivøl: ThreeYears'Record
Progress (Brisbane: Government Printer, 1935), p. 6. Hereafter cited as Tlw Story of a State's
Revival.
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standard staff and equipment. Closer to the grass roots, a network of decentralised-agricultural

colleges was developed and expanded throughout ttre Staæ.

Promising graduates of the new schools were snapped up and supplementary

expertise was imported from interstate and overseas to improve the standa¡d of the personnel in

both the Department of Agriculture and Stock and the Bureau of Industry. This program of

naining and intellectual infrastructure provision in agriculbre made possible the realisation of

assurances to farmers that Labor would upgrade bloodlines and plant strains. For example, æ

promised in the 1932 election platforrLlo5 much attention was devoted to the development of

disease-resistant strains of tobacco plant and the propagation of these within the industry.106 A

no-nonsense approach was taken to ensuring that advantage was taken of the developments. The

Tobacco Industry Protection Act, 1933, was deployed to equip the Department with coercive

powers in eliminating inferior tobacco strains. The tobacco farmers of Mareeba were suitably

grateful to Labor and indeed its actions on tobacco could be said o have given Labor a whole new

electorate.l0T The Depression was not, under the Premiers'Plan, a time for ambitious spending

programs, but Labor in Queensland channelled the funds it had for unemployment relief works, for

example, into improving services o rural communities.l0S

The general emphasis of Labor agricultural policy in the 1930's was on

improving the profitability of the sector through crop developmenl stock improvement, upgrading

of produce quality and more effective marketing. The bases of the systems built up in the 1920's

were presetved, but the detail of policy formulation in the 'scientific' approach now favoured

wasdevolved more and more on expert bureaucratic advisers. The 1920's success of this approach

in the eradication of the prickly pear ,#¿m rollowed in the 1930's with programs administered by the

lu)Forgan Smith, promise 27.
1 065." Murphy, " Agriculture 7932- 57 ", pp. 199 -2Cf|..
107pot this reason, still in 1984 the ALP Staæ Primary Industries Policy eschewed. üaxes on
tobacco products and offered incentives to increæe tobacco production: Australian Labor Party,
Queensland Branch, "Draft Policy on Primary Industry", Slate Convention, June 1984.
lo87¡" Story of a State's Revival.
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Department to eliminate diseases of pigs, improve the butterfat content of milk and inc¡ease the

tonnage of sugar cane produced per acre. Success wæ claimed for all these ys¡1urss.109

Great sûore was set by raising export levels, with considerable success as Table

3.4 shows. Although Labor was opposed in principle to subsidising exports by putting levies on

local sales, expotts were often supported de facto by domestic pricing, since world prices were

lower for most items than those ruling the 4or¡t¡¡¿.110 Labor supported the formation of

international cartels to drive up world prices and stabilise commodity markets, but the Queensland

Government's attempts made to facilitate such a developrnent with sugar, for example, came to

nought. Eventually, production quoüts had to be irnposed on some commodities, only to be

discontinued with the advent of renewed miliøry struggle in Europe.

. The net effect of all this administrative activity under Forgan Smith was

significantly to raise the productivity and the total value of production of the Queensland

agricultural sector. The 1930's, apart from the drought years 1933-35, saw a steady recovery in

farm production, peaking at the end of the decade at higher levels than in pre-Depression times.

For instance, Queensland sugar production shows a sEong recovery from 1935 onwards (see Table

3.5).

I{Jep. ¡. Murphy, " Agriculture !932-57", pp.203-207 .

110sugar, for example, fetched ¡ather lower prices on the export ma¡ket than domestically, which
gave tåe Sugar Cane Prices Boa¡d official prices a rather unreal aspecl This situation had existed
since the 1920's when expofts of domestic surpluses had begun. The off,rcial pnce ftom22
October 1923 to 3 1 August 193 t had been between f26 0s 0d and f,26 10s 0d per ton of raw sugar
at mill, while the actual price paid to groweñ¡ had fluctuated between f,19 10s 0d and f,24 10s 0d:
Commonweahh of Australia Year Book, 1930, p. 508.
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Table 3.5

Oueensland Sugar Production 1 Ql 1 -'1Q38

[Source: Qucensl and. S t at is t ics, 1 93 8-39, p. 5 1B]

In a pamphlet produced at State expense for the 1935 election, Forgan Smith

boasæd that under his administation

every section of human endeavour shows an improvement and every
department ofcommerce records healthy advances. The result is an ever-
upwar4 tretrd with a sweeping momentum of growing confidence,
reflecting itself in better returns for capital and iucreased employment for
labou.11l

At a time of over nine percent unemployment this may have sounded extravagant, but Queensland

at the time, as the pamphlet went on to proclaim, had Australia's highest basic wage, lowest cost

of living, lowest average worliing hours for those in fulltime employment and Australia's lowest

unemployment. The pamphlet makes it clear that agriculture was the engine driving the Premier's

spirit of confidence

In the Labor Government after 1932, then, there was a definitive shift in the

administration of agriculture of a kind already presaged in the period when McCormack had been

Premier and Forgan Smith Secretary of Agriculture and Stock. What happened was that an essay

Sugar Production: Queensland
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in agrarian socialism with Staæ powers devolving upon farmers was Eansmuæd into a system of

bureauc¡atic management of farming activities. Alarmed by low relative farm productivity and

ch¡onic commodity gluts, Forgan Smith's Labor imposed production quotas, rationalised

bootkeeping and st¿tistical procedures, established breeding and disease eradication programs and

developed its own plant variety experimental and propagating stations.

In all of this there was consultation with the agrarian corporatist peak bodies,

but the initiative for new programs had pæsed over to the bureaucracy. Lang Labor in New South

Wales was popularly perceived as adventu¡ous and dangerous. Forgan Smith's adminisüation was

anxious to dissociate itself from Langism electorally,.by projecting an image of competency in

managemenl To this end some talented inællecs were recruited into the expanding agriculture

bureaucracy. Brigden was replaced as head of the Bureau of Industry in 1938 by an equally

distinguished young Cambridge academic economist, Colin Cla¡k. Having decided, not without

reason at the time, to head Queensland down the rural road to economic growth, Labor in the

1930's set about modifying and systematising the agrarian socialist edifice so optimistically

erected by the Theodore adminisration a decade ea¡lier. In an Australian atnospherc of economic

despair, caution replaced boldness and innovation in Queensland. Under Forgan Smith Labor

ceased to confront the pastoralists. Avoidance of outright social conflict was the mainstay of

QueenslandLabor in the period and agricultural policy reflecæd this.

amdl IEe omomûe IEevelorounemû

The Labor Party in Queensland wæ for most of the period from Federation the

most electorally successful of the Australian Labor organisations, State or Federal. Lacking a

demographically preponderant industrial working class, Queensland Labor was forced into a

sEategy of alliance with the numerically sEong smallholding farmers. It was a winning strategy.
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The alliance had ¡vo broad policy outcomes. First, Labor redefined smallholding

farmers in Party rhetoric as workers, and afforded them special treatment through a quasi-

corporatist system of farmers' organisations with di¡ect access to State ma¡ket control po'wers.

Second, mobility between the industrial working class and the class of smallholding farmers wæ

faciliøted by means of ambitious iand settlement projecs. Though electorally triumphant, these

policies ran inûo powerful political and economic opposition from the excluded pastoral interests.

This, together with the growing world econo.i. rnul¡r, of the late 1920's brought into relief the

contadictions inherent in the alliance strategy and heþd defeat Labor in the 1929 election. The

three year intemrption of Labor rule was used by the Party to tecast the alliance strategy in terms

of an economic growth strategy, with the nvin objectives of coping with the Depression and

evolving a stance more appealing to the interests previously excluded-

Under the new-look alliance, the power of the farmen' organisations was in effect

eroded by the mediation of the new powerful expert bureaucracy. The high quality of the advice

emanating from the new bureaucracy, working with Depression conditions less harsh in

Queensland than elsewhere, led to significant success for the ru¡al program. This confirmed in the

thinking of Queensland Labor the conviction that in Queensland prosperity depended on expanding

agricultural production. Thus Queensland Labor saw its future in terms of a continuing worker-

farmer alliance. For Queensland Labor this was the lesson learned from the Depression, while for

Labor in the other States just the opposite lesson was d¡awn from the Depression trauma. In the

other States the emphasis from ttre late 1930's on was to be on manufacturing development

through import replacemenL I 12

This divergence has been seen as a major factor retarding Queensland's

manufacturing industry growth (see Appendix 3).113 The conventional analysis of Ausralia in the

interwar period depics State Governments as being chiefly responsible for manufacturing industry

lrzsee, for example, Futl Employment in Australia, V/hite Paper presented to the Commonwealth
Parliament, 30 May 1 945 (Canberra: Govemment Printer, 1945).
1136oot1t et al., pp. Ll-20,34-67; although see M. Stutchbury, "The Playford Iægend and the
Industrialisation of South Australia, tn Australian Economic History Review, Vol. 24, Nq 1

(1984), pp.1-19 for an alternative view..
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growth, through urban development and capital worls prograns.ll4 Urban development and

capital works programs such as the building of power stations, road and railway construction,

sewerage worls and so on, were consumers of manufactu¡es. They provided the infrastructu¡e

necessary for rnanufacturing, developed the urban concenEation and mobility of the workforce

needed by manufacturers, and led to the availability of key inputs to manufacture such æ power.

In conEast, Queensland with its growth strategy of decenralisation and promotion of ru¡al

industries, gave little attention to metropolitan public facilities and consequently gave little

stimulus to manufacturing. It is an indication of the low priority given to urban capital works

that Brisbane was unsewered until the 1960's.

The rural growth strategy had paradoxical rezuls from Queensland Labor's point

of view. Electorally, smallholding farmen did not in ttre long term prove as reliable an electoral

base as a large industrial working class might have been expected to do. Cut off from the

mainstream of Australian capitalist development, Queensland escaped the worst rials of the

Depression but it was also to miss out on the surge of prosperity brought by the post\r/ar

industrial boom to the rest of AusEalia. Yet Labor became more and more tied to its alliance

sfrategy with the passage of time: the Electoral Act, 1949 enshrined a system of electoral

malapportionment in favour of the rural electorate and minimising the impact of the metropolitan

vote.

rr4For example, see Butlin, Barnard and Pincus, pp.92-95.
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The monumental buildings of the Royal Brisbane Hospital sraddle the hills of

Herston.l They ue an indentifiable refuge and a locus of long-established publíc authority facing the

city's sprawl across a moat made up of haphazard parkland and railway marshalling yards. As the

largest concentration of health ca¡e institutions in Australia, the Herston site is home for ttre Royal

Brisbane, the Royal Women's and Royal Children's Hospitals, the Medical School of the University

of Queensland, the Radium Institute and sundry ancillary sewices, units and clinics. For many years

the site of the only public hospital in Brisbane, the Herston complex stands also as a monument to

Queensland Labor's period in office. Ned Hanlon's statue reminds visitors to the Royal \V'omen's of

his personal association with the growth of that institution.

Ausnalian non-Labor parties and the main organisations representing medical

practitioners have long agreed that ca¡e of the sick should be provided on a user-pays, fee-for-service

market basis (mitigated by private health insurance and some stricly means-tested Staæ help for the

truly indigent). Yet non-Labor governmenß in Queensland since 1957 have made no attempt to

lThe name "Herston" is a contraction of the names Herbert and Bramston. Robert Herbert wæ the
first Premier of Queensland and John Bramston was his Colonial Under-Secretary. The two had been
æsociated at Oxford and shared accommodation in Queensland as well. "Herston" was thei¡ extensive
property, a site now mostly taken up with the Royal Brisbane Hospital and associated institutions.
See Bruce Knox, InEoduction to The QueenslandYears of Robert Herbert, Premier: Letters and
Papers, ed. Bruce Knox (Brisbane: UQP, 1977). Coincidentally, the Colonial Secretary's Depaffinent
was the administrative ancestor of the Health and Home Affaiß Department, a major focus of this
Chapær.
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dismantle the free hospital system. Queenslanders too young to remember the long reign of Labor

can at least always point to its most impressive legacy - the free hospital system. Many will also

have been shocked by being æked for payment at an oupatients' clinic in a southern Staæ. The very

idea of having to insu¡e against the possibility of serious illness requiring admission to a public

hospital is alien to most Queenslanders. During he 1974 Federal election campaign Liberal

publicists in Queensland branded the Federal Medibank scheme as a "stab in the back on the free

hospitals". The rationale behind this indictment was that since Medibank wí¡s to be f,rnanced by a tax

levy, Queenslanden would be forced into paying for a service they already rcceived free.

Both æ a social and political instiotion and æ bricks and mortar physical presence,

the Staæ health care system in Queørsland has been impressively durable. As a result of this and of a

sEong interest in health policy within the Labor Party, Queensland Labor's provision of free Sate

hospital treatment for all looms as a significant proof in Labor mythology for the Party's progressive

bona fìdes.z In this it joins in the Labor pantheon the State enterprises, Workers' Compensation,

Unemployment Insurance and the abolition of the Legislative Council. This Chapter will show,

however, that the Queensland free hospiøl system was a creation largely of the Staæ bureaucracy,

owing more to administative rationality than to Labor ¡eforming zeal. Labor ministers' role in the

genesis of the system r¡/as one of passive support for the administrators rather than one of active

policy generation.

Labor adopted the nationalisation of land free admission to) public hospitals as a

plank of its plaform frorn 1905 onwa¡ds.3 For the first period of Labor aiministration, indeed that

zThe Hawke Federal Labor Government's provision of compulsory national health insurance under the
Medicare program is similarly ciæd æ proof of Labor's continued allegiance to reformist principles.
Peter Wilenski and James Jupp, for instance, used the sole example of Medicare in the course of
defending the Hawke Government's reformist record at the 1985 Australasian Political Studies
Association Conference.
3O¡îcial Record,Fourth Labor-in-Politics Conferen ce, 1905, p.23.
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period most associated with policies of rapid reform (1915-1929), health policy was not a priority.

The main reform measures embraced by Labor at that time were, as we have seen, to do with

increasing the standa¡d of living of the Labor electorate through economic interventions in the labour

and consumer goods markets (see Chapæn I nd,2). Given increased living standards, the working

class and family farming sick would be better able to look after themselves. Labor had many such

objectives in is plaform (for example free secular higher education - see Chapær 5) which were not

seen as constituting immediaæ priorities.

There was in Queenslan4 and for that matter Australia, no model for state

intervention in health care provision - the private charitable institutions totally dominated the field.

The system of health ca¡e inheriæd by the Labor govemment in 1915 had progressed little from the

system adopted from Victorian Britain by the Colonial adminisration. Well-to-do citizens paid

private medical practitioners to visit their sick in the home. Those less moneyed but not completely

impoverished received care in private hospitals, .s p.iuate patients in public hospitals, or at home

where medically possible. The indigent were treated at public charitable hospitals by voluntary

medical staff, catled 'honoraries', who performed duties at public hospitals as a charitable service in

addition to thei¡ temunerative private practice.4 Attempts to dismantle this part of the system,

whereby private doctors serve ¿¡s honoraries, have met with fierce opposition in other Australian

States over recent years. In Queenslan{ æ will be shown, this sysæm was laid to rest rather ea¡lier.

Such an ostensibly laissez-faire approach to treatment of the sick had several

lamentable side-effects. Since docton' selfless charity was necessary to run the hospitals, they were

able to secure a predominant influence on hospital administration. Doctors' effective administrative

control of public hospitals was endorsed by the Queensland Branch of the British Medical Association

(BMA). The BMA's policy was to enhance the aura of professionalism su¡rounding its men^l::-s, and

so it insisæd upon medical practitioners' monopoly of wisdom in any matters to do with health.S

See Sir Raphael Cilento, Medicine in Queensland: A Monograph (Bisbane: Royal Historical
Society of Queensland, 1963).
5See P. D. Robin, The BMA - Queensland origins and development to 1946 (BA Thesis: University
of Queensland,, 1946), pp. 114 ff . inter alia.
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Moreover, specialisa were able to acquire the surgical and diagnostic skills ¡sc$5ary

to build up a lucrative reputation through practising on the poor in the public hospitals.6 Thus

honora¡ies exercised irivileged administative authority, acquired valuable professional experience and

enjoyed the moral status of a secular priesthood among some members of the public.

The charity meted out to the poor in these public institutions was at least cool if not

cold. Treatment by medical practitioners was available only when the honoraries had time to spare

from their private patients.T The¡e is evidence that those receiving free treatment had to swallow such

demeaning administative medicine as having signs inscribed "pauper" hung over their beds.8

Nevertheless, ñffiy who could perhaps have afforded o pay for treatment elected to accept chariry.

The BMA constantly complained about this,g and the complaints amounted to the claim that the art

of the 'f¡ee-rider' had been a Queensland radition since the foundation of the Moreton Bay

settlement.lO Fo¡ this reason it is not really a paradox that in the early years of Labor rule the BMA

favoured some government involvement in adminisradon of the hospitals, if only to the extent

neÆessary to deploy legat authority to force compliance with means tests.l1

Those many citizens who were not poor enough or were too honest to qualify for

admission to public hospitals Íili paupers had to provide for the cost of their own medical treatment

through subscriptions to Friendly Societies.l2 The Friendly Societies negotiated capitation fees with

the BMA, so that rather than receiving fee-for service (as pertains today) doctrs received a flat yearly

rate for all Friendly Society member patients in their practice, whether the patients actually received

treatrnent or not. This arrangement had the result that doctors had a financial incentive to keep their

patients healthy. The arrangement was, however, unpopular with the BMA, which has always

lonversation with Emeritus Pru.þssor Doug Gordon, formerly Professor of Social and Preventive
Medicine, University of Queensland, 1 August 1984.
7ePD, vol. cl)o( (1936), p. 1813.
8comments by E. M. Hanlon, Telegraph (Brisbane), I August 1936.
9Robin, pp. L14,120.
1b. Gordon, "An arranged Marriage: the story of an unusual teaching hospital", in Medical Journal
of Australia, Vol. 1, N0 14 (8 April 1967), p. 695.
11Robin, p. r20.
IZI.fl. Kewly, Sociat Security in Austalia 1900-72,2nd ed. (Sydney: Sydney University Press,
1973), pp. 12-13.
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favoured a fee-for-service-system as both compensating docton for the actual work done and

discouraging 'over-use' of the system (presumably by poor hypochondriacs).13

The elements of the system of medical treatment found in Queensland in 1915 were

brought ac¡oss from Britain to the Australian Colonies in the nineteenth century. Queensland's

system was therefore not unique. 14 Queensland was not well placd however, to experiment with

rationalisation of medical services. Lacking a medical school Queensland had to rely on the southern

States and the British Isles as sources of appropriately qualified medical practitioners. In the early

period of Labor administration any attempt to implement a program of nationalisation would surely

have set in nain a prolonged and bitter stnrggle with the BMA. The BMA's reserve power to cu¡tail

the supply of qualifred doctors could have given it the upper hand in such a confrontation ar this rime,

though there is no evidence that fear of this ouæome was a major consideration among Labor leaders.

Nonetheless, full hospital nationalisation and abolition of the honorary system was able,to proceed

only with the attendant establishment of the University of Queensland Medical Schml in 193ó.15

In 1915 the State had only a limited role in funding, regulating and providing

medical, preventive health and ancillary health services. Public (voluntary) hospitals received erratic

ex gratia payments to keep them running where voluntary subscriptions, bequests and other private

funding lagged behind running costs. Many of the larger instiurtions were in financial sEaits and had

been more or less in this condition since the depression of the 1890's.16 State supplementation of

private conEibutions and issuing of loan guarantees to some of these institutions, notably the

Brisbane General Hospital (BGH - now the Royal Brisbane Hospital), had by 1915 become automatic.

For instance, in 1901 voluntary contributions at the BGH covered only 19 per cent of costs,17 and the

Liberal Government of the day reluctantly passed the Metropolitøn Hospital Act,'1905 to provide for

rrRobin, p.142.
l4See B. Dickey, No Charity There: A Short History of Social Welfare in Austqlia (Melboume:
Nelson, 1980), pp. 38-40.
15See Malcolm J. Thomis , A Place of Light and Learning: The (Jniversity of Queensland's Fírst
Sevenry-five Ieørs (Brisbane: UQP, 1985), pp. 138-140.
l6Jaqueline Bell, "Queensland's Public Hospital System: Some Aspects of Finance and Control", in
Social Policy in Australia: Some Perspectives l90l-1975, d, Jill Roe (Sydney: Cassell, I976), pp
284-286.
l7Bell, p. 285.
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guaftnteed proportions of running costs to be met by local authorities and the State.18 Non-Labor

administrations of the first two decades of this century, wishing not to diminish 'incentive' for

voluntary private funding, did not emba¡rass hospitals with excessive State funding. Real funding

declined in the period and by the time of Labor's accession the BGH for one was in a desperate

financial position. It was to go bankrupt in 191?.19

The State did, meanwhile, operate some institutions for the ch¡onically sick -

namely the mentally ill (including the intellectually disabled), lepers and sufferers from venereal

disease, together with certain of the dying, particularly tuberculosis patients. State provision of

institutional health care was thus limited to the'deserving poor', that is those who were perennially

destitute or made so through some 'act of God', and those whom it was deemed necessary to ostacise

for epidemiological or public morality reasons. Staæ-provided health c¿ue wÍrs also available for

infants and children through the Infant and Child Welfare Service.2o The administration of these

va¡ious institutions, prograns and senrices wæ haphazard in the sense that there wæ no single line of

responsibility for control or budget. Fo¡ instance, the Peel Island Laza¡ePl in Moreton Bay was

operated by the Health Department of the Home Secretary's Deparünent, while each of the various

Hospitals for the Insane had independent status, being directly answerable to the Home Secretary.22

The Health Department was established in 1901 with the appointment of the

inaugural Public Health Commissioner, and was chiefly concerned with preventive health programs

such as sanitation and food handling supervision. Sanitation was a persistent problem in the

Queensland ropical climate since there was no ser#erage even in metropolitan areas (most of Brisbane

|óQPD, Vol. XCV (1905), pp. 1007-1015.
19See C. A. C Leggett The Organisation and Dervelopment of the Quensland Hospitals in the
Twentieth C, uury (MA Thesis: University of Queensland, 1976), pp.9-12,33-35.
20see R. Patrick, "The Developme{t of Health and Hospital Services 1901-1960', chapter 5 of
forthcoming publication History o¡ Health and Medicine in Queensland,pp.13-14 (in unpublished
manuscript).
2lDuring the early 1970's I spent several weekends at the former Lazuetwhich had been taken over
for use as accommodation for pupils at my school to use during littoral and marine biology
excunions. The island is some five kilometres out in Moreton Bay and is surounded, like the other
Bay islands, by extensive mud flats and mangrove forests which a¡e ideal breeding grounds for the
many mosquitoes. The institution consists of many tiny weatherboard cabins for the inmates - each
about two metres by three metres - grouped around a few central administrative buildings.
22QPP, 1915-16, Yol.2, pp. zgg-300.
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was unse,ù/ered until the 1960's). The Department provided technical advice and set legislative

standards in the sanitary disposal of nightsoil and the maintenance of an uncontaminated water

supply.23

Other preventive health programs administered by the Health Deparrnent were in the

area of vermin and disease vector control. Diseases endemic to Queensland and spread by insect

vectors included dengue and filiariasis (mosquitoes), plague (fleas of rats), and typhus (mites, lice and

fleæ). Plague, because of is high morølity rate, was a matter of great concern with regular breakouts

from 1900-1910 in Brisbane. An eminently preventable disease associated with poor sanitary

standards and urban overcrowding, plague was successfully combatæd by the Deparünent through the

employment of rat gangs. These gangs, armed with terriers, bais and traps, slill roam the Brisbane

waterfront and inner city oday. Ttre campaign to control mosquitoes was carried on by education of

the public and local authorities about the breeding habits of the insects. Similarly, the Department

sEove to educate the public about hygienic practices in the preparation of food, especially infants'

formulas.

Compulsory notification of infectious diseases intoduced in ¡he Public Health Act,

1900, enabled tle Department to compile accu¡ate statistics on the incidertce of diseases and direct

available resources to needy areas. Available resources were srictly limited, though, and by 1915 ttre

Department's total staff, including theLazuet and ¡at gang, wÍ¡s fewer than fifty personnel, while the

total budget was less ¡han f.20,000.24 Of necessity therefore, the Department's programs and

administration were more in the natu¡e of a contemporary worken' health centre than of a modern

DeparEnent of Health.

The original Queensland Jepartm. 'of Health was, in a sense, mol - an organisation

concerned with health than is its namesake of the 1980's, which has as is primary concern the

reaEnent of the sick. The State's responsibility in the health pordolio was seen as being to keep the

populace healthy, and hence productive. Affliction with disease or injury was a matter of individual

23For an administrative history of the early yean of the Health Departrnent, see Patrick, pp. 1-14
24QPP,1915, vol. 2, pp.299-300.
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responsibility, to be guarded against as one inight guard against the destruction of property by fne or

flood. The chronically sick poor \¡/ere deserving of Christian charity, but not of funding out of the

public revenue. The intrusion of the State would, in the then ruling view, both discourage the

righteously charitable from thei¡ public-spirited efforts and remove incenlives for individual citizens to

provide for themselves.2s The State preferred, therefore, to subsidise buildings and. services rather

than to provide recurrent grants for hospitals. The system of granting pound-for-pound (or in the case

of BGH, f.2-foú.1) subsidies tended to encourage charity and reinforce dependence upon private

funding - to deliver ttre desired outcome in fact

The obverse of this funding system was that though the Government was the

majority funding body, it had no di¡ect administrative cont¡ol over the hospitals. Health

administration wæ therefore a blatant case of the private sequestration of public resoruces. Hospitat

patients, the majority of whom were in Labor's constituency, had then to bear the stigmata of charity

bestowed by hospitals that were in reality a public resource. The Hospitals Act, 1905 insisted on

proportionate hospital funding from local authorities and was likewise designed to bolster the ethics of

charity and individual responsibility. The rate payers, property owners, were thus made directly

responsible for the standards of ca¡e meted out to the sick poor in thei¡ own communities, since they

had to provide no less than a quarter of total grants. t i, institutional arrangement served further to

substantiate the State's disclaimer of responsibility for treatment of the sick. Decentralisation of

funding has more recently been used as a means of denying liability for welfare provisions; the Fraser

Government's "new federalism" scheme which had as one objective the retum of hospital funding

responsibilities to the States is an example of this process.26 The legitimate roles of the state were

confined in Colonial Ausnalia to maintaining public order and providing inf¡asüuchrre for private

capital accumulation, neither of which impelled the provsion of hospital ca¡e from the public p*se.27

zrSee Kewley, pp. 8-I2, for an analysis of these attitudes in the Colony of New South Wales.
26p.O. Groenewegen, "The political economy of federalism 1901-81", in State and Economy in
Australia, ed. Brian W. Head (Melboume: OUP, 1983), pp. 186-187; Catley and McFa¡lane,p.l62.
27Butlin, Barna¡d andPincus, pp. 3-18; R. w. Connell and r. H. Irving, class structure in
Australian History: Documents, Narrative and Argutnent (Melbourne: Longman Cheshire, 1980),
pp.110-113.
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The Queensland state in 1915 was prepared to undertake the ca¡e only of those whose

disabilities were so chronic, terminal or gross Írs to put them beyond the pale of civilised society.

Lepers, the insane, the senile and the terminally consumptive had no place in polite society. They

were not expected to recover, so their condition required more or less permanent isolation from ttrat

society, in like manner to the Eeaünent of criminals. Since recovery from their illness was not

regarded æ likely, money was often not wasted on medical treatment for the afflicted- Such was the

case, for example, at the Dunwich Benevolent Asylum on Sradbroke Island (like the Lazwet, in

Moreton Bay), an institution designed to accommodate the chronically ill.28

The neatment of venereal disease was a further public necessity to which the

members of poliæ society could hardly be expected to make a charitable contribution. At that time

even to raise for discussion the topic of VD was thought obscene as is clea¡ from the reception of

Ibsen's play, Ghosts. which iself promulgated certain popular errors about ttre medical effects of

hereditary syphilis. Early attempts at treatment were faced of VD were based on the old British

Garrison Towns.Act through the Contagious Diseases,4,ct, 1868, which provided for the inspection

and regisration of prostitutes in areas where Eoops were billeæd. The operation of the Act had been

curtailed at the request of the Department of Health in 1913 and a more realistic, less restrictive,

regime instituted. This provided male and female walk-in clinics in Brisbane,29 which regime

recognised ttrat prostitutes wefe not the sole sou¡ce of venereal diseæe.

Essentially, then, in the early part of the century the State's operations in the field of

health care were confined to the margins. Full State funding and confrol wæ offered only in those few

areas where private funding was entirely absent, in particular the areas of cll¡onic and unpleasant

diseases. The preventive health regime run by the State had grown only as a grudging response to the

inability or unwilling,less of ú narket to cope with obvious s ,:ial problems and in the recognition

that rapid population and economic growth depended on the eradication of diseases linked with poor

sanitation. Economic c¡iteria ¡ather than health needs as such stayed to the fore. Even in those a¡eas

where there was full State responsibility and control, parsimony wæ the watchword.

z8Dickey, pp. 50-51.
29Patrick, p. 8.
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Labor in 1915 was faced with a public health care system which lay on the fringes

of State activity. State-provided care was confined to the hopelessly ill. Free hospital ward

accommodation was available to the indigent by dint of charity and carried the stigma æsociated with

dependence upon charity. Labor policy included nationalisation of the public hospitals, but made no

mention of any free, universal system of hospital wa¡d and outpatients' care. The Party's refonh

agenda focussed upon the economic wellbeing of workers through such devices as the State

enterprises, workers' compensation and a restnrctu¡ed industrial a¡biration system. Taking over a

health system that was already at least partially provided by the wealthy would only divert scarce

resources away from the other, in some cases very expeñsive, initiatives the State was undertaking.

There were no intemational or local models of universal health care to fan Party enthusiasm for reform

in the economically peripheral area- The'wonder drugsl and other marvels of medical science were not

to arrive for decades: there wæ less public concem about curative medicine when there were so many

diseases not susceptible to treatment. Moreover, medical technology had yet to reach the level of

expensive sophistication where political judgement had to be exercised over the purchase and

placement of single items of equipmenL

The Queensland health care syst€m in 1915 was in no important respect different

from ttrose operating in other Sraæs.3o The years 1900-1915 in Queensland had witnessed a gradual

though strictly circumscribed expansion of the role of the State in recognition of the declining ability

of privaæ charities to offer acceptable standa¡ds of teatment for the sick poor. Labor in coalition and

in opposition had played some part in this movement following on its 1905 hospital nationalisarion

policy. Similar Eends toward expanded State intervention were, however, evident throughout

Australia.3l

ruSee, for example, Kewley, pp.7-I3; Dickey, pp.132-140.
3l3f . Co^ onwealth of Australia Year Book, LgOl-I907 , pp.774-777; 1901-1915, pp. 853-855.
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Reform of the health care system was not, then, a priority for the notoriously

reformist early Labor govemments. Although nationalisation of hospitals had been Labor policy for

a decade, the proposal appeared on the 1915 fighting platform as the lowest priority on the social

policy agenda after " þletter provision for Widows and Orphans and Indigent Personsi' and abolition of

capital punishment.32 The worþlace and the ma¡ket were the a¡eas where workers felt themselves"

most disadvantaged and it was on these areas that attention was concentrated by Party debates. The

Labor Party of 1915 still had more ambitious goals than simply ameliorating the lot of society's

casualties.

The reasoning of the Labor leadership ran something like this: with higher wages

through a revamped A¡biration systern, lower prices through State competition, the elirnination of

unemployment and provision of pensions and unemploymmt insurance, worken would be able til

provide for their own health care. They would in any cæe be less likely to become sick. Meanwhile,

it was only just that the sick pay for thei¡ own treatment. And since the hospitals could be more

cheaply operated on the voluntary systeq the Staæ exchequer could be all the more readily øpped for

what were se€n to be fundamental social reforms.

The commitment of the Party to nationalisation of hospitals had much the same

force as the general Objective adopted by the Federal body in 1921. The plank was a statement of

intent unencumbered by specific references or timetables for inroduction. For example, the 1916

Labor-in-Politics Convention atRockhampton carried unanimously a motion broadening the scope of

the plank to cover the gamut of health services.

That plank 10 be altered to rea 
- 

"Nationalisation of hospitals and the
chemical and medical profes. ¡ns and charitable institutioos."33

The motion, which if canied into immediate effect would have nec-ssitated a major reallocation of the

fiscal resou¡ces of the Queensland state, was carried without debate, indicating the low priority the

Labor leadership attached to is implementation.

3¿Worker,1 April 1915.
33OPriol Record, Eighth State Labor-in-Politics Convention, 1916, p.I2.
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By way of conEast, prolonged and bitær debate erupæd over a motion directing the

Government to reinüoduce the Contagious Disea.ses Acf, to widen its application to include men, and

to provide twenty-four hou¡ V"D. clinics. Amid a flurry of amendments calling for crackdowns on

prostitution and for sex education of children, the Government was able to get iß own diluted 'form of

words'adopted, after an impæsioned speech by Theodore:

That the Government take drastic action to eradicate the Red Plague
[V.D.] frorn the community.33

Clearly, the Labor leadership was loath to accept Party policy direction in the health field but wæ

happy tg reiterate statements of principle which were perceived as requiring no action in the

foreseeable future.

' Labor policy in health matters ænded also to be circumscribed by electoral concerns

mo¡e than by a perception that state action could improve the health of the Queensland public. Weil's

Disease (leptospirosis) outbreals, for example, with æsociated high mortality, affected workers in the

canefields. The disease was conúacted by eating food or drinking water contaminated with rats'urine

or, mote often, by matter containing rats' urine entering cuts and abbrasions. The disease afflicted

canecutters working in unburnt fîelds. Firing the cane prior to harvesting destroys the vermin and the

disease but marginally lowers the cane's sugÍ¡r content and renders the milling process slightly more

complicated. Farmers and millen were accordingly reluctant to accede to workers'demands for crop

firing and the Government was equally reluctant to make the practice compulsory. Despiæ the cane

cutters' demand for action thei¡ union (the AWU) in effect conspired with the employers on the

issue.35 Antagonism between the cutters on the one side and farmers and millen on the other over

this issue led eventually to widespread strikes and 1934 and 1935, strikes which obtained only half-

hearted backing from the AWU. This reluctance by the AWU to support the cutters on the

occupational health issue of Weil's Disease \ryas, reflected in an equal reluctance on the part of the PLP

to intervene in support of the affecæd workforce and against the wishes of the farmers and millers.

34OPtiol Record, Eighth Staæ Labor-in-Politics Convention, p.21.
35Records of interviews with 'Bluey Bliss, Canecutter' and 'Stån [?], Farmers' Son' in V/endy
Lowenstein, Weevils in the Flour: An Oral Record of the 1930's Depression,2nd, ed- (Melbourne:
Hyland House, 1979), pp. 38 1-384.
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In office, Labor at this time was amenable to the policy line advocated by the BMA,

namely continuation and extension of private practice, with the sick poor receiving voluntary

treatment by honoraries. As laæ æ 1924, Home Secretary Stopford \rote to the BMA in response to

complains about non-indigent patienc presenting themselves for f¡ee hospital Eeatment, saying

Public hospitals are established primarily for the treatment of persons
whose circumstances are such that private medical treatmeDt is beyoud
their means, and only such persons are eligible for admissiou t¡c hospital.
All other persons are subject !o private practice.36

The wartime conditions under which the Ryan Government assumed office

stimulaæd public and Party debate on health adminisration. The Imperial Forces' personnel demands

on the medical profession combined with the war effort's claims on charitable funds led to something

of a crisis in the provision of medical treatment for the poòr. Large private endowmenß had never

been a rich source of hospital income in Queenslan(3T and now that such funds had completely dried

up the inadequate subsidy system precipitaæd a marked deterioration in hospital care.

The Government responded with the Hospitals Bill, 1916. Since it entrenched

voluntary and local government funding this legislation compromised Party policy, although the

Government's critics of the left seemed to have ignored the matter. The Bill did, however, seek to

establish a more stable and guaranteed funding basis for hospitals and included potential provision for

nationalisation when ci¡cumstances were deemed opportune. The Bill was, however, thrown out by

the Legislative Council with the MLC's led by members of the medical profession voring solidly

against it.38

The fr.iowing year the BGH declared itself bankrupt. Lacking legislative authority

and also any genuine desire to take over th Hospital, the Government bailed out the institution's
I

finances and allowed its Boa¡d and administration to carry on. The twilight of the old voluntary

system of management lingered until 1923. During this period the BMA showed itself to be more

4, Ne 2, p. 658. Cited also by Robin, p. 658.
37Leggetç p. L2.
38QpD, vol. C)o(v (1916-17), pp.3L60-3167.
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amenable to suggestions of adminisEative reform than it was in later years. The scale and success of

medical services provided on a salaried bæis in the military forces þeld lessons which the profession

wæ prepared at least to debate. There wæ reason to expect that veterans who had grown used to high

standa¡ds of free, state-provided medical treatment would agitate for their continuation on retun to

civilian life.39 Nevertheless, such debate remained confined within the profession and was neither

exploited by the government nor raised by medical members of Parliamenr The BMA at no time

advocated or accepted the principle of salaried medical practice even if it was prepared to canvass the

issue in internal discussions.

The record then is that Labor governments from 1915-1922 accúed, in practice to the

BMA's claims to a monopoly of medical knowledge and its use. Moreover, Labor remained

sympathetic to the profession's arguments in favour of continuing the subsidised voluntary hospital

system which the profesSion itself dominated. Any moves for change from within the Party were

restricted to vague statements of principle and occupied little time at Labor-in-Politics Conventions.

ln the event, the only major administrative reform in the Health portfolio from 1915-1922 was the

assignation of Golden Casket (State lotæry)prof,rts to public hospitals. This move occurred in 1920

and remains in 1986. In short, radical change in health administration was neither a vital ideological

goal of the Party nor was it perceived by the Labor leadership as offering potential electoral rewa¡ds.

The Hospitals Act, 1923 was engendered more by a spirit of adminisEative

efficiency than by reforming zeal. Government members speaking to the Bill were concerne r +o

emphasise its absence of conEoversial content. Minister Stopford, for example, noted that "no sane

Government are going to force any system of management upon any section of the community that is

maintaining is hospitals in a proper and fai¡ manner."40 The Act contained no provision to coerce

rYRobin, p: Ll2.
4oePD, vol. c)<ttl (lgz3), p.2074
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voluntary hospitals into accepting State control, although some commentators have gained this

impression.4l The 1923 Act was not an instnrment for nationalisation, but this divergence from

Party policy atracted little inærnal criticisrn42

T\e 1923 Act was designed to strteamline the adminstative efficiency of those

sections of the public hospital system which had become chronically dependent on Stare funding. The

Act provided flrst, for the renovation of hospital adminisration at ttre BGH and second, reconfigured

funding arrangements between State and local government in ttre provincial hospitals. The State had

been forced to bail out the insolvent BGH in 1917 and had continued to fund it in the intervening six

years. The 1923 Act did away with a'voluntary' Boa¡d which no longer functioned except as a legal

fiction and placed formal control where financial conrol already lay - in the hands of the State

bureaucracy. The Act created a new agency called the Brisbane and South Coast Hospitals Board to

which career public sen/ant C.E. (Cha¡lie) Chuær, who has been called "the father of the Queensland

public hospital syste¡¡'43 wæ appointed chairman.

The 1923 Act fell far short of compulsory nationalisation in that provincial

voluntary hospitals were allowed to opt for continuation of the existing system of State-subsidised

voluntary management. Furthermore, those hospitals which chose full government funding were not

by any means made into arms of the State bureaucracy. The Staæ was prepared to accept only sixty

percent of operating costs, the balance having to be raised by local authorities within the hospital's

designated area. This legislated a rise in the local authorities' confibutions from twenty-five percent

of supplementation grants under the previous scheme to forty p€rcent of total hospital running costs

where voluntary boa¡ds opted for the new, mofe stable, ¿urangements.

Bell, p. 288. Her error is exposed at length by I-e,ggett" p. 62.
42Paútck,p. 17, cites PLP Caucus Minutes, 5 Sepæmber 1923 (when the legislation was approved)
to demonstrate this point. rWhile Caucus Minutes only detail motions and voting figures, rather than
the content of debate, Patrick is no doubt correct to say that the measu¡e excited little criticism within
the Party or from its friends within the labou¡ movement like the Daily Standardleader writen.
43Conversations with Doug Gordon andDr Ross Parich formerly Undersecretary of the Queensland
Department of Health, 1 August 1984.
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The most public political struggle over the hospitals in this period wæ accordingly

that put up by those ¡atepayers who were now required to fund 40 percent of hospital expenses. In

u¡ban a¡eas like Brisbane to which the scheme's opération was iriitially conhned, the heaviest rate

bu¡dens were most likely to fall on those with the greatest ability to pay. Moreover, they were

unlikely to be Labor vote¡s and the government could view this as a progressive and electorally

harmless taxation measure. But as provincial hospitals began to enter the State scheme (see Table

4.2), more and more ru¡al shi¡es found themselves having to raise revenues for hospirals. Many

shires chose to express their opposition to this impost by raising separate hospital taxes, so that

ratepayers would become aware of how much extra tax was payable on behalf of hospitals. Since

most rural ratepayers were agricultural producers, the sepÍ¡rate tax was potentially damaging to the

worker-farmer Labor electoral alliance (see Chapær 3).

Accordingly, the McCormack Government amended the Local Government Act in

1928, outlawing the levying of special hospital taxes and providing for any hospital moneys to be

defrayed by general rates.4 Labor's farmer supporters would still have to pay, but would no longer

be able to see how much they were having o pay for the Eeatment of the sick poor.

\\e 1923 Act laid down more elaborate administrative arrangements for Brisbane

than for the provincial hospitals, and by so doing perhaps inadvertently laid the foundations for the

1930's battles between Labor governments and the BMA. The character of hospital treatment and

organisation in Brisbane differed from that in provincial cities and counqy bwns in several notable

respects. The BGH was already in 1923 a huge institution by the standards of that [ime. It was

Brisbane's only public hospital, although some other institutions, notably the (Roman Catholic)

Mater Misericordiae Hospital in South Brisbane, provided a few charity beds. As a large and

anonymous urban facility, the BiH âttrâ.'-d less support per capita f¡om '.isbane's wealthy citizens

than did small town hospitals from their local financial benefactors. Honoraries at the BóH had no

personal or community involvement with the sick poor they were treating, whereas even in a

provincial town the size of, say, Townsville or Rockhampton, doctors would be so known tå most

44see Bell, p.288.
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citizens of the town that a reputation for lax treatment of indigent patients could potentially rebound

upon the practitioner. The relationship of honoraries o patiens at the BGH was in the nature of

things an impersonal one.45 In all, the BMA-promoted image of the selfless community doctor in

private practice looked a little th¡eadbare at the BGH. Although the 1923 rearrangements paved the

way for the abolition of the voluntary system, this was not a Macchiavellian move by Labor to

undermine the BMA but rather a step toward adminisrative rationality which allowed the honorary

system to collapse under is own weight.

Membership of hospital Boards in provincial hospitals opting for the maximum

sixty percent State funding reflected the proportionate contributions of the two levels of government.

The State Government appoinæd the majority of members in those ca.ses, but this did not result in

effective State conEol. The crucial role of honoraries remained essentially unchanged in these

hospitals from the former voluntary systern, and they continued to dominate hospital adrninistration

in the absence of deveþed lines of cenral control outside the rnenopolitan area- Honorary medical

staff could ignore boards' administative policy with impunity, since the boa¡ds could have no

authority to discipline voluntary medical staff who might well be the only qualif,red doctors in the

hospital's area.

The divergence between Labor's action in devolving responsibility for hospitals onto

local authorities in the 1923 Act and Party policy seems odd in the context of resolutions passed by

the March, 1923, Emu Pa¡k Labor-in-Politics Convention just months ea¡lier. This Convention, like

its predecessor, unanimously endorsed a health nationalisation policy plank. This ¡esolution called for

the ambitious "Nationalisation of hospitals, all medical and allied seryices.'r$ Among those voting

for this policy must have been PLP leader Theodore , his Cabinet and sundry other PLP members.4?

It is tempting therefore to regard the Hospitals Act, 1923, as a berayal of Party principles by the

Labor rninisters and at least two writers have condemned it in these terms.48 Available evidence

asAlthough this contention is denied by Iæggett (pp.70-75,82-83), my interpretation lv¿¡s supported
by Doug Gordon in our conversation of 1 August 1984.
46}pciot Record,Eleventh Queensland Labor-in-Politics Convention, 1923, p. 54.
47I7 outof the74 delegates were PLP members. These included Theodore, Stopfor{ McCormack,
Forgan Smith, and Jones.
48P. f. Jordan, "Health and Social 'Welfare", in Labor in Power, p. 315; LeggetÇ pp.30-32.
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concerning the tenor of the Convention debate suggests, however, that delegates did not reaff,rm the

principle of hospital nationalisation with any great sense of urgency. For example, an amendment to

the substantive motion which called for a special Staæ tax to augment Casket funds for hospitals was

easily defeaæd, yet such a commitment of funds would surely have been necessary to üanslate the

principle into practice. A PlP-sponsored motion for continuation of the Casket on the existing basis

was just as eæily carried. All speakers clearly indicated their shared belief that nationalisation was a

long way off yer The adoption of the policy may therefore be regarded as having similar force to the

adoption of the socialisation objective by the Federal ALP in Brisbane three years earlier: it wæ

something which would be good to see, but was unlikely to be realised in the lifetime of anyone

present at the vote.

The enti¡e debate over hospitals occupies about two percent of the record of a

Convention.which ran for six days (see Chapær I for more deøils). Furthermore, the debate was held

on the last day, afær Education and before Prohibition (liquor) - both of which issues inspired longer

and more animated debates.49 The reaffirmation of the hospital nadonalisation plank wæ nothing

very much more than a recuring ritual for the majority of those present during the debate. The Act

had the mundane purpose of establishing a mechanism to bail out ailing charitable institutions while

contatnirig costs . The plank in the Party plaform was perceived as a distant, flickering 'light on the

hill', a light that might with the greatest of eæe be ignored in the face of immediate adminisüative

exigencies.

'Tfhe lErfishame o udl Souûh Coasû

IHIoSM

The Hospitals Act, 1923, while clearly at variance with Labor's stated

nationalisation objective, did introduce several administrative features which were to survive in the

aeOpciat Record,Eleventh Queensland Labor-in-Politics Convention, 1923, p. 54.
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subsequent Søte (nationalised) public hospital system. Leggett is one who wæ led to interpret the

t923 Act æ trial legislation expressly designed as the model for later legislation to ensure complete

State confrol.S0 There is no evidence to substantiate such a thesis. As the above examination of the

1923 ALP policy debate indicated, the Theodore Government had no intention of nationalising

hospitals in the then foreseeable future. Rather, the administrative continuity to which Leggett draws

attention may be explained by examining the leading role of the State bureaucracy whose advice

guided the Ministers responsible for both the 1923 and the 1936 Acts and who then proceeded to

administer the legislation.

The most significant c¡eation of the 1923 Act was the Brisbane and South Coæt

Hospitals Board (BSCHB). Administratively speaking, this body was distinguished from its

predecesson in Queensland and analogous institutions in southern Staæs by its two guidinþ principles

of lay (non-medical) conrol and centalised authoriry. There were partial precedents for administration

based on these principles in other peripheral States. Tæmania, under a Nationalist Government, had

introduced lay control (though not centralised) in 1917. South Austalia had asserted State financial

control over key hospitals more than a decade earlier.Sl

In Queensland Labor thinking on this issue, expenditure and administration decisions

should be made by people who possessed financial and administrative expertise and who were subject

to political direction rather than by docton, who were rained to minister to the sick rather than mange

public institutions. The politically damaging fiascos which some of the Staæ enterprises turned into

had highlighted the dangers of allowing non-public servants to control areas of State expenditure.

Rational allocation of resources was to be ensured by centralised a¡ea planning. Where necessary,

expertise, both professional and adminisrative was provided by professionals recruited into the State

public service. The new position of Medical Superintendent at the BGH as the salar.ed sole ,. lical

adviser to the Board was an example of the new style of administative arrangement.

)ul-eggett, pp.36-37
5lDickey, p.I49.
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The establishment of the Brisbane and South Coast Hospitals Boa¡d repiesented an

unwelcome diminution of authority for Brisbane medical specialists. The BMA's opposition to the

move was somewhat muted, however, which may be explained by the exisænce of precedents in other

states and the BMA's continued privileged access to and harmonious relations with Minister Stopford.

For example, in 1927 the BMA complained to the Government of non-indigent patiens allegedly

seeking free Eeatment at hospitals and hence placing unnecessary bu¡dens on the honoraries' charity.

The Government promptly responded by intoducing a means tesl52 Thus at the behest of the BMA

a Labor Government instituted a system whereby the sick and injwed seeking admission to a public

hospital were greeted not by medical or paramedical staff, but by clerks.53 As was noted in the

previous section, the adminisnadve reforms effecte.d in the BSCHB had the tendency to undermine the

honorary medical off,rcer systern, but as a function of organisational imperative rather than conscious

Party policy

Attempts were made atthe 1926il and 192855 Labor-in-Politics Conventions to

loosen the Government's ties with the BMA by attempting to secue Gou"--.nt support for methods

of treaunent regarded by the profession æ quack medicine. In both cases Govemment delegates led by

Stopford reaffi¡med the profession's monopoly of authority in determining approved Eeatments and

accrediting qualif,rcations. Govemment arguments on these issues proved to be persuasive. Both

motions were lost.

The BMA had no major enernies within the Labor ranks in the 1920's, but acquired a

number of bitter foes in the new State bu¡eaucracy administering the BGH under the 1923 Act. Mr.

Chuter, in particular, became over the decade vehemently opposed to the privileges afforded honoraries

in public hospitals.56 He was also critical of waste and privilege in delivery of hospital Eeatmenr

a" ' of the monopoly of wisdorn n health administration arrogated by the medical profession.sT

5zRobin, p. t20.
53Conversation with Doug Gordon, I August 1984.
5 4 Op c iot R e c or d, T w ellth Queensland Labor-in-Politic s Conventi on, 1926, pp. 60-6 1 .
sso¡¡tiol R"cord,Thntænth QueenslandLabor-in-Politics Convention, 1928, pp. 56-57.
56supteme Court of Queensland Registry, Royal Commission on Public Hospitals, Shorthand Noæs
of Evidence, ":Further Statement by Charles Edward Chuter 7 July 1930" , pp. L-i (hereafær
'Chuter').
57Choter, p.4. See also Bell, p.289; Leggett, pp.43-44.
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Chuter engineered some administrative coups against the powers of honorary medical staff in the

1920's including the establishment of disciplinary (and appeal) mechanisms to deal with unsatisfactory

honoraries, and fu¡ther enEenchment of the salaried Medical Superintendents as sole professional

medical advisen to ttre Board.

The main actors in the administative drama generally prefered to keep their battles

out of the public domain. Occasionally, however, these struggles within the Queensland hospitai

system bubbled to the political surface, as in 1928 when Chuter publicly declared the honorary

medical officer system "untenable".58 So, while the Hospitals Act,1923 was hardly the ¡adical

initiative portrayed by some latterday commentators, the activists in the medical professior were

becoming alerted to the deep antagonism to their privileges being nurtured in the State apparanrs. The

change of governmentn 1929 gave the BMA leadership an opportunity to push the sympathetic and

inexperienced new adminisEation to settle once and for all the issue of medical practitioners' status in

favou¡ of the BMA's view.

The administrative apparatus set up to oversee public hospitals which chose to place

themselves under the aegis of the Act may well have set in rain the process of increasing State

intervention, but the BMA made a tactical blunder in supposing that the actions of the Moore

govemment would have any permanence, as will be seen. It was fortuitous for the Labor

governments of the 1930's that the anti-BMA officials recruiæd to the health adminisrative machinery

in the 1920's, most notably Chairman of the BSCHB and Assistant Under-Secretary of the Health

Departrnent Charlie Chuter, were such vigorous and far-sighæd public servants.59 The support given

by these officials in the Health portfolio under a restored Labor administration was to minimise the

electoral danger ofreform in the area.

The one public health area to get a boost from the State Labor Governrnent in the

1920's was maternity and infant welfa¡e. The Maternity Act,1925, provided for free, State-run pre

and post-natal clinics, together with maternity hospitalisation. Significant sums were pumped into

5\Courier,23 November 1928. Cited also by Leggea. p.42.
S9Conversations with Doug Gordon and Ross Patrick, 1 August 1984.
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capital works to provide the facilities encompassed by the Act and this program represented the

greatest part of new investment in health facilities for the period.60

Although Labor governments had, as we have seen, generally upheld the

prerogatives of the BMA, the Association saw a conservative adminisEation æ offering much more

opportunity for consolidating and furthering the interests of the profession. Conservative parties had

never been reluctant to adopt BMA policies as their own. The BMA's commitment to private medical

practice echoed conservative economic wisdom and anti-Labor parties were able to declare unreserved

support fo¡ this comerstone of the Association's platform. By confast, Labor's de facto support for

private practice was necessarily hedged by a stated commitment to its eventual abolition.

Relations between honorary medical staff and the Brisbane and South Coast

Hospitals Board headed by Chuær were inflamed from the outset and had had plenty of time to fester

by 1930. The profession was i¡ked that it not longer had any direct say in the adminisration of the

State's largest and most prestigious hospitals. On the other side, Chuter, and through him the Boa¡d

and the Department, had come firmly to the view that rational hospital administration would be

possible only with the replacement of the honorary system by one with a salaried, full-time medical

officers. Chuter's establishment of the salaried Medical Superintendent position was perceived by

both himself and the honoraries ås a significant step in the direction of a salaried medical staff in

public hospital, 11

The Moore GovernrnenÇ faced with a running administrative battle over hospital

management, and finding itself beset by partisan public service advisors, opted to avoid di¡ect

60QPP, 1929, Yol.2, pp. L262, 1272.
61See aslso Bell, p. 289.
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intrusion into policy formation in this dangerous field and instead appointed a Royal Commission.

Th¡ee Commissioners were appointed, including one private medical practitioner. The three were W.

Harris, Police Magistrate; S.A. Glassey, Deputy Auditor-General; and E. Sandford Jaclson, sugeon.

There were many terms of reference, concentrating on questions of finance, conEol, and government

intervention in hospital adminisration.62

The highlights of the Commission's hearing were the abusive exchanges between

members of the medical profession on the one hand, particularly BMA Queensland President Dr.

Meyers, and Chuter for the Brisbane and South Coæt Hospital Boa¡d on the other. The BMA attacked

some of the conditions prevailing at the BGH, notably the.overcrowding which was responsible for

housing V-D. and T.B. patients on hospital verandahs and for mixing psychiaric with detoxification

patients in the one ward.63 Chuter blamed the honoraries for the hospital's flaws and accused the

BMA of having political and pecuniary interests in exaggerating the real state of affairs.64 Chuter's

remarks conceming the political ambitions of the BMA suggest also that he was dissatisfred with the

Commission's makeup. The only member of the Commission to have first-hand experience of health

adminisration was an honorary himself and who could sway his Commission colleagues in favour of

theBMA.

The BMA's objectives were clear.65 Fi$t, it wanted a Søæ commitrnent to private

practice æ the foundation of Queensland s health ca¡e system. To this end it wanted coercion to return

non-indigent patients to the private treatment market, and regulation of health insurance systems to

make medical fee recovery more secure. Second, the BMA was keen to regain the unchallenged

control of hospital administration the profession had enjoyed up until the mid-1920's. The

mechanisms it favoured for achieving this second goal were the guaranteed appointment ^f honora¡ies

to hospital boa¡ds and the greater intrusio,r of priv. (paid) practice into public h.r,pitals via the

creation of inærmediate wards.

o¿}PP, 1930, Vol. I, p. 649.
63QPP,1930, Vol. l, pp. 654-657 and elsewhere. See also Leggett, pp. 48-50
64Chutet, pp. l-7.
65see also Robin, pp. 110-128.
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The Commission's findings were congruent wittr the main objectives of the BMA.

On the cenEal question - that of hospit¿l adminisradon - the Commission recommended:

(a)the appointment of honorary medical officers to all hospital
boards;

(b)the institution of signed agre€ments between medical staff and hospital boards;

(c)the imposition of a compulsory statutory decla¡ation of inability to pay before
f¡ee freaünent could be g¡anæd, otherwise fees would be imposed including fees
for visitors in excess of two at anyone tirne;

(d)the establishment of a 3-member permanent Hospiøls Commission independent
of the Department and chaired by a medical professional;

(e)Staæ funding should be increased to80Vo and local funding reduced to20Vo.
Staæ funds to be provided from the Income Tax.66

Other recommendations concerned insurance and included the imposition of

compulsory third part motor vehicle insurance, and the extension of SGIO responsibility to include

medical treaünent of accident victims not otherwise cove¡ed. Having regard to the concessional

capitation payment system existing between friendly societies and medicos, the Commission also

recommended the imposition of means tests for friendly society membership. This last

recommendation effectively embraced the then still controversial fee-for-service system of private

practice, since friendly societies paid a flat patient capitation fee regardless of the number of

consultations by each member.

Sruggling with an economic catashophy and lacking political resolve, the Moore

Government procrætinated over the adoption and implementation of the Royal Commission's report.

This hiatus in the decision-making process was further confused by some dissent among the

Comrnissioners themselves, especially on the question of BMA representation on hospital boards.

Harris, Police Magistrate and Chairman, took the view that the C¡own as provider of the funds should

make the administrative decisions.6T Fu¡thermore, Government supporters in Brisbane and the

provincial cities were unenthusiastic about the Commission's recommendation that further hospital

66QPP,1930, vol. r, pp.705-706.
67ePP,1930, vol. r, p. 696.
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costs should be met from Income Ta;r,68 although Moore's rural supporærs would have welcomed the

rate relief such a move could have given them.

Any reasonable Income Tax levy formula would in the Depression context have been

more progressive in is tendency to effect income redistribution than would continued reliance on

rates. Economic crises tend to accelerate regressive relative income redistribution as, in the words of a

popular song of the Depression years, "the rich get richer and the poor get poorer'.69 Marginal

property owners such æ small farmers, shopkeepers and mortgagees who faced banlrupæy in the

economic downturn were still liable for rates, while income taxes could only be levied on incomes

above the subsistence level. Tn-..e losen in any Eansfer of the tax bu¡den from the properry rate to an

income tax levy would be those who had retained or improved their incomes during the crisis. This

effect wæ not lost on farmen: the Council of Agriculture submitted to the Royal Commission that

the local govemment hospital levy wæ "unfair and discriminatory".T0

Arguments in favou¡ of lightening the taxes of the rich seem in poor taste at a time

of general hardship, so those advocating such policies seek to clothe their arguments with

assumptions about the necessary preconditions for a return to economic health. Even the Courier,

which normally articulaæd Brisbane conservative opinion, counselled wholeherted endonement of the

Royal Commission's recommendations, despite the two dissenting opinions in the Report on the

subject of income versus property taxes.7l The confusion caused by the internal dissent in the

Commission Report wæ sufficient to allow the Moore government to shelve contentious issues.

l

The recommendations of the Royal Comrnission on Hospitals thus offered the

Moore administration few political benefits and many probable inc¡'ements to opposition. The only

sure benef,rciaries fron. adoptir,i rf the recommendations wou ¿ have been the honorary medical

officers, a numerically insigniflrcant and geographically dispened group whose allegiance to the non-

oöSee Robin, p. 127 , Bell, p. 29L.
69see, for example, Catley and McFa¡lane, pp. 50-53;
ToDaity Mait, tS June 1940.
TLCourier, 28 November 1930.
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Labor parties was in any case more or less assu¡ed. Accordingly, the Report was shelved. The only

impact made in the end by Royal Commission recommendations was the appointment of Dr

Robertson, sugeon and University of Queensland Vice-Chancellor, to the Brisbane and South Coast

Hospitals Boa¡d. His appoinunent was not renewed by Labor when it returned o office.

In the event, the most interesting outcome of the Royal Commission was the

sundering of the hitherto harmonious relationship between the BMA and the Labor leadership. The

BMA was widely perceived in the Party and the broad labour movement to have th¡own in its lot with

the conservative parties. The speed with which the Moore Govemment appointed the Royal

Commission and the close correspondence between its findings and BMA policy was taken as

indícating a sinister degree of collusion between Cabinet and the BM.A.72 By the same token, Charlie

Chuter emerged as the hero of the hour for defying the BMA/ Government/ Royal Commission

axis.73

The Moore Government thus accomplished little in the way of practical change to

the health care system. Labo¡'s 1932 election platform contained little indication of the scope of

reforms which, as events proved were to be undertaken in the ensuing yean. The only commitment

in the health area was to the "continuation and extension of baby clinics, maternity hospitals and pre-

natal clinics."74 An obvious priority in the 1932 platform wæ Government action to reduce

unemployment and to review the less popular adminisnative policies of the conservatives. Health

wæ a minor item on the agenda.

1930; Worker, 28 May 1930.
13Da¡ly Stand,ard,12 December 1930. Cited also by Bell¡ p. 290.
74W. Forgan Smith, Summary of Labor's Policy - State Elections lg32,plank 17.
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Il eonnûnol 1932.fl03q

Forgan Smith's Home Secretary was E.M. ("Ned") Hanlon, a competent and ha¡d-

workingTs Minister who was an outstanding member of the Cabinet and th¡ew himself into the

portfolio with enthusiasm. He found the Courier"s and the BMA's calls for a separate Health

portfolio immediately atEactive. In spite of their source, these suggestions offered the chance of

accelerating reform in line with Labor policy, represented a new and elecûorally visible action, and held

out the prospect of achievement directly attributable to the Minister himself. The Health

"Department", as was discussed eælier, had been an adminisrative ugly duckling and the new Minister

had the ability to foresee how Labor could make a mark in what could be a developing field" Hanlon

was to emerge as a leading figure in the Labor welfarism of the 1930's and 1940's, although his

reputation does not seem to be as widely recognised south of the Tweed.76

The BMA was thus pleasantly surprised that the new Minister was apparently

receptive to the profession's policy advice. It was further delighted when in 1934 Hanlon appointed

Dr Raphael Cilento to conduct an inærnal Departmental inquiry into the management stnrcture of the

Deparûnent and of the Queensland public hospital and public health systems. Cilento was an eminent

member of the medical profession (a specialist in ropical medicine) and at the time of his cooption to

the Queensland service a senior officer in the Commonwealth Health Deparrnent in Canberra.TT

From the BMA point of view, Cilento was both a distinguished member of the

medical fraternity and a friendly outsider ¿ìmong the deæsæd Queensland health bureaucracy. The

BMA was yet more pleasantly surprised when Cilento made clear to his colleagues and to the press

that following the inquiry it was the Governrr ,nt's intention to appoint himself as inaugural Head of

haelHanlon:aCitybushman',inQueenslandPoIiticalPortraits,
pp. 443, 441, 457 ; Patlck, p. 27.
76No mention of Hanlon at all, for example, in Kewley, Dickey, or Richa¡d Kennedy (ú.) Australian
Welfare History: Critical Essays (Melbourne: MacMillan, 1982). Only publications specifically on

Queensland credit Hanlon with having any kind of influence on the development of welfare policy in
the ALP.
TTCourier-Mail, I January 1935. I{O!S: the former^Brisbane Courier and,Daity Mait amalganrated at
the end of 1934, and this was the fi¡st edition of the combined newspaper. See also Patrick, p. 19.
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a new Health Department.TS The logical internal appointment as Permanent Head of the new

Department was Chuter, a possibility the BMA must have viewed with some trepidation given his

well known antipathy towards the Association. In the light of projected appointment of Cilento, the

BMA pronounced itself willing to go along with a major reform in the administration of Queensland's

health care system.

An election on 11 May, 1935, saw the Forgan Smith Labor Government

comfortably retumed to office. Hanlon played a role in the campaign second only to that of Premier

and Labor leader Forgan Smith. Hanlon issued at public expense a special pamphlet detailing the

wo¡k of the Home Department and explaining, with a commendable clarity rarely seen in more recent

welfare state publicity, the paternalistic ideology of Sgate welfa¡e provision in Queensland under

Labor. Only in the areas of health adminisration and hospital management is Hanlon's pamphlet less

than expicit about Labor ideology and policy objectives since they could have roused an apathetic

BMA into anti-Government activity.Tg

Between the election and the end of 1935, however, Hanlon's plans for the

administrative change in the Health function changed drarnatically. Instead of establishing a

traditional Departrnent of State stmchue presided over by a Permanent Head, Hanlon moved towards a

Janus - like structure with both a professional and an administrative head. Cilento was to be the

professional manager æ the Director-General of Health and Medical Sewices'; the top man of the

adminisrative structure, the Under-Secretary of the Department of Health and Home Affai¡s', was to

be none otler than Charlie Chuter.

Ross Patick, himself a subsequent Di¡ector-General of Health and Medical Services,

explains Hanlon's volte-face by reference to Cilento's political blunders during the , '.r prior to the

/ðPatrick discusses this point at length. pp.19-22. He ciæs (a) oblique references to an 'offer' made
by Hanlon to Cilento in 1934 - QSA N320ll (b) press coverage of Cilento - Courier,15 October
1934 (c) Cilento's own repoft on reorganisation (n.d.)QSA HHA/l1 (d) Hanlon's speech to the
enabling legislation creating the Direcor-General of Health position, in which he names Cilento as
'head' - QPD, vol CLXV (1935), p. 1583 (e) conversation between Patrick and Courier-Mail
journalist Harry Summen (n.d.).
zb. n¿. Hanlon, The Work of the Home Department: A Survey of its Activities and Sub-
Departments from 1932 to 1934 (Brisbane: Government Printer, 1935), pp.7-14.
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establishment of the new Department. Ffust, Cilento is said to have offended both the unwritten

Public Service code and Hanlon in particular by bypassing proper channels. and dealing direct with

Premier Forgan Smitli, specifically on the Weil's Disease issue (the disease having aroused industrial

srife in the Premier's electorate). Second, Cilento accepted a knighthood from the Commonwealth

King's Birthday list, an honour not likely to habilitate him with his new employers.S0

Third, during the 1935 election campaign, Cilento publicly scoffed at treatment

methods in the polio clinics conducted by Sister Elizabeth Kenny. Although she lacked the medical

qualifications deemed necessary by the profession for treating the sick, Kenny had much success with

her unconventional Feaünents for the endemic infantile paralysis diseæe poliomyelitis - Eeatments

which eschewed the usual callipen and leg clamps. Both Hanlon and Forgan Smith had voiced some

support for the Kenny treaûnents, but in any case the issue was a political hot potato, with pro-

Kenny forces near fanatical in thei¡ demands for official license for the Eeatment. Cilento's

intervention was thus politically untimely and inexpedient even if medically speaking unexcep[ional

at the time. Kenny's methods have subsequently been vindicated and received international

recognition, of course, but she wæ long officially regarded by the profession as a dangerous quack.

The political climate of the time made it tactically necessary for the Government to

ensute that its senior appointments were people not ideologically opposed to the Labor Party. The

retiring Under-Sec¡etary of the Home DeparÍnent was the conservative V/illiam Gall. Gall was

closely associated with Queensland Club conservative identitiesSl and was in the habit of collecting

scandalous tidbits of GoveÍtment and Labor Party doings and pæsing them on to joumalists from the

anti-Labor press.82 The ALP leadership had in the 1920's been able to defeat Convention motions

calling for the selection of socialiss in senior government appointmens. The Forgan Smith

Government would nonr -lslgs5 have been awa¡e of Party disquiet when overt enemies were ¡ecruited

to such positions.

óuConversation with Ross Patrick, 1 August 1984; also Patrick, pp.2l-25.
SlConversation with Dennis Murphy, 2l Jnly 1982.
82WilIiam James Gall, collected miscellaneous papers, Fryer Library Collection. See especially MSS
43 tDt 234, 43 tD t240(b), 43 lD I 222, 43 tD /236.
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Chuter had-akeady demonstrated the soundness of his ideological credentials and the

positive feelings of the Party towards him were reinforced by his solid grounding in hospital

administadon. As Assistant Under-Secretary, Chuter had assumed de facto supreme responsibility for

hospitals since the passage of ttre 1923 Act.91 Cilento, on the other hand, outstanding intellect

though he was, had neither experience nor interest in the nitty gritty of hospital administration, his

expertise lying in the spheres of public health and ropical medicine.92 Cilento was allocared a

permanent office adjoining the Minister's with a connecting door, hence confirming an arangement

made on a t€mporary basis when he had been the Permanent-Head-designaæ. Cilento's domain was

the administation of professional services in the State's hospitals, but he retained di¡ect access to the

Minister. Chuter controlled the funding, in concert with government policy.

The new adminisrative arangements bore fruit with the pæsage of the Hospitals

Act, 1936, which gave authority over all expendinre for all public hospitals (including voluntary

hospitals) to the Department of Health and Home Affairs. The Governor in Council wæ empowered

to make the appoinrnents to hospital boards, all of which were made vacant by another provision of

the Act (5.13(2)). Boards were invested with wide discretionary powers but key appointment

decisions such as those for Medical Superintendents were to be made by the Director-General

(Cilento). (S.5) The Act provided for the abolition by proclamation of the honorary medical officer

system (S.33) and foreshadowed its replacement by a salaried system. The honorary medical officer

system wæ phased out by 1938, being replaced by a range of sala¡ied full- and part-time positions.

Hospital employees, among whom the medicos were now numberd were ineligible for appoinrnent

to hospital boards, ttrereby ending the time-honou¡ed relationship between the medical staff and the

boards. (S.13(7))

Under the Act Hanlon ruled the hospi-al syste^.' -hrough the Di¡ector-General tr ne

Medical Superintendents and through the Under-Secretary to the Hospital Managers. The

Superintendents and Managers constituted the sole sources of advice for each boa¡d and were effectively

Department officers, being appoinæd by and owing allegiance to the Department.S3

ðJConversation with Doug Gordon, 1 August 1984. Also Bell, p. 291.
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The Act was presented in parliament as a move ûo extend more independent auttrority

to hospital Boards. Hanlon argued that

local control through boards will give more efficient more economical
and better service all round 1o the people of a çommunity than would a
series of hospitals throughout the State controlled entirely from
Brisbane.e

The Act was worded to conceal the main intention of the legislation, an,indication that the Labor

leadership was anxious to avoid political confrontation and accusations of radicalism. For instance,

while the Act empowered boards to undert¿ke worls, engage consultant architecs and the like, it also

required budgets (5.22) nd worls programs (S.24) to ¡eceive the authority of the Governor in Council

and the Co-ordinator-General of Public Works. Government policy required hospital works other than

maternity wards to be flnanced by public borrowing.Ss

The Queensland medical profession might have been more militantly opposed to this

new hospitals regime had it not been for the establishment in 1935 of the Medical School of the

Univenity of Queensland at Herson, adjacant to the BGH. The BGH became henceforth the State's

first and only teaching hospital (until 1957 and the opening of the Princess Alexandra Hospital). The

cachet now attaching to the BGH as a teaching hospital made practice there attractive to medical staff

who were otherwise antithetic to government control. The balance appears to have worked out in

favou¡ of betær morale,86 although Leggett hæ dispuæd this, claiming that æaching was relegated to

a subordinate and inadequate status.87 In any case, the BMA in Queensland was muted. in its

opposition to the Act when in theory it was implacably opposed. When the national association

established a capitation levy of f,10 in order to establish a fund to fight the legislation, rhe Queensland

B¡anch was able to raise less than 50 percent of its share of the total and was the subject of attacks in

¡he M-dícat Journal of Australia.SS

ooePD, vol. cl)o( (193ó), p. t74B.
SsEvidetrt f¡om the statements of Public Accounts and Auditor-Generals reports. See also Patrick, p
32.
S6Conversation with Doug Gordon, I August 1984.
S7Leggett, p.75.
88Robin, pp. 131, 134.
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Hanlon's agreement to BMA demands for the establishment of Intermediate Wa¡ds

also helped mute the reaction of the Queensland medical profession to the 1936 Act. The BMA had

argued that a range of diagnostic and úeatment facilities were available only in public hospitals, and

that the State was the¡efore depriving itself of funds by failing to provide slightly more presrigious

accomrnodation, at cost, to the middle class.89 The creation of a new ward level advantaged the

BMA's constituency in that it legitimaæd a fee-for-service system within the public hospitals. From

Labor's point of view, the introduction of Intermediate Wæds dampened opposition to the effective

abandonment of means æsting in Public Yü/ard admissions.9O Ordinary workers thus achieved, with

no particular fanfare or contrroversy, guarante€d relieffrom crippling hospital costs.

lVhile the Hospitøls Act, 1936 greatly increased cenEal conEol over hospital

administration it left ttre burden of 40Vo funding, æ before, with local authorities . This :utangement

conceded the arguments against income øx financing for hospitals which anti-Labor forces had raised

in 1930. Local government electors in exchange were granted di¡ect suffrage in choosing their

minority of boæd members. The Act was modelled on the Local Government Act, 1936. The effect

of both pieces of legislation r,vas to give the public impression of decentralisation of authority while

augmenting ttre actual financial and administrative control exercised by the State Government from

Brisbane.

Labor compromised in other di¡ections also in order to avoid confroveny in the

inEoduction of the reforms. The new arangements were premised upon the general principle that

medical staff ought to be paid State sewants. This would grant hospital administrators the same

managerial prerogatives afforded managers of other Staæ agencies. A stronger view, æsociated with

Chuter, was that administation would be put on a proper bæis only if medical staff were ordinary

Crown servants: that is, full-timr, salaried -^"ff with negligible private pra¡ -ces. This more radical

E9 See Medical Journal of Australia,1936, vol 2,Na 23,5 December 1936,pp.791-792. In the
course of praising the Hospiøls Contribution Fund of New South Wales, ¡he MJA leader writer notes
that the system of private insurance "is advantageous from sveral points of view. In the fust place the
public hospitals have not had to f,md rom for these persons in the public wards, and have therefore
been able to provide a greater number of beds for the indigent - those for whom the hospitals were
originally intended." (p. 1 92)
thatrick, p. 45.
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option was discarded as in the run-up to ab<ilition of the honorary system if became clear that there

would be insufficient candidates for full-time positions,gl but the conflictJimitation tactics adopted

by Hanlon and Forgan Smith suggest that such a move would have been shelved in the face of BMA

opposition even if there had been no practical difficulties. The honoraries by and large became part-

time medical officers. Chuter was moved in 1941 to head the new Department of Local Government,

a Eansfer which purged the Government's policy advising ranls of the single geatest impediment to

co-existence with the BMA.

The significance of the 1936 Act should not be understated simply because the Labor

leadership chose to compromise on certain issues in the face of likely strong opposition from the

prestigious BMA. At one stroke, the doctors had been forced to accept a salaried medical service in

public hospitals, the adminisradon of the hospitals had been lodged frmly with the State public

service, the remaining voluntary hospitals had been'put on notice for possible future State râkeover

and the private hospitals had been made subject to Staæ regulation. The subsequent introduction and

retention of the Free Hospital system would have been administatively improbable we¡e it not for the

æsumption of Staæ control under the Hospitals Act, L936.

So inconspicuous was the Act by dint of the lack of public conflict sunounding its

passage that it was not reported in the Labor press. The Worker ca¡ried no mention of the Act's

passage in November-Decembeç 1936. By comparison the simultaneous Racing and Pharmacy Bills

received in-depth coverage. In the mass of Bills brought on at the end of the 1936 Session, a Bill

which made administrative reforms to the health sector was not deemed to be of signihcance by Labor

publicists. The rnove could have been announced as a major step in the achievement of Party

objectives and so helped dampen inærnal criticism of the Labor Government's lack of reforming zeal,

but the Labor leadership clearly felt more comfortable with internal opposition than with public

charges of radicalism made by anti-Labor forces.

See Leggett, p. 82.
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The tactic worke4 as the conservative press, like the Opposition and the BMA, was

caught unaw¿¡res by the subtlety of the major reforms wrought by the legislation. There wæ some

concern that private hospitals were now to be regulated, but Hanlon's rhetoric about the enhancement

of local control of public hospitals was accepted at face value. The Courier-Mail, for example,

reported the Bill under the heading "Conrol of Private Hospital Boards" and gave little prominence to

misgivings about the powers of Govemment to confiol Boa¡ds' decisions.92 When the Bill had been

more carefully perused protest became more vociferous and it appeared that the conflict-avoidance

iactics had failed. "State Dominates Hospital Boards - Nationalisation More Acceptable"' headed the

Courier-Mail leader the next day.

Mr Daniel (country Party-Keppel) was prominently reporæd æ having described the

"predominance of the Minister's representatives on hospital boa¡ds as Tlitlerism of the worst kind'

The BMA w¿¡s more upset about the Government's failu¡e to consult it than by the detail of the Bill:

'Vy'e are still waiting for a copy of the Bill. from the Bill
noted by a member of the British Medical provision for
medical representation on hospital boa¡ds. iaid, doctors
had been refused what they regarded as a sociatiou had
made frequent and sincere efforts to place before the Government its
expert advice and help in the framiug of a health policy for the State,
which would provide an efficient medical service for the people. These
overtures had been consistently spurned.,.g3

The Govemment, no doubt hurt that its camouflage tactics had failed, scomfully attacked the premises

of the BMA's argumenL Forgan Smith, issued the following rejoinder:

No public body received Billq for discr¡ssion before they were printed, and
there was Do re,Non why the British Medical Association should be neated
differently from any other uuion...94

The Government need not have been so testy, since its tactics had mostly succeeded. The BMA,

which as more recent Labor governments have found is capable of causing pc¡litical mayhem, was

only going through the motions of opposition. By the following week, as the King's abdication

story began to break, the oassage of the Bill had ceased t , re of concern to the anti-Labor press.

e¿Courier-Mail, 26 November 1936.
93 C ourier-M øil, 26 and 27 November 1936.
9 4 C ourier - M ail, 26 November 1 936.
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Progress was being made also on fronts other than administration. The public

hospitals had been major beneficiaries of the State's capital worls program which had been expanded

in response to the Depression. The Radium Instituæ (X-ray diagnosis and radiation therapy unit)

received new accornmodation at the BGH in 1936.95 The new Women's Hospital was opened by

Hanlon on the Herston site in 1938 for which achievement he was later honoured by having his

b¡onze statue erected in the forecourr Country and provincial ciry hospitals were similarly endowed

with capital granß.

By the late 1930's then, Queensland's public hospital system was firmly

consolidated under State control. In the year 1938/39, the proportion of the Queensland hospital

budget going to the remaining few voluntary hospitals had declined o a tiny fraction of the toral (see

Table 4.1). Private hospital nurnben had simila¡ly declined from 215 in 1936t37 to 155 in rhe

1938/39 fiscal year.96 The State had substantially nationalised is health care institutions, in thar

now the major institutions were all under di¡ect Staæ control and the remainder were subject to a high

degree of regulation. Labor under Hanlon and Forgan Smith had accomplished this with minimal

resort to coercive methods, and with a continuing rhetorical commitment to decenEalised and

democratic conEol. And the Labor Government had achieved this without provoking spirited public

debate and with little stimulus from the Labor Party organisation.

vrS_ir Raphael Cillnlo, Medicitu in Queensland: A Monograpå (Brisbane: Royal Historical Society
of Queensland,, 1963), p. 7 5.
96ePP, 1939, vol. 2, p. t2r1.
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Tahle 4.1

[Sources: QPP, 1928, vol.
1932, vol.1, pp. 354-355;
pp.396-397; 1938, vol. 1,
275; L94243 [iu ooe vol
1946, vol. l, p.229.1

Politically, the reorganisation of the 1930's was a masterstroke. The retention of

theforms of the superceded autonomous voluntary hospital system memt that the Government could

avoid responsibility for administative scandal where it was expedient to do so. In assessing the

structure, Leggett adopts the cynic's view that this 'dodge' was the whole rationale behind the

exercise.9T It is more likely, however, that Hanlon and company were not willing to fight the

political battles that the abolition of vestigial forms of the voluntary system would have entailed.

For example, take the situation in 193ó when the State became unwilling to assume toøl financial

responsibility for the hospitals. Whil^ the local authorities were providing 40Vo of gap funds, it wæ

re., -:rable that they should have sc.ir.e representation in retum for their taxation. And, from Hanlon's

perspective, conf¡ontation with the local authorities over the issue would have been politically

troublesome for the rivial objective of having to avoid consultation with community groups not

beholden to the Government.
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Y/Leggett, pp. 86-87.
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Impenrs for the 1930's Queensland hospital restmcturing had sprung from the State

bureaucracy rathe¡ than from the rank-and-file or from the leadership of the Labor Party. The QCE

Minutes a¡e æ silent on the subject of hospital administration in 1935-1936 as a¡e the Records of the

Labor-in-politics Conventions of 1935 and 1938. Hanlon and the Government were receprive to the

Chuter/Cilento proposals because they made good adminisEative sense: more services for less inputs.

Expressed political opposition came from sources - the BMA and the Parliamentary Opposition -

which in the eyes of the Forgan Smith adminisration were motivaæd by self-interest.

Hanlon, under the influence of Cilento, was magnanimous to the BMA in their

defeat. T\e Medical Act, L939, provided for'the regisEation and standa¡dised acc¡editadon of medical

practitioners in the gamut of specialities,' a provision the BMA had lobbied for. This is univenally

agreed to.have been decades in advance of similar provisions elsewhere in Australia. The BMA has

been credited with authorship of the legislation.g8 Yet the legislation also had the effect of enhancing

bureaucratic rationality in the recruitment process for the State hospitals' medical staff 99 an outcome

to the advantage of State conFol. The 1936 Act gave Cilento as Director-General authority over all

medical appointmens in public. hospitals, and now the Medical Act,1939 stipulated that the Director-

General be Chai¡man of the statutory Medical Board, the body which determined accreditation

stfldards.

The changes in hospital administration wrought by the Forgan SmithJed Labor

Governments of the 1930's were inEoduced in response to tight budgetary constraints and heavy

demands on services, and were influenced by advice from administrators opposed to the policy

prescriptions of the BMA. While these legislative and adminisnative changes did serious damage to

the BMA's ideal of user-pays pdvate practice, Labor was cauticus in reL"'ìng the potential of this

victory. Key provisions were phased in over a number of years. Some logical corollaries of the

changes, such as the recruitment of a full-time salaried medical staff, were supported by the

bureaucracy but were jettisoned by the Government in order to placate opposition. Labor in the

YðLeggett, p. 88.
ggJordan, p.317.
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1930's was more interested in avoiding conEoversy than in appearing to be working on the

implementation of Labor objectives. The confluence of Labor objectives and the health reforms of the

1930's was only later realised and exploited as such by the Parry leadership.

By 1940 Queensland had a system of de facto State-run hospitals which equipped the

State with the administrative apparatus needed to realise the Labor goal of universal free health ca¡e.

The unsung victory over private medicine won in the 1930's when the BMA was forced to accept

salaried work in public hospitals left Queensland in a fa¡ better position than the other States to

implement the national insurance and free health ca¡e programs developed by the Federal govemments

of the 1940's. The implied threat available to doctors in other States of refusing to heat public

patients had been sacrificed by the Queensland BMA when it accepæd salaried remuneration. Labor

seems to have been slow to exploit this victory, but by 1940 the poæntial for major restmcturing of

health ca¡e provision was being explored.

The Menzies Federal administration of the late-1930's developed a National Insu¡ance

programlO0 This scheme did not eventuate, an outcome owing much to the opposition of the BMA

nationally which refused to have anything to do with a system not based on fee-for-seryiss.101 4

Royal Commission in 1938 into the proposal accepted extensive BMA argument in favour of fee-for-

service.1o2

r*ueensland responded by campaigning from experience for Federal support for the

principle of salaried health care prov' ion in public hospitals. The Queensland representative on the

new National Healthland Medical Research Council (NHMRC) was Sir Raphael Cilento. From this

rwKewley, pp. 159-165; Dickey, pp.163-166; G.l. rù/ood, "A Contemporary Advocate of National
fnsurance" n Social Policy in Australia, pp. 140-143.
101ïtsln¿ Hunær, 'The Body Politic", Na l,Tlv Body Program,ABC Radio 2 and.3, broadcæt 3-8
April 1983, transcript obtained from ABC.
1@L.F. cnsp, Ben chiftey : A Political Biography (sydney: Angus & Robertson , rgl.j),p. 316.
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position he was able to exert considerable influence on an NHMRC inquiry into funding of medical

services.103 Consequently, ¡he I942NHMRC Report backed a free,salaried system. Cilento further

antagonised the BMA by using the NHMRC report (which he had partly wriaen) as the bæis for an

attack on the fee-for-service system in a paper he delivered to ttre BMA Queensland Branch.lM

Within the Party also the realisation was dawning that possibilities for real reform

were now open in the health area, and the development of Labor health policy became charged with

some vigour. The 1941 Queensland Labor-in-Politics Convention was the first major Party forum to

debaæ health policy in more than a decade. A Mr T. Keane representing the Sandgate Branch moved

f¡om the floor:

That we heartily congratulate the Govemmeat on the progress made with
hospitals, maternily hospitals, and dental clinics, and ihat an extension of
same be kept in the forefront with a view to eliminatioo of all competition
in matters affecting the public ¡.u¡¡¡.105

Hanlon amended the mòtion to delete the reference to "elimination of all competition..." and

substitute "providing for the prevention as well as the Eeatment of disease as a community service."

Making no reference'to the substantive deletion, Hanlon and another pro-Government speaker

proceeded to talk about the value to the working class of preventive health progr¿rms, citing the

elimination of Weil's Disease afær the 1935 Health Department reorganisation. The Labor leadership

was concerned here ùo avoid conflict with the churches, which were the main sources of 'competition'

for the State in the field of hospitals as with schools (see Chapter 5). The official position was that

the State system was for all the people and was in any case without real peer, as the Chair's rema¡ks

indicate:

If the Governmetrt car be charged with any fault it is that they have not
advised the public of the marvellous things that they hav'e done in
providing health and medical services for the people. I am sure that not 5
percent of the people are aware of the magnificent work that has been
dooe by the Department of Health and Home Affain.

(Mr W. Forgan Smith: Hear, hear!) (p. 25)

The Hanlon amendment was carried without delay, since it appeared that the mover of the original

motion had not known he was conEadicting government policy.

IurConversation with G. R. Palmer, Head of the School of Health Administration, Universiry of New
South Wales 2 September,1984..
lØSee Robin, p. 46.
105ç¡¡t¡o¡ þecord, Seventeenth Queensland Labor-in-Politics Convention, 1941, p. 23 (subsequent
references in text).
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In Sepæmber 1942 Hanlon was promoted Deputy Premier to F.A. Cooper following

Forgan Smith's retirement to head the Sugar Cane Prices 6e¿¡6.106 Hanlon continued to hold the

Health and Home Affai¡s pordolio for the remaining years of the wa¡ with Cilento as his Director-

General.

These were to be evenful years for St¿te health administration in Queenslan( with

the influx in 1942-1944 of a million or so sexually active males in the persons of the Allied militrry

forces, and the advent of Commonwealth hospital funding n l9M. Concerns about public health

issues which had been encouraged by Labor over a decade of sæady reform were to be reinforced by the

Eauma of wæ æ the forwa¡d command post for the Allied forces in the Pacific. Labor made use of the

nalional emergency to deploy a range of planning and control mechanisms in using the medical

resor¡rces of the State to thwart threatened outbreaks of disease. 'While these measures did not derive

from Labor's general move to extend State contol in the health ca¡e 'market', part of their effect was

to accustom the electorate to State provision of medical services"

For a tirne, t¡om 1942 to 1944, Brisbane became a locus of national authority which

more than matched the Southern capitals. MacArthur, the American generalissimo, set up his

headquarters at lænnon's Hoæl in Queen Sreet, while AusEalian militåry leader Blamey headquartered

himself five kilomeres away in the new University buildings at St. Lucia. The ensuing arrival of

hundreds of thousands of military personnel in the Brisbane area aroused some hysærical reactions

from moral guardians and stimulaæd Queensland public health policymakers to take action against the

spread of venereal diseases among the public and hence ¿rmong the troops. There were several

interwoven strands to the general alarm, including racist alarm over the presence of black American

lwKnight, "Hanlon", p. 443.
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troops, and jealousy generated by the comparative affluence (and therefore sexual attractiveness, it wæ

thought) of the U.S. soldiery æ compared to the Australi-r.lo7

As has been noted earlier in this Chapter, Queensland had pursued a relatively

enlightened venereal disease program since 1913 when walk-in clinics were established. Prostin¡tes

were less humanely Eeate4 being liable for detention in the lock hospital at Boggo Road gaol. The

Health Act, 1936, permitted the forced hospitalisation of prostitutes, and incarceration for the length

of the treatment regime where venereal disease was diagnosed and where such action was deemed

necessary by the competent authorities. The argument advanced for this punitive provision was that

by dint of their low morals and inability to resist temptation certain women constituted a th¡eat to

society and themselves. Ha¡sh measr[es were deemed to be realistic, a tough-minded and serious

attempt to deal with the problem. The Queensland Government zealously enforced the National

Securiry (Venereal Diseases and Contaceptives) Regulations, 1942, which further authorised the

detetton of amateur women "behaving as prostitutss".lo8 The assumptions underpinning such

punitive legislation aimed at women are an indication of the Labor leadership's views on 'moral'

issues, but were widely held at the time.

This provision wæ apparently used typically against working clæs girls and women

who were informed against for socialising with soldien.l@ Since the inrt o*.nt, of commitment to

incarceration were signed by doctors, these measu¡es involved medical professionals directly in the

enfo¡cement of Staæ social policy. In such circumstances, the BMA-promoted image of the private

family practice and the inviolable doctor-patient relationship was difficult to sustain. Appeals to

public frust in the family doctor were less likely to succeed when the same family doctor had been

actively involved in policing public morals.

Iu/Kay Saunden and Helen Taylor, "'To Combat the Plague': The Construction of Moral Alarm and
the Role of State Intervention in Queensland during World Wa¡ Two", in Papers of the Fourth
Women and Labour Conference, Brisbane 1984 (Brisbane: Organising Committee of the Fourth
Vy'omen and Labour Conference, 1984), pp. 515-525.
t0\epD, vol. cI,X)o<lx (1942-43), p. g41.
l@saunders and Taylor, pp. 49G497 .
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trnee llllosuf,ûolsr 11944.11952

Federal government policy, with the ascension to office in 1941 of the Curtin Labor

Government, now envisioned a range of free and universal health benefits. Under Federal Minister

Senator J.M. Fræer, the Curtin and Chifley administrations pursued a vigorous program in the a¡e4

producing a number of legislative proposals. A referendum was held, empowering the

Commonwealth to make laws for the provision of "pharmaceutical, sickness and hospital benefits,

medical services'110 among other welfare a¡eæ.

Unlike the contemporaneous successes with establishing pensions and benefits,

Fraser's attempts to introduce pharmaceutical and medical benefis proved o be unfruitful. The BMA

was prirnarily responsible for this failure, aided by High Court judgements which struck out key

clauses in the legislation. The NHMRC report of 1942 (mentioned earlier) had made the BMA

extemely suspicious of government intentions, and the Association took the Fræer legislation to be

the fint step in the planned wholesale nationalisation of medical practice. The BMA campaign

federally included a politico-industrial campaign of non-cooperation with the Federal Government.

Docto¡s, on the instructions of the BMA, refused, for instance, to use the official prescription forms

provided under the Pharmaceutical Benefits Acts, 1944 and 1947.LtL High Court eventually

dismissed the legislation æ unconstitutional and the establishment of a subsidised medicines scheme

had to await the Menzies milleniurn'.

Federal Labor's main reform in the health portfolio was the establishment of free

public ward Eeatment under the Hospital Benefirc Au, 1945. The move had been recomrnended by

the Joint Parliamentary Committee on Social Security in February 1944 and had been agreed upon at

a meeting with all the relevant State Minisærs in August of that year. The Commonwealth agreed

under the legislation to pay a bed subsidy of 6s per day for each occupied bed in public hospitals, an

amount ¡eckoned to equal averuge fees. In order to qualify for this subsidy, hospitals would in return

rÌuConstitution Alteration (Social Services) 1946. See Australia, Attorney-General's Department,
The Australian Constitution Annotated (Canbena: AGPS, 1980), pp. 102-103.
1115"" Kewley, pp. 344-345.
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have to offer free beds in public wards and beds in other wards at a charge now reduced by the 6s

subsidy rate.

Queensland passed complementary legislation in the Hospitals Act,1944. Owing to

the policy of lax enforcement of public ward hospital fees in Queensland, the contribution f¡om

Canber¡a was something of a bonanza which enabled Queensland Labor to abolish the local

government hospital contribution which disadvanøged Labor's rural constituency. Under the Act the

Queensland Government took full responsibility for hospital funding. Local authorities retained a

vestige of their former ties with public hospitals in the retention of one place on each hospital board

for a local authority representative. The remaining members were now government nominees.

The Labor Party's supporters were not the only farmers who benefiæd by the altered

funding arangements, and so the legislation received Country Party support. The Act also formally

abolished what remained of the voluntary hospital system. This was lamented by some conservatives,

but they acknowledged that the voluntary hospital system had long been tottering toward

extinction.ll2 Labor under Hanlon's guidance had effectively isolated the BMA in its opposition to a

free, State-provided public hospital system.

The Commonwealth's bed subsidy came into effect on 1 January, 1946 and in all

Staæs charges for public wa¡d heaÍnent ceased. Queensland alone among the States extended the free

service to include outpatient services, although the Commonwealth did not agree to fund ouçatients

apart ftom tuberculosis eradication campaign chest X-ray services.113 This inclusion of ouþatients

was a logical extension of the policy line followed since Hanlon's a¡rival in the Home Secretary

position back in L932 ndreflects the reordering of priorities he was able to achieve ne,,r/ as the head

of ti.e Gove^--ent. Hanlon moved atthe'.-t44 Party Convention a motion congratulating his

Government for its "magnificent work" in the health a¡ea and committing it, when practicable, to

Lr¿QPD, Vol. CLX)OCil (1944-45), pp. 1863-1867.
1 131. ¡. Foley, Minister for Health, n Official Record, Eighteænth Queørsland Labor-in-Politics
Convention, 1944, p. 48.
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further extend free services by including optometry and dental sen¡ices. An amendment congratulating

Hanlon himself wæ accepted with elaborate humility on Hanlon's part and amid applause.ll4

Queensland's addition of outpatient services to the Commonwealth's free hospital

scheme also had the effect of establishing the State in competition with private medical services.

There is something of an echo of the State Enærprise ideology in this. The BMA's campaign against

Federal legislation had exposed the private doctor-patient relationship backed by fee-for-service in the

Labor view as sewing doctors' financial interests rather than social needs. BMA resistance to the

pharmaceutical benefit schemes served to stiffen Labor resolve to offer services where the Queensland

public could rnake use of the Commonwealth's largesse. The adminisEative reforms of the 1930's had

bequeathed to the Hanlon Government of the 1940's a ready-made basis for widespread provision of

general medicine by the Staæ.

Government financial commitment to the State's public hospitals rose rapidly over

the usa¡s of Hanlon's Premiership (see Table 4.2). The Commonwealth bed subsidy rose to 8s a day

in 1948, but as the table shows this did not represent a significant increase in the Comrnonwealth's

sha¡e of costs. The Menzies adminisúation offered to accept a larger share of hospital funding for the

Commonwealth, but under conditions hat were not acceptable o Queensland's ALP leadenhip.

r LaOffciol Record, Niineteenth Queensland Labor-in-Politics Convention, 1947 ,, pp.27 -28.
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[Sources: QPP,1915-16, vol. l, p.
1923, vol. 1,p.234; 1927, vol. 1, pp.
324; 1935, vol. 1, pp. 388-389; 1939
vol.l, p. 236; L94748, vol. 1, p.325;
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from Australian Bureau of Statistics, Labour Report, Na 58, L913, p.
40.1

. The Federal Hospitøl Beneftts Act, 1951, ended the arrangement which had provided

Queenslanders with f¡ee public wa¡d services after 1946. Instea4 the Commonwealth offered more

money, the catch being that ttris had to be collected in the form of fees from the patients: the Federal

bed subsidy was now to be channelled through registered private hospital beneflits funds. Taking into

account 12s of Commonwealth subsidy and 6s contribution f¡om the patient's benef,rts fund, the offer

of 18s a day was calculated to be the full average cost of hospital care. 1 15 Prolonged negotiations

with the Commonwealtl. ollowed, with the State fighting to to retain Commonwealth subsidies

while presen'ing Queensland's free treatrnent system. Hanlon died in office, in January 1952, with the

negotiations incomplete, but the ensuing Gair administration continued with the policy line developed

by is predecessor. The agreement which was finally hammered out gave Queensland the full

rr)Kewley, p. 355, Patrick, p.46, Bell, p.293.
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Commonwealth 12s di¡ect, with additional amounts payable for pensioners and ch¡onic patients, in

return for Queensland's agreement to provide more intermediate and private ward facilities at public

hospitals. The arrangement still left the Queensland hospital system worse off than other public

hospital systems to the tune of six shillings per public bed per day, a def,rcit which worsened æ the

amount of the private insurance contributions increased over time. This amounted to a significant

continuing drain on the Queensland Treasury when compared to other Staæs.

Anticipating the int¡oduction of the free hospital system, Hanlon boasted to

Parliament that "if there is one thing Queensland people have to be proud of it is the magnificent

hospital service they are getting." I 16 
Queensland hospitals emphæised the maintenance of uniform

minimum standards and eff,rcient use of available funds. Economies of scale and central administration

meant that maximum use was made of expensive equipment and facilities. There was no indulgence

of docton' pet projects: equipment purchases were confined to proven machinery, cenEally located if

possible,'and at the lowest obtainable price. Explaining the equipment purchase budget contol

procedures he introduced to the BGH, Chuter outlined the ideology which pervaded the State hospital

adminisration and which wæ used to support Labor's defeat of the BMA:

... the Community does require something more than medical contrcl to
P¡otett its fun{s. I make no apology for having induced the [Brisbane and
South Coast Hospitalsl Board to ¿ opt the þractice which the British
Medical Association so seerns ¡6 ¡sse¡¡l17

This argument backed State control over the provision of medical services. The cæe

mounted in support of the private market as the sole legitimate provider of medical services rested r r

the assumption that only the patient's private doctor was competent to give medical advice. In this

view, supported by the BMA, public hospitals whether voluntary or State were public facilities like

roads: infrasExcture to assist an economy of private transactions. By extension, only private doctors

t' t'oQPD, Vol. CLXItr (19445), p. 157 5.
1l7Chuter, p. 16.
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could make decisions about purchase of diagnostic equipment, allocation of nursing staff to wards,

indeed all the major admiñistrative decisions in hospitals. As the public funding requirements of rhe

hospital system grew, however, these decisions became identified as properly political decisions.

Labor in government, while initially sympathetic to the nM¡.'s arguments was in the end not

prepaled to support the operation of private medical practice within the hospital system.

Labor was not actively hostile to the BMA and as State conEol was extended

through the 1920's and 1930's by legislation and administrative action Labor governments in

Queensland were ready to compromise and refrain from precipitate action. Although the reforms of

the.1930's finally eliminated private practice from public wards, doctors were given the bonus of

intermediate wards where privaæ practice could still flourish and were given part-time conditions of

service which abetted the mainænance of private practice. Doctors had a high status in the electorate,

and the Labor Party was generally friendly towa¡d the kind of family business operation that private

medical practice was reprcsenæd as being.

The Depression put pressure on Queensland Labor to extend State welfa¡e programs

and so during the Hanlon incumbency as minister admission was given priority over payment. This

policy necessarily brought the Queensland State into competition with private practice in hospitals

but the BMA was not in a strong position to :rrgue against the provision of welfare measures at a

time of widespread suffering. By the time Labor returned to ofhce Federally n 1941, the Queensland

BMA had already lost on the key issue of private monopoly in medicine. The introduction of free

universal public wa¡d fieatment tvas accepted by the Queensland system without significant

controversy.ll8 Queensland Labor was then emboldened to exploit its victory over the BMA to

intodu r free community medicine through outpatient services.

An issue which had not been central to Labor reform ideology, health care thus

emerged as one of the true enduring areas of achievement in Labols forty years in office. At no time

had the Party specifically adopted the provision of free universal salaried medicine æ a priority reform

rrð16" 1984 specialists' strikes in New South V/ales and the Australian Capital Territory were to do
with the erosion of privileges done away with in Queensland in 1938.
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area; instead the policy shows every sign of having been regarded by the Parry leadership æ a dim and

dist¿nt'light on the hill'. Only with the realisation that ttre objective wæ immediately achievable did

the Party proclaim its enthusiasm for reform. The government's concerns earlier had been with

efficiencies in the delivery of service rather than with the creation of a universal community health

program. Essentially administ¡ative reform had provided the conditions for the smooth and

uncontroversial inroduction of a major social increase in the 'social wage.' No other Ausnalian Staæ

wæ able to offer the kind of Staæ medical services provided by Queensland after 1946.

The success of the Labor governments in the 1940's in introducing free community

medicine was effective in retaining Party unity behind the leadenhip during a tirire of major discontent

in the broad labour movement (see Chapter 1). Hanlon could point to the free hospitals æ proof of

his government's socialist bona ftdes when criticised in the Party over punitive actions against

militant unions. At the 1950 Labor-in-Politics Convention Hanlon used the record on hospitals to

support a motion to add th¡ee qualifying paragraphs under the'socialist Objective'in the Queensland

Party rule book. The motion was worded so ¿¡s to dissociate the Party from suspicions that it wæ

insuff,tciently anti-communist or was opposed to profil It would thus have been strongly opposed by

the militants in the Party,.but was ca¡ried on the voices afær Hanlon's invocation of the free hospital

system:

What we have ûo do is lead [the people] along the path of socialisrn, show
them how they can benefit from iÇ and how they are better off with that
service. The Queensland medical service gives them an illustration of
how we can implement the socialism that is in the hearts of the people.ll9

The Queensland hospital system was far f¡om the most lavish in the world.

Insistence on cenEalisation and economies of scale meant that Brisbane had but one public hospital

for almost all the forty years Labor was in office. The Princess Alexandra t ching hospital wæ

finally opened in 1957 to give the large workrug class population south of the Brisbane River easier

access to hospital services. Another failing of the Quensland hospital system was that, with the

important exception of the Kenny polio reatment, the political administration which allowed

administrative efficiencies also ænded to inhibit non-standard medical practices and innovations, and

rreOffiriol Record,Twentieth Queensland Labor-in-Politics Convention, 1950, p.56.
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left some pafrs of the system underequippe¿l20 ¡u6or's pride in the system nonetheless echoed the

sentiments held in much of the elecúorate, where a high value was put on the availability of the free

service. That the free hospital system never cÍrme under serious threat from subsequent Counry (later

National) Party adminisfrations (among whose natu¡al allies were to be found the bitærest opponents

of the system) shows clea¡ly enough how dear the Free Hospitals had become to the hearts of the

Queensland public.

From 1905 when the nationalisation plank joined the plaform to 1935 after nearly

twenty years of Labor government, the State moved into hospital adminisration only to take over

failing State-subsidised voluntary hospitals when this was requested by those hospitals. For a further

decade the public hospitals were asked to take on increased services without appreciable extra funds

(see Table 4.2). The Labor record in health policy did nct become something to boæt about until the

prospect of a Federally subsidised hospital scheme gave Queensland Labor the oppornrnity it needed to

inEoduce the free hospital program. Labor's eviction of the BMA from the State polirical stage had

been undertaken to avoid controversy while getting better value from hospital funding but left

Queensland with the only free health senice in Ausralia. Popular with the electorate, within the

Party the free hospitals were pro'duced as an exercise in ALP socialism and.were used to fortify the

already dominant forces behind the Pa¡liamentary leadership. The free hospital system was the

greatest policy success of the Labor leadership in the 1940's and 1950's.

lzuConversation with Doug Gordon, 1 August 1984; Legge& p. 80; Jordan, p.326.
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Chapter 5
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tJ/illiam Forgan Smith received the degree of Doctor of Laws honoris causa in

1935 as part of the celebrations surrounding the University of Queensland's twenty-fifth

anniversary. The present Premier's recent controversial receipt of the same degree simply

continued that proud radition. As this Chapter will show, educational institutions in Queensland

have needed to retain relatively harmonious liaison between themselves and the State's political

leaders. The State's leaders have protected themselves against the destabilising potential influence

of intellectual radicalism with an anenal of legal and adminisradve consEaints upon the relative

autonomy of the institutions.

Education beyond the level of basic literacy and numeracy was never a high

priority in the majority faction of Governments from either side of politics. As with other low
l

priority State functions in the perennially frscally stre'. red Queensland executive, like care of the

chronically invalid (see Chapær 4), official parsimony was forever overseen by a rigid bureaucracy.

While Health was saved fo¡ the Labor hall of fame by a happy coalition of able administrators and

ambitious Ministers of the Crown, Education languished for many years under the twin burdens of

medioc¡e adrninistration and ungenerous govemmenl
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This Chapter ¿¡rgues in part that the performance of Queensland education policy

has va¡ied little with the complexion of the govemment of the day, although a cæe can be made

for awarding non-Labor governments higher ma¡ks for education beneficence. With periodic and

illustative exceptions such as the endowment of the University of Queensland, the constmction of

its new buildings, and the funding of the Workers' Educational Association, Queensland

policymakers have shown themselves to be content with lagging behind the levels of public

services available to citizens of the southern Staæs (see Tables 5.2, 5.7, also Appendix 3). Only

the advent of expanded Commonwealth funding frorn the laæ 1950's onwa¡ds ¡escued Queensland

State education from being denounced æ a national disgrace.

Yet Queensland Ministers with responsibility for Education from the nineteenth

century to the present day have continued to assure a generally uncomplaining electorate that is

Staæ provided education wæ the equal of any in the world. Table 5.1 shows that State education

expenditure increased during Labo¡ rule to a rather lesser degree than that implied by the world-

beating pronouncements of Queensland political leaders. For thirty years of Labor administation,

real expenditure stagnated after an early increase. The boæs of Queensland adminisEators before

1945 about the standa¡ds of the State's education can only refer to prirnary schooling and not to

raising the skills of the Queensland workforce beyond that basic level. The postwar real increase

in expenditure results almost ørtirely from paymenß outside the primary school area, and, æ will

be shown, comp¿¡res unfavourably with the growth in the appropriations made by other States.
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Table 5.1
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This Chapter will also argue that the consensus of opinion on education among

Queensland policymakers has stemrred from convergent views on the subject in the dominant

factions of either political camp. Although originating from opposing political value systems,

both Labor and non-Labor education policies have been informed by deep mistmst of the supposed

personal, economic and cultural benefits to be gained from investment in education or from

curricular experimentation.

As this thesis is concerned with policy formation under Labor, post-1957

developrnents will not be canvassed, though a growing body of literature on tlte subject is

becoming availablel, much of wruch emphasises the influence on Queensland education of

lAnn Gowers and Roger Scott Fundatnentals and Fun¿amentalists: A Case Study of Education
ønd Policy- Making in Queensland, APSA Monograph Na 22 (Adelaide: APSA, 1979); Ann Scott
and Roger Scott, Reþrm and Reaction in the Deep North: Education and Policy-Making in
Queensland, from the series "The Education Policy P¡ocess at State Level: an Australian-United
States Compa¡ative Study, Monograph No 1 (Melbourne: Centre for the Study of Higher
Education, Universiry of Melboume, 1980); R. K. Browne and P. Botsman, Community Attitudes
to Education in Queensland (Melbourne: ACER, 1978); John Freeland, "Class Struggle in
Schooling: MACOS and SEMP in Queensland", ln Intervention, N, 12 (April 1979), pp. 29-62;
"Report of the Select Committee on Education in Queensland", /PP, 1979-1980, Vol. 1, pp Zl-
r70.
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attitudes and policy lines which, I hope to demonstrate, date from the period of Labor rule. A

survey of the period before 1915 will be undertaken since many of the basic policy orientations

were established with Labor complicity during this time. There follows a theoretical analysis of

education in the light of imputed Labor goals and orientations. An attempt will be made ro

constmct a theoretical yardstick against which actual policy implementation can be meæured, and

to show that the political consensus which has coloured education policy in Queensland during

most of tttis century stems from a convergence between the educational thinking of conservative

and Labor political leaders in this fundamentally rural State. It will be seen that neither side of

Queensland politics provided fertile ground for the growth of educatioqal expenditure as public

investment. The argument that the convergence between Labor and conservative educational

attitudes may be traced to Queensland economic developmørt (or the lack of it) will be explored in

some det¿il, and with reference to the economic/political argument laid out in Chapter 3.

Since it is argued that the prime concrete contribution of minority Labor

education activists was realised in the thirty-two year operation of the WEA and associated

institutions, a deal of attention will be devoted to the functioning and dernise of these bodies.

Some normative argument concerning dominant and competing minority Labor positions as

against actual performance will be entertained, following the theoretical discussion, during

discussion of the WEA experiment. It will be shown ttrat the main reason for their failure was the

umeconciled conflict between liberal and ¡adical-socialist political and educational philosophies.

The focus of this Chapter will also be on the Party and government policy

process and on the actual implementation or non-implementation of Labor policy goals. The

history of education under Labor, as will have been gathered by now, is largely one of non-

decision making on the parts of both Party and governmenl Tnis non-ir,-.ventionist model will

be seen to imply at best passive acceptance, and at worst active endorsemen! of uninspired and

authoritarian bu¡eaucratic modes of educational administration.
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In conclusion, therefore, some attention will be devoted to the effects of these

negative processes upon the Queertsland economy, polity, and culture. To the ext€nt that cultural

reproduction theories of education hold good (and this question will be canvassed laær) Labor

adminisnations must bear some direct responsibility for the continuing authoritarianism of

Queensland political cultu¡e. In this sense, perhaps, Labor inertia on education policy may be

lisæd as Írmong Labor governments'most enduring legacies.

Table 5.2

Book of tle Co¡tunonwealth of Australia,l9Dl-
L2?6, p.447; N0 24, 1931, p.324; Nq 30, 1937, p.

178; N'o37,1946 and,1947, p.265; Nq 40, L954,
p.461; Ne 46, 1958, p.a86.l

lFree" counM

It is hisorically curious that Queensland was almost the f,rst jurisdiction in the

world to make statutory provision for free, compulsory and secula¡ primary education. The

provisions of the Education Act, 1875 were, irowever, not fully enforced for some time afær its

pioneering entry on the statute books. The clauses of the legislation which provided for

compulsory school attendance, for example, had to wait twenty-five years for proclamation.
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Nonetheless, this Colonial Act, passed well over a decade before the birth of the

Labor Party, laid down the institutional stmctures and attitudes which were to endure with little

amendment throughout the many years of Labor rule. Consensus on State education in

Queensland was, in essence, reached well in advance of Labor political hegemony.

The terms of the education agenda were in fact set in the first few years after the

establishment of a Civil (as opposed to Penal) settlement at Moreton Bay in 1824 2. The first

two decades of the infant Colony after separation from New South Wales in 1859 witnessed the

hottest education debaæ seen until modem times, as I will briefly describe.

The school system with which the young sovereign Colony was encumbered

consisæd in the main of private schools which provided places for those children whose parents

could afford the fees. Matriculation and university standard education was not to be had in

Queensland, so Queenslanders requiring advanced education had to øke ship for Sydney. For the

less well off, there were a number of denominational parish schools which provided basic literacy

and numeracy training intedarded with religious instruction. Staæ education consisted ofjust three

'National' (i.e. State) schools, of which only one was in operation. Wyeth notes, not without

humour, that

[t]hese three National schools, the unfinished, the decrepit, the
untenanted, each uolovely in its own way, were the foundatiou
upon which Queensland was to build its system of State
education.3

These National schools, such as they were, owed their existence to the Sydney

educational debates of the 1840's and 1850's which had succeeded, against vigoro ' church

opposition, in shifting government opinion in favour -.'free and secula¡ education.4 fhis debate

zSee E.R.Wyeth, Education in Queensland: A history of Education in Queensland and in the
Moreton Bay District of New South Wales, ACER Resea¡ch Series Ne 67 (Melbourne: ACER,
n.d. [1955]), pp.3-75; Hector Holthouse, Looking Back: the First 150 Years of Queensland
Schools (Brisbane: Department of Education, 1975), pp. 1-14; Alan Ba¡can, A History of
Australian Education (Melbourne: OUP, 1980), pp.56-57.
3Wyeth, p. 79.
4Barcan, pp. 50-54.
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set the teflns also of the early Queensland education policy discussions, which occurred at both the

levels of ideology and fiscal prudence. Indeed, there are parallels here between the nineteenth

century education debaæs and the health ca¡e debates of the nventiettr century. The demands made

by churches for state aid for their parish schools tended to sway bureauc¡atic policy advisers in

favour of State institutions over which some contol could be exercised- Moreover, the tendency

of religious denominations to use their schools in the competition for converts could be wasteful

of resources: localities where competition was fierce would be over-serviced while other a¡eas went

without facilities altogether.s Such planning inefficiency did not sit well with statist colonial

adminisEaton.6

Also pushing administators towa¡d secular education were the Australian Yfhig-

liberals who agitated for the disestablishment of the chu¡ches. Although this agitation had also

contributed to the emancipation of the Catholics, and so to free market sectarian competition in

the f,ust place, liberal ideologues were quick to exploit the i¡rationalities of the denominational

education syster¡l" The leaders of the secular education push in the new Queensland legislature

were Si¡ Cha¡les Nicholson, Sir Samuel Griffith, and Sir Charles Lilley. Led by these men, the

Queensland legislature pæsed as one of its first Acts the State Aid Act, 1860, which prohibited the

public funding of any religion.

Under the th¡eat of funding withdrawal, the chu¡ches soon forgot their sectarian

struggles in a united effort to oppose any reduction in the flow of funds to their schools. They

were aided in this ftght by the upgrading of Brisbane to an Anglican diocese and the subsequent

appointment of Bishop Tufrtell, who became the de facto leader of the Staæ aid movement.T

JThe tendenc5 of the denominational schools to anarchy in the allocation of resources was
criticised by the N.S.W. Lowe Committee of 1844 which led to the setting up of the National
schools in the fi¡st place. See Barcan, pp. 50-52.
6Such as, for example, inaugural Premier and subsequent British Colonial öffice p€rmanent head
Robert Herbert: see QPD, Vol.II, 1865, pp.434-438; also The Queensland Years of Robert
Herbert, Premier: Letters and. Papers, ed. Bruce Knox (Brisbane: UQP, 1977)
TWyeth, p. 84; E.D.Daw, "Church and State in Queensland: Aspecs of Anglicanism in the
1860's", in Queensland Heritage, vol 3, N0 2 (May 1975), pp. 36ù372; H.J. Richards, "Brisbane's
First Bishop: the Right Reverend Edwa¡d Wyndham Tufnell, M.4., D.D.", in Queensland
Heritøge, vol3, Nq 5 (November 1976),pp.17-25.
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Despite this heavyweight mobilisation to retain funding, the years 1860-1875

appeared to witness the total victory of the secularists. A succession of Parliamentary

Committees and inquiries (including a Royal Commission) led to lhe Education Act ,1875, which

appeared to scotch once and for all the chu¡ches' funding demands. S Only the chronic inability of

the Queensland Treæury to finance such luxury items æ capital worls for education saved the day

for the churches. There simply weren't the facilities o give effect to the intention of the Acu free,

compulsory and secula¡ education. As what w¿¡s seen at the time to be an inærim measure, the

chu¡ch schools were allowed to continue and the compulsion clauses were not proclaimed with the

rest of the Act9

It would appear that Lilley, Nicholson, and Griffith brought on the 1875 Act in

good faith, in that there is no evidence to suggest intentions other than those spelt out in the

legislation. Of the three, however, only Lilley had a vision of Staæ-provided free education from

kindergarten to university, and Lilley departed for the Supreme Cou¡t bench before he had the

oppornrnity to administer the legislation he had fought to bring into being.lo

Instea{ the administration reflected Griffith's somewhat less ambitious goals,

and in particular his belief that the Staæ should

merely give that nrdimeutary education which would enable the

child !o become a good member of society.ll

Lilley made another major conribution to ttre debate when he was appointed Royal Commissioner

in 1874, but his recommendations for the establishment of a free university and other such

schemes fell on deaf ears. In defence of Griffith, it should be observed that no such grandiose

expenditure proposals would have àttracted Legislative Council support, considering that body's

record on fiscal profligacy.

öJ.RIawry, Some Aspects of Education in Queensland (Ph.D. thesis: Monash University, 1968),
pp.92-230 passim.
91PD, Vol. XVIII (1875), pp. 529-530 and elsewhere.
lol-awry, pp.289-290.
rLePD, vol. xvl (1874), p. 395.
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llhe II875 Aeû

^I};,e State Education Act, 1875 established the Department of Public Instruction

(s.3), and Griffith was the fi¡st Minister in this portfolio. The Department was organised on a

two-tiered basis with an Under Secretary in overall command, but with a Chief Inspector in charge

of the teaching and inspectoral staff. This arrangement owed something to the superseded Boa¡d of

Education apparatusl2, and survived throughout the period of Labor GovemmenL

The ofhcers appointed to administer the Department survived in office,-as a

group, for some decades and left an indelible mark on the Department's adminisEative style. The

parsimony of this administration may be seen in two examples of its operation. First, teacher

training was on-the-job, the career path beginning at the level of 'pupil-teacher'. These

unfortunates began as primary school graduates aged twelve or thirteen, on minimal pay.

Beginning with elementary teaching duties, pupil-teachers progressed to full teacher status by

passing a series of examinations. As an incentive for teachers to take on what amounted to

apprentices, the supervisory teacher was eligible for a f5 bonus upon the pupil-teacher pæsing an

examination. No such bonus wæ payable o the rainee.l3 The wives of male teachers were also

expecæd to conduct ne€dlework classes without remuneration. 14

A second illustration of official parsimony toward education in the formative

years of the Department of Public Instruction is the requirement for local communities to put up

twenty percent of the capital cost of a new school in order to qualify for official assistance.l5

Although both these practices had lapsed by the time Labor began its long rule, they were recent

memories: the pupil-æacher system was only abandoned with the opening of the Brisbane Teacher

Training College (in temporary premises) in 1914.16 The adminisrative philosophy which gave

L¿Lawry, pp.3l0-3I2.
l3$/yeth, p. L32; Greg Logan and Eddie Cluk, State Educqtion in Queenslønd: A Brief History,
Monographs on the History of Education in Queensland, Nq 2, (Brisbane: Department of
Education, 1984),p.2.
l4Lawry, p.318.
L5QPD, vol.xVil (1875), pp.522-533;wyeth, p. 133.
16I-o9* and Clark, p. 2.
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rise to such expedients was not to be overcome with the tidying up of these two outstanding

inst¿nces of niggmdly thinking.

The 1888 Royal Commission on the Civil Service already found much to

criticise in the adminisration of the new Department. The Commission's report noted a number

of petty abuses, such as the humiliating practice of inspecting teachers' houses, the secrecy in

which Inspectors' reports were kept, and abuses in the promotional and Eansfe¡ system.

Commenting on the top structure of the Department, the Commission noted that

[a]lthough the administration of the Department is vested iu the
Minister for Public Instruction, it seems practically to be iu the- 
hands of the Under Secretary and the General Inspector, as thei¡
recommendations a¡e almost ilvariably followed.lT

Yet the officen named as responsible for the abuses detailed in the report were able to continue in

their management of the Department in much the same manner as previously. The economic

disaster of the 1890's meant that such matters æ administrative reform in the Public Instmction

portfolio were relegated to a low priority.lE

In the heightened atmosphere of public debate aroused by the Civil Service

inquiry, however, Lilley was seconded from the bench to head a Royal Commission into the idea

of establishing a university in Queensland. As could have been anticipated, he stongly

recommended that a univenity be founded on the model he had long favoured-19 The inaction here

may again be attributed to the economic downturn of the ensuing yean. Lilley's minority

recommendation - that tuition at the new institution be free - found little support in government

circles either at that time or subsequently. The minority repoft did, however, add to Lilley's

already considerable reputation among Labor people, and his views came to be reflected in the

education policy of minority Labor activiss.2o

rtVotes andProceedings,lSST, Vol. 1, p.280.
18See Wyeth, p. 142.
T9votes and Proceedings, 1891, Vol.3, pp. 822-833,828.
20See Martin G. Sullivan, Education and the Labour Movement in Queensland 1890-1910
(University of Queensland: M.A. thesis, 1971), pp. 6L-77.
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No system of State secondary schools existed at this time, it rnust be

remembered, so the Lilley vision of educational utopia may have been a little premature. Instead,

a system of State-subsidised 'grammat' schools had grown up from the foundation of the old pre-

separation private schools mentioned above. These were fee-charging institutions. The

policymakers, like Nicholson, who presided over the administration of the new Act thought it

only proper that the working cla.ss was not bu¡dened with what for them would be useless or even

dangerous levels of education.2lln these views the politicians were ,supported by the senior

bureaucrats of the Departmenl Under Secretary Anderson responded to public demands for State

secondary education with the comment that

[i]t would be lamentable if the New South Wales system of public
and uaiversity education, admirable as it is, conduced !o the
formation of a class mentally disqualified to eam a living under
the the conditions of the time aud brought ou the State the dangers
of an educated proletariaLz

The chief State subsidy to the grammar schools took the form of scholarships

awarded to students on the basis of competitive examinations. This system actually predated the

1875 Act, and was to remain the basis of Queensland secondary education until the 1960's. The

Scholanhip was also to become the main, indirect, form of State aid to the churches as

denominational secondary schools sprang up in the thirty years between the pæsage of the Act and

the commissioning of the Ryan Government.

The one highlight on the education scene during the 1890's depression,

compounded æ it wæ in Queensland by record natural disasters, was the opening of the Gatton

Agricultural College near Brisbane in 1897. This everit is in itself symptomatic of Queensland

education priorities: education resources had o be seen to yield direct economic benefits within the

preferred, rural, economic development model in order to atEact funding priority.

The new century saw at last the proclamation of the compulsory education

clauses of the 1875 Act. Yet even now, twenty-five years after the passage of the enabling

"}PD, Vol.)ilX (1875), pp.756-757.
22vot"t and Proceed.ings, 1896, Vol. 3, p. 145; cited also in Rupert Goodman, Secondary
Edacation in Quzensland, 1860-1960 (Canberra: ANU Press, 1968), p.183.
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legislation, the 1900 proclamation was unable to cover children living more than two miles from

a State school.23 In 1901, some attempt was made to reach the many isolated children through the

introduction of an itinerant teacher scheme. Itinerant teachers were given a dray, horses, camping

equipment, and a boy servant and loosed into the outback to combat illiteracy among the children

of the poorer isolated families.24 This system, for all its colour and goodwill, was'no more than a

palliative for a problem which has occupied the minds of Queensland education policymakers ever

since, of which more later.

The years 1900-1915 saw expansion in other a¡eas. The technical colleges which

had sprung from the School of Aru movements in the nineteenth century were taken over by the

State in L9fl..25 The Univenity of Queensland was finally inauguratd æ recommended by Lilley

Menry years earlier, on the old Govemment House site adjacent to Partament in 1910.26 Lilley's ,

dissenting recommendations regarding free university education were not adopted in Act.

establishing the new institution.

The Department of Public Instnrction underwent something of a renaissance in

the years up to 1915 under the leadership of Under Secretary J-D. Sory, who rose to this position

in 1906 and remained there until he assumed the mantle of University of Queensland Vice-

Chancellor in L922.27 Sory was an adherent of the 'modern'educational philosophies which had

found favour in the southern States, and was vigorous in purging the Department of some of the

more outlandish ('education is dangerous for the working class') views which had taken root there.

In 1911 aMedical Branch was established within the Department of Public Instmction. The

Branch wæ designed to administer public health measures such as medical examination of children

¿3 1900, p. 7083; State Et rcation Act, 1875, s.28.24 155.
25

26 e Establishment of the University of Queenslan d" , in Historical Society of
Queensland Journal, Vol. 4, N0 5, pp. 637-66I; this site is now occupied by the Queensland
Institute of Technology.
27See Ian Tyrrell, The Reþrm of State Education in Queensland 1900-1914 (University of
Queensland: B.A. thesis, 1968), pp. 77-124; Ian Tyrrell, "The Failure of State Secondary
Education Reform 1900-1914", in Queensland Historical Review, Vol. 3, 1970, pp. 4-13; Wyeth,
pp. 174-183.
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and providing public health and sanitation advice to schools.2S The Branch's work was formalised

in the S¡¿r¿ Edacation Act Amendment Act,l9l2, which also extended the compulsory attendance

requirement, and abolished the local contribution requirement for new schools.

The 1912 amendment also finally allowed the establishment of State High

(secondary) schools, although this was something of a reEospective validation, since six State

High schools had in fact opened at the beginning of 1912.29 Sbry's greatest legacy, however,

was to bring Queensland education to a position approaching self-sufficiency in the supply of

qualified staff.

Story's policy in this regard bore fruit with the opening in 1914 of the Teachers'

Training College: Queensland could at last boast'an education system which could supply both

itself with qualified staff and the State's economy with most of is requirements for literate and

ffained professional worken. Few white children could escape at least basic schooling, and in

theory gifted working class children could now progress right to university without ever leaving

the State's education system.

Yet although this period appears to some like a golden age of Queensland

education,30 it must be borne in mind that these developments represent little more than caæhing

up with the other Australian States. The openings of Søte High schools, the University, and the

Teachers'Training College in the years 1900-1914 were significant advances certainly. They do

not stand up so well when it is ¡ecalled that New South Wales had a university by 1852 and State

secondary schools by the 1880's. South AusEalia's University of Adelaide was opened in 1874.

Even Tasmania had a wo decade head start on Queensland in the tertiary educption field.

It must also be remembered when assessing the 'golden age' view of Story's

administration that his leadership continued the authoritarian radition of Queensland education

zYlogan and Clark, p. 3; see also Chapter 4.
29see Goodman, pp. 213-221.
30For e*ample, Goodman , pp.208-209; Wyeth, p. I75; Barcan, pp.216-217
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administration. For example, the proscription of pafy-political comment in the public arena by

teachers (inroduced in 1902 and modified in 1903 31) found its way during Story's administation

into the terms and conditions of appointment of the University's academic staff.32 Again, while

the University gained the right to set Junior and Senior examinations in 1911,33 the Department

continued to hold control of curricula-34 In any case, University autonomy was to become a sore

point with Deparrnental adminisEators and their Ministen, æ will be seen"

One of the prime policy goals of the nineteenth century reforme¡s was also

overturned when a 1910 Referendum forced the teaching of the Bible in State schools. This move,

initially seen ¿¡s a triumph by the churches, soon led to a reinvigoration of sectarian strife, for

although the legislation provided for a non-denominational approach to Bible study, the Catholic

clergy saw the curriculum as Protestantism by stealth.. Sadly, the attitude of some Protestant

opinion leaders served to reinforce Catholic fea¡s.35 The result of this religious atgument was a

renewed and more determined attempt on the part of the Catholic leadenhip to set up their own

system of primary schools in competition with the State systern Labor education debate wæ also

deflecæd from the issues of quality and access in the Staæ education system since the Catholic

population could no longer be relied upon to Írccept any kind of universal free and secular State

schools.

In summary, St¿te education in Queensland had by 1915 assumed the basic

cha¡acter it was to retain for the next forty years and more. It \rras not an important item on the

political agenda andreceived funding priority in accordance with this low status. Tables 5.1 and

5.7 show comparative expenditures on education for Queensland and the other Australian Staæs.

Queer land had a marginally higher t}ran average expenditure in the fint decade of Labor rule, but

this denotes catchup expenditure and natural disadvant¿ge from decenralisation of population rather

than a high prioritj, for the portfolio.

rrtawry, pp.457459.
32universiry of Queensland, Senate Minutes, 18 May 1910.
33coodman, pp.254-257;prior to 1911 examinations had been set by the University of Sydney
34wyeth, p. 181.
35wyeth, pp. 169-170.
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As the next section will show, there was a large degree of consensus Írmong

Labor and non-Labor political leaders about the desi¡able role of education and hence the policy

prescriptions advocated by bottr sides. In the light of this consensus, it is apparent why êducation

administrabrs trvere encouraged ùo continue in their resistance to any theories of curricular reform

or an expanded social role for education, although there was no lack of such theories. In

thel960's, by way of anecdotal illusEation, my Brisbane suburban State primary school still

enforced, on Departmental instructions, the use of slates and dip-and-scratch pens for schoolwork.

As much political concem wæ devoæd to keeping at bay the supposed dangers of education as was

allocated to enlarging upon is supposed benefits

The early Labor education policy thinkers benefined greatly from the ideæ of Sir

Charles Lilley, who was happy to be associated with Labor people and willing to expose his

thoughts. These atEibutes were hardly typical of the Supreme Court then or now. This early

association gave rise to the often mistaken belief that Labor education proposals were inspired by

Lilley, and that the Party was the inheritor of Lilley's vision.36 The policies adopted by Labor

both before and during the party's term of office, however, owed little to the fabian-liberal model

which Lilley se€ms to have foreseen.

Fornrnately, the statements of Labor publicists and political leaders on education

issues have been exhaustively documented by Martin Sullivan of the Univer'lty of Queensland.

Sullivan's conclusion is that the Party simply was not interested in education. The public posture

of the Party leadenhip was anti-intellechral, in Sullivan's view, and further, he argues, this public

posture was an accurate reflection of the views of Party membership. Opposing views were

rÖM. Sullivan, p. 65.
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represented in tiny minorities of Party members.- Sullivan mitigates his own charges of

obscurantism direcæd at the Party, however, by recourse to (political) cultu¡al relativism:

[p]olitically, socially and economically, wide gaps existed
between the professional classes and the Labour movement; yet it
was the professional classes who were demanding an
improvement in the system. of education, with the result, that
Labour saw these attempts as a tactic by the privileged class to
increase the power, privilege and wealth of the professional and
propertied classes. (p. 297)

There are problems with this analysis" The assumed identity between educated

and professional groups on the one hand and enemies of the labour movement on the other does

not hold up to examination. For example, much is made of the supposedly negligible numbe¡ of

preselected Labor candidates from professional groups who stood for election in the years prior to

1910 (pp. 297-299): teachers (four), lawyers (eight), and doctors (one). Yet of these, rwo, namely

Peær Airey (teacher)37 and Tom Ryan (lawyer and former teacher), were Labor leaders. If the

count of endorsed Labor candidates is extended to 1915, tt¡e numben of 'educated' candidates

increase significantly. Clerks, clergymen, engineers and booksellers must join the list, along with

the many journalists excluded from Sullivan's original count. Moreover, some of ttre candidates

who a¡e left out of the count by virtue of their occupational background had acquired a fair level of

self-education. Theodore, for instance, has been described by his biographer as being, among

members of the Queensland Pa¡liament, a p¿¡ragon of erudition.38 Sulivan produces no data to

show that professional people were more numerous on the non-Labor benches. Even if this can be

assumed, there is little evidence to suggest that the education lobby exerted great influence on

either side of Queensland politics through the agency of the professionals ¿rmong the politicians.

So Labor education policy cannot be attributed to any native antipathy for

inællectuals. Yet from the outset the views of education publicists like Lilley could achieve only

partial endorsement from Labor. Specifically, the notion that access to education above primary

school should be open and free gained only a precarious toehold in the Labor platform. The 1891

ALF Election Platform called for "COMPULSORY EDUCATION absolutely free in State

coalition Govern ent until the 1907 split.
3Slnvin Young, Theodore: His Liþ and, Times (Sydney: Alpha Books , tg7l), passim.
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Schools".39 There is no reference in this pladorm even to secondary education, despiæ Lilley's far-

reaching recommendations published only that year. Labor goals from the outset were limited to

basic State education only.

What, then, underlay Labor thinking if it was not sirnply anti-intellectualism?

One facto¡ was doubt over the value of higher education for Labor's constituency. At a rime when

the Masters and Servants laws were still in effecq and the industrial a¡biration syst€m had yet to

be constnrcted (see Chapter 5), it was hard to conceive of access to higher education as a priority.

The following passage from the Worker, which Sullivan takes to be illustrative of Labor anti-

intellectualism, is a cæe in point:

[a]nd, by the way, hast ever noticed, brothers, how very few great men
had [a university education] ? Painters, poets, musicians, inventors,
scientists, discoverers, founders of religion, rulers of men - the mightiest

, names among them are Dot those of the college bred...... Cheapen the
universities as you will, the poor cannot attend them. The poor must take
their children from the schools as sooû as possible and pack them off go

work.{

The economic and social ci¡cumstances of the working class were thus seen to be

a more effective barrier to their participation in higher education than was the exclusivity of the

institutions as enhanced by the fee requirement This view has recently had a ¡evival in Labor

circles in the context of the the Hawke Government's debate on reintroduction of university fees.

At the same time, the Worker's rema¡ks about the many 'great men' who lacked university

education shows more that Labor wÍ¡s concerned its supporten should not feel their lowly formal

education to be shameful, than it shows anti-intellectualism. Worker readers need never feel

intimidated by the self-proclaimed inælligentsia, the writer is saying.

This argument says at bottom that pubi - funds ought not to be squandered on

institutions which can only benefit the already privileged. Labor policy thus favoured the

extension of State primary and, to a lesser extent, State secondary education, over the creation of

new tertiary institutions. To counter this approach, the non-Labor leaders who flrnally established

sYWorker, T March 1891.
4lWorker,15 June 1907; quoted in Sullivan, pp.29l-292.
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the Univenity of Queensland stressed the practical economic benefits which were said to flow from

univenity education. Such a shess naturally promot€d technical, æ opposed ûo general liberal-arts

education. It has been argued that this inaugural bias has skewed the University of Queensland

away from the 'pure' sciences and the humanities and towa¡d applied science disciplines, making

the Univenity into a "factory for the professions".4l

Faced with the unwelcome fact of the University, Labor policy changed to one

demanding access for working class maÈriculants. The Fighting Plaform in use at the 1915

elections called for tertiary education to be "[s]ecula¡ and free, to all those qualifying by

examination".42

This change represented a more radical shift than at first appem, since the Labor

education paradigm was alæred from one embracing 'egalitarianism' to one proclaiming 'equality of

opportunity'. The implications of these two positions will be examined in greater detail in the

next section. The ambiguity of the "qualifying by examination" clause meanwhile, æ will be

seen, allowed the PLP to adopt a rather less liberal interpretation than the policy's framers might

have wished.

Labor thinking prior to 1915 also concentrated on opposition to the grammar

schools in that they were held to be bastions of State-subsidised privilege. In this there is some

evidence to suggest that Labor had some tacit support from sections of the Department of Public

Instruction.43 The rouble with the grammar schools f¡om both the Party's and the Depaftment's

point of view was that public funds were being used, with little in the way of public

accountability, to support the wealthy. The Department's view was eventually tempered by the

appointment of former Brisbane Gramma¡ School principal R. H. Roe to the position .'

Inspector-General in lg}g.44 By 1915, the Department had swung around to support for rhe

ntoftheUniversityofQueensland'',unpublishedpaper,Fryer
Library collection, University of Queensland, pp. 3-5.
42Worker,l April 1915.
43sulliuan, p.173.
44Goodman, pp. 208 -209 ; S ullivan, pp. 264 -266.
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grammar schools. The time for a radical realignment of the education system had pæsed. The

Labor Party assumed office with the dispute having been resolved to the satisfaction of most

people involved in the issue. The Department had its State High schools and the grammæ schools

had the Scholarship.

The University had been establishe{ the basic Labor goal of free and compulsory

basic Staæ education had been achieve{ and the public debæe had cooled. The question of access

had been partly resolved with the establishment of the State High schools,45 satisfied the bæic

requirements of the Labor nationalisation program (see Chapter 2). 'I\e gradual extension of these

services appeared a more politically atEactive program than did fufher nationalisation.

Between 1875 and 1915, Labor Party education policy development was

hampered. by inadequate debate within the Party on the role of education under a Labor govemment.

Party consensus extended to the State provision of primary schooling on a free and secular basis.

Arguments for the expansion of Søte education beyond that level failed to achieve support in a

Party overwhelmingly concerned with ma¡ket reforms and electoral survival. Thus Labor opposed

the founding of the University, and was lukewarm about the State High schools. There was

greater enthusiasm for technical education,46 since this area appealed to all sections of the Party.

Technical education could be seen to yield direct economic benefits, its clientele was essentially

working clæs, an{ for the supporten¡ of higher education, it offered the chance to demonstrate the

worth of an expanded Staæ educationsecûor.

The internal Party debate wæ also hamstrung by the lack of well articulated

theoretical positions. farty ae-lnd in the a¡eas of State enterprises, indusEial relations and

tâxi.-Jr, for example, were central f..l the Party's ideological raison d'être, md.had been thoroughly

aired. Agricultural policy was at least a matter of vital electoral concern. Education, by contrasq

was neither electorally significant nor ideologically central in Labor's str¿tegic considerations.

aJSullivan, p.266.
46The 1913 Platform called for "Technical Education Reform", but this may be taken to read
'expansion', in the light of subsequent developments - Worlcer, 1 April 1915.
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1lheonv oll edlmcaûñom: counoeûfimp e[af,uns qDm llabon

It has been noted that the two main competing positions on education in the

Labor Party before 1915 were "egalitarianism" and "equality of opportunity". These have widely

divergent ideological and political irnplications in the education context, being derived from

discrete schools of thought. Other positions were also ænable within the Labor ambiE and some

came to have influence on policy performance. For example, the idea that education could'be a

vehicle for the emancipation of the working clæs through the inculcation of socialist values had

adherents within the labour movement and some effect on State policy in the operation of the

WEA.

Neither 'egalitarianism' nor 'equal opportunity' embraces any sophisticated

understanding of the functions of education in the capitalist state, a subject which has been

investigated more thoroughly in recent years.47 There is no evidence to suggest that such

sophistication was apparent in Queensland Labor thinking. The more radical elements in the Party

had some concerns that higher education represented a ¡edistribution of wealth from the poor to the

rich, or were keen to see some extra and ideologically sound elements in curricula.4S

The distinction between egalitarian and equal opportunity perspectives,

meanwhile, seems often to be subtle enough to elude education writers. Partridge for one notes

that

a /For example, Roger Dale, "Education and the capitalist State: corltributio¡. -nd conEadictions",
in M. W. Apple (ed), Cultural and Economic Reproduction in Education (London: Routledge,
1982), pp. 127-167; Jim Hyde, "The Development of Australian Tertiary Education to 1939", in
Melbourne Studies in Education 1982, ed. Stephen Murray-Smith (Melbourne: MUP, 1983), pp.

105-140; Stuaft Hall, Unit 32: A Review of the Course [Schooling and Society] (Hull: Open
University Press, 1981), pp. 5-63;
48see, for instance, debates on curricula in Official Record, Eighth State Labor-in-Politics
Convention, 1916, pp.33-34: a motion of the Buderim WPO passed which read "[t]hat Peace be

taught in State schools and that it be a defrniæ instruction to the Minister of Public Instruction to
include in each issue of the school papers at leæt one article dealing with the causes of war and
written with a view to rain the mind of the child in the ideals of peace".
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[u]nquestionably, ooe of the most powerful, if usually
inarticulate, popular sentiments or assumptions supporting the
growth and operation of the government systems [of education],
has been the sentiment of equality. Oue nrling assumptiou has
been that it is the duty of governmeots which will provide all
children with a certain basic foundation, aûd, in addition, provide
for all who waüt it the further educational opportunities that will
enable them to enter the hlgher level of professional
occupatlons.4g (emphasis added)

This definition of 'equality' begins as egalitarian in its reference to primary education for "all

children", with higher education for "all who want it". The ground then shifts into equal

oppornrnity language with the explicit assumption that the goal of higher education is to provide

passage into elite social groups for those who last the dist¿nce.

It is rue that egalitarianism has is logical pitfalls, and these have been the

subject of recent examination in the context of the gender debate.S0 These deficiencies become

app¿¡rent even when considering a restricted dictionary definition of egalitarianism like Scruton's in

A Dictionary of Political Thought:

[a] somewhat vague term, best taken !o denote the belief that
people ae or ought to be equal in at least some, posssibly every,
respect relevant to political decision-making.5l

What is meant by the claim that people are 'equal'? In education, this might

perhaps be taken to mean that there should be no differentiation in the allocation of educational

services to people for any reason" Further, differentials in educational achievement ought to make

no difference in the aquisition and use of political powú, which ought o be equally shared among

all people. There is no necessary correlation between egalitarian thinking and educa[ion funding

increases since any quality of a particular service can be equally sha¡ed.

Such a theory immediately runs up against a range of inequalities among

individuals w'. -:h are difficult to counter. In educa[ion, variations in individual ability and

motivation will lead to differential dcmands on available resources. The egalitarian may counter

that many of these differentials are induced by pre-existing social inequalities, which political

+-p. u. partri¿gd Sò;¿¡¿ry, Schools and Progress in Australia (Oxford: Pergamon Press, 1968),
pp. 80-81.
50see Merle Thornton, "fs sex equality good enough for feminism ?", in Feminist Challenges , ed,.

Carole Pateman (Melbourne: George Allen and Unwin, forthcoming t19861).
slRoger Scnrton, A Dictionary of Politicat Thought (London : Pan/MacMillan, 1983), p. 141.
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egalitarianism will in any case eliminate over time. As a prescription for public policy formation,

however, egalitarianism may be expected to develop a range of un-egalitarian interim measures to

shorten the period between the inequitable present and the equal future. Such measures might

include the channelling of funds away from institutions and programs which are held to produce

elites and towa¡d those programs which serve to red¡ess social inequality. In education, this may

produce the immediate effect of appearing to exaggerate the existing imbalances between elites and

less favoured social groups in access to educational institutions, as those progÍurilr which allow a

select few from the less favoured groups access to the prestige institutions must also suffer cuts.

An alternative egalitarian stance is to prioritise education spending as a vehicle

for removing the monopoly on learning which can be held to be one of the main discriminating

features of elite privilege. Egalitarians of this sftlmp may be expected to promote the

establishment of new institutions which are designed specifically for the enlightenment of the

downtrodden. At the sarne time, they would agree with their anti-education co-believers that as

much as possible should be done to reduce the amount of privilege available to professional elites.

All Labor egalitarians would thus have agreed with the 1930's Hanlon policy of forcing the

medical profession ûo accept wage labour (see Chapter 4).

Fu¡ther complications emerge when the debate is informed by realisation of the

economic necessity for qualified professionals in the modern scheme of production. These last

contradictions of egalitarianism in education policy formation are well illust¡ated by Labor

attitudes to the establishment of the University of Queensland. The view that the University

would be merely a factory for the reproduction of eliæs52 sat uneasily alongside the recognition

that the State's economy required a supply of trained lawyers, economists, scientiots, and

educators.53

)¿QPD, Vol. CIV (1909), pp. 111-113, 198: E. G. Theodore noted that "University students [are]
generally inspired by an overbearing, domineering arrogance".
53For 

"^a-ple, QPD, Vol. CIV (1909), pp.348-349.
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The equal opportunity perspective has essentially different implications.

Scruton's definition again is useful in showing both the distinguishing features and the wealnesses

of the equal opportunity position :

[i]t is often supposed that both the stâte and social conditions
exef control, either positively or uegatively, over access to
institutions which confer social or political power, and over the
distribution of legal rights. The advocates of'equal opportunity'
hold that all citizens should be equally well placed to obtain such

social or political benefits.54 (emphasis added)

Equal opportunity, then, embraces or at least assumes the unequal privileges and

political power bestowed upon elites by educational instinrtions. Whereas egalitarianism takes a

broad view of existing and desirable social and political institutions, equal opportunity focuses on

the recruitment of new members for existing elite structures. Equal opportunity does not,

however, concenEate on any particular point in the ca¡eer chain to the exclusion of others. For

example, equal opporurnity would not be content with open, equal entry to law school if it could

be shown that admission to the bar was dependant on social class, or that private secondary

education conferred a special advantage in passing law school entry examinations.

Equal opportunity has internal contradictions which ¿ue more imrnediately

obvious than are those of the egalitarian school, and these have, again, been the subject of some

critical exposue in recent times with the widespread adoption of policies which are explicitly

drawn from this approach.ss Fint, equal opportunity hæ is roots in liberal-democratic rather than

socialist ideology, as the widespread adoption of equal opporunity progra¡ns in the United States

witnesses. This point seems to have been but rarely acknowledged by equal opportunity publicists

55
Scruton, p. 150.

See Peter Wilenski, "Dilemmæ of Democratic Socialism", and Gareth Evans, "Reshaping the
Socialist Objective", in The Socialist Objective: Labor and Socialism, ed. Bruce O'Meagher
(Sydney: Hale & Iremonger, 1983), pp.49-57;73-74; Peter Wilenski, "Reform and its
Implementation: the V/hitlam Years in ReEospect", in Labor Essays 1980, eds Gareth Evans and
John Reeves (Melbourne: AlP/Drummond, 1980), pp.40-63 passim; and, from an empirical
viewpoint, L. Broom, F. Jones, P. McDonnell and T. Williams, The Inheritance of Inequality
(London: Routledge, 1980).
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within the ¡r.P.56 Second, the equal opportunity position begs questions about why

concent¡ations of economic and social power exist at all : instead the focus is on the less

acceptable outwa¡d manifestations of inequaliry at the points where social background is supposed

to be irrelevanr Nepotisnu racism, sexism, and snobbery a¡e held ûo be irrelevant considerations

in the conferral of enury righs to social elites. Thir( equal opporhrnity's overriding concern with

the relevance of various criteria to recruitment contains implicit meritocratic ideology. Fourth,

equal opportunity sidesteps questions about where inequality fi¡st becomes evident : is it at the

point of employment, at enEy to university, entry to secondary school, or earlier? The idea that

working clæs children might be handicapped at birth is avoided. Last, the unequal privilege,

power, and benefits available to individuals at their points of career destinatìon a¡e not a focus of

critical attention: equal oppormniry is compatible with elitism.

Nonetheless, equal oppornrnity rhetoric featu¡ed prominently in many public

statements of education policy intent made by Labor leaders. For example, the 1915 fighting

platforïL as noted ea¡lier, called for the institution of a scholarship system at university enúance,

the schola¡ship eligibility to be determined by univenal examination. This is a clear case of equal

opportunity thinking, since it posits as the sole 'relevant' criterion a supposedly objectively

verifiable assessment for which all are equally liable and by which all are equally meæu¡ed. There

was some subsequent concern that the academics would attempt ûo thwart workjng class scholars

from matriculating by demanding passes in 'i¡relevant' subjects (presumably Classics) and so

Labor policy was changed in 1923 to confine tertiary scholarship examinations to "the subjects

necessary in punuing the course proposed by the studen¡".57

Equal opportunity is an atEactive rhetorical line for 'he very reason that it does

not challenge, indeed ma<es activ, ;e of, liberal-democratic ideo--gy. Since it concentrates on

)6For example, see Albert Métin, Socialism without Docnine, Eans. Russel V/ard (Sydney:
Alternative Publishing Co-operative, 1977),pp.158, 188-191; debate on motions calling for free
university education and establishment of medical school - "it would cost in the region of
f50,000. They must first see to the children in the backblocks" - Official Record, Tenth
Queensland Labor-in-Politics Convention, 1920, pp.30-31; Policy Speech by E. G. Whitlam,
Blacktown, 13 November 1972.
57 OSriol R"cord,Eleventh Queensland Labor-in-Politics Conference, 1923, p.53.
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the points at which liberaldemoc¡atic theory depars from actual social practice, equal oppornrnity

also has enough critical content to appeal to Labor reformists. The strain of Labor thinking which

saw the State enterprises as functional for tidying up the unacceptable face of monopoly

profiteering capitalism (see Chapter 2) was particularly receptive to equal oppornrnity ideas. As

this Labor grouping saw the prime benefit of the enterprises to be lower prices, so it could portray

equal opportunity in education as offering social mobility to the working clæs.

Labo¡'s performance in government, however, was based on an equal

opportunity-egalitarian consensus which was content to allow Queensland education to remain a

low priority political agenda item. The basis of this consensus was a compromise between

egalitarian demands for prioritisation of other policy areas - such as land settlement,

unemployment relief and public hospitals, and equal opportunity resistance to exclusivism in

institutional arangements. Minimal public funds would be made available for education above

primary level, and the available funding and support would be equally distributed ¡rmong students

on the basis of academic ability alone. The Scholarship and Senior external examinations were to

be the points of academic assessment for entry into secondary school and University respectively.

The political diffrculty of assaulting the denominational schools was to be avoided, although

Labor principles were to be assuaged by denying di¡ect staæ aid.

That strand of Queensland Labor thinking which saw virtue in the general notion

of çducation while objecting to elitist institutional arrangements was able to secure some

gñ /ernment backing in the early years of Labor power. The idea of worker educa[ion had been

given impetus in Que, -lsland as in the rest of Australia by the 1913 tour of British worker

education activist Albert Mansbridge, who had been largely instrumental in setting up the British

WEA in 1903.58 The concept was not new, indeed the Sydney-based University Extension

JðSee A. Mansbridge, Universiry Tuþrial Classes (London: Longman's, 1913); see also Derek
Whitelock, The Great Tradition: A History of Adult Education in Australia (Brisbane: UQP,
1974), pp.38-43..

I
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Movement had been trying for decades to popularise extramural univenity classes with little

support from the labour movement.59 Nor was Mansbridge's visit initially greeted by labour

publicists with marked enthusiasm.60 The University of Queensland was moved to support

Mansbridge's visit only after external pressure from Oxford academics and internally from such

local lumina¡ies as Elton Mayo (at that time on the University of Queenstand sø[9.61

Nonetheless, such was ttre power of Mansbridge's talk, or perhaps of the sudden

enthusiæm which had been whipped up for the occæion, that a meeting at Trades Hall the night

afær his lectu¡e agreed to establish the Workers Educational Association of Queensland under the

inauguial presidency of CPE Secretqly McDonald.62 Ttrc Univenity wæ induced to provide a

room for WEA classes, and indeed to fund a lectu¡er to work part-time on the progmm, although

the Denham Government refused special funding for the position.63

The new Labor adminisration had no specific platform commitment to the

WEA, but was receptive to representations from Association activists given its criticism of the

previous government's parsimony.64 Minister Hardacre was able to offer the WEA two

lectureships funded expressly for WEA courses, one in Economics and one in Industrial History, in

line with Association thinking on appropriate subjects for worker education.65 State funding for

the program was not the panacea the activists might have'imagined, however, and enrollments

apparently declined in the yean immediately following the funding decision.

)eSee E. V/illiams, The Foundation of University.Adult Education in Australia (8.4. Thesis:
University of Adelaide, 1966).
6hor example, Worker,2l September 19 13.
61Mary Mumane, The Workers Educøtional Association of Queensland. ß 3-1939 (8.4. Thesis:
University of Queensland" 1969,, pp. 3-?.
62worker,28 September 1913.
63Minister Blai¡ was at least in theory warmly disposed to the goals of the worker education
movement, æ he stated on his return from a rip to the southern States in April 1914 where he
met N4r Meredith Atkinson, new Director of Tutorial Classes for New South V/ales- Daily
Standard,2T Aprn 1914; see also Murnane,pp.20-22.
64QPP,l9I5-1916,Vo1. 2,p.199 the University's public attitude was that the positions had been
victims of wartime austerity - "... the Staff has cheerfully undertaken to make the best
arrangements possible for carrying out the whole of the ['W-EA] teaching work by the present
members".
65Murnane, p. 32.
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Declining enrollments, combined with the influence of professional staff, the

university administation and civil servants led to a change in the basis for WEA educational

thinking. The 1917 WEA conference adopted an executive structure giving equal representation to

University nominees and WEA elected members.66 Although the Association continued to press

spasmodically for classes in such subjects æ the 'realisation of socialism', it found itself unable to

press for special courses beyond those sanctioned by the professional academics. The appointment

of WEA lecturer Melbourne as Commonwealth Censor for Queensland in 1917, while atracting

some criticism from WEA radical elements, is an indication of the political safety of WEA

cu¡ricula.67

And so, despite an attempt at re-radicalisation under the influence of V.G.Childe

(tutor) and N.P.Freeburg (WEA Council member) in the years following the Great War, the

tutorial classes soon came to focus on traditional academic disciplines and cater to a mainly sub-

professional clientele. This consisted, according to WEA historian Murnane, mainly of teachers,

clerks and married women on 'home duties' who were interested more in literature than in the

initial WEA-preferred social science subjects.6S The original target clienæle of working class

activists rapidly fell by the wayside. Murnane cites as evidence for this change both the

occupations of cou¡se enrollees and the accessions of the WEA library. The accessions showed an

increase in fiction accessions from 20 percent in l92lto 38 percent in 1939, while social science

accessions declined from22 percent to 19 percent over the same period.69 Indeed the fiction

collection of the WEA library was, according to Brisbane expatriate writer David Malouf, the best

collection of literature available in late-1940's Brisbane.T0

By 1919 the WEA had so far departed from what the more radical worker

educationalists took to be its natural function that a rival body, the Workers School of Social

Sciences ('¡/SSS), was set up to cater for the traditional working class clientele which the WEA

6óMurnane, pp.4O-4L.
6TMurnane, pp.44-45.
6SMurnane, pp.76-88.
69Mumane, pp. 88, 93
, oN ;;;;;i' f í^^,' i l's rune 1e85
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was taken to have abandoned. The WSSS, however, posed a number of uncomfortable questions

for the union leaders who were expected to fund the new body. For one thing, education finances

would either have to be withd¡awn from the WEA, or the unions would need o find additional

funds for the new body. Given the unions' already lukewarm attitude to worker education noted

above, the latter course was guaranteed unpopularity. The second sticking point, Murnane argues,

was doubt over the desirability of an independent force for radicalisn¡ a body which might lead

rank and file to question the socialist bona fides of existing labour movement leaders.Tl So,

despiæ the calls made by Ernie Lane (alias Jack Cade) in the Daily Standard for greater efforts at

workers' education and socialist propaganda,T2 úe wSSS was to fold for lack of union support

only one year afær its foundation.

This failure did not, however, permanently discourage those who saw worker

education as offering a real prospect for heighæned socialist consciousness among workers. The

ARU (see Chapær 1) was sufficiently disenchanæd with the WEA to disaffiliate at the close of

ß26.'13 The immediate rationale for this move was the demotion in the WEA of one Gordon

Crane, formerly the tutor for the Northern region, for allegedly assisting the ARU in organising

the 1925 strike (see Chapær 1). Crane wæ a regular Advocaæ columnist, and the union saw the

Government's hand in the disciplinary action. Crane subsequently accepted an appoinunent as an

ARU organiserT4, and continued his educational work in this new role. In the 1930's he

established the Workers A¡t Theare in TownsvilleT5, summer schools for ARU rank and file

members at Mt Tamborine in 1931 and Brisbane in 1932,76 and classes in Mamism throughout

the State under union auspices.TT In this way the radical-egalitarian spirit of the early WEA

survived, albeit in straitened ci¡cumstances. '

Murnane, pp. 59-61.
7 2F,. tl. Lane, pp.287 -290.
13See Advocate, 15 November 1926.
T4Frank Nolan, You Pass This Way Onty Once: Reflections of a Trade Union Leader, ed. D. J.
Murphy (Brisbane: F¡ank Nolar/Colonial Press, 1974),pp.40, 82-83.
7 5 Advo c ate, 1 5 December 1932.
76Nolan, p.82.
77 Advocate,15 February 1934.
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The dialectical clash between the radicals and the educational consensus came at

the end of the 1930's. N" M. Richmon4 former New Zealand Rhodes scholar, academic and

socialist, was appointed Director of tutorial classes at the WEA and soon set about restoring the

lost radical cu¡ricula oi,fr" ¡rro"iation's classes. Coincidentally, the Queensland branch of the

Left Book Club was established amid much initial enthusiasm at about the same time.78

Richmond did not dismantle in any way the considerable 'traditional' curriculum,

but expanded the Association's activities in the a¡eas of political education and worker

consciousness-raising. Of particular concern to the government as it later emerged were the

political activities encouraged by Richmond through non-curricular a¡eas of Association operation.

TheWEA Bulletin under Richmond published a wide variety of political comment from positions

to the left of the govemment line. Murnane alleges that communists Ted Bacon and Max Julius

had de facto editorial control over the journal in the Richmond incumbency79, a suggestion

disputed by Bacon8o, although he concedes close cooperation with Richmond. In any event, the

a¡ticles published exceded the margin of dissent olerable in a Staæ-funded institution.

Moreove¡ Richmond, like Crane before him, sæpped so far beyond the pale æ to

address a strike meeting of Ipswich minen in October 1938, at a time when the Premier had just

commenced an attack on the Communists by 'revealing' a secret communist plot to sabotage

Labor's new rural relief work scheme.8l Forgan Smith took it upon himself to announce an

enquiry into the WEA and the university tutorial classes soon after this event, making his motives

perfectly clear:

' [t]he rù/EA should, on principle, be a strictly oeutral organisation
in connection with the working class movemenls2

A magisrate and a school inspector were appointed to the enquiry, a selection which hints

sEongly at the desired outcome. On receiving the report in August, Forgan Smith decla¡ed

himself vindicated by its findings:

/ðInterview with Ted Bacon, 14 February 1985;Murnane, p. 117.
T9Murnane, pp. I29 -I30.
Solnterview with Ted Bacon, 14 February,l985.
SlCourier-Mail, 14 September 1938.
82T el e gr ap h, 2I Mruch 1939.
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[the WEA] is more a propaganda organisation than an

organisation for the dissemination of knowledge.m

The government accordingly cut off State funding for both the WEA and the university tutorial

classes from the end of 1939. Deprived of funds, the WEA collapsed as a teaching body and

offered no classes in 1940. Richmond in a parting shot decla¡ed that the government's action

bespoke growing fascismS4, but the Labor leadenhip remained unmoved- Forgan Smith declared

to the 1941 Labor-in-Politics Convention that

[t]here is ûo re¿$o¡l why the State should provide funds to educate

certain people to become Communists.Ss

The State continued, however, to provide funds to educate people to become Catholics, and no

raditional educational institutions o¡ individual teachers were ever isolated in this manner. The

Communists were clearly perceived as a mofe serious th¡eat than were other enemies of Labor, and

the notion of worker edrcation was stamped as illegitirnate by the Party which had championed it

two decades ea¡lier.

And so ended the experiment with worker education outside the formal apparatus

of the Department of Public Instnrction institutions. While the Ryan Labor adminisnation had

endorsed the initial concept of publicly funded worker education through the WEA, it must be

borne in mind that the t100 granted in 1915 was given in the context of minimal educational

opportunities for adults. The WEA of 1939 was in most respects unrecognisable from the small

group of zealots who attended the inaugural clæses'twenty-four years earlier. The f,100 original

grant had grown to a f2600 annual commitmentS6 and the student body had grown into the

thousands - a declining proportion of them, as we have seen, belonging to those strata of

Queensland society from which Labor had traditionally drawn is support.

Against this ba' ground, and in the context of increasing government resort to

rigorous control over State-funded institutions (see also Chapter 4), the decision to withdraw

ósTelegraph. 2 August 1939.
SaWn¿, Bulletin, Vol. 1, No 7, September 1939; Derek V/hitelock echoes this charge, describing
the move as being in "the dismal and endemic Sunshine Søte radition of reactionary politicking"
- Whitelock, p.20I.
85Offir¡ol Record, Seventeenth Søæ Labor-in-Politics Convention, 1941, p.31.
86 Journals, t939, p.7l: f988 direct to the \ilEA as a grant and f 1650 tied to Workers' Tutorial
Classes.
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funding for the WEA is hardly surprising. The subsequent decision to legislaæ for a majority of

government appointees on the University Senate (1941) is convincingly linked by Murnane to

University criticism of the WEA move (pp.133-134). Politically, the dominant government

Labor faction of the late 1930's could afford to antagonise the generally quiescent militants (see

Chaptèr 1), knowing that anger was unlikely to translate into damaging forms of political or

industrial action at that time. The subsequant prominence of WEA activists like Mick Healy and

Ted Bacon in the industrial turmoil of the 1940's, however, suggests that Forgan Smith could

have been better advised to keep the left occupied in educational, rather than industrial, political

activity. Moreover, the closure of the WEA helped to focus public attention on the general lack of

educational opportunities in Queensland. For one thing, access to the WEA Library was conf,rned

afær 1940 to that declining number of Brisbane residents who knew of is exisænce in the unlikely

surroundings of Trades,Hall.

Seconndlnnv edlmenûfiom It9115 c It957

Other claimants on the education budget were also kept on a tight financial rein,

although less clearly for ideological reasons. The incoming Labor administration of 1915, æ has

been noted, found itself with a new and as yet tiny State secondary school system. Labor had no

policy commitment to an expanded, yet alone universal, State secondary education program: The

Platform called only for

[c]ompulsory [education] up to 14 years of age, higher optional,
both Secula¡ and Free in State Schools.fl

While this commitment may at first glance suggest some commitrnent to expanded secondary

education, such an interpretation was at no time applied by Lab.r in gor'.rnment. State .¿ufution

wæ indeed expanded to cover pupils to 14 years of age, but this was to be within the existing

State primary school sünxcture. Grades 1 to 8 were covered by the primary systeÍL an arrangement

that required the one teacher to administer two thi¡ds of the entire school curriculum in the Søæ's

ótWorker,l April 1915
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many one-teacher schools8S. Fee charging schools had to provide the bulk of Queensland's post-

primary education, and the Labor commitment to free education was to be fulfilled through the

Scholarship system.

. The scholarship system was made more flexible in 1915 through automatic

extensions, provided the appropriate examinations were passed, up to and including university39.

Previously, pupils had o reapply for schola¡ships on a competitive basis at various stages in the

system. The two tiered stipend bæed on parents' income was retained.

The rnain new expenditure commitments ',vere in the realm of teachers' pay and

conditions. As mentioned in Chapter 5, teachers'pay was significantly upgraded in the first five

years of Labor rule. Following a meeting between Minister Hardacrg, Department of Public

Instnrction senior officials and Queensland Teachen Union leaders in May 1917, æachers awards

were made subject ta the Industrial Arbitration Act, 1916. Awards made by the Industrial Cou¡t

inc¡easedpay levels substantially in rapid succession. Classification I teachen, for instance, had

their salary increæed from f 110-€150 per annum in the beginning of 1917 to f23O-f270 in 1920.

Classilrcation III teachers went from El4O-f260 to f330-f380 90. Increases to base increments

thus averaged over 100 percørL

, Labor also claimed c¡edit for doubling en¡ollments in State secondary schools

between 1914 and 1919 91. While true,92 this claim rests on dubious foundations since several of
l

the schools built in the pre-war period had not opened before the beginning of the 1914 scholastic

year93. Table 5.3 below shows enrollments for State secondary schools in Queenslandunder

þabor. The cc rparatively rapid expansion of the early years, arguably under the planning of the

former reginre, ground to a halt to the extent that the official figures had to be inflated by adding

ðöI can claim personal experience of this sysæm. In practice, it required older pupils to supervise
younger ones in practising arithmetical tables, basic reading and the like.
89see wyeth , p. I77.
9ÙAd*inittrorive Actions 1919-1920, p. 17.
9L Administrative Actions I 9 1 9-1920, p. 15.
92QPP, t9l6-17, vol2,p.15; QPP,1921, Vol.l, p.637.
93QPP, 1916-17,YoL.2, p.5: 6 were open in 1915 and 9 by 1920.
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technical student numbers 1o the total in the late 1930's to give the illusion of growth. The

negative egalitarianism dominant in Labor education thinking did not favour spending on such

academic punuits æ Staæ secondary education.

From 1924 to 1939, no new State secondary schools were built in Queensland.g4

A number of theories exist to explain this remarkable stasis. McQueen ascribes the immobility to

a covert alliance between the Labor governments and the Roman Catholic clergy to leave the

Catholic secondary schools as the predominant secondary educaton in Queensland 95. Mcqueen's

analysis does not hold up for any of the Labor adminisEations, however attractive its simplicity

rnay be. McQueen's view is that Labor in effect bought Catholic support by guaranteeing pupil

supply and thereafær jobs for Catholic school graduates in the State public service. Yet only ttre

post-1945 governments maintained cosy relations wíth the Catholic clergy, and even then the

anglophile conservative primate archbishop Si¡ James Duhig had a quite different relationship

with the ALP from that enjoyed by other Austalian Catholic Bishops (see Chapter 5). And rhe

post-1945 governments actually lifted the long drought in State secondary school construction,

presiding over a massive growth in both schools and pupilnumbers, æ will be seen.

An alternative view is that of Goodman, who maintains that Labor

adminisrations were essentially philistine, and that they opposed secondary education in principle.

Neglect, in Goodman's analysis, was a predictable sympom of Labor dislike for educated eliæs.

This is a more difficult accusation ûo counter. Labor policy outcomes in education do indeed seem

to be counter to contemporary educational ttrought. Successive publications of the Deparunent of

Public Instruction in the Labor period give glowing descriptions of Queensland educational

facilities, despite relative inadequacies when compæed with facilities available in otl r States.

While it can only be expected that the Þepartmerr- ,vould put the best light on ¡natters, the

glowing prose put out by both official and political publicists bespeaks an unfortunare

complacency.

94Goodman (among others), p.279.
9JH. Mcqueen, Gone Tomotow: Australia in the 1980's (sy ey: Angus & Robertson , rg12),
p.113.
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Goodman assumes, however, that the advances in educa¿ional practice and

funding made in other States over the years of Labor rule in Queensland represent the sole

legitimate þint of comparison by which to judge the Queensland outcomes. High numbers of

matriculants and tertiary graduates ate equated by Goodman with 'modernity', which is

synonymous with goodness in policy-making. In assessing the retention of the Scholarship

system until the 1950's, for example, Goodman rema¡ks

[t]his was an outmoded priociple in modern states and on that
score alone Queensland, in the early 1950's, was a most backward
state in secondary education, and without doubt the most
backwa¡d Australia¡ state in the field.eó

Goodman's views on modernity are of course themselves dated, although this does not by itself

constitute fallacy in argument. He is on thinner ground when he goes on to lavish praise on the

subsequent administration of the portfolio under Pizzey since Commonwealth funding for State

secondary education only commenced during the life of the Coalition Government,gT but again

this is no necessary criticism of his remarks about the Labor period. His main failings stem from

his over-eagerness to heap opprobrium on the Labor administrators and to derive an implicit

critique of Labor ideology from that base.

However it is not correct to maintain, as Goodman does, that the continuity of

Queensland education policy under Labor indicaæs an underþing consensus of education ideology

within the Party. As has been noted above, Labor education thinking was by no means clear and

unambiguous: widely divergent policy lines co-existed in the Party, the PLP and even the

Government. The peripheral status afforded education policy in internal Party debate throughout

the Labor period would appear to bea¡ out Goodman's ideological critique to some degree, but to

follow this line is to ignore the sites and terms of Labor policy formation processes and

ideological stn'ggles. Goodman æcribes some of the Labor education ministers' failings to their

lowly working clæs origins (they were, he notes, "poorly educated politicians, stahvarts of the

Labor Party, with a background of success and faithful service in trade union affairs'98¡. He is

YoGoodman, p.337 .

97see Don Smart, Federat Aid to Australian Schools (Brisbane: UQP, 1978), pp.33-74.
98Goodman, p. 338.
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quite categorical in his insistence that neglect of education was Labor dogrna and essential to

advancement within the Party. Goodman is prepared to concede that the Opposition had a hand in

supporting the governments' educational immobility through its own silence on À" irru. and even

that there was a coalition of 'vested interests', including Ï-abor policy, church interests, grarnmat

school Trustees, social class groups, political parties' conniving at the r€tention of the Queensland

educational status quo.99 In such a climate, and in the absence of an effectively organised

intelligensia or professional class (see for example Chapter 4 on the inability of the medical

profession to fight the proleørianisation of the public hospital medical staff¡, it is not difficult to

understand why Labor in government was reluctant to disuub the educational policy equilibrium.

Goodman is remiss chiefly in refusing to recognise the srength of alternative

policy canvassing among groups on the left of the Labo¡ party and of the broad labour movement.

His depiction of a united obscurantism among Labor figures is, as has been shown, inaccurate.

His total omission of reference to the WEA is illustrative of his dismissive attitude to this

history. Again, he gives insufficient weight to the effects of the 1929-1932 Moore Government's

adminisüation of the portfolio in terms of cementing the consensus behind Labor's scholarship

system of secondary education provision. He suggests, without convincing evidence, that Moore's

fifty percent cut in scholarship places was the result of faulty advice from public,senrants.l0O

Whatever the advice, and the scholarship budget was not of such a size that alternative a¡eas for

cuts could not have been foun4 Moore's decision to hold the line on the schola¡ship cus against a

storm of public protest handed Labor a gift vote-winning issue and thereby helped to tie Labor

fortunes to the system for many years thereafter.

The scholanhip sysæm under the first period of La' rr rule had expanded and been

liberalised appreciably. Labor cr,,^inued the non-competitive quaìifying scholarship examination

system intoduced n I9I4, and by 1927 ¡he number of students receiving scholarship support had

risen to 1,886 from a base of 515 ¡n 1914. 101 In ß23 a ne\¡/ system of f¡ee enÊry to State

YyGoodman, pp. 27 5-27 9.
1005"" Goodman, pp. Z7 5-27 6.
l0l¡spaÍmsnt of Public Instrucúon, Sratu Education in Qræenslanl (Brisbane: Government
Printer, 1928 [?]), p. 37 (hereafter State Education in Queensland 1928).
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secondary schools, but without stipend, was added for students'who failed to qualify for the

scholarship but who passed in th¡ee subjects in the 'State High School.entrance examination'.

Also in 1923 the age limitation on both secondary enEance examinations was removed, allowing

repeating and older students to qualify, and special textbook and living-away-from-home

allowances were introduced for scholarship winners from lower income families. Average

attendances at State secondary schools increased from 548 in 1916 tn 1,947 ¡ 1927.102 Table 5.3

shows the attendances at Queensland State High Schools for the entire period of Labor

governmenL

Table 5.3

Average Attendance: Oueensland State Hlgh Schools

in 1,000's
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for 1940 and 1945 include attendances at State Commercial,
Domestic Science High Schools in Brisbane. These Schools

became full Staûe High Schools afær 1945.
l$,qg4ÊÊ: OPP. 1916-17,vol. 2, p. 15; 792L, vol. 1, p. 637; L926, vol. L,

p.,7101 1931, vol. 1, p. 666; 1936, vol. I, p. 1590; 1941 [only vol.], p.
551;1946, vol. 1, p. 523;1951, vol. 1, p. 619;1956, vol. 1, p. 652.1

Clearly, the main increases in student numbers at State secondary schools

occurred in the postwar boom. The apparent increases in the latær half of the 1930's shown in

Table 5.3 a¡e.due not so much to genuine inc¡eæes as to a sleight of hand in the measu¡emenü the

numbe¡s attending the State's th¡ee technical 'high schools' were added to fill out the total. These

technical high scltools were converted to full secondary status in the early years of the postwar

boom, which makes the increæe after 1945 all the more remarkable. There were very low and

LU¿State Education in Queensland 1928, p.37 .
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sluggishly increasing attendances at secondary schools for the first two decades of Labor

government.

The improvements made by Labor in the 1920's were hardly earth-shatæring, but

they did represent a gradual and continuing commitmørt to change along the lines pioneered by the

last pre-Labor administations under the influence of the redoutable J. D. Story. The Moore

Governmant" with is minister King, scrapped the qualifying principle for the scholarship and

brought back a competitive examination. The number of scholarships available was also reduced

to a maximum of 1,000. At the sarne time, the age limit was reimposed and the separate State

secondary entrance examination abandoned.103 At the 1930 schola¡ship examinauon,5692

students sat, 1865 qualified and only 1003 were awa¡ded scholarships.lo4 Oo*rition to rhese

moves came from all sides of the education debate. Denominational and gramma¡ schools saw a

major source of funds disappearing. The labour movement saw a major component of the social

wage being taken away. Farmers saw thei¡ children's prospects being reduced. The Labor Party

saw the issue as being another opportunity to reforge the electoral alliance which had looked so

delapidaæd tn1929.

The divene political forces thus harnessed were directed, it is important to note,

at the simple restoration of the old scholanhip system. The education debaæ had changed from an

agenda concemed with the extension and expansion of educational opportunities and the prospects

of using the State power to enhance working class organisational skills, to one concerned merely

with the restoration of the old system. Having been once so badly frightened, the various

educational lobbies would be content for many years with the creaky systems of the 1920's.

The non-competiúve scho-arship wæ reintroduced at the first examination held

after the return of Labor in 1932. By 1937 the Secreta¡y for Public Instnrction could boast of

4,012 schola¡ship winners for the previous year. 105 So long as each year the government could

tutQPD, Vol. CLVII (1930), p.2025.
TMQPD, Vol. CLIX (1931), pp.313-314.
l0sDeparutrent of Public Instnrction,,s tate Ed,ucation in Queensland (Brisbane: Government
Printer, 1938 [?]), p. 55 (hereafter State Education in Queensland 1938).
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demonstrate an inc¡eased number of scholarship winnen, the polity could be kept conænt with the

existing arangements. The events of 1929-1932 had demonstrated the apparent dangers of

tampering with a politically sacred systern

Table 5.4 shows scholarship numbers over the period of Labor government,

clearly indicating the level of indirect State aid ûo denominational and grammar schools Labor was

prepared o commit over the years. By 1955, the State was funding 10,42L new scholarships per

yeaË abetter than tenfold increæe over the numben financedin 1915. Increasing Commonwealth

aid to non-government schools under the Menzies Government,lffi however, created the conditions

for the abolition of the Queensland scholarship sch'eme under the Nicklin adminisration. The

constituency so assiduously built up by Labor simply transfened its allegiance to a Federal

conservative governmenL

Table 5.4

Scholarshlps Awarded: Queensland Secondary Scholarshlps

in 1 0,000's
1.2

1915 1920 1925 1930 1935 1940 1945 1950 1955

[S.ssts: OPP. 1916-17,vol. 2, p. 13; 1921, vol. 1, p. 634; 1926, vol. l, p.
723; 1931, vol. l, p. 670; L936, vol. 1, p. 864; 1941 [oaly vol.], p. 551;
1946, vol. I, p. 524;1951, vol. 1, p. 619; 1956, vol. l, p. 643.1

After 1945 the Commonwealth came to have an increasing role rr, education

funding. The Commonwealth Reconstruction Training Scheme and Services Education Scheme

injected substantial numbers of mature ug" ,tod.nt into the secondary education system in the

immediaæ postwÍu years. So massive indeed was the influx that a sepa¡ate stream of institutions

I
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2

0

luóSee Smart, pp.27 -30, 69-72.
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had to be set up to cope with the numbers: the so-called Reconstruction Training Schools. In

1947 the Queensland technical education system was handling 26,000 ex-service personnel per

year, of whom over 8000 were full-time.l07 These numbers were mo¡e than double the

en¡ollments in the State's high schools.

Real expenditure on secondary education did nevertheless rise in the postwar

years. Table 5.5 shows expenditure per head of population on secondary education. It can be seen

that the postwar recovery brought expenditure to new heights, but that it was hardly an

exponential movement. Indeed, it was not until 1950 that expenditure recovered, in real per capita

terms, to she drzzy heights of the 1935 levels. The stasis in State secondary education can be seen

to have led to real declines in availability of funds for the 'free, secular education' of Queensland

youth, at the same time, as shown by Table 5.4, that scholarships to non-g'ovérnment schools

were rapidly increasing. Even at the height of expenditure, State high schools accounted for a

little over a pound per ye¿¡r per head of population in Queensland in ærms of the values prevailing

at the time Labor attained government. Moreover, the period of the Forgan Smith Government

emerges as one of real decline in expenditure, and this at the same time as Labor was proud to

ftrmpet scholarship increases æ evidence of is educational munificence.

LU'tOPP,l948-I949,p.608; the Commonwealth Reconstruction Training Scheme "brought about
the est¿blishment of the Brisbane Technical Correspondence School", according to the Deparûnent
- p.609.
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Table 5.5

Real Per Caplta Expendlture: Secondary Educatlon - Constant 1911 Dollars
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Bureau of Statistics, Labour Report, Ne 58, 1973,p. 40, and population
figures from Australian Bureau of Statistics, Denography /971, Bulletin Ne
87,7974.1

A report of the Department of Public Instmction in 1957 showed the results of

this parsimony to be a high rate of 'wastage' of gifted children, that is of children who achieved

very high results in thë schola¡ship examinations but who did not then progress to matriculation

or tertiary ¡svsh.108 lMastage' among girls from working class families was found to be

particularly severe. So Goodman's description of the generation of childran undergoing schooling

under Labor as a'lost generation'læ has some basis in fact.

Labor secondary education policy must be seen, therefore, in the contexts both of

internal party manoeuwing and ideological conflict and of the electoral sEategy which wæ shored

up by the experience of conservative government from 1929-199.. So long as the State continue

minimal levels of direct and indirect secondary education funding with an egalitarian bæis of

distribution, the education issue could be safely dealt with by the administative apparatus and

political damage kept to a conscionable level.

luö'Reducing Wætage Among the Gifted', in Research and Guidarce Branch Bulletin.Department
of Public Instruction, Nq 13, 1957, cited also by Goodman, pp.343-344.
1096oodttr-,title of Chapter 9, p.268.
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Whereas McQueen posis an almost conspiratorial relationship between the

Catholic Chu¡ch and the Labor educational adminisEation, Goodman assumes a natural Labo¡ anti-

intellectualism æ the prime culprit for policy immobility. Both versions approach the actual.

The support of the chu¡ches for the scholarship system w¿rs an important ingredient in ensuring its

survival. The dominant factional position in the Labor Party allocated education above primary

level a low priority on both ideological and pragmatic grounds. Minority left positions would

have allocated inc¡eased funds to education, but would have upset the fine balance of interests

arrayed behind the existing policy by withdrawing all State indirect funding for denominational and

grammar school"s. The channelling of funds into worker education advocated by this view would

certainly have excited mæsive opposition from precisely those groups which benefited from the

fied and tnre system.

The Labor governments sta¡ted off well in their relations with the University of

Queensland with the welcome injection of funds f¡om the founding of the WEA in 1915 discussed

earlier. The Labor leaders were not, however, unanimous in their support even of the concept of

the univenity. As wæ noted above, Labor leaders including Theodore were reluctant supporters of

¡he University BiU, 1909. The concerns of Labor governments with university education related

less,though, to the class concerns articulaæd by' Theodore and more to the emba¡rassment caused

by the opinions and lifestyles of the intellectuals of the left.

The inc-ming adminisnation did nothing to alter the existing administrative

arrangements for many years. The University continued to be governed by the Senate appoinæd

originally by the former adminisEation and, as envisaged by the legislation, gradually replaced by

alumni ('convocation') elected members. The government under the legislation continued to enjoy

the right to appoint ten of the twenty Senate members (University of Queensland Act, 1909,
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s.12). The Labor adminisEation did not take long, however, to discover reasons for seeking to

abridge academic freedom as it concerned academics who involved themselves in political

commenL

As discussed ea¡lier in the section on the WEA, there were a number of

academics concerned with the establishment of that institution who publicly advocated vie\rys to

the political left of the dominant Labor line. V. G. Childe, for instånce, during his term as tutor

at the university wrote for the Daily Standard under various pseudonyms æ well as in his own

name regular articles attacking the government for various breaches of socialist principles in

fulfilling its platform.l1o He also supporæd the more radical Freeburg line in the V/EA deba'æs of

the late 1910's. Childe's appointment as lecturer in Classics, a subject for which he was

extraordinarily well qualif,ted as his subsequent chai¡ at Cambridge attests, was disallowed by the

Senate under alleged government presswe.l11

The university in the subsequent two decades gave little concern as any kind of

political hotbed. ExEa funds were forthcoming for new medical and law faculties, and a new chair

in veterinary science in 1935 .112 6s discussed ea¡lier (Chapters 3 and 4), these moves were

integral to the Labor political program of the period, rather than any indication of a newfound

interest in academic pursuits. The Department of Public Instmction, which had been using the St

Lucia site for a farm school, wæ penuade to move out only on condition that the university gave

the school some land out at Moggill for the same purpose. The City Council was given the

Victo¡ia Park land formerþ identified as a new cÍrmpus r¡¡6.113

llu5." for example, Daily Stardard,4 Apr, 1919: Childe in a letter to the e¡rtor argues that the
State enterprises were liable to official sabotage and that therefore it should be a plank of the
platform to "give to the State employees a substantial sha¡e in the control of the industries, which
they work." See also Chapter 2.
111ç¡¡16s's opposition to Government action in the Townsville meat strike was particularly
galling - see V. G. Childe, "A Labour Premier Meets His Masters", inThe Labour Monthly: A
Magazine of Internatiorwl Labour, Vol. 6, Nq 5 (May 1924), pp. 282-285 passim; also Murnane,
p. 51.
rrzePD, vol. cl)oc (1937),p.5.
LI37¡" Universiry of Queensland: Its Development and Future Expansion (Brisbane: UQP, 1949),
pp3637.
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The university adminisration, however, was pleased to exhibit naturally

conservative inclinations which from the governments' point of view made it more or less

politically self-regulating. Vice-Chancellor Sory observed that foremost among the University's

duties to the people was the duty to "co-operate with Rulers and Iæaders in the advancement of the

spiritual and cultural welfare of the people..."114 Even the students were reluctant to allow

political debate to intrude onto the campus: the fi¡st political club-(the Radical Club) was not

approved by the University of Queensland Union u¡¡¡1 1937.115 This was in some ways

surprising: the university's site until 1949 was adjacent to the Parliament House and the political

envi¡onment of these yqus was at various times exciiing and at least intellectually stimulating.

Student uffest was, howevetr, an unfamilia¡ phenomenon on Australian c¡rmpuses before the 1939-

1945 *¿¡116 and the University of Queensland wæ no exception to the general rule. Suggestions

that State governments favou¡ed the George Street campus site in,order to keep an eye on the

5¡u¿g¡b117 would thus seem a little wide of the mark.

The greatest single contibution made by Labor to university education was rhe

construction of the new campus at St Lucia some eight kilometres from the Brisbane city centre

on the banks of the Brisbane ¡iver. The money for the site itself was donated, along with a

substantial portfolio of other investments, in a private bequest.l18 Funds for the works were

provided by the Forgan Smith Government in 1935 (a good year for University expansion) under

iß second phæe relief works program (see Chapter 1). Sections of the University administration

were not initially keen on a move so far away from the cenEal business 6¡s6¡ç¡119, but the

prospect of access to the extra fi¡nds overcame reservations about the isolation of the St Lucia site.

Attractions of the site for the Government lay not only in its potential as a prestigious public

work, but also in is unique ability to combine the raditional disciplines with agricultural and

LL4TI University of Queensland: Its Development and Future Expansion , p.Ll.
115r¡¡. pes5 Johnston, "The University of Hard Knocks", in Semper, April 15 1985, p. 8.
1169t, perhaps, atmost times; see Hyde, p. 131;Partridge,pp.I2T-133.
l17Johnston, "The University of Hard Knocks", p. 7.
1181¡r donation was made by the Mayne family of Toowong n 1926; see Malcolm J. Thomis, ,4
Place of Light and Learning: The Universiry of Queensland's First Seventy-fve Yøørr (Brisbane:
UQP, 1985), pp. 157-158; another site under consideration had been Victoria Park, in between the
Roma Street railway marshalling yards and the Brisbane General Hospital, which had been set
aside for the University by the Brisbane City Council in 1914 - Daily Standard, S April 1914.
1 19Thomis, pp. 158-1 61.
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pastoral disciplines on the one c¿rmpus. The expenditure of f,500,000 120 in public funds on

university education was a sweeter pill to swallow when it could be linked to Labor policy on

rural developmenL

Labor in government was reluctant to uphold the myths of liberal education and

university autonomy, having always been suspicious of the class and ideological locaÈion of

universities at the outset. The PLP wæ home to numbers of men who delighæd in æserting their

superiority over the supposed 'eggheads' of the university. Any overt signs of university

insubordination were to be met with administrative and legislative measures to restore government

authority. The principle was clear and indeed bipartisan: those providing the money had the right

to control what went on in the institution.l2l This meant in practice that the uiriversity could be

autonomous provided it did nothing to offend the State executive. When, æ in the instance of the

WEA's demise, the university attempted to thwart the wishes of the govemment by publicly

opposing a decision, Labor governments reacted swiftly and radically. The threat of such action

was normally sufficient to ensure self-regulation on the univenity's part and to keep alive the

officially approved image of harmony and goodwill.

The effects of actual interventions by Labor governments in university affairs

were less radical than this analysis might suggesl The 1941 amending Act gave the government a

bare majority of 14 Senaæ seats out of 25 for its nominees. This advantage was not, however,

exploited through the appointment of large numbers of Labor stalwarts. Instead, the same pool of

judicial, professional and public figures as supplied university councillors the world over was

tapped for the post-1941 appoinrmens.l22 ¡4s¡sever, there was no provision for recall for

government nominees should their voting behaviour not be to the liking of Cabinet. The mere

knowledge that the government was preparedlto act legft tively and that it owed no ideological

allegiance to liberal tertra.J education appears io have ensured that no embryonic anti-governrnent

rzoOPD, Vol. CDoo(VI, 1940, p. 698; the limit of cosr wÍ¡s approved on 28 July 1938.
1211¡¡5 principle is prorninent, for example, in Kidston's speech to the (Jniversiry of Queensland
Bill, 1909, in QPD, Vol. CIV (1909), pp. 106-107; Forgan Smith's speech to the National
Education Co-ordination and University of Queensland Acts Amend¡nent Bill, 1941, n QPD, Yol.
CL)O(XVU (1941), pp.737 ,800-804; Walsh's speech tn the University of Queensland Acts
Amendment Bill, \956, QPD, Yol. CCXW (1956-1957), p. 1636.
l22gu ePP, rg4ï-49, vol. r, p. 610.
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actions by the university reached full ærrn Thus the University of Qupensland produced few

political, economic or technical commentators whom the press could approach for controversial

comment on Staæ policy or actions.

The timidity of University of Queensland academics in criticising the

govemment went unrewarded in terms of State appointments. Queensland administrations

preferred to seek expeÍ advisers from outside the Staæ. Professor Brigden, appoinæd to head ttre

Bureau of Industry n L934 (see Chapter 1) came from the University of Tasmania. His successor,

Colin Clark, was a Cambridge economist at the time of his appointment. Raphael Cilenro was a

London graduate and in the Commonwealth service at the time of his appointment as Di¡ector-

General of Health. Few Royal Commissioners appointed by Labor administrations were

University of Queensland academics. The univenity was unable for many ye:trs to secure even a

few appoinrnents to the Brisbane and South Coast Hospitals Board when the effectivà operation of

the Medical School depended upon Board policy (see Chapter 5). Univenity of Queensland

academics were passed over both for general appoinunents within the gift of individual ministers

and for expert appoinunents decided by Cabinet

Whether this exclusion stemmed from academic mediocrity at Queensland's only

university, from a regional cultu¡al cringe, or from dislike on the part of Labor for the

conservatism its policies encouraged at the University is difficult to assess. The last can probably

be eliminaæd at leæt as a concern in prominent appointments: all three appointments cited above

were of conservative academics. Minor appointments, such as the hospitals boards, were a fertile

ground for rewarding party and factional loyalties. As the Brisbane and South Coast Hospitals

Board example has shown (Chapter 4), the appoinunent of party stalwarts with little Inowledge of

the area had the further advantage of enhancing effective direct control over supposedly quæ,

autonomous institutions.

Labor certainly held no ideological brief for professionalisnu and the containment

of the university's role to a purely educational one suited the consensud Labor egalitarian position.
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The ever-present implicit threat of direct intervention in university affairs served to mute public

objections to this exclusion f¡om the university side. Junior examination entry to the Staæ public

service and the absence of a graduate recruitment scheme kept the bureaucracy free of any

university connections.l23 1¡e whole system worked provided the univenity could make a claim

of autonomy to its members and clientele, and the government could claim to party members that

it was in control.

The Gair government's 1956 legislative attack on the university thus upset a

delicate balance. Gair's moves were all the more surprising considering the absence of any

obvious provocation on the part of the university and so were in terms of political tactics entirely

avoidable. There was, moreover, no clea¡ political purpose to be served by intervention in the

university's adminisration at the time; there had been no discussion of the issue at the 1956

Labor-in-Politics Convention, and the QCE had not discussed the matter before legislation was

present€d to Parliamen¡.L24 Ï¡ts Opposition was as mystified as w¿ts the Univenity of Queensland

Staff Association when Secretary for Public Instruction Diplock intoduced the Universiry of

Queensland Acts Amendment Bill, 1956 ino the house without prior notice. The fi¡st reading of

the Bill passed with little fuss because the Opposition had little inkling of its conten¡sl25. úg

Minister gave no clues in his speech about the major provisions of the legislation, but talked

instead about the alleged generosity of his administration toward tertiary education. 126 Much was

made, for instance, of the increase in Staæ conribution from f,10,000 in 1910 to f,662,000 in

I956.rn Premier Gair noted that the State's commitment to higher learning was such æ to have

raised the State secondary school en¡ollments above those for denominational and grammü schools

izjThe Queensland public service ' 'as not alone in is dislike of privileged graduate recruitment.
S. Elain Thompson, 'Reform ir. ,.he [Commonwealth] Public Service: Egalitarianism to the
SES', paper delivered to the 1985 Australasian Political S ldies Association conference, Adelaide,
August 1985.
l24g¡¡r¡o¡ pecord,Twenty-second Queensland State Labor-in-Politics Convention ; Minutes of
the Queensland Cenfal Executive, 1956.
125y"¡¡"t from Sir Gordon Chalk, 25 March 1985.
L268PD, Vol. CCXVI (1956-1957), pp. 1572-t575; Si¡ Gordon Chalk, ar that time leader of the
Liberal Party in the Opposition, claims that such tactics were rypical of Gair, and caused some of
the disaffection between him and the Labor Party administration - letter from Sir Gordon Chalk,
25 March 1985.
r27epD, vol. ccxvl (1956-52), p.1573.
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for the first time in Queènsland history ¡n 1956.128 As Table 5.6 shows, however, University of

Queensland matriculation inc¡eases in the post (Pacific) war ye:rrs were clearly the result of

Commonwealth rather than State munificence, with first the Services Matriculation Scheme and

then æ these numbers declined the Commonwealth Scholarship 5s¡srns.129

Table 5.6
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By the Second Reading of the Bill the Opposition had been briefed by Universiry

Staff Association President (also University Librarian) Harrison Bryan on the substantive

provisions of the legislation. In a letter quoted by D. Herbert (Lib., Sherwood), Bryan argued

against the Bill's provision for a new public service-style Appointments and Promotions Appeal

Board (s. 25,31) noting that such a proposal was

(a) an attack on the self-government of the University
(b) required a b¡each of the confidentiality required by academic
applicants, in that their applicatious could be made known to
colleagues.l3o

The worth of these objections was not debated specifically by the government pafty, other than to

commend the fairness of any move to instituæ an appeals provision. The slight increase in the

ttoepD, vol. ccxvl (1956-57), p. t577.
129651out of a total 3820 students at the Univenity of Queensland in 1947 were Services
Matriculation Scheme-spon sor eù, Q P P, 19 48 - 19 49, Vol. 1, p. 608.
r30 

QP D, vol CCXVI (1956-57), pp. 1612-1613.
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govenrment-appointed majority in the Senate also provided in the Bill a¡oused no interest on either

side of ttre 1¡ours.13 1

Why then was the government proceeding with the legislation, given that the

moves were opposed by those who would be affected by it and were supported by no particular

interest group? Certainly some sections of the labou¡ movement were delighted by any moves

which seemed to upset academics. Tom Aikens the Labor renegade and self-styled leader of the

North Queensland Labor Party' observed

You can tell the difference between a lecturer and a professor in
that a lecturer is clean-shaven and the professor has a beard. That
is the only distinction.l32

By the Commitæe stages of the Bill, an explanation for the move had emerged.

The Opposition now claimed that the Bill wæ brought on by the disaffection of a certain Labor

supporter who wæ overlooked for an appointment to the chair in mathematics in the months

preceding the drafting of the legisla¡¡on.l33 Gair implicitly admitted the charge, but rather than

entertain argument over the ethics of legislation to protect friends of the adminisEation, continued

to justify the principle of appeals.l34 6u¡'r personal leadenhip of the debaæ, and his refusal to

countenance amendmenß requiring expert membership of appeal 6o161135 or Staff Association

repæsentatives on boa¡ds136 indicated .'U."n penonal inæ¡est in the legislation which v/ent beyond

the norms of Labor government practice in pushing business through the Pa¡liament. Although

the Act \ilas not given the Royal Assent until April the following year, Gair's personal fiat in

ordering a politically damaging piece of legislation and his Íurogant refusal to distance the

govemment from the allegations of improper influence were remembered by the QCE when it ciæd

¡he Universiry of Queensland Acts Amendment Bill, 1956 as a ground for expulsion of the

rJlThe new composition was the Dire tor-General of Education, the Vice-Chancellor (now
salaried) and the President of the Professorial Board (ex offibio),14 members appoinæd by the
Governor-in-Council, 9 elecæd by Council (graduates), and one elected by academic staff, giving
an effective government majority of 15:12 - University of Queensland Acts Amendment Act,
1957, s.6.
132OpD, vol. ccxvl (1956-57), p. 1618.
7338pD, vol. CCXVI (rgs6-s7), pp. l62}-t629.
r348PD, vol. CCXVI (r956-57),pp. 1658-r659.
L3sepD, vol. ccXVI (1956-57), p.tooo.
L36epD, vol. ccXVI (1956-57), p.1688.
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hemier from the Aushalian Labor Party (See Chapter 1). The principles raised by Harrison Bryan

" represented merely another objection to State control over the institutions it funded, and tight

executive control had been a tenet of Labor adminisEative philosophy at least since the public

hospitals experience two decades ea¡lier (see Chapter 5).

It is thus wide of the mark both to depict Gai¡'s univenity bill as a natu¡al

outgrowth of Labor policy or to dismiss the legislation as simply a piece of Gai¡ idiosyncracy, as

do Fitzgerald and Thomis, for examp1s.137 6air's mistake was to upset the cosy consensus of

ea¡lier golden years of Labor hegemony where the Univenity of Queensland was permitted to

proclaim its independence so long æ it did not exercise any right of dissent. Queensland could

enjoy the luxury of a univeniry fashioned in the style of the liberal European and American

institutions so long as neither the university nor the State government questioned the prerogatives

of the other.

Still, Gair could most likely have escaped from the imbroglio unscathed were it

not for the unfortunate coincident legion of destabilising political factors he managed to bring on

his administration in 1956-1957. Gair's insistence in taking on his numerous enemies (many of

them enemies of his own making) all at once formed ,orn" onurut alliances in 1957, and not

least of these was that between the university academics and the anti-Gai¡ faction on the QCE.

Come lusflom

The record of the Labor Party in administering the education portfolio wor¡ld

most favourably be described as stable. The various radical and dissenting educatior policies

advanced by individuals in and on the fringes of the labour movement an{ less fervently, by

minority factions and groupings within the Labor Party iaelf, failed to influence State education

policy as it affected the mass of Queenslanders. The one significant concession to the educational

road to socialism - the WEA - was ¡educed in implementation to the kind of adult education

ty 1980's, p. 147 .
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program familiar in Austalian Søæs led by consewative adminisnadons. Occæional forays into

the kind of activity envisioneC by ttre founding radicals werc Eeated with un¡emitting harshness.

Education was for Queensland Labor administrators a potential source of

dangerous destabilisation. The safest col¡rse wÍ¡s to leave untouched the st¿tl¿s quo ante. The task

of dismantling the denominational and grammar school systenu could be seen to yield few

political and dubious social benefits, while courting certain political disaster. The prospect of

every pulpit and most school speech nights turning into anti-Labor propaganda organs was too

frightening for the Labor leadenhip to contemplate. On the other side, radical intellectuals

enjoying State salaries forging links with militanc in the unions and the Labor Party were a risk

to be avoided. As with the public health system, so with education: government control of its

own servants and institutions was a lynchpin of Labor adminisrative philosophy.

Labor egalitarian and equal opportunity ideologies served sEange ends in

education policy. Egalitarian thinking gave a low priority to expenditure on the training of

inællectual elites. Equal oppornrniry ensured the survival of the scholarship systern in Queensland

long afær the demise of similar programs elsewhere to comp€nsate the inællectually gifæd for the

relative lack of free, secular, State education beyond the school leaving age. The electoral side-

benefits of the schola¡ship system in keeping the denominational and gramnar school lobbies at

least quiescent. The experience of the Moore Country Party Government with arousing these

lobbies by cutting scholarship numbers was not lost on Labor leaders.

The long-term resulß of Labor education policy in Queensland are readily
I

apparent. Table 5.6 shows numbers of Queensland matriculans in comparison with national

averages over the period of Labor governmenl The comparatively low skills of the Queensland

labour force have been cited by Gough, Hughes, McFarlane and Palmer 138 as being a significant

factor in the structural imbalances of the Queensland economy which were reflected in laggarA

postwÍ¡f growth and anomalous dependence on a n¿urow range of primary products.

lsuGough et al., p.107.
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The srides of pioneering Queensland qducators in extending literacy to the

dispersed population were continued and firmly established under Labor. State primary education

in Queensland was the equal of other State primary education systems in Australia in terms of

population coverage, a significant achievement in decenralised Queensland and one reflected in

disproportionately large appropriations compared to the poverty-stricken secondary and tertiary

sectots. The political consensus that Queensland had an education system the equal of any in the

world was not, however, reflected in reality. Table 5.7 below shows that Queensland's

comparative education spending growth lagged increæingly behind the other States in education

expenditure over the perid of Labor rule after an early head start. When Queensland's natural

disadvantages such as population dispersal are borne in min{ one would expect a higher

expenditure in order to maintain comparable standards of service.

Table 5.7

Nomlnal Per Caplta Expendlture: Educatlon, Sctence & Art
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Labor in Queensland effectively revened the trend of the decade before 1915 when

much was done to catch up to other Australian States. The dominance of the Country Party
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¿rmong the non-Labor parties after 1915, the performance of the Moore Government,'and the

rhetoric of the Opposition suggest that Queensland would have seen little better in education

policy under the alternative governments. The Opposition only expressed concern over education

poücy at times when government legislative moves threatened certain institutions or interest

groups (and only then after lobbying by those groups), æ is evidenced by acquiescence over Fi¡st

Reading debaæs of subsequently controversial bills.

There was little perceived elecoral advantage in any overall progrÍtm of education

investment, æ distinct fromjudicious local expenditures on new school buildings announced at

election time in appropriate ss¿ts.139 Those like Goodman who advocated increæed expenditure

on secondary and higher education were in the main no friends of Labor. The WEA experiment

had shown that the education policy prescriptions of the left were politically dangerous for the

dominant axis in the ALP. Were it not for the rapid drop behind other States in comparative

education spending altþt lg4s,leaving education off the political agenda could have continued æ a

winning formula-

1395ss Hugh Lunn, Joh: the Life and Potitical Adventures of Johannes Bjetke-
Petersen (Brisbane: UQP, 1978), pp.43-56 pass¡m.
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Coneluslonq

This thesis has followed the role of the Labor Party in Queensland from its

formation to ttre 1957 split when it passed from office to become a party of seemingly permanent

opposition. The key to understanding this development, has been shown to be Queensland Labor's

electoralism, its redef,rnition of Party goals and ideology to fit in with tire cent¡al strategic

objective of obtaiiring and maintaining parliamentary majorities. \ilhile electoral success was

prescxried at {he outset as merely a necessary precondition for manipulating the capitalist state to

advance the interests of labou¡, it became lhe sine qua non of Labor ideological debate. Almost

any progressive policy goal or objective could then Ue jettisoneO in the pursuit of electoral

success.

In the arguments set out, electoralism is seen as requiring quite a sophisticated

and detailed analysis because of the inseparable organisational links between the Labor Party and

the union movement reflecting the Party's origins as the 'political' a¡m of the unions. The

eueensland Labor experience until 1957 was an outstanding example of electoral success but at the

same time featu¡ed dialectical collisions between the Pary in office and the union movement

which spawned it. This experience throws some light on various theoretical explanations for the

behaviour of social democratic parties. For instance, the willingness and capacity the

parliamentary wing allied wirh sympathetic union leaders to act ruthlessly against militant

sections of the union movement, including on occasion members of thei¡ own unions' is

consistent with elitist analysis. Again, the constant inability of Queensland unions, of whatever

shade of militancy, to press goals beyond immediate instrumental demands supports those

theorists like Crouch and Miliband who argue that unions are structually prevented from

exercising anY greater role.
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Labor's electoral base in Queensland lay in the rural working class and among

sections of small family farmers. Queensland's economy was largely dependent on rural indusfies

which employed a large itinerant and highly unionised workforce. The most economically

signi-ficant were pastoral industries, the producS of which were processed by transnational capital.

Other agricultural indusfies, such as sugar and mixed farming, while less remunerative in terms of

the State's export income, were founded on numerous small family fa¡m units. These agricultural

sectors also employed itinerant labour, particularly in the harvesting of crops and were a rich and

vital sou¡ce of votes for any workers' party seeking office in Queensland.

eueensland Labor's electoral strategy required this family farming vote to be won

and retained, and to do this ttre Party propounded ttre view that the interests of workers and family

farmers were identical. The propagation of this ideology was a consideraable feat given that many

of these farmers were simultaneously employers of many members of Queensland's largest

union - the AWU. The AWU was also the most influential bloc determining policy and

preselections within the Labor Party iself. The AWU's position as an organisation of agrarian, as

opposed to industrial, labour, divided it from the other main Queensland unions in structue as

well as ideology. The success of the worker-fa¡mer electoral alliance owed much to the internal

dynamics of the AWU, which purged itself of residual militant elements and consLitutionally

insulated the leadership from further challenges during the crucial 1915-1920 period. The union's

leaders from this time forth eschewed di¡ect industrial acúon, at times openly collaborating with

employers to break'wildcat' srikes mounted by disaffected AWU members.

The clas-collaborarionist ideological thrust of the worker-farmer electoral allia¡rce

assisted the AWU leaders in maintaining hegemony within the union. Bushworkers were also

suiøbly enticed by being offered the prospect of social mobility - of joining the ranks of the
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family farmers - an objecúve which helped confuse any militant class consciousness these workers

might otherwise have develoPed.

The family farmers, meanwhile, were brought into the alliance through the

erection of 'agrarian socialist' structtues which afforded them co-operative control over the

production, processing and disribution of rural commodities. And even though the Labor Party

organisation was bound up wittr the union movement to allow direct representâtion of workers in

internal policy making, some headway was made in recruiting farmers into Party branches and as

Labor candidates.l Constructing the apparatus of agrarian socialism in support of Labor's worker-

farmer alliance was a sh¡ewd electoral move from another aspect also: a main policy plank of the

Country Party wa.s neatly subsumed under the Labor platform. This proved to be a near-fatal blow

to anti-Labor rural party elements in Queensland, forcing them for many yeaß into amalgamation

with the urban non-Labor party and fomenting an electoral division between the wealthier

pastoralists and ttre family farmers.

Uniquely among the mainland Aust¡alian Sute Labor branches, the Queensland

ALp derived the majority of its support from areas outside the metropoliøn capital city zone'

While the core of this support remained the bush and provincial city workers, Labor was able to

attract a signihcant fraction of ttre family farmers' votes. These farming votes, while they never

provided the bulk of the Labor electorate, underpinned Labor parliamenrary majorites for three

dec¿des. Regionally, the farmers of the northern coastal belt - sugar cane and mixed farmers by and

large - provided Labor wirh the biggest electoral dividends on the agraraian socialist policy

investment. Labor regulafly won all ttre northern seats, providing it with a solid parliamentary

bloc even before the retums from other ¿ueas were counted.

1 See Append tx E 1o Labor in P ower for a list of endorsed Labor

1915-1957.

candidates and their occupations
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Securing a critical proporúon of the Queensland rural vote was not a cost-free

process for Labor. The 1915 platform made demands - backed by radical rhetoric - for state

intervention in a range of economic activities. Labour market regulaLion and the establishment of

State trad.ing enterprises in particular were central to the program. But radical reforms in these

areas designed to secure real gains for workers would conflict with farmers'interests by driving up

labour costs and depressing commodity prices. Hence a series of reEeats, discussed above, became

ineviøble and were undertaken.

The socialist rhetoric of the Søte enterprises was subsequently, in is practical

application, refashioned in terms of an attack on profiteering 'middle men' or merchants tfuough

imposition of indi¡ect state cont¡ols on the consumption sector, and the major productive

enterprises were tailored to benefit petty bourgeois Labor supporters. The labour market

interventions were (with the important exceptions of workers' compensation and unemployment

insurance) through the 'arms length' quasi-judicial mechanism of industrial a¡bit¡ation. Despite

these reorientarions of its traditional policy, Labor was in deep electoral trouble by 1920.

Electoral distress was simultaneously compounded by fiscal embarrassment as loan funds dried up

under the political pressue exercised by local and international capitalists on financial ma¡kets.

Labor's executive had a response to these setbacks which was twofold in nature.

First, the parliamenøry opposition was muzzled through the abolition of the Legislative Council

and amendments to Legislative Assembly procedures that removed sources of potential

parliamentary embarrassment. Outrage at the Westminster traditions dispensed with in this

process was muted by the ea¡lier abuses of the system perpetrated by the non-Labor parties (such

as the very refusal to grant 'pairs' for absent members). Second, the electorally unpalaøble

components of the Labor plarform and objecrives were relegated to the political background. The

initial objectives of 1915 had been achieved and the primary consideration should now be the
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longer term survival of Labor in office to consolidate the important reforms already made.

Successive Labor-in-PoliLics Conventions defeated motions designed to reinvigorate the Party's

reforming zeal and substituted motions in harmony with the Party leaders' perceptions of the

farming electorate's wishes.

The one issue on which the Party leaders were defeated was the basic wage cuts,

made under ci¡cumstances of fiscal crisis, which were overturned after two years' campaigning by a

broad coalition sponsored by mililant unions. Yet this defeat, rather than presaging any return to

radical t¡aditions, spurred ttre Labor leadership into purging militants from the Party. The return

to non-Labor government in Queensland for the darkest years of the Depression underscored the

notion that Labor had to be kept in ofIîce in order to guarantee past reforms and safeguard the

Queensland working class from the characteristic excesses of anti-Labor administrations at the

Søte and Federal levels.

The Queensland radical tradition, which had contributed significantly to the

formation and rise to office of the Labor Party, thus found itself marginalised and excluded from

the legitimate political process in the name of Labor's electoral strategy and the worker-farmer

electoral alliance. Nevertheless, although marginalised, the radical Eadition within the Queensland

labour movement kept returning in various guises to haunt the cosy hegemony of the Labor

leadership. Through indusfial action and through political agiøtion outside the rest¡icæd arena of

legitimate polirical debate (such as in worker education programs) attempts were made to resurrect

a radical poliúcal and economic agenda. The heavy-handed responses to this agitation by Labor in

office led to declining electoral stocks in the post-1945 period. This in turn generated the

imposition of electoral malapportionment to buttress Labor parliamentary majorities.

Gerrymandering was employed to purge the Legislative Assembly of its lone Communist

member, thus entombing the exclusion of those opposing the social system as such from

legitimaæ political debaæ in Queensland.
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The Labor platform of 1915 envisaged a series of measu¡es to make use of state

power in ransforming the Queensland economic landscape. The pre-1915 Queensland economy

was afflicted with the same structural deficiencies as the general Ausfalian economy only more so.

Manufacturing was scanty, being in the main confined to the processing of rural produce for

export. Less urban development made for less development in the indust¡ies attendant on

urbanisation - building materials, steel manufacture and ttre like. The 1915 platform envisaged the

establishment of new manufacturing industries as State enterprises, beginning with steel.

In the heady rush ¡o establish State enterprises after 1915 priority was given to

assertion of a measu¡e of public control over the exisring Queensland economy. Enterprises were

set up along the commanding heights of the existing economy - Søte stations and State mines -

and in the ¡etail fading sec¡or. The establishment of new indust¡ies was clearly a matter requiring

considerable planning and capital. Planning proceeded, but by the time the preliminary søges

were complete, the capital was lacking and the political will to reorder public priorities in favour

of heavy manufacturing capitalisation had vanished. Heavy industry had little significance for tlle

worker-farmer alliance.

Considerable public funds (some of which could well have been used for

industrial development) had been dedicated under the alliance to rural finance and infrastructu¡e

provision. Much of this capiul was expended on failed decenfialisation schemes such as the

soldier-settler program, and on refinancing existing ru¡al debt at concessional interest rates. The

evaporation of the prickly pear scourge with the inroduction of the Cactoblastis moth in the late

1920's freed large facts of previously unproductive land for fu¡ther rural settlement schemes and

justified further infrasgucture capitalisation on scemes such as the Burnett and Callide irrigaúon

proJects.
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The extent to which policies which had originated in political expediency had

become ingrained in¡o l-abor economic thinking was revealed after Labor's retum to office in 1932

when the new industrial development planning mechanism turned out to be devoted solely to the

expansion of rural production. The rurally-based economic development policy was given an

intellectual gloss wirh the appointment of Cambridge academic economist, Colin Clark to

administer the planning agency. Clark's acknowledged influence on economic planning under

Labor and his subsequent rise to head the Queensland Treasury reflected the confluence of his

preferred policy options with Labor's worker-farmer electoral alliance. Cla¡k's views were also

influenrial with rhe (Catholic) Movement ideologues of the 1940's and 1950's, who sought

economic justihcation for ttreir prefened unit of social organisation - the family farm. The results

of the political proximity of the Queensland Labor leadership to the Movement and the mass

defection of the Gai¡ Cabinet in the 1957 split can thus be seen as arising in some measure out of

an attempt by ttre Labor leadership to persevere with an increasingly outmoded worker-farmer

electoral strategy.

The heavy priority given to rural production had perverse effects for Queensland

in the 1930's Depression and the subsequent postwar boom. The political fallout was also

considerable and put Labor under pressure to postpone welfa¡e gains and other improvemenß

demanded by unions. Inelastic domestic demand for ru¡al produce, particularly food, helped

insulate the rural-based Queensland economy from the worst effects of the Depression. The same

inelastic demand also saw the Queensland economy lag behind the other States in the postwar

expansion of manufactu¡ing industry which they were achieving through import replacement,

urban growth and assisted immigration. This lag showed up particularly in declining wages

relative to other Stares in ttre 1950's. The Queensland Labor GovernmenCs difficulry in presiding

over relative wage and condiúons reductions while workers in non-Labor Søæs pushed ahead was

highlighæd by the upsurge in indusrial disputation from previously non-militant pro-government

unions in the last years of Lâbor in office.
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The I-abor Party arose amid the fierce induscrial struggles of the last years of the

nineteenth century. These struggles had demonst¡ated to the satisfaclion of many labour

movement leaders and supportive liberals that the union movement was not strong enough by

itself to tackle employers backed by staæ coercive power. The key to working class advancement

was seen to lie in the ability to use the superior numbers of the workers, assisted by the

disciplined organisation of the union movement, to overwhelm the representatives of the

employing classes at the polls. Victory seemed to be assu¡ed by the mathematical superiority and

organisation of the workers.

Opinion differed as to exactly how, once Labor achieved office, working class

advances were to be secured. Nonetheless, there was general agreement that a Labor government

would use the state appamtus to secure a mnge of concrete reforms. In the early discussions about

the Labor pro$am and sraÞgy there were were those who held that in order for Labor to attâin its

objectives it would be sufficient simply for workers' representalives to gain office. Still, a

blueprint for office had to be drawn up, and the Queensland experience with coalition govemment

leading to the Kidsúon split gave Queensland's Labor pioneers an early lesson in the need for Labor

parliamentarians to be responsible to the Party organisation.

At an early stage the Labor Party in Queensland had adopted ha¡dline socialist

rhetoric: the goal of the Party was nothing less than the overthrow of capitalism in Queensland.

The Kidsron splir had purged the Party of most backsliders who might have wished for less

ambitious goals. Yet the deøils of the socialist policy package were somewhathazy. In contrast

with the detailed implemenørion plans to be found in most political policy stâtements of modern

times, the 1915 platform was a brief statement. of general goals. There was certainly to be

interven[ion in the labou¡ market to eliminaæ the more horrific symptoms of ma¡ket instability

such as wage cuts and unemployment. The state would intervene in many ma¡kets which had

previously been toølly within the private sector. A range of basic welfa¡e and law reform
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measures was canvassed. But there were no detailed proposals to t¡ansfer economic or political

power direct to the workers.

In ¡his context it is arguable that the Labor party never had any genuine

commitment to a socialist program, that the 'goals' of the labou¡ movement either never existed

for Labor Governments to betray, or that such goals as existed were indeed fulhlled by 1920. The

socialist rhetoric beloved of the Party's leaders and forums during the period leading up to 1915 and

indeed during the lust years in office suggests that such analyses are post facta apologia. The

vigour and political couage attending the early years, when the opposition was in the best

position to roll back and thwart the reforms and the electoral posiúon was the most shaky for ttre

duration of Labor's tenue of office, attest an attachment to more ambitious 'goals' than were

subsequently avowed. The Party debates of the period display differences over strategy, over

definition of achievable objecúves, rather than over longterm goals.

Even though the constraints imposed by electoral strategy foreclosed policy

options, the Parry leadership was nevertheless required to produca some reforms in line witl¡ the

original militant goals to legitimate their continued hegemony and retain the loyalty of the

working class electorate. The reform of the public hospital sysem leading to Queensland's unique

free hospital progam was the most important of these legitimating reforms. Although the initial

steps leading to the free hospitals were undertaken for re¿sons of adminisraúve efhciency, the zeal

with which Labor prosecuted its cause against the medical profession's privileges owed much to

t¡aditional labour concerns for the welfare of the underprivileged as well as the movement's distaste

for the professional petty bourgeoisie.

Labor education policy lacked any such reforming zeal. The role of education in

reproducing and legitimating existing social and moral relalions made it a hotly contested

battleground wittr the main antagonists being the established churches. Here the relations built up

between Labor leaders like Theodore and the Catholic prelates of the 1920's set a precedent Risk

of sparking sectarian strife militated against expending the polidcal and capital cost of reform in
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the area. Experimentation wiúr worker education was the fa¡thest Labor wqas prepared to go, and

even this was cu¡øiled when miliønts began to make use of the State-provided facilities.

Queensland Labor's tenure in office at hrst sight lends support for the view put

forward by V.I. Lenin (and more recenúy Humphrey McQueen among others) that the ALP is not

now and never has been a socialist party. That is, the Party's 'socialist objective' was never

more than rhetorical posturing. In this view, the Party's militants and is political opponents are

barking up the wrong tree if they appeal to or conjue up a uadiúon of radical reformism within

the Aust¡alian Labor Party, a basic commitment to fundamental change in social and economic

relations. At most a range of palliative, welfare-type measures to shield the working class from

the worst ravages of the capiølist economy was seriously canvassed as a realistic agenda. The

party, it is claimed, failed to rise above a petty bourgeois ('liberal-democralic pluralist') or trade

union ('instrumenUlist) consciousness to become a vanguard socialist party.

The choice of the parliamentary road is at once inauspicious for a party seking the

overth¡ow of a social system in ttrat it requires the participants to recognise the legitimacy of

bourgeois institutions: ttre participation of workers' representatives further legitimates the

institutions, and consigns them to the status of yet another pressue gfoup within the plurality of

liberal democracy. But in the case of the Queensland Labor Party the reformist zeal of the early

years following 1915 and ttre creation of the sute enterprises bespeaks the central presence in the

party of those with an optimisric vision for moving towa¡ds cont¡ol of the state in the interess of

the working class. The later redefinition of Party objectives, during the fìrst decade in ofhce, to fit

in with the perceived Queensland electoral environment was a setback for radical reformist

elements in the party. This reorientation was achieved by resort to internal purges and by

invoking state coefcive power against militån6 in the industrial arena' Moreover the purges were

a sign of concern at the militants' strength rather than a symptom of thei¡ weakness' The new
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Communist Party had not yet been marginalised within the labour movement and there were many

from the syndicalist tendency in the Labor Party who looked to amalgamalion of the Labor and

Communist Parties. The instigation of purges and the marginalising of militants carried obvious

electoral ¡isks for it beuayed open divisions within the Party. Defeat of the McCormack

Government n L929 was largely an unintended consequence of this process of exclusion.

The period of unchallenged hegemony of the AWII/PLP grouping, roughly 1932-

1945, to be su¡e saw little in the way of serious ideological debaæ within the Queensland Party.

This was also a time of severely restricted scope for discretionary policy making by Søtes under

the hemiers'Plan and the exigencies of wartime producúon and postwar reconstruction. Much of

the activity of Labor governments over this period was confined to a¡eas where discretionary

activity was still possible: administrative change in the delivery of welfare programs which

attracted little interest from the Party machine and policy-making forums.

The two periods 1915-30 and 1945-57 were, by contrast, periods where the States

had greater room for fiscal manoeuvre. They were also times of intense debate within the forums

and assemblies of the Queensland Labor Party over goals and ideology. In the first period the

victors were those who favoured sublimation of ideological considerations in an effort to secue

electoral suppof and in the second the ideologues overcame the PLP leadership. In both instances

the debate was carried out with suffîcient force to weaken Labor's 'electoralist' strategies and

alliances and to see Labor out of office at the subsequent election. But whereas in the first case the

purged elements continued to vote for Labor (or not at all), afær the 1957 split the defeated rump

of the party used its residual electoral support to keep Labor off the Treasury benches. Much of

this initial support for the Gair faction resided in that part of the petty bourgeois electorate tl¡at the

pLP leadership had for so long courted, and which subsequendy settled with the Bjelke-Petersen

led Country (National) PartY.

Labor's inærmittently progressive role and its function as an occasional forum for

significant ideological debaæ should never, however, be overstâæd. The Queensland I¿bor leaders
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were not (with few exceptions) men of ideas, let alone socialist ideas. As early as 1917 the

leadership signalled that in any conf¡ontation between miliønt workers and employers in which

workers set aside legitimate procedures for negotiation, a Labor executive would see such workers

crushed with all the state power available. Reforms which stand as enduring achievements to the

vision of the early Labor militants include such welfa¡e measures as free hospitals, unemployment

benefits and workers' compensation, such institutions as Suncorp and the unicameral Parliament,

and such improvements a.s the forty-hou¡ week. But militants were never able to see their goals

implemented in the imporønt ideological battleground of education structure and curriculum,

despite the party platform and numerous motions passed at Labor-in-Politics Conventions. After

Labor's forty years in office in Queensland, strikingly successful as it had been in certain areas,

the goal of fansforming the Ausfalian tropics into any sort of workers'paradise was still a d¡eam.
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Dawson Ministry (Labor)
1 December 1899 to 7 December 1899

Premier, Chief Secretary, Vice-Prresident of Executive
Council

Attomey-General
Home Secretary
Treasurer, Postmæter-General
Secretary for Mines, Secretary for Public Instruction
Secretary for Public Lands, Secreøry for Agriculture
Secretary for Railways, Secretary for Public Wortcs

Philp Ministry
7 December 1899 to 17 September 1903

Premier, Secretary for Mines
Treæurer

(until 1 February 1901)
(from l February 1901)

Chief Secretary
(until l0January 1901)
(from l February 1901)

Vice-President of Executive Council
(until l0January 1901)
(1 February 1901 to 12 August 1902)
(from 12 August 1902)

Atorney4eneral
Home Secretary

(until S April 1903)
(from 8 April 1903)

S ecretary for A griculture
(until 12 April 1901)
(from l May 1901)

Secretary for Railways, Secretary for Public Works
(until l February 1901)
(from 1February 1901)

PosÍnaster-General
(until l February 1901)
(1February 1901 to l March ';ur1)

Seo rtary for û'blic Lands
(until4 March 1903)
(from 8 April 1903)

Secretary for Public Instnrction
(until 1February 1901)
(1 February 1901 to 12 August 1902)
(from 12 August 1902)

Minister without Porfolio
(until l May 1901)

Dawson, Andenon

F'itzgerald, Chæles Borromeo
Turley, Henry
Kidston, V/illiam
Browne, V/illiam Henry
Hardacre, Herbert Freemont
F'isher, Andrew

Philp, Robert

Philp, Robert
Cribb, Thomas Bridson

Dickson, James Robert
Philp, Robert

Dickson, James Robert
Philp, Robert
Murray, John 

*

Rutledge, Arthur

Foxton, Justin Fox Greenlaw
Philp, Robert

Chataway, James Vincent
Dalrymple, DavidHay

Murray, John *
Leahy, John

Drake, Jarrcs George*
Muray,John *

O'Cnnnell, William Bligh Henry
F'oxton, Justin Fox Greenlaw

Drake, James Greorge*
Murray, John*
Dalrymple, David Hay
Gray, George Wilkie*
Dalrymple, DavidHay

.Member 
of the Legislative Council
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(from 12 August 1902)

Morgan-BrowneMinbtry
17 Sepæmbe¡ 1903 to 19 January 1906

Premier, Chief Secretary, Secretary for Railways
Vice-President of Executive Council

Secretary for Public Instn¡ction
Secretary for Mines

(until 12 April 19O4)
(19 April n 27 Apnl l9M)
(ftom2ll April1904)

Treæurer
Secreøry for Public Lands
Attomey-General
Secretary for Agriculture
Home Secretary

(until27 April 1904)
(from27 April l9M)

Secretary for Public Works
(until 12 April 190a)
(19 April to 27 April 1904)
(from2il April 1904)

Minister without Porfolio
(frorn Z September 1903)

KidstonMinistry
19 January 1906 to 19 November 19Cl'/

Premier, Chief Secreøry, Tteasurer, Vice-President of
Executive Council

Secretary for Public Instnrction
Atûorney-General, Secretary for Mines
Secretary for Public Lands
Secreøry for Agriculture

(until4 Febmary 1907)
(from 6 February 1907)

Home Secreøry
(until 3 July 1907)
(from 3 July 1907)

Cla¡er¡ce
Secreøry for Public V/orts
Secretary for Railways

(until4February 1907)
(6 February to 3 July 1907)
(from 3 July 1907)

Minister without Porfolio
' (from 3 July 1907)

Philp Ministry
19 November 19O7 to 18 February 1908

Premier, Chief Secretary, Treasurer, Vice-President of
Executive Council

Home Secretary
Secretary for Public Lands
Secretary for Railways
Secretary for Public Worts, Secreary for Mines
Minisær of Justice
Secretary for Agriculture, Secretary for

Public Instruction
Minister without Porfolio

Murra¡Jotrn*

Møgan, A¡thur

Barlow, AndrewHenry*

Browne, WilliamHenry
Airey, Peter
Blair, James V/illiam
Kidston, rü/illiam

Bell, Joshua Thomas
Blair, James William
Denham, Digby Frank

Denham, Digby Frank
Airey, Peter

Browne; WilliamHenry
Airey, Peter
Denham, Digby Frank

O'Sullivan, Thomas*

Kidston, William

Barloq And¡ew Henry*
Blair, James ltr/illiam
Bell, Joshua Thomas Bell

Denham, Digby Frank
O'Sullivan, Thomas*

Airey, Peter
Hawtlorn, Arthur George

O'Sullivan, Thomas*

Denham, Digby Frank
Bell, Joshua Thomas
Kerr, Geuge

Airey, Peter

Philp, Robert

Denham, Digby Frank
Barnes' ttr/alter Henry
Campbell, John Dunmore
Leahy, Patrick James
Power, Francis Isidore*
Stephens, William

Brown, William Villien*
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Kidston Ministry
18 February 1908 to 7 February 1911

Premier, Chief Secretary, Vice-President of Executive
Council

Secretary fo¡ Public Instruction
(until29 June 1909)
(from 29 June 1909)

Attomey-General
(until29 Ocober 1908)
(from 29 Ocober 1908)

Secreøry for Public Lands
(until29 October 1908)
(from 29 October 1908)

Treæurer
(until29 October 1908)
(from 29 October 1908)

Cla¡ence
Secretary for Agriculture

(until 29 October 1908)
(from 29 Ocober 1908)

Home Secret¿ry

Clarefice
(until29 October 1908)

(29 October 1908 to 29 June 1909)
(from 29 June 1909)

Secretary for Public Worls
(undl29 Ocober 1908)
(29 Ocober 1908 to 29 June 1909)
(29 June 1909 to 22 October 1909)
(from22 Ocober 1909)

Secreta¡y for Railways
(until29 Ocober 1908)
(from 29 October 1908)

Secreøry forMines
(until29 Ocober 1908)
(29 Ocober 1908 to 29 June 1909)
(29 June 1909 to 220ctobet l9O9)
(tuom22 Ocober 1909)

Minister without Porfolio
(from 29 June 1909)

DenhamMinistuy
7 February 1911 to 1 June 1915

Premier, Chief Secretary, Vice President of Executive
Council

Attorney-General
Treasurer, Secretary for Public V/orks
Home Secretary, Secretary f.,r Mines

(until2ó ..e5ruary 1915)
(from i'- February 1915)

Secreary for Railways
(until6 April 1915)
(from 6 April 1915)

Secretary for Public Instruction
(until 3 September 1912)
(from 3 September 1912)

Secretary for Public Lands
(until 1 1 December 1912)
(from ll Decenber 1912)

Secretary for Agriculture and Sock

Pagel WalterTrueman
Rankin, Colin Dunlop V/ilson

Grant KennethMcDonald
Blair, James V/illiam

Macartne¡ EdwardHenry
Tolmie, James

Kidston, William

Barlow, And¡ew Henry*
Bames, WalterHenry

Blair, James William
O'Sullivan, Thomas*

Bell, Joshua Thomas
Denham, Digby Frank

Airey, Peter
Hawthom, ArthurGeorge

O'Sullivan, Thomas+
Page( tüalterTrueman

Hawthom, ArthurGeorge

Bell, Joshua Thomas
Appel, John George

Kem, Gecrge
Appel, John George
JacJ<son, George
Barneg WalterHenry

Ker, Gerge
Paget WalterTrueman

Blair, Jarnes William
Appel,.John George
JacJrson, George
Appel, John George

Barlow, And¡ew Henry*

Denham, Digby Frank

O'Sullivan, Thomas*
Barnes, WalterHenry

Appel,
Grant,

John George
KennethMcDonald
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(until 1 1 December 1912)
(from ll Decernber 1912)

Minister without Porfolio
(until29 March 1915)
(from 6 April 1915)

RyanMinistry (Labor)
l June 1915 to 22October t9l9

Premier, Chief Secretary, Attorney-General, Vice hesident
of Executive Council

(until30 April 1918)
(from30 April 1918)

Treasurer, Secret¿ry for Public Work
Home Secreøry

(until25 February 1916)
(10 March to 23 March 1916)
(23 March 1916 ûo 9 September 19t9¡
(fro¡n 9 September 1919)

Secretary for Agriculture and Stock
(until9 Sepæmber 1919)
(from 9 September 1919)

Secreøry for Rrblic Lands
(until30 April 1918)
(fron.30 April 1918)

Secretary for Railways
(until2 Ocober 191ó)
(2 October 1916 to 13 October 1916)
(13 Ocober 1916 to 30 April 1918)
(from 30 April 1918)

Secretary for Public Instn¡ction
(until 9 September 1919)
(from 9 September 1919)

Secretary forMnes
(until 10 July 1915)
(10 July 1915 to 15 February 1917)
(from 15 February 1917)

Minister without Porfolio
(8 June 1915 to 10 July 1915)
(10July 1915 to 23 March 1916)
(10 July 1915 ûo 30 April 1918)
(26 Apnl1918 to 9 September 1919)
(from9 September 1919)

TheodoreMnistry
22 October 1919 to 26Februay 1925

Premier, Chief Secretary, Vice-President of
Executive Council

Tææurer
(until9 March 1920)
(9 March 1920 to 8 February 1922)
(from 8 February t922)

Minister of Justice (until 7 April 1920) then
Attomey-General

(until 12 November 1920)
(from 12 NOvember 1920)

Secretary for Railways
(until T April 1920)
(from 7 April 1920)

Secretary for Mines
Secreøry for Agriculture and Stock
Home Secreøry

Tolmie, James
White, John

Barloq Andrew Henry*
Douglas, Henry Alexander Cecil

Ryan, Thomæ Joseph

Ryan, Thomas Joseph
Hunter, John McEwan
Theodore, Edward Granville

Bowman,David
Ryan, Thomas Joseph
Huxham, John
McCormack,'ùy'illiam

Lennon, William
Gillies, WilliamNeal

Hunter, John McEwan
Coyne, John Harry

A¡tnmson, John
Ryan, Thomas Joseph
Coyne, John Harry
F'ihelly, John A¡thur

Ilardacre, Herbert Freemont
Huxham, John

Ryan, Thomas Joseph
Hamilton, William *
Jones, AlfredJames*

Hanilton, V/illiam*
Huxham, John
Fihelly, John A¡thu¡
Gillies, WilliamNeal
Larcombe,Janns

Theodore, Edward Granville

Theodore, Edward Granville
Fihelty, John A¡thur I

mr'eodore, Edward Granville

Fihelly, John Arthu¡
Mullan, John

Fihelly, John Arthur
Larcombe, Janrcs

Jones, Alfred James*
Gillies, WilliamNeal
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(until2 July 1923)
(from 2 July 1923)

Secretary for hrblic Lands
(until 12 November 1920)
(12 November ûo 16 December 1920)
(16 December 1920 to 2July L923)
(from 2 July 1923) 

'

Secretary for Public Instruction
(until 14 July 1924)
(from 14 July 1924)

Secreøry for Public Worts
(until T April 1920)
(7 April 1920 to 8 February 1922)
(8 February 1922 to 6 Ocøber 1922)
(from 6 October 1922)

Minister without Porfolio
(until 12 November 1920)
(12 November to 16 December 1920)
(16 December 1920 to íOctober 1922)
(6 October 1922to2July 1923)
(2luly 1923 tD 14luly L9VI)
(ftom 14 luly 1924)

Gillies Ministry (Labor)
26 February 1925 toZ2&tober 1925

Premier, Chief Secretary, Treasurer, Vice-President of
Executive Council

Secretary for Public Lands
Secretary for Mines
Attrcrney-General
Secretary for Railways
Secretary for Agriculture and Sock
Home Sercretary
Secretary for Public Works
Secretary for Public Instruction
Minister without Porfolio

McCormack Min¡stry [,abor)
22Octobe¡ 1925 to2lMay 1929

Premier, Chief Secretary, Treasurer, Vice-P¡esident of
,Executive Council

Si:cretary for Agricultrue and Stock
Secreøry forMines
Atomey-General
Sècretary for Railways
Home Secretary
Secretary for Public V/orls
Secretary for Public Inastmction
Secret¿-' for Public Lands
Sec¡et'.y for Labour and Industry (from 6 Sepæmber 1926)
Mini .:r without Portfolio (until 6 September 1926)

Moore MinisFy (Country National Progressive)
2Lllrf.ay 1929 ¡o I7 lune 1932)

Premier, Chief Secretary, Vice-President of Executive
Council

Secretary for Public Instruction, Secretary for
Public Worls

Treasu¡er
Home Secreury

McCormaclç V/illiam
Stopford, Janrcs

Coyne, JohnHarry
Theodore, Edward Granville
Coyne, John Harry
Mc{onnach William

Huxham, John
Brennån, FrankTenison

Larcnmbe,Janrcs
Fihelly, John Arthur
Theodore, Edward Gnnville
Forgan Smith, William

Mullan, John
Coyne, John Harry
Forgan Smith, William
Stopford, Janæs

Brennan, Frank Tenison
Kirvan, Michael Joseph

G illies, rù/illiam Neal

McCormacþ William
Joneq AlfredJames
Mullan, John
Larcmbe,Janæs
Forgan Smith, William
Stopford, Janæs
Kirwan, Michael Joseph
YYilson, Thomæ
Dunstan, Thomæ

McCormaclç William

Forgan Smith, William
Jones; Alftred James
Mullan, John
Larcnmbe,Janes
Stopford, Janes
Kirvan, MlchaelJoseph
I{ilson, Thomas
D 'nsf¿¡, Thomas
Gledson, David Alexander
Gledson, David Alexander

M@re, ArthurEdwrd

Kin g, Reginald MacDonnell

Barnes, WalterHenry
Peterson, James Christian
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Anomey-General
Secretary for Rrblic Lands
Secretary for Agriculture and Stock
Secretary for Railways (until 28 January 1932) then

Minister for Transport
Secætary for Labour and Industry
Secretary for Mines

Forgan SmithMinisFy (t abor)
17 June 1932 to 1ó September 1942

P¡emier, Chief Secretary, Vice-President of
Executive Council

Treæu¡er
(until 12 April 1938)
(from 12 April 1938)

Secretary for Rrblic Lands
(until 17 September 1940)
(from?l September 1940)

Attorney-General
(until 14 November 1940
(14 November 1940 o 8 December 1941)
(from 8 December 1941)

Home Secretary (until5 December 1935) then Secretary
for Health and Home Atrain

Secretary for Labour and Industry
(unti727 Ma¡ch 1939)
(from12 April 1939)

Minister for Transport
(until4 August 1939)
(from 4 August 1p39)

Assistant Minister for Transport
(16 February to 4 August 1939)

Secretary for Mines
(until 30 November 1936)
(17 December 1936 to 12 April 1939)
(12 April 1939 to 4 August 1939)
(4 August 1939 to 8 December 1941)
(8 December l94L tD27 lanuary L942)
(fromgFebruary 1942)

Secretary for Public Instruction
(until 12 April 1938)
(12 April 1938 to 8 December 1941)
(8 December 1941 to 9 February 1942)
(from 9 February 1942)

Secretary for Agriculture and Stock
Assistant Secretary for Agriculture and Stock

(16 February to 31 July 1939)
Secreøry for Public Works
Additional Member of the Executive Council

(16 February to 31 July 1939)
(20 May to 24 Sepæmber 1940)
(20 May to 14 N-vember''140)

Cooper Ministry (Labor)
16 September 1942 to 7 March 1946

Premier, Chief Secret¡ry, Vice-President of
Executive Council

Treæurer
(until27 April 1944)
(from2ll Apmß44)

Secretary forHealth andHome Affaiß

Macgroarty, Neil Frrrcis
Deacon, WilliamA¡thur
Walker, HrryFrcderick
Morgan, Godfrey

Sizer, HubertEbenezer
Atherton, Ernest Albert

Forgan Smith, William

Forgan Smith, William
Cooper, Frank Arthur

Pease, Percy
Walsh, EdwardJoseph

Mullan, John
O'Keefe, John
Gledson, David Alexarder

Hanlon, Edwæd Michael

Hyoes, Mau¡ice Patrick
Foley, Thomas Andrew

Dash, John
Larcmbe,Janæs

Larcombe,Janæs

Stopford, John
Foley, Thomas And¡ew
Larcumbe,Janæs
Gledson, David Alexander
O'Keefe, John
Joneg A¡thur

Cooper, Frank A¡thur
Bruce,HenryAdam
Forgan Smith, William
Joneg Arthur
Bulcock, FrankWilliam

Gledson, David Alexander
Bruce,HenryAdam

Gledson, David \lexander
Walsh, Edwa¡d lo;eph
O'Keefe, Joh¡

Cooper, Frank A¡thur

Cooper, Frank Arthur
Hanlon, Edwad Michael
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(until27 April 194a)
(trom2? April 1944)

Secretary for Agriculture and Sock
(until 15 December 1942)
(from 17 December 1942)

Secretary for Public Wodrs
Secretary fo¡ Labour and Industry (until 1 Ocober 1942)

then for Labour and Employment
(until27 April 1944)
(ftom2!1 April1944)

Minister for Transport
(until27 April 19,14)
(from2l April1944)

Atomey-General
Secretary for Public Lands

(until27 April 1944)
(from2ll April 1944)

Secretary (then Minister) for Public Instruction
(until27 April 194a)
(from2l7 April 1944)

Secretary for Mines
Minister without Portfolio æsisting the Chief Secretary in the

adminisration of Worls Coordination and Sugar Matters

Hanlon, Edwæd Michael
Foley, Thomas Andrew

Bulcock, Frank William
Williams, Thomæ Iæwis
Bruce,HenryAdam

Foley, Thomas Andrew
Gair, Vincent Clair

Larcombe, James
Walsh, Edward Joseph
Ghdson, David Alexmder

\ryabh, EdwardJoseph
Joneq Arthur

Jones, Arthur
Larcombe, Janæs
Gair, Vincent Clair
Forgan Smith, William

HanlonMinistry (f¿bor)
7 Ma¡ch 1946to 17 January 1952

Premier, Chief Secretary, Vice President of
Executive Council (until 15 January 1952)

Minister for Transport
(until 15 May 1947)
(from 15 May 1947)

Secretary forHealth andHome Affaiß
(until 15 llv'4.ay 1947)
(15 May 1947 tÐ 10 May 1950)
(from 10 May 1950)

Secretary for Public Works (until 15 I$lay 1947)
Secretary for Public Worls, Housing and Local Government

(15 May t947 tn 10 May 1950)
(from 10 May 1950)

Secretary for Public Lands (until 17 March 1949) then for
Public Lands and Irrigation

(until 15 May 1941)
(from 15 N-4,ay 1947 )

Attorney-General
(until 14 May 1949)
(9 June 1949 to 10 May 1950)
(frorn 10 May 1950)

Treæurer
(until 10 May 1950)
(from 10 May 1950)

Secretary for Labour and Employment (until 29February 1947)
then Labou¡ and Industry

(until 10 May 1950)
(from 10 May 1950)

Secretary for Public Instruction
(until 15 May 1947)
(15 May 1947 to 10May 1950)
(from 10 May 1950)

Secretary for Agriculture and Sock
Secretary for Mines (until 17 March 1949) then for Mines

and Immigration
(until 15 }l4.ay 1947)

Hanlon, Edwrd Michael

Walsh, EdwardJoseph
Duggan, John Edward

Foley, Thomas And¡ew
Jones; Arthur
Moore, WilliamMathew
Bruce, Henry Adam

Power, V/illiam
Hilton, Paul Jerome Remigius

Jone5; Arthur
Foley, Thomas And¡ew

Gledson, David Alexander
Dewies, George Henry
Larcombe, Janres

Larcombe, Janes
Gair, Vincent Clair

Gair, Vincent Clai¡
Jones; Arttrur

Williams, Thomæ Lewis
Bruce, HenryAdam
Dewieg George Henry
Collins, Ha¡old Henry

Gair, Vincent Clair
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(15 May 1947 ¡o 17 Ma¡ch 1949)
(17 March 1949 to 10 May 1950)
(from 10 May 1950)

GairMinistry (Labor)
17 January 1952to 12 August 1957

Premier, Chief Secretary, Vice-President of
Executive Council

Secretary forPublic Lands and Inigation
(until28 May 1956)
(from28 May 1956)

Secretary for Agriculture and Sock
Atomey-General

(until 10 March 1952)
(from 10 March 1952)

Secretary for Labour and Industry
Minister for Transport

(until29 April 1957)
(from7 May 1957)

Secretary for Mines and Immigration
until 10 March 1952)
(10 March 1952 to 9 December 1954)
(22 Decembet to 28 May 1956)

Secretary for Mines
(28 May 1956 to 14 June 1956)
(22lune 1956 to 13 July 1957)

Secretary for Publiç Instruction
(w¡122 June 1956)
(ftom22 June 1956)

Sec¡et¿¡y for Health and Home Affaiß
Secretary for Public Worls, Housing and I-ocal Government

(until 1 N,f'ay 1952) then for Public Works and
Housing (until28 May 1956)

Secretary for Public Worls, Housing and Immigration
(from28 May 1956)

Treasu¡er

Nicklin Ministry (Country-Liberal Coalition)
12 August 1957 to 26 Sepæmber 1963

Premie¡, Chief Secretary, Vice-President of
Executive Council

Minisær for Labour and Industry
(until 28 December 19ó2)
(from 10 January 1963)

Minister fo¡ Education
Attomey-General (until 14 November 1957) then

Minisær for Justice and Atorney-General
Treasurer, Minister for Housing
Minister for Development, Mines and Main Roads
Minisær fo¡ Public Lands and Inigation

(until o Tune 1960)
(9 June to 16 June 1960)
(from 16 June 1960)

Minister for Health and Home Atraiß
Minisær for Agriculture and Stock (until9 June 1960) then

for Agriculture and Forestry
(until 14 June 1963)
(from 14 June 1963)

Minisær for Public V/orls and Locat Government

Foley, THomas And¡ew
Moore, WilliamMatthew
Power, William

Gair, Vincant Clair

Foley, Thomas And¡ew
Hilton, Paul Jerome Remigius
Collins, HaroldHenry

Larcnmbe,Janes
Power, William
Joneg Arthrn

Duggan, John Edmund
Moores, Thomæ

Power, Y/illiam
Riordan, EmestJoseph
McCathie, Colin George

F'oley, Thomas Andrew
Dewies, GeorgeHenry

Dewies, George Henry
Diplock, Leslie Frank
Moore, WilliamMatthew
Hilton, Paul Jerome Remigius

McCathie, Colin George
Walsh, EdwardJoseph

Nicklin, George Francis Reuben

Monis, Kerineth Jamest
Dewar, Alexander TatænhallT
Pizzey, Jack Charles Allan
Munro, Alan Whiæsidel

Hiley, Thomas Alfredt
Evans, Emest

Müller, Adolf Gustav
Madsen, Otto O'tosen
Fletcher, Alan Roy
Noble, Henry Winstont

Madsen, Otto Ottosen
Row, John Alfred

tLiberal Party
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(until 9 June 1960)
(9 June 1960 to 11 April 1961)

. (from4 May1961)
Minister for Transport
Minisær for Migration (from 9 June 1960)
Minister for Electricity (from 9 June 1960)

Heading, Janres Alfred '

Roberb, Lloyd Henry Scurfield
Richter, Harold
Chalk, Go¡don William Wesleyt
Plzzey, Jack Chæles Allan
Eveng Emest
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Queenslandl lBleotions [ 915- I 95V

Table 42.1

fSo ccl Colin A. Hughes and B.D. Graham, A Handbook of Australian
Govenvnenr and Politics (Canberru ANU Press, 1968), pp. 515-5161

Table 42.2

1%

44%
53V"

Queensland Electlon - 22 May
1915

I Labor

E l¡ueral

@ F"rm"rs'Union

@ lndependent

5%

52%
42o/"

16Queensland
March

Electlon
1918

I L"bo,.

E Nationalist

@l lno. Nationalist

@ ln¿. Democrat

fSource: Colin A. Hughes and B.D. Graham, A Handbook of Australían
Goverrunent and Politics (Cauberre ANU Press, 1968), pp. 516-5171
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Table 42.3

l'Sourcel Colin A. Hughes aud B.D. Graham, A Handbook of Australian
Governnent and. Politics (Canberræ ANU Press, 1968), pp. 517-5181

Tahle 42.4

ISourcel Colio A. Hughes and B.D. Graham, ,4 Handbook of Australiatt
Goverrunent and Politics (Canberra: ANU P¡ess, 1968), p5191

Queensland Electlon - 9
October 1920

I Labor

E Country (lncluding 3
lnd Country)

@l Northern Country

El Nationalist

E lndependents

1%

27"/"

47"/"

17"/"

8o/o

Queensland 12 MayElectlon
1923

(4%l
11%

48%

36%

I Labor

E un¡t"o

Efl country

@ ln¿ Country

El lndependent
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Table 42.5

[Source: Colia A. Hughes and B.D. Graham,.á Handbookof Australían
Govenurcnt atd Politics (Canberra: ANU Press, 1968), p. 5201

Tahle 42.6

1V" 5%

40%

54"h

fSource. Colin A. Hughes and B.D. Graham, A Handbook of Australiatt
Goverrment and Politics (Canber r: ANU Press, 1968), p52ll

f L"bor

E Country-National

@l Lett Labor

El lndependent

Queensland Electlon - 8 May
1926

I Labor

H Country-National

Efl Primary Producers'
lndependents

@ lndependents

{3%}

48"/"

49Y"

Queensland Electlon - 11 May
1929
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Table Ã2.7

[Source: Coliu A. Hughes and B.E. Graham,,4 Handbookof Australian
Goverrvnetú and. Politics (Canberre ANU Press, 1968), pp. 52I-5221

Table 42.8

1Vo 4"/"
7o/o

53%
34% I Labor

H Country-National

@ Douglas Credit

@ Communist

E lndependent

[Source: Colio A. Hughes and B.D. Gratr¿m, A Ha'," tok of Ausnalian
Governtnent and Polítics (Canberra: ANU Press, 1968), pp. 522-5nl

Queensland 11 JuneElectlon
1932

I
H
@

H
tr
tr
I[

Labor

Country-National

Queensland Party

Lang Plan

Communist

lnd Labor

lndependent

50"/"
45o/"

Queensland Electlon - 1l May
1 935
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Table A2.a

[Source: Coliu A. Hughes and B.D. Gra]ram, A Handbook of Austalían
Government and, Politics (Canberra: ANU Press, 1968), pp. 523-5Ul

Table 42.10

fSource Coliu A. Hughes and B.D. Graham, A Handbookof Australian
Govêrrun, t and Politics (Canberra ANU Press, L968), pp. 524-5?51

2 AprllQueensland Electlon
1 938

I Labo,

E Country

@ Un¡t"¿ Australia
Party

ffil Protestant Labor

El Social Credit

E Communist

I[ lndependent

14"/" 47%

23%

9%

So/" 2o/o 1o/o

29Queensland
March

Electlon
I 941

I L"uot

H country

@ Un¡te¿ Australia
Parly

H tn¿ Democrat

E Protestant Labor

E Communist

III tnd Labor

Nl lndependent

1"tr4o/o

16o/"

51"/"

21V"

.'oSo/o1to



Queensland 15 AprllElectlon
1 944

I Labor

H Country

@ Qu""n"land People's

El ln¿ Labor'

El Communist

E lndependent

5%

44%

25%

18o/"
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Table 42.11

fSource: Colin A. Hughes and B.D. Graham, A Handbook of Australian
Govenvnqtt and Politics (Canberra: ANU Press, 1968), pp. 525-5261

Tahle 42.12

o12 "r1"/,3Y"

43%

I Lauor

H Country

@ Qu""n"land People's

ffi Country-Queensland
People's Party

E Frank Barnes Labor

E tnd L"bo''

[[ Communist

N-lndependent

26V"

19%

tSourcq Colin A. rlughes anu -.D. Graham, A Handbook of Aus:,'ulian
Gwerrunent attd Politics (Canbena: ANU Press, 1968), pp. 526-527)

Queensland 3 MayElectlon
19 47



Queensland Electlon - 29 Aprll
' 1950

I L"bo.,

H Country

@ Liberat

H tnd L"bo'.

E Nortfr Queensland
Labor

El Communist

[[ lndependent

14%

30"/"

47Y"

19%
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Table 42.13

[Source: Colin A. Hughes æd B.D. Graharo, A Handbookof Australían
Govenunetû and Politics (Canberra: ANU Press, 1968), pp. 527-528'l

Table A2.14

[Source: Colin A. Hughes and B.D. Gratrarq A Handbook of Australian
Goverrunent and Politics (Canberre ANU Press, 1968), pp. 528-5291

Queensland MarchElectlon - 7
1 953

I Labor

H Country

H Liberat

El Country-Liberal

E No,.tt Queensland
Labor

E Communist

[n Social Credit

N lndependent

{3%}

21%

53"/"

19%

3o/"



Queensland Electlon - 19 May
1956

I Labor

E Country

El L¡uerat

Hl Country-Liberal

El tnd Labor

El Communist

III lndependent

l4'/"1

25%

51"/"

19%

328

Table 42.15

fSou¡cq Colin A. Hughes and B.D. Graham, A Handbook of Australian
Goverrunenf atd Politics (Canberra: ANU hess, 1968), p5291

Table 42.16

29%
23o/"

4o/o

20"/"

I Labor

H Queensland Labor

Eã country

Hl L¡beral

E lndependent

E t¡ueral-Country

24%

[Source: Colin A. Hughes and B.D. Graham, A Handbook of Awtro\øt
Govemment and Politics (Canbera ANU Press, 1968), pp. 529-53v1

Queensland Electlon - 3 August
1 957
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Arotoendlf,x 3
Seleqtedl Statflstf,qa[ Tables

Table 43.1

[Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics, Denøgraphy l97l,p. 182]

1 450000

1 350000

1 250000

1 1 50000
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950000

850000

750000

650000
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Year

Queensland latlon
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Tahle 43.2

lSource: Australian Bureau of Statistics, D emography l97I , p. I82'l

Tahle 43.3

Queensland Populatlon as
Percentage of Australlan

P ulatlon

15 19 23 27 31 35 39 43 47 s1 55
Year
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Table 43.4

t$gcrcSt: Conunomvealth of Auttralía Year Books: 1925, p.570; 1931, p. 378;
1936, p. 537; t939, p. 4Tl; 1946-1947, p. 466; 1953, p.400;- 1957, p. 1591 

-

Table 43.5

Ifpllrygg Conyrygnwealthof AustralbYeq Books, 1920; ,. . 4()0; 1931, p
274; L936, p. 895; 1939, p. 891; 194647,p.665; 1953, p. 810; 1957, p. 78i
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Tahle 43.6

[Sources: Conpmçealth of AustraliaYea¡ Bool<s: 1925, p.570; 1931,
p,1?8; 1216, p. 537¡' L939, p. 427; 1946-47, p. 466; 1953, p. 400;
1957, p. 1591

Table 43.7

lSources: Comomvealth of Australiø Year Books: f925, p.814; 1931, p. 601;
1936, p.746; 1939,p.7M; 194647, p. 1041; 1953p. l09l; 1957, p.2081

asAustrallan Wage
of Quensland W
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1 920.f 956

110o/o

1 05%

1 00%
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90%
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